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The colonially created imperialistic All India Services Officers are administrating 
whole nation district as t)asic unit and Deputy Commissioner /Collector as 'alter 
ego' of the Viceroy at the top accepted with different variants in independent 
India also. About ten thousand All India Services Officers are controlling and 
regulating the whole economy of the nation at their sweet will. The present image 
of these officers is as • self-satisfied innovators, egoist, elitist, groupist, 
authoritarian, power crazy, monopolizer, status hungry, perk jerker, and decision 
dodger. It is rare to find a neutral officer, an officer free from biases & prejudices 
and an officer, who is committed for the cause of public & masses. Present day 
every one is seemed to busy in self goal maximization and perpetuation self 
interests or self service glorification from the bureaucratic system and at the cost 
of others, where upright officer only watch it mutely, silently and with hand closed 
down helplessly. 
Present research work has tested 145 hypotheses along with equal 
number of variables in study. Different variable analyses indicate that All India 
Services officers are highly amenable for acceptance of polifical pressure in 
decision making process. Higher-level desires dominating in officers from 
progressive families make them more amenable for acceptance of polifical 
pressure to influence decision. The All India Services Officers show high degree 
of internality and low inclinafion towards luck or chance. Individual officer 
behavior is influenced by individual officer values, percepfions, atfitudes and 
beliefs, which in turn regulate the decision-making behavior. Power, status and 
self-goals infuse greatest motivafion to the All India Services Officers to accept 
political pressure, which has impact on decision-making process. The individual 
All India Services Officer life style orientafion highly inclined towards self and own 
family influences them to approach polificians to meet own needs. Prevalent 
culture of bureaucratic system is that of ego, arrogance, obsession with status, 
abuse of power by power holders, excessive careerism and self-seeking goals 
cultivates frustrafion and powerlessness among the decision takers. Prevalent 
environment in bureaucrafic system have been hijacked by the privileged one's 
and whole system have been made subservient to them only. 
Political Pressure & Its Impact On The Decision; -
Acceptance of political pressure in decision making process and its impact on the 
decision taken by the AISO is summarized below. 
1. Demographic Characters And Impact on Decision: 
Statistical analyses have been carried out for 21 demographic characters, 
indicating how these variables speculate variance within individual officer 
behavior and create disconfinuifies while working in decision-making process. 
1.1. Type Of Serviice More Amenable To Political Pressure: Analyses of 
research data in exhibit 4.2 indicate that 46.1% of IAS officers, 29.7% of IPS 
officers and 24.2% of IPS officers get impact of polifical pressure in decision. 
Results are highly significant at 0.01 level of significance. 
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1.2. Method of Recruitment:-
69.3% of IAS officers, 68.4% of the All India Services Officers, 74% of IPS 
officers & 38% of IFS officers are of view that promoted officers get impact of 
political pressure in decision making process. 
1.3. Position (level) in Hierarchy: 
66.0% of the IFS officers, 58.1% of the IAS and 51.6% of the IPS officers think 
that top-level officers in hierarchy accept pressure more readily and impact on 
their decision making process. 
1.4. Length of Service: -
Young officers with less than 5 years of service are least willing (8.5%) to make 
compromise in the decision process under political pressure. 73.3% of the Indian 
Police Service officers, 67.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
53.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers are amenable to accept political 
pressure in decision working in that of super time scale of pay. Association of 
length of service with decision-making process is significant at .003, level of 
significance in Pearson Chi-square analyses. 
1.5. Cadre of the Officer: 
40.2% of the All India Services Officers, 61,8% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 49.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 41.4% of the 
Indian Police Service officers are of view that officers in outside Cadre State are 
amenable to accept political pressure in decision. Our results are highly 
significant at .001, level of significance in Chi-square. Our hypothesis that All 
India Services Officers working in home cadre are more prone to acceptance of 
pressure has been rejected. 
1.6. Regional Background: 
28.4% officers from south India, 25% from north India, 16% from east India, 
13.4% from northeast India and 8.6% from central & west Indians accept political 
pressure in decision & get impact on decision. Association of regional 
background with decision-making process is significant at .005, level of 
significance in Pearson Chi-square analyses. 
1.7. Community Background: -
52.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 42.3% of the Indian Police Service 
officers and 38.0% of the Indian Administrative Service officers from general 
category are amenable to accept political pressure in decision & get impact on it. 
The IAS, IPS & IFS officers think that 57.7%, 54.5% & 42.5% officers of 
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes jointly accept the pressure in decision 
process. Rho value of-.2 indicates significant negative relations with .01, level of 
significance. 
1.8. Family Economic Background: -
In combined rich and upper middle class category, 42.3% of the All India 
Services Officers, 61.4% of Indian Administrative Service officers, 75.5% of 
Indian Police Service officers and 43% for the Indian Forest Service officers 
accept political pressure in decision-making process, as shown in exhibit number 
4.9. Pearson Chi-square are significant with significance level of .000. 
1.9. Marital Status and Sex: 
^ 
Results analyses in exhibit 4.10 show that 92.2% respondent say male officers 
are more prone to accept pressure in decision. IPS officer's results are 100% 
with the male. 
1.9. Profession of Spouse: -
In combined business and entrepreneur professions category, 51.2% of spouses 
exert pressure on their sweetheart to accept political pressure in decision-making 
process. Among three All India Services, this combined pressure (business and 
entrepreneur) exerted in decision process Is 67.1%, on the IAS, 63.4% on the 
IPS and 26.1% on the IPS officers. 
1.10. Family IVIember Attitude: -
62.7% of the All India Services Officers, 90.8% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers, 66.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 39.6% of the 
Indian Police Service officers get influenced by attitude of spouse In acceptance 
of political pressure which has impact on the decision taken by them. Pearson 
Chi-square results are significant with .000, level of significance; show good 
association of this variable with the acceptance of political pressure in decision-
making process. 
1.11. Number of Children: -
Score for respective three services are 59.8% for the Indian Police Service 
officers, 42.5% for the Indian Administrative Service officers and 41.4% for the 
Indian Forest Service officers. Results indicate that acceptance of political 
pressure has impact on decision making process. 
1.12. to 14.Education of Self, Spouse and Parents-
Our hypothesis that acceptance of political pressure in decision increases with 
the increase in qualification has been rejected. Results are highly significant at 
001, level of significance in Chi-Square. 33.6% of the All India Services Officers 
with post graduate qualifications, 51.3% of the Indian Administrative Service with 
technical and management qualifications have impact on decision by acceptance 
of political pressure. Educational qualifications of the All India Services Officers 
show good relationship with their birthplace; 34.26% of postgraduate are 
amenable to accept political pressure in decision process. Results for 
postgraduate qualification of spouse & parents indicate that 42.7% and 39.4% of 
them accept political pressure in decision making process 
1.15 to 19 Domicile of Self, Spouse and Parents: 
In combined urban and semi urban category 90.2% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 79.2% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 67.8% of the 
Indian Police Service officers from urbanite culture accept political pressure and 
have impact on decision. Pearson Chi-square results are significant at .000, level 
of significance. 
Place of birth of parents and amenability to political pressure results 
indicates that 66.2% of combine urbanite parents influence an individual officer in 
acceptance of pressure in decision. Statistically analyses on Chi -square indicate 
that results are highly significant with significance level of 0.001. Alternate 
hypothesis is accepted that officers from urban areas are more amenable to 
accept political pressure in decision-making process. 
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Results indicate that 94.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 
78.6% of the Indian Police Service officers and 70.9% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers feel that urbanite residence of parent's make them to accept 
political pressure in decision. Our hypothesis that rural parentage residence inc 
residence reases the pressure acceptability in decision has been rejected. Chi-
Square results are highly significant at .001, significance level. 
Combine urban and semi urban results indicate that 80.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 78.5 % of the Indian Police Service officers and 
70.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers feel that urbanite spouse influence 
the All India Services Officers to accept the pressure which has impact on 
decision. Pearson's correlation negative value of -.2 show is significant at .002, 
level of significance. 
Results for combined urban and semi urban indicate that 92.3% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers, 91.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
and 82.3% of the Indian Police Service officers who got their education in urban 
areas after matriculations accept political pressure and get impact on decision. 
2.2. Sources of Pressure and Impact on Decision: 
Results for statistical analyses of Chi-square, Spearman & Pearson correlation 
and Factor analyses results are significant. 
2.1.Chief Minister /Prime IVIinister: 
69.15% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 69% of the Indian Police 
Service officers get political pressure for this source frequently to sometimes in 
decision making process, whereas, 37.54% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
get political pressure sometimes. 
2.2. Center or State Ministers: 
Results for impact on decision shows that 62.5% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers get political pressure from Center or State Ministers always to 
mostly in decision-making process. 62.5% of the Indian Police Service officers 
get political pressure mostly in decision. 66.7% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers' come across political pressure from Center or State Minister sometimes 
to frequently in decision. 
2.3. Member of Pariiament: 
76.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure from 
Member of Parliament mostly to frequently in decision making process. 69.2% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers and 64.9% of the Indian Police Service officers 
come across political pressure sometimes to frequently from the Member of 
Parliament in decision process. 
2.4.Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly: 
83.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure always 
to mostly from the Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly in 
the decision-making process. 76% of the Indian Police Service officers and 
79.5% of the All India Services Officers get the political pressure frequently to 
always from Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly in 
decision. 77.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure from 
Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly frequently, 
sometimes and mostly in decision. 
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2.6. District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members: 
74.9% of the All India Services Officers, 81.6% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 80.9% of the Indian Police Service officers get political 
pressure in decision making process always to frequently from the District Level 
Politician / Zila Parishad Members. 68.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
get political pressure mostly to sometimes from District Level Politician / Zila 
Parishad Members in decision process. 
2.6. Block Level Politicians/ Block Samiti: 
57.4% of the All India Services Officers, 70.4% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 55.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 57% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get mostly to frequently political pressure from 
Block Level Politicians/ Block Samiti, which has impact on decision process. 
2.7. Village Heads / Village Level Workers: 
61.4% of the All India Services Officers, 62.1% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 51.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 73.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get always to frequently political pressure from 
Village Level Politicians which has impact on decision process. 
2.8. Power Brokers /Touts / Musclemen: 
77.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 71.6% of the Indian Police 
Service officers, 38.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 61.9% of the All 
India Services Officers get political pressure always to frequently from the Power 
Brokers /touts / musclemen in their decision process. 
2.9. Communication Media: 
79.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 64.3% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 54.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers get pressure 
from communication media mostly to sometimes to pass on impact on decision 
process. 
2.10. Hidden Financier: 
84.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 72.9% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 20.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers get pressure 
always to frequently from hidden financiers which has impact on decision-making 
process. 
3. Areas of Political Pressure in Decision Process:-
Highest total score for transfer & posting among all 76 variables indicate that this 
area get maximum political pressure to have greatest impact on decision making 
process. 
3.1. Political Pressure in Transfer Decisions:- 70.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 40.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 
46.1% of total All India Services Officers (exhibit 6.1) receive political pressure 
always to influence the transfers related decisions. Pearson Chi-square results 
with 0.000 level of significance indicate good association of transfer with the 
decision-making process. 
3.2. Political Pressure in Postings Decisions:- Mean and modal value of 4, 
clearly indicate that most often political pressure influence the decision pertaining 
to postings. 37.9% of the Indian Police Service officers, 25.4% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 21.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
(exhibits.3) are most often influenced by tlie political pressure while taking 
decision for postings. 
3.3. Poiiticai Pressure in Recruitment Decisions:-
Most often and always combined score show that, 70.3% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers, 67.8% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 64.5% of 
the Indian Police Service officers come across political pressure while making 
decisions for recruitment. Pearson Chi-square results show good association 
with decision-making process at 0.01 level of significance. 
3.4. Political Pressure in Resource Allocation Decisions:-
79.1% of the Indian Police Service officers, 63.3% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 32.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers come across 
political pressure rarely to sometimes in decision making for resource allocation. 
0.000, level of significance in Chi-square results indicate good association of 
resource allocation variable with the decision making process. 
3.5. Political Pressure in Rewards:-
75.9% of the Indian Police Service officers, 61.4% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers & 57.8% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get influenced 
frequent to sometimes by political pressure in decision making process while 
distributing rewards. Pearson Chi-square 0.000 level of significance indicates 
that rewards related decisions are significantly related to political pressure. 
3.6. Political Pressure in Punishment Decisions:-
85.5% of the Indian Police Service officers, 76.6% of the All India Services 
Officers, 72.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 68.3% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers are influenced by political pressure frequently to 
sometimes while taking decisions for the punishments. Pearson Chi-square 
results are significant at 0.003 level of significance which show the good 
association of political pressure in decision with the punishment. 
3.7. Political Pressure in Promotion Decisions:-
69.7% of the Indian Police Service officers, 64.3% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 62% of the Indian Forest Service officers get influenced 
most often to frequently by political pressure when they take decision pertaining 
to promotions. Pearson Chi-square results are significant at 0.03, level of 
significance indicating good association of political pressure in decision-making 
process for promotions. 
3.8. Rule, Regulations & Procedures in Decision:-
87.1% of the All India Services Officers, 99.2% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 72.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 83% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers decisions are get influenced by political pressure 
frequently to rarely in manipulation of rules, regulations and procedures. The 
Pearson Chi-square results indicate good association of decision-making 
process with rules, regulations and procedures. 
3.9. Political Pressure in Policy Related Decisions:-
77% of the Indian Police Service officers, 48.9% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 63.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers are influenced by 
political pressure frequently to sometimes while taking policy related decisions. 
Pearson Chi-square results indicate good association of political pressure in 
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policy with tiie decision-malting process and are significant with 0.000 level of 
significance. 
3.10. Political Pressure in Change of Law Decisions:-
94.5% of the Indian Police Service officers, 83.9% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 65.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 82.7% of the All 
India Services Officers are influenced sometimes to frequent by political pressure 
for decisions pertaining to change of Law and Acts. Results are significant with 
Pearson Chi-square analyses showing 0.000 level of significance showing good 
relationship of decision making process with political pressure for change of Law 
& Acts. 
3.11. Political Pressure in Demure in Decision Process:-
Demur in decision process has good association with the decision-making 
process as shown by the Pearson Chi-square results, which are significant at 
0.000 level of significance. Highest score indicate that 37.4% of the All India 
Services Officers, 51.2% of the Indian Police Service officers and 33.3% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers 31.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
are influenced by political pressure frequently to delay the decision process. 
3.12. Political Pressure in Decisions for Development Works:-
57.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 21.6% of the Indian Police Service 
officers and 57.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers are influenced 
most often to frequent by political pressure while taking decisions pertaining to 
development works. Pearson Chi-square results are significant with 0.000 level 
of significance. Political pressure for development work shows good association 
with the decision-making process. 
3.13. Political Pressure in Crime Related Decisions:-
62.8% of the All India Services Officers, 75.4% of the Indian Police Service 
officers and 55.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers are influenced by 
political pressure always to most often in crime related decisions. Pearson Chi-
square 0.000 level of significance indicates good association of political pressure 
in crime handling with the decision-making process. 
3.14. Political Pressure in Training &Tours Decisions:-
50% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 22.8 % of the Indian Forest 
Service officers decisions are influenced always to mostly by political pressure 
for recommending persons of political choice for tours and training. Pearson Chi-
square 0.000 level of signiflcance shows good association of training & tours with 
the decision-making process. 
3.15. Political Pressure in Decisions for Social Issues:-
65.7% of the All India Services Officers, 74.5% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers 70.2% of the Indian Police Service officers and 51% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers are influenced by polifical pressure sometimes to 
frequently while taking decisions for social issues. Results are significant with 
Pearson Chi-square 0.000 level of significance. This shows good associafion of 
social issues with the decision-making process. 
4.iViodes & Forms of Political Pressure in Decisions:-
Politicians' control over public servants has been ranked as first and abuse of 
position & authority by the polificians is the second most important mode for 
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exerting political pressure in the decision-making process. Political pressure 
through member citizenry is the last mode for exerting political pressure. 
Rankings, mean values and standard deviations have been shown in the exhibit 
number 7.1, results for seven most important modes of political pressure have 
been discussed below. 
4.1. Politician Control Over Public Servants: 
Our results indicate that politician control over public servants is the first and 
most important mode of pressure commonly used by the politicians to influence 
decisions. 62.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 62.5% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 58.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
decisions are influenced by virtue of politician control over them as the major 
source of political pressure. Pearson Chi-square results show good association 
of politician control over bureaucratic system with the decision process at 0.01, 
level of significance. 
4.2.Political Pressure by Abuse of Position & Authority:-
Abuse of position & authority by politicians has been rated as 2"^ most common 
mode for exerting political pressure on the decision-making process by AISO. 
93.7% of the Indian Police Service officers, 90.5% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 59% of the Indian Forest Service officers consider that 
politician abuse his position & authority to influence the decision-making process. 
Abuse of position by politician in decision process show strong association at 
0.000 level of significance as shown by the Pearson Chi-square. 
4.3.Political Pressure by Bureaucratic System/ seniors: 
83.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 67.6% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 64.6 % of the Indian Police Service officers decisions are 
influenced by political pressure exerted through bureaucratic system and their 
seniors. This mode has been ranked 3'^ '^  most important mode among all the 22 
modes. Pearson Chi-square 0.000 level of significance indicates good 
association pressure through seniors in bureaucratic system with the decision-
making process. 
4.4.Political Pressure Through Power Brokers:-
65.2% of the All India Services Officers, 71.1% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers, 65.6% of the Indian Police Service officers and 58.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers decisions are not influenced by political pressure 
through power brokers. This is has been considered as 4'^ most important mode 
of political pressure exerted on the decision making process. 
4.5.Polltical Pressure through Political Groups/Activists: 
59.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 29.7% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers & 34.4% of the Indian Police Service officers decisions are 
influenced by political pressure in decision-making process through political 
groups/activists. Political groups and activist mode has got over all 5'^  rank 
among all 22 modes of pressure. Pearson Chi-square significance level of 0.000, 
shows good relationship of this mode of political pressure with decision process. 
Strength of this correlation is shown by Spearman correlation (Rho) value of 0.2 
with 0.002, level of significance. 
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4.6.Political Pressure by Politician Supremacy in Decision Process: Exhibit 
7.22 show that 59.1% of the All India Services Officers realize this mode of 
pressure as important mode of pressure and ranked it at 6* overall rank. 60% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers, 59.5% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers and 58.3% of the Indian Police Service officers decisions are influenced 
due to politician supremacy in decision making process. 
4.7.Political Pressure through Known & Friendly Bureaucrats:-
Pearson Chi-square results show good association of this mode of political 
pressure with the decision-making process at 0.000 level of significance. 46.4% 
of the Indian Forest Service officers, 40.5% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 33.3% of the Indian Police Service officers have considered this as 
important mode of political pressure used by politician in decision-making 
process which has impact on decisions taken by AISO. 
S.Reasons for Accepting Political Pressure in Decision:-
Results are highly significant with all values of significance are less than 0.05. 
Strength of associations for different reasons towards accepting political pressure 
with the decision-making process is established by the Rho and R-values, which 
are highly significant. Out of 15 reasons studied in research 7 most important 
reasons are discussed below 
5.1. Enhancement of Status & Decision:- 98.5% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 98% of the Indian Police Service officers and 67.5% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers (combine first three score of most important, very 
important and important) due to their desire for enhancing status they accept 
political pressure while making decisions. Pearson Chi-square results are highly 
significant at 0.000 level of significance. Pearson's correlation and Spearman 
correlation of 0.000 level of significance indicate very strong correlation of 
enhancement of status with the decision. 
5.2. Proximity to Politician Generate Information for Decision: 
58.3% of the Indian Police Service officers, 14.1% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers and 56% of the Indian Administrative Service officers accept political 
pressure to develop proximity to politician which may generate information 
having impact on decision making process. Pearson Chi-square results indicate 
that proximity to politicians generate information has good association with the 
decision-making process. 
5.3. Lust to Grab Power & Decision: 
Pearson Chi-square results show good association of lust for power with the 
decision making process and the results are significant with 0.000 level of 
significance. Most important & very important combined evaluation (exhibit 8.4) 
show that 84.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 64.5% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 55% of the Indian Forest Service accept 
political pressure in decision-making process due to AISO lust for power. 
5.4.Career Advancement & Decision: Combined score of most important, very 
important & important show that 98.7% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 99% of the Indian Police Service officers and 77.8% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers accept political pressure in decision making process for self 
career advancement. Career advancement show good association with the 
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decision as demonstrated by the Pearson Chi-square analysis and alternate 
hypothesis is accepted that the All India Services Officers accept political 
pressure for advancement of their career. 
5.5. To Secure Politicai Patronage & Decision: 
41.7% of the All India Services Officers, 48% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 20.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 56.3% of the Indian 
Police Service officers consider securing political patronage as most important 
factor for acceptance of political pressure which influence the decision-making 
process. Results are highly significant and the Pearson Chi-square indicates 
good association of political patronage with the decision-making process. 
Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation values are significant with .000, 
level of significance, and show good relation with the decision. 
5.6. Security & Stability in Job/Least Disturbances: The All India Services 
Officers have ranked security and stability at 6'*^  rank among different factors 
influencing the acceptability of political pressure in decision. 93.2% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 63.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 
62.7% of the Indian Police Service officers consider security and stability in job 
as very important in acceptance of political pressure in decision process. 
5.7. Avoid Conflicts in Decisions: Pearson Chi-square analyses indicate that 
there is good association between decision making process and avoidance of 
conflict by the All India Services Officers. 38% of the All India Services Officers, 
48.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 21.6% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers and 44.8% of the Indian Police Service officers consider conflict 
avoidance as most important factor for acceptance of political pressure in 
decision process. 
Solutions cannot be imposed on the parasitic and exploitative bureaucratic 
system. Only thorough overhauling and change can infuse some ray of hope to 
bring change in decision-making process. Need of time is complete restructuring 
and reengineering of Indian Bureaucratic System. 
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Preface 
While working as Scientific Officer/Scientist in Department of Atomic 
Energy, I developed great reverence for the All India Services. Later on, when I 
i«->ined the All India Services, I felt like flying on pinnacles and soon during training 
covered that we are the legacy of the Imperial British era. While working in 
irie Haryana Cadre & at Center, I got plethora of opportunities to study the 
behavior of these super elites from closest range. I have deep rooted interest to 
study individuals and system, where different variables are operating on them. 
During scintillating experience and first hand interaction with politicians and super 
powerful elites, I discovered that AISO are super actor & are the greatest 
politicians. They are the masters of wind to churn every opportunity in their favor 
to serve their self-goals. 
With passage of time interactions with AISO increased, my passion to 
study their behavior also multiplied. To find out solutions, I unsettled the dust of 
various libraries for many years. I was elated in real sense after 9 months of 
toiling, when Dr. P.Singh approved my questionnaires. Retrieval of information 
from Also is the most difficult task on the earth. My efforts for couples of years 
saw the sunlight, when feeding of desired information was complete in SPSS 
software of my PC. 
Analyses & research finding are purely neutral to any body/service, sheerly 
based on the research results/ findings; any member of any service should not 
feel about it. Research is search of appropriate variables and web of their 
interrelationship. Research observations have been presented with respect to 
statistical outcomes. 
Our indigenous system of administration had been sustainable for 
thousands of years. During Mogul period system of administration was made 
individual oriented. Imperial Colonial period expressed the culmination of policy of 
repression and ruthless exploitation of indigenous people to serve the 
imperialistic interest in England. Repression of the Indian subcontinent was 
reflected in recruitment in England. Constitutional autocracy was not differing the 
'tota dado' from Asian despotism. Colonial rulers for over two centuries 
administered and ruled India through the All India Services to protect their throne 
in England. The All India Services are the time-tested system of exploitation and 
that ruling from remote to serve the interests of select few at top. The All India 
Services by their origin are exploitative and self-goal oriented. 
Great concern was expressed and voice was raised during independence 
movement against the agencies of repression and suppression. Even after that 
about 3 million Colonial officials were asked to stay on posts at the time of 
independence, with expectation that they will change themselves. The Indian 
bureaucracy remained preoccupied with retention of power & purse for self-goal 
maximization. Slow and sure degradation in bureaucratic system has made it & 
system mystery, secret sacrilege for protection of own deeds or misdeeds or 
misdiminevour. 
Colonial Civil Administration in India was through All India Services 
Officers; district was basic unit and District Collector was the 'alter ego' of the 
Viceroy at the top as it was accepted in the independent India also. Centralisation 
in decision-making was its key feature. Heaven borne & pampered All India 
Services Officers (steel frame) enslaved the Indians from their childhood. Elite 
class stratification in services with own separate career prospectus generates 
conflicts in the bureaucratic system. Public servants with political support start 
behaving as de facto rulers in autocratic manner with eyes on self-goal 
maximization only. 
A lso idolize authority. Public faith has turned in to materialism, 
materialism into passive obedience and obedience into self-goals. Self-goals turn 
state into individual fiefdom for self-career & perpetuation. AISO are symbol of 
status, ego, arrogance, power based politically dominated class in itself. 
Bureaucrats are power elite's everywhere, so India cannot be exception. All India 
Services Officers have outlived their utility. Present bureaucratic system has 
become heaven for ill motivated and corrupt persons. For common public it has 
become circuitous to scale the cliffs of such decision in bureaucratic system. The 
new image of the All India Services is as the self satisfied glorious innovator, 
egoist, elitist, groupist, authoritarian, power crazy, monopolizer, status hungry, 
perk jerker, and decision dodger. 
Politics is the unsanctioned or illegitimate use of power to achieve 
unsanctioned or illegitimate ends. It is way to exploit the formal system. People 
love to use politics for own goal maximization. No system can be free from politics 
of pressure, so is Indian bureaucratic system. Under political pressure goal 
revision leads to goal enlargement which leads to goal displacement & goal 
succession capture the decision making process. Collective goals emerge as a 
result of voluntary trading & contracting between All India Services Officers and 
politicians. Goals continuously change when individual improves own benefits by 
such change, public goals are toppled in power struggle, number of political 
relations and success modify individual officer behavior. Utility and futility of goals 
motivate individual to generate more and more political patronage, hence, role of 
political pressure continues to increase with passage of time. Such 
systems/processes of political patronage/obligation/nexus have become heaven 
for corrupt officers. 
Stratified Indian Society is entrenched with institutionalised inequalities. 
Colonially created imperialistic institution cannot remain on original terms, but has 
to be readjusted to be in harmony with new socio-economic-political situations. 
A lso have become necessary evil to create an elite caste among the services. 
If something can go wrong it will go wrong. AIS have regulated to multiply 
only subordinates not rivals. All India Services Officers have reached the 
pinnacles of their incompetence, but still All India Services Officers are the best to 
rule the country by virtue of their training and location in power hierarchy. In 
comparison with private sector, technocrats. Public Sector Undertakings, 
specialist and rest of the bureaucrats, the AISO are the best undisputedly. In 
India our experience with railways, postal & communication, doctors, engineers, 
scientist and specialist show that bureaucracy operates in similar way by power 
elite's with foundation of self-goals. Civil services operate through elitist 
foundation and resilience. Garrison of political picked up person's upholded the 
crown for the British and now holding it for the politicians in power. 
The AISO are located on all pivotal positions in public administration. By 
their location, the AISO have insured that performance is relegated to oblivion. 
Whole bureaucratic system has been molded around self-goals only. Behavior of 
individual AISO is a matter of concern for public as whole decision-making 
process revolves around them. It is both way that AISO behavior & in turn public 
VI 
& politician also influence forcefully behavior of individuals and services in due 
course of time. Issue of political pressure is as old as human civilization. Pressure 
moves things in desired direction in turn outcomes motivate pressure exerter to 
accelerate pressure with continual efforts. 
Bureaucratic system is the biggest cause to invite & sustain the political 
pressure. System boundaries are such that political pressure continuously 
percolate and submerged /mingled to propel it. Political pressure has become the 
integral part of it and its sustainability revolves around it. Different causes of 
political pressure have been studied; results indicate that most important cause & 
genesis oozes from the system itself. We have selected 22 modes of political 
pressure our results indicate five most commonly used modes are crucial. Fifteen 
most important reasons to accept political pressure have been studied and ten 
sources of political pressure have been analyzed to find out intensity of pressure 
from these sources. 
For sake of convenience of software, USA English has been used. In 
present work word 'he' has been used as it is neutral to both genders. 'He' also 
denotes 'she' where so ever it is required so. After analysis of data on SPSS, in 
exhibits all the values are not shown due to limitation of space, only highest 
values or relevant figures are indicated at places according to requirement of 
research. 
It is not possible for me to acknowledge & enumerate each and every 
source of help I received during the research work. But I could have not been in 
position to complete this task without support provided by library of MDI, 
Gurgaon. Really, it is wonderful library, where, they allowed us to work till late 
night. We are grateful to the AIMA, New Delhi and AMU, Aligarh for providing this 
opportunity to start work on this topic and moral support provided by them 
through out research work. I am grateful to my internal adviser and external 
adviser, who have spared their invaluable time to guide me for the research work. 
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Happy officers are most efficient workers, all individuals most productive, 
when boss is friendly, trusting and approachable S. P. Robins 
Abstract 
The colonially created imperialistic All India Services Officers are 
administrating whole nation district as basic unit and Deputy Commissioner 
/Collector as 'alter ego' of the Viceroy at the top accepted with different 
variants in independent India also. About ten thousand All India Services 
Officers are controlling and regulating the whole economy of the nation at 
their sweet will. The present image of these officers is as self-satisfied 
innovators, egoist, elitist, groupist, authoritarian, power crazy, monopolizer, 
status hungry, perk jerker, and decision dodger. It is rare to find a neutral 
officer, an officer free from biases & prejudices and an officer, who is 
committed for the cause of public & masses. Present day every one is 
seemed to busy in self goal maximization and perpetuation self interests or 
self service glorification from the bureaucratic system and at the cost of 
others, where upright officer only watch it mutely, silently and with hand 
closed down helplessly. 
Present research work has tested 145 hypotheses along with equal 
number of variables in study. Individual character analyses indicate that 
Indian Administrative Service officers are highly amenable for acceptance of 
political pressure. Higher-level desires dominating in officers from progressive 
families make them more amenable for acceptance of political pressure. 
Individual officer behavior is influenced by individual officer values, 
perceptions, attitudes and beliefs, which in turn regulate the decision-making 
behavior. Power, status and self-goals infuse greatest motivation to the All 
India Services Officers to accept political pressure in decision-making 
process. The individual All India Services Officer life style orientation highly 
inclined towards self and own families influence them to approach politicians 
to meet own needs. Prevalent culture of bureaucratic system is that of ego, 
arrogance, obsession with status, abuse of power-by-power holders, 
excessive careerism and self-seeking goals cultivates frustration and 
powerlessness among the decision takers. Prevalent environment in 
bureaucratic system have been hijacked by the privileged one's and whole 
system have been made subservient to them only. 
Bureaucratic system generates conflicts, uncertainties and risk in the 
decision, which Influence Individual officer not to take decision or delay It to Infinity. 
Innovations were never infused and allowed to grow in the system. Individual 
officer approach different sources of political pressure to meet own interests 
and this motivate Member Legislative Assembly and Ministers to exert political 
pressure in decision-making process. Transfers, postings, recruitment, 
promotions and control over resource allocations are the areas where highest 
political pressure is exerted. Highest political pressure on these pressures 
points itself indicative of self-goals dominance among the All India Services 
Officers. Different modes and forms of political pressure studied indicate that 
politicians control over bureaucratic system and abuse of authority by them 
make them to exert pressure on the decision-making process. Individual 
officer lust to grab power and maximize own status for own career 
progressions make these officers vulnerable to accept political pressure. 
Solutions cannot be imposed on the parasitic and exploitative bureaucratic 
system. Only thorough overhauling and change can infuse some ray of hope 
to bring change in decision-making process. Need of time is complete 
restructuring and reengineering of Indian Bureaucratic system. 
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1. Introduction: 
India the seat of knowledge and power had witnessed upheavals through the 
dawn of history. One of the oldest and richest civilizations of the world, decayed, 
destroyed and ruled by few foreigners for the centuries together, because of its 
inherent internal fighting's and conflicts. These foreigners sailed across seven oceans 
to earn business for them in turn; they ruled the mighty India over centuries. They had 
used the vision and farsightedness while establishing and consolidating their grip & 
complete control over the Indian administrative system. 
The colonial rulers established the Imperial Services (bureaucratic system) as 
mechanism to rule the Indian soils. Imperial Civil Service (ICS), Imperial Forest 
Service (IFS) and Imperial Police Service (IPS) were established to serve the imperial 
interests. These Crown services were exclusively for the British People to rule the 
Indian masses perpetually, with aim to consolidate and expand the land under control 
of the Crown. The Indians took very long time to reckon with their fallacies, after 
decades of struggle and insurmountable pressure Indians were allowed to compete 
for these services. Rest is history with lot of meanderings in itself. 
Later on under political pressure from Independence Movement, these 
services were renamed as Indian Administration Service (IAS), Indian Forest Service 
(IFS) and Indian Police Service (IPS). During Second World War recruitment and 
training for these services got a severe jolt. In post-war era, British crown has not 
shown any serious concern for these services. Remotely controlled officers of these 
services governed the operations in India to serve the imperialist rulers in England. 
Remotely located imperialistic rulers achieved their objectives of revenue collection & 
maximisation; retention of strategic powers, maintaining law & order to serve self-
ends. Subordination of administration was to meet selfish needs and greed's of the 
rulers. 
Political leadership in India identified the five major objectives in 1947, to 
cover social, political and economic dimensions of the life in India. These were (a) 
establishment of Parliamentary type democracy (b) formation of a federation, the 
constitution, making both Centre and States, autonomous in their respective sphere 
of operations (c) setting up self sufficient, self reliant economic systems (d) promotion 
of social justice (e) goals and value oriented public administration. 
Civil Administration in India was through All India Services Officers; district was 
basic unit and District Collector was the 'alter ego' of the Viceroy at the top, as it was 
accepted in the independent India also. Centralisation in decision-making was its key 
feature. Indian Civil Service members as a rule manned all the leadership positions, 
at all levels and all sectors of administration. Administration was based on system of 
rules procedures and regulations. Secretariat got the role of policy making and 
executive for the operational and implementation responsibility. Unusual feature was 
included in the Indian Constitution (Article 308, 310, 311, 312 & 313) regarding 
provisions containing definite guarantee and safeguards for these most powerful elite 
of the society. 
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Stratified Indian Society is entrenched with institutionalised inequalities. India is 
particularly committed to economic and social development of the disadvantaged 
sections of society and to this end policy of positive discrimination is enshrined in the 
Constitution of India. Socio-economic planning is preferred mode of development, 
which is in the hands of All India Service Officers. During past 50 years socio-
economic-political scenario has undergone a sea change at district level, which 
seems to be irreversible. A colonially created imperialistic institution cannot remain on 
original terms, but has to be readjusted to be in harmony with new socio-economic-
political situations. Civil services of this land have been steadily loosing trust and 
confidence of common man (S.R. Maheshwari). 
Sh. Navanit Sinha has described All India Services as "To some who may call 
these services an evil, these now have become a necessary evil. India has been 
ruled by the largest and one of the most organized, All India Services that ever 
established anywhere. The sheer size of these services needed to rule India and the 
enormity of its tasks have reinforced the tendency towards having highly organized 
and stratified structure of authority for sound all round development of India. Being 
par excellence, these services were rendering main support to British Imperialism for 
a century and half that it endured. They did bring a measure of order and peace, if not 
prosperity, to the areas where anarchy had long hold sway. Even though primarily 
being - a garrison of picked up men-, with the mission of upholding the crown, they 
did still possess the tradition of strength and efficiency with aloofness, exclusion and 
class consciousness". 
The All India Services Officers could not correct their behavior by learning from 
their mistakes. The result has been that the bureaucratic patterns of action, such as 
impersonality of rules and centralization of decision-making have got established in 
such a way that they have become a part of the reinforcing equilibrium. The new 
image of the All India Services as the self satisfied glorious innovator, egoist, elitist, 
groupist, authoritarian, power crazy, monopolizer, status hungry, perk jerker, and 
decision dodger. Bureaucrats are power elite everywhere, so India cannot be 
exception. For their decisions, it is commonly whispered in the corridor of power. ' 
You show me person, I will quote the rules and deliver the decision to serve the 
clientele needs'. Bureaucrats have outlived their utility. Public administration has 
become heaven for ill-motivated and corrupt persons. This reflects the crux of our 
problem inrour bureaucratic system. 
"To be king of Indian heap, it is not enough to be best that you are. You cannot 
seed your field and reap what you have sown. You must scale those cliffs of 
bureaucracy, you must be prepared to be scratched by those thickets of regulations, 
and you must be prepared to re- energise the patches where politicians have sucked 
out fertility. When you talk to insiders in any Indian industry, they will tell you how 
every number one has emerged from the scrimmage after nobbling rivals, bending 
the rules, cozying up to right politician or babu and paying off or edging out the 
inconvenient official. The public face of an Indian businessman-as-role-model is 
drastically different from the wheeling-dealing he indulges in to best his peers. It is 
almost as if the role model holding that trophy of achievement is cut out, hiding from 
us his other self The simple truth is that beyond a certain point, liberalization has not 
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changed things. And it never will, as long a the entrepreneur has occasion to cozy up 
with official and the politician^" 
All India Services Officers are devoid of human values and equity since their 
origin in Colonial era. "In various parts of the underdeveloped world the prospectus 
for economic growth will not become particularly bright until there are some rather 
profound changes in human motivation and values and social political structure" 
B.B.Khare (1974). These officers cannot deliver efficient and effective development 
for the prosperity of masses. The All India Services Officers by their origin are 
exploitative, parasitic and self-goal achievers in bureaucratic system. 
Management literature viewed politics as unsanctioned or illegitimate use of 
power to achieve unsanctioned or illegitimate ends, it indicate informal, parochial and 
selfish individual behavior to exploit the formal authority. [Mayes 1977, Murray 1980, 
Mintzberg 1983 and Enz 1988]. In public administration, political power on occasions 
is discussed as legitimate power and by virtue of their position in hierarchy politicians 
enjoys full authority over the decision-making process. In case of All India Services 
also, politician is invariably located above these officers in respective departmental 
hierarchy, so politician enjoy supreme position to control the bureaucratic system. 
Politics is the fact of the life, so political pressure is the necessary evil in the 
bureaucratic system. People love it, to use for own goal maximization. It is not 
possible that any system can be free from politics and pressure tactics. Individuals 
make groups, groups make class, class makes services and services make system 
with different values, goals and interests. Marshall and Cooper (1979) defined 
pressure as "Pressure- a problem, something you find difficult to cope with, about 
which you feel worried or anxious." Asha Bhandarker (1985) observed "Pressure - as 
a problem, something you find difficult to cope with, about which you feel worried or 
anxious or tense. Pressure can be positive or negative or both." Political pressure for 
us is the unauthorised demand problem in public administration to which AISO find 
difficult to find a solution as prescribed in rules, procedures and regulations to arrive 
at a decision. 
Political pressure is the compulsory compulsion of the bureaucratic system. 
Activities under political pressure are not carried out according to rules, regulations 
and procedures, it is considered to be brought under influence or an attempt to 
influence the outcome of decision to meet their self /own goals or interests from public 
administration at the cost of public. Illegitimate political pressure is the pressure, 
which violates the well laid down rules, regulations and procedure of the bureaucratic 
system. Whereas, legitimate political pressure is the over riding pressure asserted in 
normal administration by in-charge Center or State Minister /Chief Minister /Prime 
Minister, through formal line of command, which is in consonance with laid down 
rules. 
Exertion of political pressure by politicians on All India Services Officers 
require an attempt to use inherent political power base to influence the goals, 
interests, criteria and processes used for decision making for distribution of 
advantages and disadvantages within the department in desired direction. 
'Business Today, ' Mourn the Indian Way' editorial. Vol. 10, No. 13, July 7-
July 21, 2001, (Living Media India Ltd. New Delhi.) 
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Government resources are limited and there is ever increasing huge demand from 
different quarters, which force politicians to exert pressure on bureaucrats with 
highest intensity and extensively over the bureaucratic system. In government 
bureaucracy, any gains by any one group will be at the expense of others only. Every 
one cannot remain gainer all the time. Today gains are the tomorrow loss, but no one 
is interested in knowing the fate of that tomorrow. 
Term bureaucrat, pubic servant, government servant, political administrator, 
civil servant and civil administrator have different meanings in references in different 
works, here these words have been used inter changeably to cover the All India 
Services Officers located in different positions and at different locations. Word public 
administration, bureaucratic system and civil administration also have been used 
interchangeably to indicate the government administration, where these All India 
Services Officers are located and take decisions. Analyses of prevalent workings in 
bureaucratic system remind us following well established laws in public 
administration, which are true to the All India Services Officers also. 
Murphy's Law (1956) 
If something can go wrong, it will. (A.I.S. will go wrong) 
When left to themselves, things always go from bad to worse. (So, 
as Indian Bureaucracy & All India Services) 
Parkinson's Laws (1957) 
Officials multiply subordinates, not rivals. (AISO want whole country as 
subordinate to them only, no rivals, please.) 
Officials make-work for each other. (All the services, fight with each 
other) 
Delay is the deadliest form of denial.(that is ultimate decision) 
Peter Principle (1969) 
In a hierarchy, every employee tends to rise to his maximum level of 
incompetence. (All India Services tends to be) 
Greshnan's statement 
Trivial matters are handled promptly-- important matters are never solved. 
Robert N. Kharasch (1973), "Great institutions are out of control." (so as AIS) 
Peter Drucker (1980), "Malperformance is increasingly being taken for granted." 
1.2. History of Administration: 
History of administration comprises bureaucracy and administration in historical 
perspectives of literature and history of the All India Services. 
1.2.1. Bureaucracy and Administration in Historical Perspectives of 
Literature: -
Vedic literature described the non-monarchical form of governance, reference had 
been found about king less state of 'Vrishnis'. The science of governance with 
enunciation of duties and functions of various organ of administration has been 
described through the Rigveda, the Atharveda, the Upnishad^s, Aitarya Brahman, 
Satapatha Brahmana, Gautam Sutra, the Bagwadgeeta, Arthsastra of Kautlaya, 
Mahabhasya of Pantjali, Manu Samiriti, Yaghvalikaya Samlhti, Narad Samiriti, Brihspati 
Samiriti, Harshcharit of Ban, Asthadhyayi of Panini, and Rajtarngani of Kalhan etc. 
Civil administration is as old as human civilisation. The Chinese are considered one 
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of the pioneers in evolving the well-established bureaucracy and civil services. 
When, we go through Vedic culture literature, we come across different duties had 
been assigned to various functionaries and levels of hierarchy under the king. 
Bureaucratic system in India evolved, refined and redefined under the 
wisdom of sages and kings through the ages. The Ramayana and the Mahabharata, 
the great epics of this land had detailed descriptions pertaining to the duties & work of 
civil administration through various functionaries. If we neglect process & science of 
public administration, all virtues will decline in society [Mahabharat, Shantiparva, 
63.78]. Knowledge empower ruler to be proficient in administration and to keep their 
subjects happy [ Sukarniti, 6.7]. Art of public administration has been described in the 
Aitriya Brahman and the Satapatha Brahman. 
Procedure for public administration and implementation of civil and criminal 
law has been described in details in the Sukarniti, Brhispatiniti, Gautmaniti, 
Apastamba, Vashishthaniti, Bodhyana, Jainism & Budhist Sutras, the Jatakas and 
l\/lilinda Panha works. According to prevalent concept of that time, king was the 
servant of the state and paid by the public, duty of king was to protect his subjects. 
The 'Dasa -purusa-rajya' mentioned in the Satpatha Brahmana suggest occurrence 
of hereditary rule. 
Tradition of the Mahasammata St/ggand tradition mentioned in the 'Pancha-
guru-jatka' suggests elective king and council of ministers. Chankaya composed great 
work 'Arthsashtra' for different aspects of administration with detailed division of work 
for each level of administration. The Kautalya approach of public administration was 
for public welfare through public officials known as 'gopas' and 'sthunikas'. Kautalya's 
Arthasastra, was the legendary work (literature), where well prescribed norms were 
laid down for bureaucratic system towards subordination and administration of law. 
l\/ludra raksha of Vishakhdutt, l\/lrichchaktika of Sudraka, Harishcharita of Bann and 
Rajtarngani of Kalhana threw light on contemporary style of administration prevalent 
at that time. 
The Ashoka's and Gupta's period rock edicts and inscription throw light on 
methods of public administration during that time. During period of the great Ashoka, 
public administration was carried out through 'Mahamantras,' 'Pradesikas,' 'Rajukas', 
'Mahamandiesvaras', 'Rajansthniyas', Vparikas,' and '\//s/7ayapaf/s,'with province, 
districts and sub district as territorial unit of administration. The Great Ashoka worked 
day and night for the welfare of his subjects. He was always available for public 
affairs, as mentioned in rock edicts that "at all hours and all places; whether dinning, 
or in the 'Raniwasa,' or in his bed room, or in my closet, in my carriage, or in the 
palace gardens; the official Reporters should report to me on the people's business, 
and I am ready to the people's business in all places." [ Rock Edict VI]. After centuries 
lapse. King Harsha also carried out people oriented administration through couriers. 
Powers of king were not absolute; there were various checks on the 
authority of the monarch. Ruler had to abide by law laid down in the Shashtras or 
customs of the country. The Shashtras were regarded as constitution of the country. 
King was not above the law; a story was mentioned by the Hiuen-Tsiang about the 
King Bibmbisara that to prevent frequent fires in the capital. The King passed an 
ordinance that, if fire will break out in anybody house, that person will be exiled to 
forests. One-day, fire broke out in Royal Palace. The King said to his Ministers, "I 
must be exiled to forests." To maintain the law, the King gave up the government and 
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retired to forests. In 'sachivayath- tantra' form of government, real power was vested 
in the hands of Council of Ministers as mentioned in Mudra raksha. Puranas were 
composed for common person, even for those who cannot understand the intricacy of 
system of public administration. 
The King Bhoj of Dhara composed many books on art of public 
administration. Sher Shah Suri managed administration through pargana's and 
sarkar's with the help of shiqqdar's (revenue official) and munsifs (judicial official). 
The Moghul official hierarchy of administration was through Mansabdar, faujdars and 
Amirs, paid by commission or through jagirs. Big hereditary Zamindars were 
appointed as jagirdars, izatdar and taluqdars for revenue administration. Civil 
administration had been described in the Akbarnama and Aine- i-Akabari. Abul Fazal 
had described ways and means for political administration & implementation of law. 
In western part of the world, Mill (1861) viewed bureaucracy as rule by the 
officials. Civil Services Reform of 1870 invested continental counterpart control in 
British bureaucracy. Hegel considered bureaucracy a universal class with general 
interest of state. Marxist enunciated that state reflect the economically determined 
power relationships existing in given society at a given point of time. Bureaucracy, he 
considered as economically dominant class as an agent of government in controlling 
the power of purse. 
Bureaucracy is the instrument of ruling class; it strove for power of its own. 
"The general spirit of bureaucracy is secret, mystery, safeguarded inside itself by 
hierarchy and outside by its nature as closed corporation. Thus public will, political 
spirit and also political mentality appear to bureaucracy as betrayal of its secret. The 
principle of its knowledge is therefore authority, and its mentality is the idolatry of 
authority. But within bureaucracy the spiritualism turns into crass materialism, the 
materialism of passive obedience, faith in authority, the mechanism of fixed and 
formal behavior, fixed principles, attitudes, traditions. As far as individual bureaucrat 
is concerned, the aim of state becomes his private aim, in the form of a race for 
higher posts of careerism" Marx (1843). 
Later on Marx (1871) observed that in a classless society, there would be no 
place for appointed officials, executive powers be vested with the people themselves. 
Bureaucracies acquire unlimited power for preservation of its independence as an 
instrument of administration. Mosca called bureaucracy a power based political 
dominated class, which monopolizes power and enjoy advantages that power brings. 
Emotional confabulations generate pressure in such political organizations. 
Bureaucracy is class of power-elites, exercise control over society to meet 
own goals or ideology or combination of both. In bureaucratic system, a strong social 
and economic base for the support for modern bureaucratic organization remained 
more or less non-existent. Gradually technological changes took place all over the 
world. Industrial renaissance in Western World faced new set of problems. So, 
different philosophies, as an approach, a thought, or schools were woven into an 
integrated fabric, came to be called as theory. Studies were carried out on individual 
productivity and performance. 
Max Weber (1864 - 1920), German social scientist is considered as father of 
bureaucratic concept. He identified personal prejudices, caprices, favouritism, 
nepotism, inefficiency, ad-hoc-ism, arbitrary authority, discrimination, and 
incompetence as the essential part of bureaucracy. 
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F.W. Taylor (1856 - 1915) worked on economic incentives, which work as 
motivator for better productivity. Henry' Gantt, Frank, William Gilbertli. Harrington 
Emerson & Taylor carried out time and motion studies to standardise the operations 
to lay down performance level for various incentive schemes.' Later on Taylor 
propounded functional supervision or line and staff theory for better performance, 
which was labelled as motivational approach, behavioural approach. 
Fayol (1841 - 1925), French was first to state functional breakdown of 
administrative activities. Gulick and Urwick work acknowledged the specialisation, co-
ordination and rational assignment of duties-as basic elements of bureaucracy. 
Mooney & Reiley (1931) regarded co-ordination as mother principle for bureaucracy. 
Scott & Mitchell suggested division of labour or specialisation. During this period 
classical Organisation theory came under, criticism from Simon, Smithburg, 
Thompson and Othem. After Hawthorne experiment emphasis was laid down, on 
behavioural considerations. Large number of persons worked on this aspect - just to 
name - Mayo, Roethlisberger & Dickson, Whitehead, Lippin & White, Coch & French 
Jr. etc. their emphasis was on human behaviour. 
Large number of persons worked on psychological and material inducement. 
Its relationship with authority, organisation structure, communication, leadership style, 
performance etc. etc. Some of the studies can be named - Moreno's socio-metric 
studies, Lcwin's group dynamics, Maslow's hierarchy of needs, Mc Greger's Theory 
X, and theory 'Y', Argyris's problem as personality development and Likert's system 
etc. etc. System approach (Kast & Rosenzwerg) Is characterised by patterns of 
authority, power and status. Anything going wrong in system, we have to examine 
the operation of a system to find out what is the wrong with the system. Katz & 
Kaliri's open system receives shocks & influence from their environment. 
Carzo & Yanouza's gave three kinds of subsystems - technical, social and 
power. Social subsystem goes into group dynamics and individual behavioural traits 
for social satisfaction of Its members. Power influences the decision-making process. 
Power holders enjoy status in accordance with their ability, to carry out orders 
according to their wishes. Various systems are complex and Government 
Organisation is very Complex system. Sachuin Homans, Likert & Kahnsek etc. 
brought out various models for studying them. Major findings are (a) success of a 
change in one sub system cannot be ensured unless its -impact on other sub system 
is considered, (b) Network of activities interactions and sentiment leads-to 
development external and internal systems, which affect the functioning, (c) Key 
Individuals are called link-pins, all there are overlapping and interlocking role sets, 
individual perform their roles. 
Bureaucracy was thought as body of public officials as integral part of ruling 
class for public administration. Max Weber clarified the conceptual knowledge of 
organization, power, authority, and administration along with organization behavior. A 
person In position of power will carry out his own will despite resistance. Authority 
gives imperative control. It demand power to command it. He elaborated the 
charismatic authority, traditional authority, and legal authority types. Weber's concept 
of bureaucracy is based on eight principles of rational legal authority and five 
concepts of legitimacy. Weber rational bureaucracy was based on precision, 
reliability, discipline, speed, continuity, discretion and operational uniformity. He 
rejected the principle of decision making, which differed from case to case. 
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Marx (1972, 1969 and 1964) and Durkheim (1951) studied the societal 
structure, industrialization and individual experience of alienation with their cause and 
effect relationship. Marx concepts of alienation have impact on individual and provide 
sense of powerlessness and isolation (Blauner, 1964). Man evolved through his work 
and alienation has caused extensive damage according Marx views. In Durkheim's 
(1951) 'anomis' concept, traditional rules and norms of behavior are broken down and 
individuals are left without moral guidance in pursuit of their goals. (Asha Bhandarkar 
1985, Dubrevil 1971, Cohen 1959,1955, Paris 1944, Paris et.al.1938). 
N.C. Roy in his publication The Civil Service in India' has done structural 
analysis. L.S.S. Omalley in his work 'Indian Civil Service' had romanticized the Indian 
Civil Service. Bureaucracy is class of power-elites exercise control over society to 
meet own goals or ideology or combination of both. The Men Who Ruled India' by 
Philip M.Woodruff had dwelt on achievement by ICS for British Crown. When political 
masters (Minister ) were unable to distinguish between political and administrative 
functions, it is difficult to keep away civil servant from political pressure. It has been 
observed that All India Services Officers accumulate power and try to control the 
actions of their leadership. 
Taub R. 1969, had romantised the Colonial Civil Services. Heginbotham 
presented colonial legacy survival through difficult times. Braibanti extensively 
described the traditions of the civil servants. Weiner, Brass, Rudolph, Moris, Jones, 
Kothari, Kochanek, Hanson, Alavi, Bettleheim, Sen, and Moore have done work 
pertaining to bureaucratic system. Braford Spangenberg in research work 'British 
Bureaucracy in India' (1976) observed that ICS officers had obsession with status and 
promotion. Presence of imperialism on Indian soil had been biggest impediment for 
rational thinking. Civil servant and public both were influenced by adulation to rulers, 
which moved them in direction of cherishing of individual goals. Subramaniam (1977) 
thought provoking view and concept of persistence of colonial administration is the 
continuance of derivative power. 
"Concurrent with Marxian alienation, Promm (1964) and the existentialists 
(Priedenberg) foresees the rise of psychological alienation, which deprives people of 
the capacity to accept or become aware of their own feelings and respond to their 
own needs. Both kinds of alienation probably parallel to one another create anxiety, 
low self-esteem and intolerance of positive growing qualities (Priedenberg 1973). The 
result is the creation of the 'ressentient' individual, characterized by a certain mental 
attitude, caused by systematic repression of certain normal human feelings, leading 
to value delusions resulting in the emotions of revenge, hatred, malice and envy 
(Priedenberg 1973)." Asha Bhandarker 1985. 
Growth of bureaucratic structure and ICS correspond with growth of nationalist 
movement, which was expanded and monopolized to crush that movement. 
Bureaucratic system continued to tighten its grip over Indian masses to maximize the 
exploitation and retention of imperialism. Griffiths in his work 'British Impact on India' 
had appreciated Indian Bureaucracy as the most powerful and closely knit 
bureaucracy in the world. This vary bureaucracy was foundation for expansion of the 
British imperialism. John Strachey contested this bureaucracy with full force in his 
work 'the End of Empire'. 
A strong social and economic base for the support for modern bureaucratic 
system remained more or less non-existent in India. Caste ridden stratification of 
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Indian society is increasingly reflected in administrative behavior of the All India 
Services. Increasing clout of provincial services have been threatening the political 
and administrative importance of the All India Services. Basic character of Indian 
society is reflected in the political administration, and a particular class-supporting 
politician in power may get linkage and benefits from the All India Services Officers. 
Affairs in the Union of India are run by the monolithic All India Services. With few 
officers at top in hierarchy, who respond problems, challenges and political pressure 
with unanimity? Efficiency in essence was a mythical rationale used originally by 
British to justify their monopoly of higher positions. The "efficacy" of British officials 
became a racist desideratum for exclusion of Indians, who were branded as inefficient 
and incompetent, no matter how well they might perform in the bureaucratic system. 
With the passage of time, the attribution of efficiency to British official no longer 
feasible for exclusion of Indians from the administration (B. Sprrangenberg.1976). 
The same approach is now dominantly used by the All India Services Officers 
towards officers of other services, who consider them akin to Bura Sahib of colonial 
era. History is repeating in itself with elitist concept of the All India Services, which is 
bound to recoil over passage of time to over through the colonially created 
exploitative bureaucratic system. 
Bertalanffy, inventor of General System theory, presented integration of 
several level of system, Scott & Mitchell view on individual attitude & motives, interact 
and influence each other and every individual has to perform assigned role. Polsby 
1963, Wolfinger 1971, Steven Lukes 1974, Gaventa 1980 and Saunders 1980 have 
carried out some research work pertaining to decision process and power operation in 
an organization. The dearth of research work regarding the behavior and working of 
the All India Services Officers has been demanding further research in the coming 
future. 
Contingency approach seeks to understand the interrelationships within and 
among subsystems to define patterns of relationships and configurations of variables 
and suggest leader actions most appropriate for specifications. Kelly studies are 
related with behaviour and attitudes of person, organization effect on his perceptions, 
feeling actions and low individual behaviour affects the achievement of Organisation 
goals. Lundberg studied the goal achievement, efficiency and environmental 
dependencies of bureaucracy. P.M. Jackson (1983) in his work of political economy 
of bureaucracy put forwarded various theories of bureaucratic behaviour. 
Indian bureaucracy is widely covered; lot of literature is being published on 
various aspects related with delivery of goods and services by the All India Services 
Officers. Prof S. R. Maheshwari has published work on functioning of bureaucracy. 
C.P. Bhambhri (1971) published his work on bureaucracy and politics in India. 
Armstrong.j( 1973) dealt with the behaviour patterns, norms and values based on 
positions, traditions, method of work, process and administrative culture. T. N. 
Chaturvedi (1988) wrote on politics, bureaucracy and issues related with 
development. 
Rajni Kothari has written about muddling in bureaucracy and its impact on 
people. Dr. Pritam Singh and Asha Bhandarkar (1990) work on transformational 
leadership has analysed the state of Indian bureaucracy and its adverse impact on 
corporate growth. B. B. Mishra (1977) has brought out an analysis in development 
and history of the bureaucracy in India more particularly the All India Services during 
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colonial era. Role played by bureaucrats in India in its development has been 
analyses by K. Mathur (1991). Politician and civil servant relationship has been 
expressed by S. C.Vajpayi and P. K. Kaul (1993). 
Dr. P.Singh and Dr. Asha Bhandaker (1994) by their research in 'I.A.S. Profile: 
Myths and Realities' brought out new realities about the working, functioning, 
performance, ambiguity, career and image of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers in India. Subash Sharma (1992) carried out an empirical study on decision 
making style of 1.A.S. officers. 
The most important aspect of present study is the impact of political pressure 
on the All India Services Officers and its ultimate bearing on the decision making 
process, which have been left out till now. Significant research work have not been 
carried out in this sphere. Personal orientation of All India Services Officers and 
relationship of different personality variables with the handling of political pressure in 
decision making process. Locus of control and its relationship with decision making 
process under political pressure has been studied (not presented here). All India 
Services Officers motivation in the decision making process and relation with political 
pressure has been studied. 
Decision making process in bureaucratic system with relation to the political 
leadership in India has been studied. In our research, we have thought over about 
different sources of political pressure working on the decision making process of All 
India Services Officers. We have studied such ten sources of political pressure and its 
relationship with the decision making process. There can be number of areas in 
bureaucratic system, where political pressure can be exerted; we have studied 15 
such major areas with 76 different situations pertaining to decision making process by 
All India Services Officers. 22, Forms and modes of exerting political pressure has 
been studied in decision-making process. Why All India Services Officers accept the 
political pressure, 15 reasons for acceptance of political pressure have been studied 
in present research work. Present research work have been very exhaustive and 
lengthy, but we tried to cover as much as aspects pertaining to All India Services 
Officers, which may be related with the decision making process. This is first and 
most important research of its kind in the history of the All India Services. 
1.2.2. Historical Perspective of the All India Services: -
Queen Elizabeth on 31.12.1600 granted a charter to East India Company for 
quite trading without land wars in India. Person transecting business was called 
'Factor' and trading station as Factory. Agent of Surat was designated as President in 
1616. Royal Charter of 1661 authorized Company to appoint Governors to 
Presidencies to perform judicial functions within limits of their towns. Business was 
transected by majority of votes through the council. Employees' categories were 
Apprentices, Writers, Factors and Merchants. Regular services with specified salary 
and conditions of tenure were introduced in 1674. 
New mode of selection was introduced in 1714. Political power and authority 
without any responsibility came to trader servants after Battle of Plassey in 1757. 
Robert Clive was said to have received kick back of 234000pounds. After getting the 
Diwani rights of Bengal in 1765, Covenanted servants of the company took over 
administration of revenue. Warren Hastings in 1772, established civil and criminal 
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courts in each district of Bengal and direct collection of revenue and administration of 
justice. During 1775, twenty-six faujdari thanas vjere established. The Regulating Act 
(1773) prohibited the company officers from revenue collection and judicial 
administration, except participating in commercial activities. Company covenanted 
servant called Collector was given executive powers to collect revenue. Warren 
Hastings took direct responsibility of civil administration and gave power of civil courts 
to the collectors of the districts. 
Board of Commissioners started controlling political and financial affairs 
through Pitt's India Act (1784). Cornwallis restructured administration on functional 
basis and excluded Indians from the process. He brought all public functions under 
the direct control of state, and organized hierarchical functioning in departments 
through own servants. Cornwallis in 1792-changed the administration process of law 
and order, started the Europeanisation of Civil Services. He appointed darogas as in 
charge of thanas or police stations, and this continued up to 1814. Cornwallis was 
first person to eliminate the community participation in local administration. European 
covenanted servants of the company replaced all offices of any consequence under 
control of the Indians. Collectorship was allowed only after 12 years of service. 
In 1800 Commission was appointed for availability of teak in Malabar forests 
and in 1805 Forest Committee was constituted. East India College started at Hertford 
in 1805, was shifted to Haileybury in 1809, to impart training to the civil servants. On 
10.11.1806, Madras Presidency appointed first Conservator of Forests to organize 
teak production for Navy. Office of Divisional Commissioner was created in 1829. 
Later on office of Superintendent of Police was designated as Inspector General of 
Police. Sir Chares Napier took effective steps towards establishment of modern police 
force on Bombay pattern. 
After 1833, limited competition and written test for admission to the Haileybury 
College were introduced. Dispatch 44 of 10.12.1834,debarred the distinctions on the 
basis of race or religion and test of qualifications be adopted for appointments to 
posts. In 1847 Bombay, appointed Conservator of Forests. Necessary provisions 
were made for recruitment through open competition examination by the Act of 1853. 
Indians were allowed to compete with Europeans and British Parliament confirmed it 
in 1853. First such examination was held in 1855. In 1853 George Clerk appointed 
Superintendent of Police in each district in Bombay. Regular Conservator of Forests 
was appointed in Madras in 1856. On 3.8.1855, Lord Dalhousie, Governor General 
promulgated promulgation towards forest conservancy for whole country. 
In 1856, Brandis, a trained forest officer was appointed Superintendent of 
Forests in India. Macaulay was of view that Indian of distinction merit can serve 
imperial interests with Western knowledge and the English outlook. Principle of open 
competition was reaffirmed by statue of 1858.Government of India Act 1858 
transferred civil services to the Crown. In 1859 controversial Collector-Magistrate 
system was accepted as part of district administration. Bureaucrats developed a 
dichotomy between sustained imperial interests and supremacy of law. The civil 
services operated through its elitist foundation and resilience. 
"We have traced the growth of new India, developed by British capital, 
enriched by British commerce, and fostered British education. We have watched the 
rise of new ambition among those children of new India, who owe most to British rule. 
We have seen how the appeasement of this ambition, at first a could no bigger than a 
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man's hand, has gradually become the most prominent of Indian problems. We have 
traced constitutional changes by which our statesmen endeavored to meet its 
complexities." S.Verney Lovett. 
Police Act of 1861 based on report of Police Commission 1860, proposed 
well-organized police force. Gradually provincial police force headed by Inspector 
General of Police under whom Deputy Inspector General of Police worked. As a 
follow up of dispatch from Governor General, dated 1.11.1864, Forest Administration 
was organized in Government of India and first Inspector General of Forests was 
appointed as head of Forests Department. In 1877, Madras Government created a 
cadre of unconverted Assistant Superintendent of Police. 
The Aitchison Commission observed that most of senior police officers were 
drawn from the army. In 1869 Forest Service was reorganized in to hierarchy of 
Conservator of Forests, Deputy Conservator of Forests and Assistant Conservator of 
Forests and regular Forest Service was started in 1870. In 1878 Forest School was 
inaugurated at Dehradun. Lord Lytton created the aristocratic statutory services in 
1879. Provincial Forest Service was started in 1891. Hutchins in his work The Illusion 
of Permanence' had opinioned that British were attracted to India " The prospect of 
aristocratic security at a time when England itself was falling prey to democratic 
vulgarity." 
Through resolution dated 4.11.1886 commission was constituted under Sir 
Charles Aitchison as President. Commission submitted its report on 23.12.1887. 
Government of India considered it, and through resolution dated 21.4.1892, created 
Imperial Services and Provincial Services. Indian repression was reflected in 
recruitment in England for these Imperial Services. Officers for Imperial Services were 
recruited in England, where it was difficult for Indian to compete. First open 
competition for police was held in 1893 in England. 
"They hoped to bend the principle of autocracy derived from Moghul emperors 
and Hindu kings with the principle of constitutionalism derived from the British Crown 
and Parliament; to create a constitutional autocracy which differing toto caelo from 
Asiatic despotism, should bind it self to govern by rule." Lord Minto, 1907 cited in 
report on Constitutional Reforms. He thought that moderate and aristocratic elements 
will side with the British and power balance will remain with them. 
Forests Service was reorganized into Imperial Forests Service by resolution of 
1896. In 1905 post of Chief Conservator of Forests in each province was created. 
Orders of 1905 incorporated wide ranging changes in police administration, 
recruitment, training and working, divided the imperial and provincial branches and 
recruitment for imperial branch started through open competition in England. In 1910, 
Board of Forestry was set up under President-ship of the Inspector General of 
Forests. In 1914, Forest Research Institute main building was opened.1915 number 
of Indian officers recruited in England for Imperial Civil Service, Imperial Forests 
Service and Imperial Police Service was negligible to very small. In 1915 there were 
two Indians in the Imperial Forest Service out of 228 officers, 10 Imperial Police 
Service out of cadre of 737 and 63 Imperial Civil Service out of 1342. In 1917 efforts 
were made to increase the Indian association in administration. After Government of 
India Act 1919, Indian politicians emphasized for gaining control over the All India 
Services Officers. 
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"India is an integral portion, and it may be said one of most important portion of 
the Mighty British Empire. Its destinies have been confided to the guidance of an alien 
race, whose function it is to arbitrate between a multitude of conflicting or antagonistic 
interests, and its government is conducted in the name of a monarch, whose throne is 
in England. The executive that represent her imperialism in India is an executive 
directly responsible, not to any local authority, but to the sovereign and to the British 
Parliament" Lord Dufferin wrote in 1917. 
Simon Commission mentioned following All India Services in India:-
Indian Civil Service, 
Indian Forest Service, 
Indian Police Service, 
Indian Education Service 
Indian Veterinary Service 
Indian Medical Service and 
Indian Service of Engineers. 
Provincialization of All India Services was considered as form of Indianisation. 
On the basis of Islington Commission, Government of India on 1.12.1920 changed 
the name of services as Indian Police Service and Indian Forest Service. Due to 
pressure exerted by freedom movement number of Indians recruitment increased in 
these services. During 1922, Indian Civil Service had 11% Indians, Indian Police 
Service has 9.5 % Indians and Indian Forest Service has 15% Indians. European civil 
servants considered this Indianisation as serious threat for them. 
Demand for complete provincialisation of services was strong from the Indian 
politicians. Hailey policy of replacement helped in reconcilement of demand for 
complete Indianisation. After Legislative Assembly resolution dated 11.2.1922, 
percentage of Indian was increased in All India Services to meet demand of 
Indianisation. MacDonnel Committee recommended that going against recruitment of 
Indian more than fixed percentage is not possible. Lee Commission, 1923, observed 
that All India Services (ICS, IPS and IFS) would continue to operate in their reserve 
field. 
Colonial ruler for 150 years administered and ruled India through All India 
Services. Attempts were made to reduce number of All India Services after 1925; 
existing members were allowed to continue to enjoy rules and conditions prescribed 
under All India Services. Training for Indian Forest Service was commenced at 
Dehradun from October 1926, instead of United Kingdom. Recruitment to Provincial 
Forest service was ceased from 1926.1935 Act and after it demand for full autonomy, 
politician viewed the location of All India Service officers as invasion on their 
autonomy. Indian Forest college was stated in Dehradun in 1938 to impart training to 
forest officers. 
Control and method of recruitment to All India Services, was discussed in 
Conference on 21 & 22.10.1946, under the Chairmanship of Home Minister, Sardar 
Vallabhbhai Patel and as follow up circular dated 12.11.1946, draft scheme was 
revised through an executive order. Indian Administrative Service and Indian Police 
Service were constituted as All India Services. Again at a cabinet meeting on 
30.04.1948, special protection for All India Services was on agenda. Again Sh. Patel 
dominated in discussion to protect these services. Constituent Assembly debated on 
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Article 308-313 of the Constitution on 7&8.09.1949, and approved it after 
considerable discussions. One remaining article (314) was discussed on 10.10.1949. 
Sh.Sakshena regarded ICS, as 'the steel frame which enslaved us, are heaven 
born and pampered'. Recruitment to these services will be made through the UPSC, 
on the basis of annual Competitive Examination of very high standards. Officers of 
these services should be free from political control, contented and having a sense of 
security. "It was also decided that only a maximum of 25% of superior posts (Cadre 
posts) should be thrown open to the State Civil/Police Service Officers of outstanding 
merit as against the maximum of 20% of the superior posts in the I.C.S./I.P." 
"In pursuance of the above mentioned decision, the two All India Services 
were formed and they were put on statutory basis under the Indian Civil 
Administrative Service Cadre Rules, 1950, the I.P.(Cadre) Rules, 1950 and Indian 
Administrative and Police Services (Pay) Rules, 1950. The All India Services Act, 
1951, passed by the Parliament, under Article 312(1) of the Constitution of India, 
empowers the Government of India to make, after consultation with State 
Governments, rules for regulation of recruitment and conditions of service of the 
persons appointed to an All India Service. The All India Services Act 1951 was 
amended in 1963 enabling the constitution of the" ^ Indian Forest Service with effect 
from 1.7.1966. 
Civil services in India emerged from Macaulay Report of 1854 are product of 
elitist outlook and goal maximization for self & master. Systems of classes in civil 
services, with their own separate career prospectus generate conflicts in the 
bureaucratic system. Politically public service of appointed officials start acting as 
rulers or function as social class of power elites, whose decisions are being 
influenced by considerations other than impersonal framework of rules. Independent 
India inherited a colonial concept and structure of All India Services. 
Institutions of All India Services do not fit into our nev\/found independence and 
invited criticism from states. All India Services Officers mobilized political support to 
retain the supreme position in the hierarchy. The All India Services Act, 1951, was 
enacted and came onto force w.e.f. 29.10.1951. First batch of regular recruits was 
trained at Metcalfe House, Delhi in 1949, Staff College, Shimla functioned for a while 
in 1950. Then during 1959, Government merged these two institutions, and shifted to 
Mussoorie. National Academy of Administration was renamed as LBSNAA in 1972. 
IPS officers are trained at Central Police Training College, Mount Abu, which was 
shifted to Hyderabad and named as Sardar Vallbhbhai National Police Academy. 
Krishamachari Report 1962, examined the process of recruitment, training and 
working to streamline the working of the All India Services. The All India Services Act 
was amended in 1963 and Indian Forest Service was revived again. Indian Forest 
Service officers were trained at Indian Forest College at Dehradun, which was 
renamed as Smt. Indira Gandhi National Forest Academy. 
Pt. Jawahar Lai Nehru as first Prime Minister of India regretted his failure to 
change and replace colonially created All India Services, later on his daughter, Smt. 
Indira Gandhi also expressed same opinion, 'had occasion to regret that her father 
had not seized the opportunity to overhaul our administration' (P. Singh, 1981). It has 
become job toughest in India to bring any kind of reorientation in colonially nourished 
The All India Services Manual, Part I, 5 Ed., DOPT, Government of India, 1984. 
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All India Services and their work mechanism. In spite of number of Administrative 
Reform Commissions, up to now, there have not been any systematic efforts to 
explain, why colonially created structures have been continuing with full immunity to 
distort and destroy the Indian pubic mental and psychological fabrics. 
Indian bureaucracy is the class of power-elites, exercising own control 
supremacy & hegemony over Indian society to meet own goals or ideology or 
combination of both A strong social and economic base for the support for modern 
bureaucratic organization remained more or less non-existent in India, it has been 
misfortune of our country, that highly selfish bureaucrats are ruling us instead of a 
rule by elected politicians. 
1.3. Rationales for the Study: 
1.3.1. Theoretical Perspective for Study: -
Political pressure has its impact on the decision making process of the All India 
Services Officers, which has been studied in our research. These officers are mostly 
located as the head of the Organization, it may be small or big, at district level, or 
state level, or regional level, or national level, or it may be at international level 
(sometimes). According to their locations, we have studied the problem in the 
conceptual framework of behavioral theories with reference to hierarchy levels, 
departmental structure and departmental goals assigned to them. We have refocused 
our study, around their departmental or ministerial boundaries. We have studied and 
described the department, environment interface, interdepartmental relations, and 
analytically described the public administration in general, bureaucratic system in 
particular under which these AISO are working. 
Present study has described the emergence of specific forms of economic 
organization and behavior of economic decision-makers in that institutional structure. 
Our study disentangled the paralleling requirements for differentiation and integration 
of the bureaucratic system. Various processes that tend to elaborate or change 
departmental form or state of various concepts, which are interwoven with public 
administration system include power, authority, status, role of position, motivation, 
task, perceptions, value, culture, locus of control, conflict, innovations, exchange, 
bargaining, ubiquitous, system, change, restructuring/delayering of departments. 
The All India-Services Officers take decision as an individual leader in given 
departmental hierarchical structure. The processes of Information dissemination and 
analysis to reach at decision under various constraints have been studied with 
reference to individual behavior. In public administration system dominant inbuilt 
uncertainties generate conflicts, the All India Services Officers have to resolve 
internal & external conflicts at the time of decision-making. Conflict resolution follow 
Ando's (1979) theory of adjustment, if the capability of individuals and organizations 
to comprehend, describe and respond their environment is without limit, then their 
behavior reflect nothing but their goals and the characteristics of their environment. If 
any change occurs in the environment, such a change will be instantaneously and 
completely reflected in the behavior of the decision-makers concerned. In such a 
situation individual may decide to do nothing, so that risks can be minimized. 
Self-goals mostly influence outcome of the decisions, in such situations, 
choices are computed & exercised, by these officers as directed by most motivating 
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factors of the outcome. Rationality in decision-making or choices, therefore, involves 
internal consistency. 'A persons choices are considered rational in this approach if 
and only if, these choices can all be explained in terms of some preference relation 
consistent with the revealed preference definition, that is if all his choices can be 
explained as futile choosing of the "most preferred" alternatives with respect to a 
postulated preference relation (Sen 1976). 
An individual is assumed to be always acting to maximise own utility. The All 
India Services Officers behaves and makes choices and decisions on the basis of 
individual aspiration levels. Which are revised in the light of one's success or failures 
in attaining them? The decision-making process or search procedure for a solution 
involves setting out a limited number of alternative solutions (the limitation being 
determined by the decision and time constraint in producing them and computational 
limitations of the decision-maker in comparing them). 
Problems are recognised and solved by the individuals not by organisations. 
Individual officers with different specialisms and demographic background will identify 
different problems, or see a different facet of the same problem, or they will give a 
different definition of a similar problem (Deaborn and Simon). Problems are structured 
in line with individuals' values, prejudices and beliefs. Decision maker do not have to 
be thought out from scratch on each occasion, previous experience and Organisation 
history is used to filter out alternative considerations. In this process individual effort 
to involve team in decision-making process, team efforts to solve the problems have 
been studied in context of behavioural theories. 
Individual behaviour under political pressure vis-a-vis departmental & service 
behaviour has been considered with its linkage to well established behavioural 
theories. Revisions of goals, goal enlargement, goal displacement and goal 
succession process reshape the decision making process under influence of political 
pressure. The collective goals emerge either as a result of voluntary trading and 
contracting between individuals, who have different personal goals. Goals will change 
when individuals see a scope for improving one's benefits by means of goal change, 
dominate-goal is toppled in the power struggle. In any government departmental 
structure, number of relationship and inter relationship available at any point of time, 
in actuality modify individual All India Services Officers behaviour, from formal 
relationships, non formal and informal relationships, tend to develop in the pro 
Future shape of bureaucratic system, individual & departmental behavior is the 
matter of great concern for our nation. Bureaucratic decision is being viewed in the 
continuation of motivation, individual orientation, cultural, environmental, and 
behavioral leadership theories. Utility & futility of present bureaucratic system to serve 
the need of nation, after all, whose purpose these All India Services Officers serves, 
public or bureaucrats or its masters? Whole resources of the country are at their 
(AISO) command, resource allocation and distribution of welfare largesse, vis-a-vis 
relation of such powers with decision-making process to own advantage. 
Process of bureaucratic control on pivotal positions is used as the process of 
bargaining. Continuous modifications and coalition of politicians and All India Services 
Officers proving to be effective tool for own interest maximization. Community 
relations, social environment, cultural setting and population changes are indicator of 
relationship with individual behavior and decision-making process of All India 
Services Officers. Different counter demanding situations regulate departmental goals 
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and infuse dynamism In goals. Departmental goals are being converted into individual 
goals under various kinds of pressures and temptations. An individual behavior is 
goal directed and that individual, when making rational choices between competing 
goals, always choose that alternative which best serves the individual's own best 
interests (P.M.Jackson). 
Role-played by competition, bargaining co-operation and coalition on process 
of decision-making require in depth studies. Departmental goals are being used to 
serve vested interests/individual interests. The control has been passed into hands of 
select few All India Services Officers, who are perpetuating themselves. These elite's 
have gained full control over the whole public administration system. Rules and 
regulations are manipulated under political pressure to meet individual officer own 
needs and blame is passed on the politicians. Theories of playing safe or distorted 
decisions are destroying the public administration and regularly misused by the 
bureaucrats. Whole decision-making process and decision maker bends to serve the 
clientele needs to churn out tailor-made policy/law/decision for them. Individual 
considerations get over-ridding priority at time of decision-making. Blockage and 
leakage in communication mismatch the code books to serve the interest of clientele. 
The All India Services Officers try to evade and deviate in conforming and 
observance of authority (politicians). The role of the hierarchy, social standards, 
individual perceptions, economic security, and status in delivery mechanism of 
authority require further conceptualization. In present bureaucratic process authority, 
power and status have fused together. Concept of authority, power and status proves 
the relevance of the Wolfe statement, '"Power induce force on another person 
towards, movement or change in a given direction with a given behavior region, at a 
given time". Politicians have contested and cornered the power, in this process ethics 
and goals have been lost. 
External forces and pressures are relevant in self-goal continuation related 
with individual location. According to Brown's theory uncertainty wield the power, 
which can influence the outcome of any decision. Where as 'garbage-can model' 
argues that individuals face situations over which they often have only modest 
control. Solutions and problems are not matched up, but are instead thrown together 
independently. In the process social structure of the Department influence the 
decision-making process. All India Services Officers forcefully use the role of 
domination and manipulation. As, we travel deep inside the conceptual framework of 
behavioral theories, we may observe that status has become end in itself, status is 
creating social distances, these status oriented All India Services Officers put 
maximum emphasis on position, rather on justice, equity and acts. 
Administrative relationships of authority (politician), status, and power generate 
stresses and strains on the decision taken by the All India Services Officers in the 
process of its exercise. The concept of power has explanatory value in determining 
the final outcome of any relationship of exchange or negotiation, be it level of 
individual or collectively. Proper understanding of bureaucratic system operation 
provides us a realistic view. Problem of equity or unfairness dominate in decision-
making process. Society has to pay financial cost for All India Services Officers status 
orientedness. These officers have been preoccupied with differential distribution of 
power among themselves only. Power is frequently used to prevent things, which are 
not favorable to them. Which in turn invite the conflicts in various levels of hierarchy 
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or interdepartmental. There is strong need for shift from negative power for self-use to 
power as an organized, creative energizer for the system. 
Problem of political pressure in bureaucratic decision-making process have 
been studied in the theoretical framework of Government Departments with a view on 
behavioral aspects. Large number variables in bureaucratic system may directly or 
indirectly be related with the decision behavior, only limited number of variables, 
which were considered to have significant association with decision-making process, 
have been studied at length. Motivated facilitation of different interactions among 
people, which are working towards blockage of communication system have 
premeditated impact on the decision. Communication system manipulated to own 
advantage has impact on the behavior of the All India Services Officers and decision-
making process vis-a-vis in turn has impact on the people. 
It is true that All India Services Officers receive desired training for motivating 
and leading the people. But most of the government departments are conflict ridden, 
where they are posted as leaders (heads). Conflict management either it is functional 
or dysfunctional has its bearing on the decision. While arriving at a decision. All India 
Services Officers make efforts to find out ways and means to resolve such conflicts 
according to mode of political pressure and source of political pressure. Politicians 
exert pressure on vast areas in accordance with own interests, which vary with time 
and space. In our study, we have studied important areas in bureaucratic system, 
which cause maximum trouble to All India Services Officers. Reasons for accepting 
political pressure have been studied to establish relation with decision-making 
process. There is urgent need to bring a change in the colonially created bureaucratic 
system. People must be facilitated in decision-making process to incorporate change, 
if needed. Administrative leadership has to be restricted/reshaped in such a way that 
people are willing to accept the change. Our endeavors have been to study all these 
related issues in the conceptual framework of the behavior theories. 
1.3.2. Rationales For the Study: -
Colonially created exploitative All India Services have been destroying and 
hampering the psychological growth of the nation continuously with steady pace. 
Purpose and need for continuing such an imperialistic administrative structure in India 
force us to rethink. Continuance of such a layered and structured service framework 
based on the principle of self-goals maximization deserves detailed analyses. When 
Indian masses are the victims in the hands of colonially created services still 
perpetrator of injustice are exclusively occupying top positions, denying equity to 
others. Futility of manners and methods, by which these officers have usurped the 
whole system to own advantage, need to be studied. 
Every one cry from rooftops regarding pervasive political pressure in 
bureaucratic system, we have to find out such pressure is flourishing on the whims of 
politicians or these elite officers have invited/created political pressure to monopolize 
self-goal attainment. Who is the real gainer from extent of such pressure? Though 
politicians redirect people pressure on the All India Services Officers, in the process 
these power elites have developed a system, where each and every benefit only 
flows to meet their own self-needs. Political pressure has become subservient to 
bureaucrats. We have studied the extent of this pervasive political pressure in the 
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decision-making process. Different modes and forms used for exerting political 
pressure have been studied. 
Interested parties mobilize the political pressure to meet own needs in 
violation of set norms and laws. Politicians exert political pressure when they visualize 
that the All India Services Officers will accept such political pressure. Acceptance of 
political pressure by individual officers is the process of bargaining to maximize own 
goals at the cost of others. If no one accepts the political pressure and every officer 
work according to set norms and rules (do not appears to be possible), all the 
problems of the bureaucratic system will be solved automatically. No politician can 
afford to waste energy and time for pursuing unfruitful pressure on the All India 
Services Officers. All India Services with colonial culture & traditions, imperialistic 
thinking, exploitative attitude, and perception of self-maximization motivate them to 
search for political pressure. 
Personal characters of the All India Services Officers do influence the 
acceptance of political pressure in decision-making process. All India Services 
Officers behavior with politician towards acceptance of political pressure in decision-
making process is related with different individual traits. Factors or reasons 
responsible for acceptance of political pressure have been delineated. Need for 
research pertaining to modes of political pressure, areas in which political pressure is 
exerted, most common sources of political pressure, cannot be ignored to study the 
behavior of the All India Services Officers. 
Large number of persons have carried out research work pertaining to All 
India Services, but most of them remained concerned to glorify traditions, structure, 
composition, and history of the these most powerful officers. Romantization of 
colonial services have been mainly done to help and support the All India Services 
officers, so that they can retain their grip and advantage in the bureaucratic system. 
Fair systematic scientific introspection has been due since long. 
Imperialist structure placed generalist on the top and technical experts on the 
tap. To meet the vested interest of exploitation and subjugation, whole imperial 
structure celebrated generalist control and continuity, which was devoid of 
innovations and creativity. The British want mobile elites, who can deal ruthlessly with 
Indian kings and rulers on one side and exploit masses on other hand to enrich the 
coffers of imperial Crown. All comforts and facilities these bureaucrats enjoyed were 
made available at the cost of Indian masses. These comforts stimulated the feeling in 
these All India Services Officers to ruthlessly suppress Indians, so that they can 
continue to avail their perks and enjoyment. 
"ICS had contained some outstanding individuals, but it 'is a symbol of 
inequality, casteism, and amateurish dilettantism in our administration, ...The tradition 
may have been appropriate to a colonial regime, when functions of government were 
limited and comparatively simple; with the increasing complexity of functions and 
technical nature of many of the problems faced, the continuance of this tradition is 
bound to affect the successful conduct of our attempts at planned development." 
H.K.Pranjape, 1966. 
"The reason why the ICS (lA.S) survived, indeed prospered, and despite 
increasing hostility needs explanations. Why did that institutional form persist despite 
opposition? Two aspects of an answer to the question are explored here: first lA.S 
people had a major say in all attempts for administrative reforms during periods, and 
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second there was never sufficient political clout from political leadership at the center 
for radical reform of existing administrative framework" D.C Potter, 1986. 
In the process politician and bureaucracy blame each other to 
pass on blame to nowhere and reforms got lost in papers only. Administrative reforms 
suggested by Gorwala (1951), Appleby (1953), Chanda (1958) and Krishanamachari 
(1962) remained in files only. In the process Indian Administrative Service officer's 
mobilized support and structure, so that, imperial system is not changed, but they 
updated and expanded colonial manuals to suit to them in changed situations with 
higher share of cake for themselves exclusively. 
"It can further be postulated that if the strengths of the current Indian 
Administrative Service are in heritage from British past, so too deficiencies are not 
altogether the fault of post independence Indian bureaucracy. All the major 
deficiencies highlighted in Appleby's study show affinity with and derivation from the 
British tradition. The practices so often causing delay and frustration during the British 
period are identical with those exposed by Appleby as responsible for post 
independence perplexities in India, excessive references passing to and fro among 
the departments, the accompanying accumulation of files, and the concurrent failure 
to formulate crucial decisions." B. Spangenberg (1976) 
The present system of "the filing system and the related business of work done 
through the hierarchical movement of papers. The time required for answering letters 
is much too long. ... the reference is sent on its usual course downward to 
subordinate personnel charged to examine everything critically in terms precedent 
and [of] possible ill consequences." .^ System of no responsibility and accountability 
is highly suitable to elite Indian Administrative Service officers. Lacks of initiative and 
unnecessary paperwork are the reminiscent of British era, retained to hide own 
inefficiency, deficiencies and failures. 
During past on different occasions number of changes have been suggested 
by different persons, one thing have been common, any proposal which diminish the 
power and position of Indian Administrative Service officers never saw the light of the 
day. Different political leaders demanded relief from Indian Administrative Service 
officers' invasion of state power. But no one suggested an alternate system, which 
can sustain the bureaucratic system to run the administration. Politicians never 
pressurized hard to abolish the All India Services. Pre-eminent position of generalist 
officers in central and state deserve to be ended, all Class-I officers from all the 
services should have access to middle and top management posts in secretariat in 
their areas of competence. Technical and specialist services are in existence for long, 
they must be given chance to man these posts. The doors of senior management 
should be opened to all sectors of civil services. All India Services officers always 
wrongly advocated that their elitist supremacy and dominance is required to be 
maintained. 
"The agency of lA.S initiative in blocking such reforms succeeded because 
there was not the political will to force them through against such powerful resistance. 
In the absence of that IAS was safe." D.C.Potter. Political timings were not proper and 
political liking got changed in due course of time under political compulsions. Like 
' Paul Appleby, Re-examination oflndia^s Administrative System, New Delhi, 
Government of India. 
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bureaucracy, politicians also show first interest in protecting own chair or vote bank or 
winning elections. In Pakistan on 20.8.1973, Prime Minister Bhutto implemented what 
Administrative Reforms Commission pointed out in India. The Jana Sangh Party 
promised to tone up the civil service by stopping political interference in 
administration and Samyukta Socialist Party promised to abolish the post of 
Collector.'' 
On many occasions in past many retired civil servants eloquently advocated 
regarding need of change in All India Services, "colonial system 
has to be completely changed before any marked improvement in the implementation 
of the government policies can be expected" B.N.Mullick (1971). Like K.K.Dass 
(1975), many wrote number of pages, but no one has courage to bring out 
revolutionary change in the system demanded by the situations. In words of K.Rajan 
(1982), I.A.S. stands for Incompetent Arrogant Sahibs in administration, but they are 
highly competent in mobilizing political support to retain their power. lA.S legitimacy in 
all levels, pervasive control over whole administrative set up, guaranteed their safety 
in the bureaucratic system. Any change in the All India Services structure has never 
been an election issue for any political party. lA.S. lobby work hard passively to 
protect their position. 
Imperial colonial rulers have left its scars on post-imperial independent India, it 
is historical that how political leadership discerns and fashion them after chiseling. 
Social scientist only revolved around 1947 as a date, no research work has been 
carried out on impact of imperial services on the pubic psychology and society and 
societal system. 
The British know that aristocratic and moderate elements were with them in 
ruthless suppression of Indian masses, so as now, neo rich (including part of upper 
middle class also) and progressive persons are always with the power holders (chair 
of power). Dominating sense of retaining and continuing what they have, force them 
to obey all to any non-sense, illegal and immoral order to meet own goals. "The native 
bourgeoisie of the colonial period was born under Western domination with four 
original sins. It was derivative, imitative, lopsided and frustrated." V.Subramaniam 
1996. 
1.3.3. Why This Study: -
Indian economy is the largest economy of the world. The whole economy and 
economic super structure is under tight grip of Indian Bureaucracy (mainly All India 
Services Officers). The All India Services Officers are occupying most of the key 
positions in our system. These low paid, super powerful elite's invariably dictate the 
outcome of decision-making process. In turn self-goal directed decisions are imposed 
on our society, industry/business/corporate sector, and common person. Decision 
may be related with any of the area e.g. entry of multinational companies, 
liberalisation of economy, growth of industrial sector, import of new technology, up-
gradation of existing institutions, new innovations in technology, rural development, 
scientific development, infrastructure development (transportation, health, education. 
Balraj Madhok, (1967) and Madhu Limmaye, (1967). (As cited by Potter in his book). 
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power or any sectoral development), it may be related with launching of a satellite, to 
digging of a pond at village level - all such policy decisions are invariably taken by 
these elite officers of All India Services, located at various places in the bureaucratic 
system. 
What is the role of various types of pressures and pulls on decision-making 
process? How far political pressure regulates the decisions churned out of the 
system? How the quality of such decisions is related to their behaviour and piers 
pressure? What is role of economic factors in churning out such decisions? What is 
the cost of decision-making process? Are decisions are taken to meet the 
organisation goals? While making decision, individual choices are influenced by 
whom and up to what extent? How these individuals reach at the decision? What is 
the quality/type of decision provided and its relationship with the leadership provided? 
What are motivational factors, which have impact on the decision making process? 
What is the impact of such decisions on development works? How social values and 
perception changes in due course of time, due to such action/decisions? 
Whole social fabric is related or revolving around decisions taken by these 
officers. Because of their presence/control over all the key positions, may be at top 
level, may be at Prime Minister or Chief Minister Office or village or plant level, any 
decision coming out of the bureaucratic system is the outcome of their manipulations. 
It is said that, they have specialised in tilting balances in their favour or remote 
controlling the decisions for own advantage and to maintain own assertive role in 
power process. 
They provide direction and impetus to Indian Economy for its structural 
adjustment and movement. They command the resource allocation, distribution of 
welfare measures, policy making, resource competition and resource utilisation. 
Whole institutional finance and public finance is under their control (directly or 
indirectly). They have their say in flow of international finance also. In this process, 
they influence the flow of corporate finance also. Whole business sector is under the 
power clutches of the bureaucrats. To day's corporate/ business stalwarts or giants 
may be tomorrow's non-entity by a single decision or manipulation made by these 
bureaucrats. 
Root cause of the problem lies in the bureaucratic concept of authority, 
power and status. The constitution has enshrined the authority to legislature 
(politician) and power is vested with executive organ of the system. Well-established 
behavioural science theories explain the influence of authority over the decisions. 
Politics is the process, whereby power is acquired, transferred, exercised upon others 
to influence their behaviour. (R.A. Sharma, 1993). Power is in fact, one's ability to 
influence others behaviour. The individual, who influences the others behaviour may 
be located at any level of the hierarchy. This is what these officers are doing in the 
bureaucratic system. 
According to D.M.Wolfe, power is the potential ability of one person to induce 
forces on another person towards movement or change in a given direction, within a 
given behaviour region, at a given time. The politicians contest for power, where 
ethics and national goals have little concern to them. Thus politicians operate the 
power, consciously or unconsciously; directly or indirectly. Politicians use the force 
and dominate/ prevail over decisions making process to manipulate the policy 
decisions in their favour. All India Services Officers are status and position conscious. 
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in the process, status become end in itself. In due course of time, the status creates 
the social distances. The position consciousness ruins the quality of decisions. To 
maintain own supreme position, principle of equity and fairness are sacrificed at the 
altars of favours. 
In this process, department goals are sacrificed in the process of goal 
succession and goal displacement creeps in. In due course of time, goal becomes the 
means and means serves as self-goals. Well laid down goals is being used for 
personal aggrandisement (R.A. Sharma). Personal interests prevail upon their 
constitutional obligations. This confirm the Michel's 'Iron Law of Oligrachy', these elite 
(All India Services Officers) have gained the complete control over the resources and 
power structures. Decisions are tailor made to fulfil the need of authority (politician/ 
clientele etc.) Pressure commands the decision making process and social behaviour 
of such officer's flows in tune with the direction of materialistic pressures. 
• Sh. Bata K. Day has described profile and problems of Indian bureaucracy in 
his article 'Beyond Bureaucracy, Beyond Hierarchy (1992).' Some of these issues are 
relevant for our study, part of it is reproduced here as follow. The portrait of typical 
bureaucracy in India (as also bureaucrats as a tribe) reveals the following structural 
functional as well as behavioural - orientation characteristics: -
o It lives in a sheltered world of its own, largely insulated and quarantined, 
fractionalised and sectoralised. 
o It is elitist and overlodist, groupist and separatist, in approach and attitude; its 
proclivity. 
o Its business is to be busy about its own business, unmindful of others business 
which, however, remains the rational for its existence. 
o It authoritarian, power crazy and monopoliser. 
o It is distantiated , aloof and remote from the reality, environment, people and social 
dynamics. 
o It is unresponsive and irresponsible not sensitised enough to empathise. 
o It develops strange negative orientation almost raised to level of 'addiction' (both 
naturally as well as part of cultivated culture) suffering from ' if-you-can-say-no, never-
say-yes' syndrome. 
o Rule mindedness is an article of faith with to the point of being 'deaf, dumb and 
blind' when it suits. 
o It is precedent worshipper, setting its sight to the dead past, not to the living present, 
certainly never to the emerging future. 
o It is strong hierarchy believer, status hungry and 'perk-jerker' 
o It is decision-dodger, believing in following principles - if you can postpone, don't 
act now; and tomorrow will take care of today and therefore, wait till tomorrow. 
o It believes in the virtue of self-aggrandisement, given to empire building. 
o It does not believe in delegation; it pins its faith in concentration; if there is 
delegation, its operation is so manipulated as to make it nugatory. 
o It possesses, in immense measure, 'passing the buck' trait. Its game plan is ' let 
somebody else be the scapegoat', why you? And hence, it practices the dictum, 
'sabko lapet lo'. 
o It is a votary of' redtapism', with a fabulous ' file fetish' and noting & drafting' as the 
most favourite pastime, the guiding principles being. 
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o Delay, as much as you can, hasten slowly If you must. 
—Walk, never run and not even jog. 
—Revise, rewrite, redraft & retype as much as you can that is what you are paid for. 
o It is the staunches supporter of the doctrine of 'play safe'-ism, meaning: 
— N o extra dynamism 
—No entrepreneurial thrust 
—No discontinuity 
—No futuristic antics 
o 'Conformist' in its action orientation, it believe in 
Sail with the wind 
Run with the ball 
Never get isolated, never be singled out 
o Bureaucracy believes in preservation, reservation and conservation (of self and the 
system), indulging in 
fsjo needless heroics 
No 'self-immolation', no 'martyrdom' 
o It is basically 'no-changer', not' prochanger', inviting the acronym' abominable no 
man. 
o It is impersonal to the point of being nameless, faceless, and soulless, excelling in 
anonymity and revelling in ' shooting from behind the screen'. 
o Bureaucracy preaches' merit', but practices its opposite, outflanking merit through' 
in law and out-law' mechanism, and nepotistic patronage. 
o In bureaucracy's public accountability, ' there is neither public nor accountability. It 
is championed overtly, but negative covertly. It is an illusory concept and an illusive 
phenomenon - more violated than protected. 
o Bureaucracy's 'instrumental neutrality' is a clever covers for supreme passivity ' 
taking no-side' stand being the other name of' keeping the crucial aside'. 
o Bureaucrats in India are intense ' careerist' but paradoxically; there is neither career 
nor management in bureaucracy in general, as, career for most is left to the 'cruelty of 
mercy of chance'. In fact, the prevailing ambience is that career (mis) manages itself! 
No systematic plan for career development is in evidence anywhere. 
o There is neither immediate reward for good work nor instant punishment for the bad, 
non-ethical action and behaviour; thus good work is at a discount and non-fears the 
consequences of bad work. Motivation is missing, work culture is negative, and 
efficiency is the casualty. There is pervasive and permeative frustration in all layers 
and branches of bureaucracy. Surprisingly, even a large segment of those who enjoy 
larger share of the distributive largesse is also equally unhappy and unenthused' lack 
of achievement motivation being a deep-rooted universal phenomenon in Indian 
bureaucracy. 
Indian bureaucracy has lost the rationality, efficiency, uniformity and 
predictability. In present-day scenario, non-conformance with rules, nepotism, 
favouritism, personal interest, inefficiency and incompetence prevails. Indian 
bureaucrats take decisions on their whims, fancies, prejudices, caprices and 
idiosyncrasies of individuals (R.A. Sharma). In such a bureaucratic set up, 
incompetent officers enjoy aura around them with political patronage and good 
officers struggle to meet frustrating challenges. The system itself is the adversary. 
The criticism of bureaucracy has received strength because of fast changing 
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environment and evils overflowing over it. Bureaucracy has failed to bring a social 
change as envisaged by the framer of the constitution (S.R.Maheshwari). 
Bureaucracy has not kept its pace in learning challenges pertaining to dynamic 
environment. Over the time, competitiveness has increased and stiffs competition in 
grabbing and retaining the key positions. Approach and behavior of politicians have 
undergone a sea change; they have witnessed the authority flowing, and 
commanding the power at their will. Authority, power and status have coalesced in 
the furnace under the pressures of lusts, lulls and favors. This has enhanced and 
aggravated the political expectations, which have manipulated over changing 
Government policies/laws. This gave rise to new challenges; inside the cadre's which 
require learning of challenges pertaining to internal environment of their cadre's. 
Human resource development in All India Services has assumed new 
dimensions, which has put pressure on teamwork and quality orientation in 
demands/expectations. There is constant pressure to improve the efficiency and 
productivity with the doses of technological innovations. Bureaucrats have kept 
themselves on the other side of the court, to play with the game of favors. Training, 
counseling, career planning, and multi skilling are the need of the hour. Sycophant, 
selfish, incompetent, greedy officers, have manipulated performance review system 
through politicians and greedy officers. They prevail upon top politicians to churn out 
the favors for themi. Ethics, moral values, culture, organizational commitment and 
attainment of goals have melted away/evaporated in the process of own utility 
maximisation. 
Private sector has to face new competition due to globalisation and 
liberalisation of economy and structural adjustment. Increase in quantum of 
investment has increased the expectations from the bureaucrats. Process of 
decision-making is facing tuff competition. Entry of multinational companies have 
globalised and liberalised the favour money (bribery) to alarming proportions, which 
has enhanced the economic pressure on these officers through private sectors to get 
tailor-made policy/decisions. Profit maximisation approach in corporate sector has 
been resorted to large-scale tax evasion (income tax, custom duties, excise and sales 
tax etc.) to boost their image, and enhance sale. 
Private sector or multi-national companies have been exerting frequent 
pressure to amend the various acts/laws/rules to amend it according to their needs. 
Economic pressure has been playing deciding role to get tailor-made policy, 
decisions. It may be import/export policy or production regulations or manufacturing 
or license or labour welfare or labour laws, in every sphere; business houses 
pressurise through politician or approach directly for law/rules/regulations 
passed/approved / amended/ revised in their favour. The impact of such decisions on 
overall growth of economy, industrial growth, industrial climate, condition of workers 
and investors attitude etc. etc is not favourable. 
Top business houses success stories are often related to bureaucrats-
politician-businessmen nexus and favours. Decisions taken by All India Services 
Officers command the direction of market and economy. Rate of inflation is invariably 
linked with the type of leadership provided by ruling party at the Centre and in States. 
Policy decisions have serious repercussions for the national and international market. 
Thus, whole business system revolves around their decision. 
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These officers invariably act under piers pressure, so their family attitude, 
individual life-style and social attributes, influence the decision making process. 
Physiological needs, safety needs, security needs, stability needs, social affiliation, or 
belonging needs, self-esteem need (Maslow's need hierarchy) also influence the 
decision-making process. Degree of job dissatisfaction invariably related with the 
decreasing or weakening of the satisfiers. Growth in career, job advancement, 
recognition of an achievement, may work as satisfiers or motivator factors. At the 
same time any decrease or weakening of maintenance factors (status, relation with 
piers and politicians) may weaken the great extent of job dissatisfaction. 
Officers of All India Services live in social crucible, social norms, social 
structure; prevalent social values have their impact on their behaviour in decision-
process. Turbulent environment at home has its relation with their behavioural traits 
(attitude, perceptions, responses, relation etc.) and decision at work place. Quality of 
decision taken may be directly related with environment at home, social environment, 
family background, capacity to resolve conflict, security, job satisfaction, job 
performance and issues, related with it. Political and economic pressures generate 
the stress and stains, which has direct bearing on their behaviour, ethics and values. 
How energetic, outgoing, organizer, bossy, cynical, tolerant, gregarious, 
responsible, courageous, confident, loyal, selfish, individuality, creativity, sensitivity, 
feeling for other and scores of other aspects, were studied. What kind of human 
these officers are? How people visualize them in social framework, study has been 
carried out to assess them. Attempts have been made to adopt multidimensional / 
multifahous approach, to study each and every issue related with our problem with full 
depth. 
Administrative relationship of authority, status and power generate 
considerable stresses and strains in the process of its use and exercise. In turn 
decision taken by these officers may be quoted as dimensions to concept of new 
values, new social perceptions and new order to work with. In any given set up 
number of relationships and inter relationships are working at any time; in actuality 
modifications occur therein; and from formal relationships, non-formal and informal 
relationships tend to develop. 
Problem of Indian bureaucracy has been blown out of proportion. Sakina 
Yusuf Khan survey results have blamed system (78%) as adversary in itself So 
many scandals came out, some of those can be listed as: Harshad Mehta scam, MS 
Shoes scandal. The Reliance muddle. The Telecom scandal. The Jain Hawala racket. 
The Sugar scam, The Bofor gun deal, Fertilizer scam, The Securities scam Foreign 
Exchange scandal. The ABB loco deal . The Airbus deal, Tehalaka exposure, Kargil 
defence deals etc. etc. (list is very long and ever ending). What type of role these 
bureaucrats have played? Kind of political leadership and directions provided to the 
Central and State Investigation agencies invariably will decide the future recurrence 
of such scandals. All knows approach adopted by top-notch senior bureaucrats in 
these scandals. It is an open secret, no need to further explain about the system, how 
it works? Crux of the problems is the political pressure exerted on the decision 
making process and its impact on the end results (decision churned out). 
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1.3.4. Objectives of the Study: -
Key objectives covered under this study are: -
1. What propel for growth, perpetration and sustenance of political pressure in 
bureaucratic system? 
2. Demographic characters of the individual All India Services Officers, and 
influence of personal orientation on the acceptance of political pressure in 
decision-making process. 
3. Hierarchy of the service they belong, and impact of that hierarchical structure on 
decision-making process under political pressure. 
4. Different sources of the political pressure and intensity of political pressure 
exerted by them in the decision making process. 
5. Associations of different areas in decision making process and acceptance of 
political pressure, intensity of pressure exerted on the different areas. 
6. Most commonly used modes and forms for exertion of the political pressure in 
the decision-making process and association v\/ith the decision. 
7. Reasons and factors, which influence the All India Services Officers for 
acceptance of political pressure in, decision making process. 
8. What can be done to insulate the decision making process from influence of 
political pressure in future. 
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Chapter 2 
Research Methodology 
Research Methodology and Design of the Study: 
In present chapter research methodology has been described. I.e. how research work 
has been organised in the field. First part includes the sample description, sample 
size, sample framework, sampling technique, and criteria for sample selection for 
data collection. Next part comprises the framing/selection of questionnaire/instrument, 
its reliability and justification. Data processing tools used for statistical analyses and 
research hypothesis testing has been mentioned in rest of the chapter. 
Sample Description: -
Bureaucratic set up has long tentacles spread all over the Union of India. 
Nature of problem is such that it is relevant to whole population of the country. In 
such a huge universe for study, it is not possible to cover the whole universe for the 
study, which comprises rich and poor, high and low, persons from all walks of life. 
According to gradation list as on 1.1.1998, 4942-lndian Administrative Service 
officers, 2985-lndian Police Service officers and 2584-lndian Forest Service officers 
were in position against their total sanctioned cadre strength of 5094-lndian 
Administrative Service officers, 3442-lndian Police Service officers and 2736-lndian 
Forest Service officers. 10511-All India Services Officers were in position against total 
sanctioned cadre strength of 11272. 
These All India Services Officers are highly mobile due to frequent transfer in 
their cadres. Besides this large number of them proceeds on deputation in different 
organizations and places. Such deputations are pervasive across various sphere of 
work life, starting from small non-governmental organization to highflying international 
organizations. It is really most difficult to get an access to these highly egoist, 
arrogant and hypocrite individual officers. Who live in false ego and self-concealing is 
their way of life. All India Services Officers cherish tremendous superiority complex. 
Even if you get an appointment with them, it is Herculean task to get reply of 
questionnaires. Information gathering from them has been the greatest problem. 
Fieldwork has been tedious and extremely difficult. It has been Herculean task to 
retrieve correct information from these egoists and introvert All India Services 
Officers'. High mobility and watertight time schedule have added fuel to the fire. 
Universes for our study have been the All India Services Officers spread over the 
length and breadth of the Union of India. 
2.2. Sample Size and Sample Frame: -
Sampling frame embodies all the members of three All India Services. 4942-
lAS, 2985-IPS and 2585-IFS make a total of 10511-All India Services Officers in 
India. Strength of All India Services Officers is dynamic at any given point of time. 
Government of India publishes their gradation list every year, cadre strengths as on 
1.1.98 have been used for circulating questionnaires and response collection. Pre-
research view was to include small number of politicians and businessmen in our 
study, to find out corroboration with data provided by All India Services Officers which 
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have to be relegated and deferred due to paucity of time and other research 
constraints. 
For our study, samples have been drawn from the All India Services Officers 
located at different locations across the different States cadres, officers from different 
cadres stationed in New Delhi and surrounding stations. To maintain a regional 
balance, officers from southern, eastern, central and northeastern cadre have been 
mostly selected from deputation pool, who can be contacted. Some field visits were 
carried out to gather information from officers posted in far-flung areas. Governments 
of India compulsory training programs have been most handy for getting readymade 
sample across cadres and All India Services Officers from different batches at one 
place and with some spare time. 
(Exhibit number 2.1.) 










































For our study, about 100 officers from each service were considered as good 
sample size. Sample size was further stratified and research target was; 75 All India 
Services officers (25 officers from each service) from 1974 & prior batches, likewise 
105 All India Services officers (35 from each service) from 1975 to 1985 batches and 
120 All India Services officers (40 from each service) from 1986 to 1998 batches, 
likewise. Demographic composition as indicated by results is shown in exhibit 2.2 
(Exhibit number 2.2.) 
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Our total response profile indicates that 28% of Indian Administrative Service officers, 
35% of Indian Police Service officers and 37%) of Indian Forest Service officers 
comprised our sample. We have not collected direct data pertaining to personal 
details, as All India Services Officers are highly sensitive and we were aware that 
inclusion of any such details is bound to jeopardize data collection. However, data 
pertaining to demographic characters are considered to be mostly speaking about self 
and might have been explained with respect to self only or nearest to self. Such 
indirect information is compiled in the exhibit number 2.2. 
Our indirect inferences regarding sample profile are self explanatory in the 
exhibit number 2.2. Our whole sample have been highly educated, highly motivated 
and financially well off in their present life style, because they are the best-paid and 
most powerful persons of our society. 
2.3. Sampling Technique and Data Collection: 
stratified random sampling technique was adopted for present study for data 
collection. We have sent 1500 questionnaires by post, in which response has been 
very low to negligible. These questionnaires were sent by ordinary post in different 
lots from 1998 to 2000. In many cases author spoke to individual officers personally 
and requested them to send reply. In some cases concerned officers telephoned me 
and informed that they are not going to send any reply for research work. Some of the 
All India Services Officers expressed their inability to reply, as questionnaire was too 
lengthy and time consuming. Some of them continued to say that they will send it, but 
promises were never materialized in reality. 
One particular aspect, we observed in case of officers posted in C.B.I, that 
they have been most prompt in replying the questionnaire. Top bureaucrats and 
highly senior persons have been the most difficult persons and most scared about the 
questionnaire. In some cases author has to meet them more than five times to get a 
response sheet. We have supplied these questionnaires to large number of retired All 
India Services Officers, who have retired during last five years or less. In case of 
Indian Administrative Service officers, retired persons were highly scared to reply. We 
are really afraid of that how these officers could have taken any bold decision, when 
they are so scared to reply a simple questionnaire, which do not bear any kind of 
identification mark, and anonymity was assured and ensured. 
It shameful to write that All India Services Officers towards whom whole 
society look for justice, and administration of whole country have been left to them, 
are so meek, weak and coward that they feel threatened by replying a petty 
questionnaire, thinking that political leadership may be annoyed. How these officers 
can take a decision against the wishes of the politicians in charge of affairs in their 
respective jurisdiction. Even after years of retirement, they expect some benefits from 
the politicians, so they cannot reply a questionnaire. Author met some them again 
and again till they refused to reply the questionnaire. 
Author organized focused meetings with some of busy senior bureaucrats, and 
explained them the questions and requested them to reply the questionnaire, and 
provided another person to mark the responses. Author traveled with some 
bureaucrats to extend some kind of favor for them pertaining to their private works, 
but these All India Services Officers are so shameless and selfish that, they expected 
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that others should do their work, but they will not reply the questionnaire in full. One 
retired officer from highest position of the State took us five times to his farmhouse 
with more than 90 minutes drive each time, but he replied only five questions and that 
also partly. This shows the height of selfishness dominant among the All India 
Services Officers even after retirement. 
Only some response sheets were made available from the interview method. 
Discussion method was widely used in training programs and after long discussion 
respondent was requested to mark the responses and I remained there to reply and 
clear any kind of doubts or ambiguity in the questionnaire. In some cases author met 
them on number of occasions to collect questionnaire during and after training 
programs. This method has been the most successful in retrieving the information. 
Questionnaire method was used through out the research for data collection 
and e-mail was used just to remind them to send reply of questionnaire. 
Questionnaire, interview, schedule and telephone interview methods were used in 
different combinations to gather information. We hope some responses may still on 
the way and we may get them after submission of thesis. Author put maximum 
emphasis on the 400-targeted officers, from where we considered reply could come. 
These expected targets were followed continuously and personal influence and 
contacts were commonly used to collect the replies. Maximum reply came from 
officers located in New Delhi or State Capitals or from training courses. Reply from 
the field postings and district headquarters have been minimal. Young officers posted 
in the various locations at regional level or down below were most prompt in sending 
replies and senior most have been most lackadaisical. 
Flexibility has been the essential character of our data collection technique. To 
make our research highly appropriate & efficient efforts were made to consult 
selected officers while framing questionnaires and these questionnaires were 
discussed with number of All India Services Officers to get their views and test the 
questionnaires. Small test-sample groups were selected to test the replicablity of the 
questionnaires. Replicability has increased the prediction in our study. Data collection 
was randomized to keep it safe from extraneous factors. Dividing the study into 
blocks and groups reduced variations. 
We have gathered various types of data required for our study from our sample 
frames. We have studied All India Services Officers family, social and office 
environment (setup), under which these officers are working. Impact of political 
pressure and relation of various variables (political, economic, social, and individual) 
with the decision behavior have been studied. Data pertaining to sources of political 
pressure, areas of political pressure, modes of political pressure and reasons for 
accepting political pressure have been collected and studied. Bureaucratic system 
itself is adversary to positive decision-making process; political expectations induce 
high expectations and pliability in it. Data were collected pertaining to non-
conformance to the rules, nepotism, whims, favoritism, personal interests, and related 
issues pervasive in the system and its association with pressure and individual 
behavior was studied. 
These officers have been occupying the key positions, which require team 
innovations to lead their departmental team. Assessment and study of the various 
variables/attributes related with their decision behavior were studied. Data have been 
gathered regarding individual behavior related with risk taking behavior, innovative 
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behavior, style of decision-making, achievement, affiliation, influence, control, 
extension, dependence, dominance, tolerance, self-control, flexibility, and 
responsibility variables were processed to know the association with individual 
decision behavior. 
Collection of primary data have been the Himalayan task, most of the data 
have been collected through direct communication with the respondents. Methods 
used for this study have (a) interview, (b) schedule (c) questionnaire and (d) 
electronic communication (as supplementary to questionnaire) etc. Mode of data 
collection have been changed and modified according to need of the situation. 
Situational and flexible approach has been adopted. 
Questionnaires or instruments were framed covering various aspects 
related with our problem. Readily available and well-accepted statistical tools were 
used to assess various attributes to establish validity of study. It was not possible for 
all the respondents to answer all the questionnaires fully, many part of the 
questionnaires were left unmarked, and these data have been processed as we got 
them. So, situational and need based approach according to the availability of 
time/resources have been used. On an average one hour to three hours time was 
devoted in replying the questionnaire by each respondent, in one or more sittings / 
interactions. As discussed with respondents, some of them spent higher energy and 
time in answering it. 
Most of our respondents have been suffering from time constraint & high 
mobility. For top-level senior officers it was extremely difficult to spare sufficient time 
for answering lengthy questionnaire, in such situations telephone / tele-fax / E-mail 
method used to remind them. 
2.4. Questionnaire / Instrument: -
Available literature was explored and surveyed to find out relevant instruments 
or questionnaires for utilization in the research work. Suitable instruments for use 
were not found anywhere, so it was decided to design new instruments. Need specific 
instruments were designed for this study; results for 7 of them are presented here. 
While designing the questionnaires purpose of research was kept in mind. Each 
questionnaire was designed in such way that, it can be administrated to individuals 
and groups both. Pfeiffer and Ballew (1988) considerations for instrument were kept 
in mind. 
Time required for answering whole questionnaire was on higher side. These 
time considerations have been constraints because we have to cover the complete 
research items. We have to cover all the interrelated and interwoven aspects of 
decision-making process and behavior of All India Services Officers. Instruments 
were designed for collecting the data pertaining to different aspects related with the 
All India Services Officers to derive findings and generalizations of conclusions. All 
the items included in each questionnaire has been related and interrelated with 
different aspects pertaining to All India Services Officers behavior and handling of 
political pressure in decision-making process. 
2.4.1. Design, Reliability, Justification and Usage of Instruments: -. 
Reliability most of questionnaires have been tested with help of SPSS (7.5 
version). Statistics command in SPSS has been used for scaling to carry out 
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reliability analysis with split half model to find out inter item correlation, covariance 
respect to significance level. Our some of questionnaires have more than eight items. 
Factor analyses have carried out by using the Principle Component Analysis method 
for extraction along with Varimax Rotation method to test the factor significance. Our 
results for most of the questionnaires are highly significant. 
First instrument comprises 21 items and each item with two to five options. 
These 21 items are pertaining to personal characters related with the individual All 
India Services Officers personal details. In this questionnaire, five items are related 
with personal details, five items to study service and three items pertaining to All India 
Services Officers social-cultural studies. Five items have been kept regarding 
domicile of the individual officers and his family members and similarly three items 
related to education have been kept for studies. All these demographic characters in 
study were arranged in such way that individual officer amenability towards political 
pressure can be studied with respect to individual earlier background. All India 
Services Officers handling of political pressure and association with decision-making 
process has been studied. Under these 21 items, mainly 15 characters related with 
individual officer personal background have been studied. 
For this research work different forms or modes of indirect political pressure 
were enumerated and after discussions with select All India Services Officers, only 22 
important modes of indirect political pressure were retained for study. These 22 
modes of political pressure have been randomly arranged in questionnaire, and 
respondents have been asked to rank seven most important modes or forms of 
indirect pressure, which they come across in decision-making process. 9 items have 
been pertaining to bureaucratic system, 5 modes relate to social power groups, 5 
items concerning to political parties and three modes through power agents have 
been studied. All items show good association and significant correlation. 
Acceptance or rejection political pressure by individual officer is situational and 
invariably influenced by the different factors and reasons prevalent in the bureaucratic 
system. Long list of such factors was discussed with the select group of the All India 
Services Officers and out of those factors only 15 reasons have been retained for 
study. All India Services Officers have been asked to evaluate these factors on five-
point scale on the basis of their experience in accepting or rejecting the political 
pressure in decision-making process. Items show good association and correlation's 
are significant. 
Biggest and longest questions have been pertaining to pressure points or 
areas on which political pressure is exerted. Large number of areas were studied and 
discussed. Ultimately 15 most important areas were retained where political 
pressures have been exerted mostly. Each pressure point has been dealt in details 
with five items, except in recruitment, which have six sub-points. Thus these pressure 
points have been sub divided into 76 items for research to study intensity of political 
pressure on each and every point. Respondents have been asked to evaluate 
intensity and frequency of each pressure point on five-point scale in instrument, as 
they experience in decision-making process. 
Different direct sources of political pressure were enumerated and discussed 
with the select group of All India Services Officers. From long list of such direct 
sources of political pressure only ten most important sources of political pressure, 
which are frequently exerted on the decision-making process by All India Services 
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Officers, have been randomly arranged. Respondents have been asked to evaluate 
10 direct sources of political pressure on five-point scale in the devised instrument. 
Relationship of these 10 direct sources of political pressure with the 15 areas of 
pressure was also studied through a separate questionnaire. Factor analysis has 
been carried out. Correlation and association of these items have been significant. 
1500 questionnaires were sent by post in different lots at different times and 
roughly 500 questionnaires were delivered in person with a personal request to send 
it back. From these 2000 questionnaires, only 290 replies have been received from 
the All India Services Officers. Responses received have covered approximately 3% 
of the universe of study. These instruments have been useful for generating sufficient 
data for research work. Instruments were designed in such a way that it reduces 
psychological threat to any individual. Respondents have been requested to send it 
by ordinary post. All the responses received were pooled and randomly mixed, these 
pooled data does not attribute opinions to any specific individuals. Anonymity of the 
respondents have been ensured and maintained at all levels. 
Feelings of threatening were prevalent among large number of respondents. 
Such feelings can be attributed for low rate of return for questionnaires. Behavior 
related items for assessment and action planning was included in the instruments. To 
assure confidentiality, any kinds of identity marks were not attached to any instrument 
and at anywhere in the instruments. Instruments were designed according to 
research need; any kind of data over load was avoided. 
Some of the respondents have attributed questionnaire as lengthy. Some of 
them raised question why so much information is sought? Another group of officers 
expressed fear that it may be leaked to their disadvantage to the politicians. Some of 
them felt threatened, that they can be victimized? Some of them felt threatened that 
information provided in questionnaire can be disclosed to the politician. In turn 
politician can victimize them in future. Others said that it is such secret information 
that they cannot furnish it. Some of them raised questions regarding need and 
authenticity of research works under taken. Some of them simply refused to answer. 
Few of them asked, why individual variables have been kept. They advised to carry 
out research with out individual variables. Some of them advised to keep pressure 
areas up to ten items only, instead of 76 in present questionnaire. Some of them 
asked, what they would get in lieu of responses provided by them (self-benefits 
maximization). Author has to face innumerable questions from the All India Services 
Officers, most of which were pertaining to behavior of the individual officer. 
Author tried to collect responses through one-week compulsory training 
programmes, rate of return of response sheets was maximum up to 70% in such 
gatherings. Interview method was also tried with top ranking senior officers or with 
those officers who posed themselves as highly busy. Some of them completed the 
responses in three to four sittings. It is really difficult to extract any information from 
the IAS officers. The IPS is next in for denying any access to them. Collecting any 
kind of data from the All India Services Officers is a Herculean task. Even author 
being a member of All India Services collected data with greatest difficulty. In case of 
Indian Forest Service officers and some other officers, author exercised pressure 
tactics and long association to collect responses. 
Some of the All India Services Officers have been casual in marking; whereas, 
score table was printed in front each question. Lot of responses have been left blank 
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or unmarked. Some of them gave same ranking to many responses/ items. Some of 
them replied to few responses and left many more un-responded. Some of them 
wrote descriptive / narrative notes also. Few of them wrote," do not understand" and 
left the question un-responded. 
In case of modes of political pressure, some responded ranked one to all 
items, instead of ranking only seven items; where as some of them repeated the 
same rank to many items. Some of them gave wrong responses also, they have not 
thought about the response, what they are marking. Some of them underlined the 
responses; at the same time they have underlined two responses. Where as, last item 
has been left un-marked at places, it has been assigned the last rank automatically. 
2.5. Data Processing & Tools Used for Analysis: -
Data from questionnaires were entered in data sheet of Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS-7.5 version) and processed in the same software on PC. 
SPSS for Windows 98 was used for all statistical calculations along with Windows 
and MS office 2000 for research work in the study. 
Processing of data comprised editing, coding classification of primary data 
according variables suitability. Data have been computed with help of windows based 
software to find out statistical relationships and testing of each hypothesis. Mean 
mode, median, range, standard deviation, standard error, variations, skew ness or 
kurtosis has been worked out for all the variables by SPSS software. Major data 
analysis have been carried out for each variable by using cross tabs, which have 
provided us percentage analysis for All India Services, Indian Administrative Service 
officers, Indian Police Service officers and Indian Forest Service officers respectively. 
Results provided analysis for Chi-square, Pearson's correlation and Spearman 
correlation values along with their level of significance. Analysis further provided 
results for Phi, Lambda, Gamma, Kendall Tau and other coefficients. But only 
relevant values have been used to avoid overload of excessive analysis. 
Scale reliability analyses have been carried out with split half and Guttman 
models to find out inter item correlation and covariance significance. 145 
Hypotheses have been tested for 145 variables through various parametric and 
nonparametric statistical methods as Chi-Square, Pearson's correlation, Spearman 
correlation, multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA), analyses of variance 
(ANOVA), Correlation, sign test for paired data, the Mann Whitney test, Wallis test, 
rank correlation, General linear Model for multivariate, GLM-repeated measures, T-
test and factor analysis etc. (relevant methods have been selected for each 
questionnaire). These statistical tools have tested the validity, association and 
significance of different variables used in study. Standard deviation, central 
tendency, dispersions and ranges of dispersion have been produced only where need 
was felt (Exhibit number 2.3). Rank correlation tests have been used to test the 
relationship between variables. 
During study ordinal scale" have been used for ranking of items in 
questionnaires. In scaling techniques interval and graphic rating scales have been 
used as measure of evaluation and to represent the variables. Likert- type of 
summated scales has been used for many questions. Items evaluated by respondent 
have been analyzed with appropriate methods. 
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Exhibit 2.3.Showing tools used for analysis 
Chapter 
4 




Individual orientation and characters 
Areas of pressure and reasons for 
accepting political pressure 
Sources of political pressure 
Modes of political pressure 
statistical tols used 
mean, median, mode, standard deviation, 
frequency analyses, Pearson Chi-square 
analyses, Pearson's correlation. Spearman 
correlation, Manova and cross tabs in 
SPSS for percentage analyses. 
mean, median, mode, standard deviation, 
frquency analyses, ranking, Pearson Chi-
square analyses, Pearson's correlation. 
Spearman correlation and cross tabs in 
SPSS for percentage analyses. 
Besides above tools, Factror analyses 
Independent sample T-test besides tools 
used in capter 4 
2.6. Research Hypothesis Testing: -
Political pressure, its nature and extent of exertion have serious relation with 
the decision behavior of All India Services Officers. Present study has covered modes 
of political pressure used on the All India Services Officers, and sources of political 
pressure mostly operating on these officers pertaining to different areas or points in 
decision-making process at various levels in the public administration. Reasons or 
factors or causes motivating All India Services Officers to accept the political pressure 
and dimensions of such pressure have been studied. Different economic variables, 
social variables, individual variables, variables pertaining individual personality, which 
have direct bearing and impact on the individual behavior have been studied. The 
decision-making behavior has been studied with reference to kind of constraints and 
variables vis-a-vis type of behavior reflected by an individual officer. 
2.6.1.Variables: 
2.6.1.1.Independent Variables: Independent variables or casual variables are 
presumed cause of change in the dependent variable, and are determinant in All India 
Services Officers behavior in handling of political pressure in decision-making 
process. Impact of below mentioned independent variables have been studied on 
decision-making behavior of All India Services Officers under political pressure. 
Personal and work related variables have been studied as independent variables 
2.6.1.1.1.Individual level: Personal characters operating in All India Services 
Officers personal profile consisting of personality and individual officer details such 
as: 
Related to service: -Type of service they belong, method of recruitment, length of 
service, position (level) in hierarchy, cadre of the officer. 
Social and cultural background: community background of the officer, regional 
background of the officer, and economic background of the officer. 
Personal background of the officer: Marital status, sex, profession of spouse, number 
of children, and attitude of family members. 
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Education related: Education of the self, spouse, and parents. 
Domicile related: officer own place of birth, spouse, parents, place of residence of 
parents, and place of education after high school. 
Reasons / factor for accepting the pressure: 15 variables mostly pertaining to 
individual and some to group and service. 
2.6.1.1.2. Bureaucratic System Dependent Variables: Bureaucratic system 
dependent variables or caused variables are affected by an individual level variable. 
These variables are operational in terms of political pressure; these variables are 
affected by some of other factor /s. Sources of political pressure, modes of political 
pressure, areas and points of political pressure reflect individual officer interests over 
those of individual level variables. 
Sources: Ten variables, which exert political pressure on decision-making process of 
All India Services Officers. 
Modes: 22 variables, the forms and modes exerting political pressure in decision-
making process of All India Services Officers. 
Pressure Points: 15 major areas, where pressure is exerted, 76 variables kept to 
study intensity of political pressure exerted in decision-making process on All India 
Services Officers. 
Associations among independent and bureaucratic system dependent variables have 
been studied. 
2.6.2. Research Hypothesis: -
Our research hypothesis, 'Political Pressure and its Impact on the Decision Making 
Process of the All India Services Officers' have been studied with the help of number 
of hypothesis and sub hypotheses. Our research data have been planned in such a 
way that every variable has been studied as research hypothesis, and the same have 
been tested by the statistical methods. Total 145 hypotheses pertaining to 145 
variables have been tested in the present research work, along with below mentioned 
important hypotheses. 
1. Personal characters of an individual All India Services Officers influence the 
handling of political pressure in decision-making process. 
2. Individual officer goals priority is related with the political pressure handling in 
decision-making process. 
3. Extent of political pressure acceptance is linked with location, importance of post, 
power enjoyed by the officer. 
4. Individual officer behavior attributes influence with the political pressure handling in 
decision-making process. 
5. Different pressure groups exerts indirect political pressure on an individual officer, 
kind and importance of pressure mode determine the outcome of any decision. 
6. Acceptance of political pressure in decision-making process by an individual officer 
is influenced by the personal motives & values pursued by the officers. 
7. Politician frequently exerts pressure on different decision-areas in bureaucratic 
system. Intensity of political pressure exerted on individual officer is according to 
political interests pursued by the politicians. 
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8. Capacity of any source of pressure to exert direct political pressure on individual 
officer to get desired decision is related with the position enjoyed by that source in 
power hierarchy. 
9. Flexibility in service conditions (in promotions, transfers, postings, tenure, career 
progression and opportunities to pursue self-seeking goals) influences the individual 
decision behavior. 
10. The relationship of the politician with that of an individual officer is related with the 
compromise behavior of each other, strength of such a relationship will be 
proportional to aggrandizement of mutual interests/goals. Stronger relationship will 
have higher negative impact on the outcome of decision. 
11. The All India Services Officers show strong desire to maintain the status, status 
creates social distances; this has impact on the social behavior of an individual. 
12. Yielding behavior with respect to political pressure is related with the economic 
social and family background of an individual officer. 
13. Performance review by politician is used as tool to influence the decision, 
individual utility is positively related with the decision behavior. 
2.7. Chapterisation: 
Research presentation have been divided in to three parts, first part explain the 
research perspectives and two chapter in it. Second part has covered decision 
process under political pressure with 2 chapters and third part with 5 chapters' deals 
with political pressure and its dimensions, forms, areas and reasons for accepting it in 
decision-making process. 
Chapter 1 is research perspectives and research need, comprising the 
introduction, historical perspectives of the bureaucracy and All India Services in India. 
Rational of the study and hypothesis testing has been covered in chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 is decision-making process under political pressure by the All India 
Services Officers. Chapter 4 comprises individual officer orientation and amenability 
to accept political pressure and locus of control in the All India Services Officers have 
been studied. 
In Chapter 5, various sources of political pressure working on the decision-
making process of the All India Services Officers have been dealt with. 
Chapter 6 covers the 15 major areas where political pressure is exerted and 76 
pressure points have been discussed in it. 
Chapter 7 it have been tried to cover 22 modes of political pressure frequently 
working on the decision-making process of the All India Services Officers. 
15 Reasons for accepting political pressure by the All India Services Officers in 
decision-making process have dealt with in chapter 8. 
Last Chapter 9 deals with conclusions and future recommendations based on 
our research work. 
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Chapter 3 
Decision Making Process 
"One's own self Is the friend of the soul by whom the lower self (consisting of 
the mind, senses and body) has been conquered; even so the very self of him 
who has not conquered his lower self behaves antagonistically like an 
enemy."'' 
Decision Making Process of the All India Services Officers: 
In decision-making process under political pressure, the All India 
Services Officers have to make a choice between adherence to bureaucratic 
system rules, regulations and procedures or bend the system according to 
politicians expectations to meet individual goals. It is choice between merit 
based objectivity and politically propelled desires for subjectivity. Decision-
making process under political pressure is problem as it causes the 
discrepancy between adherence to current system and adherence to 
individual politician desired expectations. Individual All India Services Officer 
arrives at decisions according to own choices, which are influenced by 
individual perceptions, beliefs and past experience in doing so. In every 
decision individual All India Services Officer receive, perceive, screen, 
process, interpret and evaluate the information to develop alternatives 
according to own preferences in the decision-making process to arrive at a 
decision. Decision-making process essentially comprises the following nine 
steps :-
a). Problem: - In this stage individual All India Services Officer will try to 
define and delineate the extent of political pressure with respect to present 
position in bureaucratic system and future implications in own career. 
Individual officer will gather information for the consequences for accepting or 
not accepting the political pressure. Individual All India Services Officer feels 
competent to handle it and focus on the decision problem rather than the 
people and system. 
b) Intentions: - Individual officer analyses self-intentions pertaining to 
problem, in this stage analyses politician's intentions, public possible 
intentions and search for senior officers intention pertaining to specific 
problem. Individual officer inner competence & feeling will invariably influence 
the intentions and computations in decision-making process in this stage. 
c). Options: - Individual All India Services Officer explores all possible 
options, alternatives and criteria devised by him for the problem. 
Consequences for each option are explored. Individual All India Services 
Officer interest, values, preferences, politician interest and public interest for 
all relevant and irrelevant aspects are weighed in this stage, 
d). Rationality: - Individual All India Services Officer carries out vertical and 
lateral thinking for various choices available to him along with successive 
comparisons. In this stage each option is ranked and weighted to reflect 
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importance of each choice. Then individual officer lists out and rationally 
analyze the attributes of each option. 
e). Alternatives: - Individual officer carries out valuations and evaluation of 
each alternative in decision. All possible preferences and alternatives are 
deeply studied with reference to political pressure exerted by a particular 
politician. Stability for each alternative is developed to avoid difficult tasks and 
consequences. Then best choice is selected for further action. 
f) Conflicts: Uncertainties and conflicts will be computed in every alternative 
available for the individual officer in decision process. Extent of conflicts 
associated with different alternatives and uncertainties generated by 
outcomes have to be computed and calculated in a systematic manner to 
avoid future complications from the decision. Individual officer inner self will try 
to avoid conflicts, if not possible, then try to minimize conflicts. 
g). Decision: - Individual officer after evaluating and weighing each 
alternative, best option with highest value and minimal conflicts is considered 
for selection. Best option will be according to individual preferences and 
choices related to that individual personality. Individual decision making officer 
learns by self to draw inferences based on readily and instantly available 
information in his memory. Individual All India Services Officer may increase 
his commitments to his previous decision in spite of negative impact. 
Individual All India Services Officer analyzes likelihood of occurrence of 
political pressure based on own analogy. 
h) Monitoring: Monitoring is most crucial part of decision taken by the All 
India Services Officers in public administration. Individual officer try to collect 
feed back from different sources to know about the reaction of the opposition 
party politicians, ruling party politicians, prominent political leadership, public, 
seniors officers and juniors in the bureaucratic system and colleagues, who 
can influence future course of events. On many occasions new decisions 
have to be taken to neutralize the previous decision to save one's image and 
service. Monitoring is the essential requirement of the decisions taken in 
public administration. 
i) Modifications: In public administration decisions modifications and 
alteration aspects are the common and frequently used phenomena, which is 
not common in the corporate sector. On many occasions individual All India 
Services Officers selectively leak out the proposed decision and try to assess 
the feedback from various quarters, realizing the potent danger or public 
unrest or opposition, they modify decision taken on files and final decision 
coming out is the modified version. Due to change of political leadership in the 
state, politicians instruct or influence the All India Services Officers to modify 
decisions taken by the previous incumbent's. In public administration 
decisions are invariably modified or changed as a part of system limits. 
Individual All India Services Officer doesn't get much time to ponder 
and evaluate alternatives courses of actions. Based on own experience, 
knowledge, values, attitude and situations individual officer explore various 
options. Individual All India Services Officer decisions are based on situational 
reasonably optimizing political or public interest, at the cost of someone else. 
Choices are confined to system parameters and individual officer limitations. 
Most of the All India Services Officers decisions are judgmental and 
sentimental rather than based on any model or concept. Individual persons 
follow intuitive decision making (W.H.Agor, 1989, H.A.Simon, 1987) and 
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mostly operate independently of rational analysis due to high uncertainty, 
unpredictable variables facts don't indicate solutions, no time is allowed, 
alternatives are plausible, and every decision is independent of previous 
decisions. 
Very limited information is made available to individual officer, which 
signify the tremendous role of manipulations in the outcomes. Dimensions of 
the pressure in the decision comprises the All India Services Officers thinking, 
processing of information, perceptions, tolerance to uncertainty, minimizing 
the conflict and risk, structuring the pressure sources and modes in the 
system. Individual All India Services Officer has to work with high tolerance 
towards uncertainty. They have to be logical and rational in thinking. The All 
India Services Officers have to be efficiency oriented. They must have ability 
to derive at decision with minimal information and least alternative evaluation. 
With passage of time individual All India Services Officer develop capability to 
cope with pressure, and tolerate uncertainty, play safe and collect full 
information about pressure, so that they can examine possible alternatives. 
Innovative All India Services Officer arrives at decision on the basis of long 
range implications and explores creative options. 
System abider individual All India Services Officer organizes meetings, 
discussions with seniors and juniors and try to retrieve suggestions. Such 
individual All India Services Officer avoids conflict and tries to take 
acceptance of the politician before taking decision. Every individual officer 
arrive at decision in different time and in different way, which maybe related 
with one's position, place of posting, relation with senior/junior, attitude of 
political leadership, local political leader relationship with the chief and key 
politician who matters in the system. 
3.2. Influences On the Decision-Making Process: 
3.2.1. Politicians Influence On the Decision: -
Politicians influence the decision-making process and its outcome in 
different ways and means. People approach politicians or affected parties 
mobilize politician support from various sources to exert political pressure on 
the concerned All India Services Officers to get a decision in own favor. 
Politicians by virtue of their controlling location and position in bureaucratic 
system, use force to manipulate decision in desired direction. In case 
concerned officer is not willing to listen or accede to politician demand, in such 
situations politicians attempt to use power base available to him to get desired 
outcome from the decision. Politicians put efforts to influence decision goals; 
criteria and process to meet self-needs from the decision-making process. 
Politicians occupy top position in hierarchy, so, they manipulate through 
discretion in distribution of advantages and disadvantages to the All India 
Services Officers in the bureaucratic system. In case concerned officer is not 
trapped by the lusts of advantages, politicians use weapon of his public 
responsibility and accountability to influence the decision. Continuous success 
in decision manipulations tends to develop poiitician-bureaucrats-
businessmen nexus. In long run such nexus spread its roots in the form of 
politician-criminal-bureaucracy nexus. Such nexus continuously influence the 
decision-making process of the All India Services Officers. 
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Politicians' top positions in bureaucratic system provide him access to 
every kind of bureaucratic information, withholding key information from 
decision-maker officer influence the decision outcome. In situations where 
politicians find individual officer is not amenable to political demands, he uses 
whistle blowing against such persons and spreading rumors pertaining to such 
officers. To influence the decision on occasions politician indulge in leaking of 
confidential information about decision activities. Politician's exchange favors 
with individual All India Services Officer for mutual benefits. Politicians carry 
out intense lobbying for or against any decision alternative or individual to 
influence the decision. Politicians indulge in spreading information for image 
building of such All India Services Officers, who oblige them in decision. 
Politician use fear of transfers as effective tool to get tailor made 
decision. Those who do not oblige politicians, such officers are frequently 
shifted on different postings. Those All India Services Officers, who oblige 
politicians, are rewarded with choicest postings. Promotions in bureaucratic 
system are used an instrument to influence decision-making process. 
Politicians ensure longer tenures for pliable officers and continuously 
influence the decision-making process. Pliable officers get higher budget 
allocation and desired annual confidential report from the politicians, who in 
turn get tailor made decisions. Politicians most commonly protect pliable 
officers in grievance redressing mechanism. When public criticize the 
decisions taken by the All India Services Officers, politicians provide 
protection against public criticism to pliable officers. When All India Services 
Officers deliver decisions according to political desires, the politicians protect 
poor performance in decision. Even politicians do not hesitate to exert 
pressure on seniors to provide freedom in working to pliable officers. Politician 
uses his power in resource allocation as media to influence the decision. 
Individual officer collaborations with politicians has a serious impact on 
subordinates regarding power and politician connections, politicians extend 
help to such officers to influence subordinates in decision. 
Politicians do not hesitate to use his nuisance powers, in case the All 
India Services Officers do not oblige them in decision. Politicians by-pass the 
chain of command and interact directly with desired level to influence the 
decision. Politicians form coalitions with another politician or with the All India 
Services Officers to influence the decision. In case outcome of decision is not 
desirable, politicians obstruct decision by excessive adherence to rules or 
inaction. To get a desired decision politicians start developing contacts 
outside or down the chain in hierarchy. When particular officer or level is not 
obliging then politicians indulge in complaining to high ups against such 
officers. To influence decision in a particular direction, politicians use 
adherence to merit, ignoring merit, ignoring seniority and good work as tools 
to meet own goals. Through manipulations in administrative process, 
politicians create individual group conflicts in values, goals, interests' vis-a-vis 
resource conflict to get desired decision. Politicians use work allocation and 
resource distribution as a tool to influence the decision. 
Politicians extend gains to individuals at the cost /expense of others, 
who are not attuned with politicians. Politicians induce ambiguity in process to 
influence outcome of decision. Politicians show whimsical attitudes towards 
individual officers, who do not oblige them in decision process. But those 
officers, who oblige politicians in case of any problem to such officers. 
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politicians decrease standards of probity for them. Lack of transparency is 
used as a tool to get tailor made decisions to suite the need of authority or 
clientele. Political expectations from decision are unlimited and never-ending. 
Politicians use progress review and performance review as tool to influence 
the decision in own favor. Continuous influence of politicians has a serious 
impact on leadership style of individual All India Services Officers and 
decision taken by him. 
The All India Services Officers desire to retain power force them to 
exercise full control over the information and allow filtered and biased 
information to come out of system to further own interests. In case the 
politicians do not introduce uncertainty, the All India Services Officers cultivate 
uncertainty to harvest bumper crop of self-goals. When political boss is 
powerful and exercise full control with access to alternate source of 
information, individual All India Services Officer has modest or no control over 
the situations. Politicians do not bother to evaluate options available to them 
before exerting pressure or taking decisions. The All India Services Officers 
use power to further own interest, "can there really be much doubt who 
governs our complex modern societies? The modern political system is 
essentially bureaucratic, characterized by rule of officials." Putnam (1973). 
Various components of decision process specify the problems and solutions in 
given hierarchical structure of that service. 
3.2.2. influences of Bureaucratic System: -
The politicians use bureaucratic system variables; such have been 
discussed in item 3.2.1. Bureaucratic system provides power to the All India 
Services Officers; desire to maintain individual power influences the decision 
behavior of the officers. Bureaucratic system provides authority to the 
politicians and authority plays its role to influence decision taken in the 
system. Politicians top position in hierarchy in bureaucratic system influence 
the decision-making process. The All India Services Officers are highly status 
conscious, desire to maintain status become end in itself. High status 
consciousness influences the decision. Status orientation create social 
distances in bureaucratic system, aloofness from masses seriously impair the 
decision-making process. 
High hierarchical levels orientation of the bureaucratic system influence 
the decision and accountability to decision is got lost in the levels. In 
bureaucratic system decisions are goals directed and goals influence the 
decisions. Bureaucratic system has to pay social cost for goal-oriented 
decisions. Bureaucratic systems of controls to retain power by the power 
holders influence the decision. Relation between power and control over 
decision-making process in bureaucracy influence the decision. Our 
bureaucratic system put high emphasis on position rather than acts, which 
influence the decision negatively. Power holders sacrifice fairness and equity 
in the bureaucratic system to influence the decision. Excessive position 
conscious among the All India Services Officers ruins the decision. Loss of 
creativity from process has impaired decision. Bureaucratic system has 
surrogated power from the decision process. 
Bureaucratic system is such that the All India Services Officers 
invariably play safe in the decision, without any harm to self-relying on the 
concept that I do not harm you -you should not harm me. Rules, regulations 
and procedures looked as if these are made for non-conformance in the 
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decision, commonly said that show me person, I shall show you the rules. 
Rules are for fools Is the popular concept. Decision making process is full of 
nepotism and favoritism, this have eroded public faith from the decision taken 
by the All India Services Officers, so for every decision public approach to 
politician for his intervention. Bureaucratic system is such that it allows 
blockage and leakage in communication, which in turns loose rationality of 
decision. This problem of communication related with status prevalent among 
the All India Services Officers, create distance from public, who in turn go to 
politician for help. The All India Services Officers like to maximize own needs 
from political collusion, refrain from collective decision making; incase of 
failure or brewing problem the All India Services Officers pass blame on the 
system as outcome of collective decision. 
Bureaucratic system itself is adversary in the process of decision. 
Present bureaucratic system is dominated by lack of ethics, declining moral 
values, neglecting the respect for culture, absence of public service 
commitment and public goals among decision-makers in the process. 
Dominating uncertainty in the bureaucratic system and frequent political 
motivated transfers create roles of conflicts among the All India Services 
Officers and uncertainty carries its harmful impact on the decision. 'Greater 
participation in decision produce favourable attitude, higher job satisfaction, 
less feelings of threats in service and higher self esteem' (French & Caplan, 
1970). Employee's lack of participation in decision-making process leads to 
consistent poor health, strain and stress (Margolis 1974). Present day the All 
India Services Officers decision has failed to bring out any social change due 
to its dominant bias. 
Past precedents cannot help in case of political pressure, because 
every situation will rebound in time and space with own set of outcome. 
Individual officer collusion with politician in term of benefit maximization 
increases constraints on the officer in numerous ways. Politicians extend help 
and patronage, sense of obligation and commitment prevail in the officer. 
Officers give due weightage to politicians, while calculating the alternatives for 
the decision. Political pressure induces sensitivity in the decision process. 
Performance satisfactions get relegated under the sense of security provided 
by the politician. 
Ambiguity in policy, rules & law increases the problem of interpreting, 
distorting and perceiving goals for maximization of self-interests. Discretion 
and flexibility in the system is deliberate attempt to maximize utilities and 
retain scope for political interference. Means and ends in practice are not 
distinct, end results for an individual may work as means or inputs for another 
person [Simon, 1965]. 
Public goals, government goals, politician goals, political parties' goals, 
department goals and individual goals work in conflicting manner. Goal 
succession is common phenomenon [R.Michel 1911, Merton 1957, Perrow 
1961] which is true for the All India Services also. Goal displacement is 
accelerated under political pressure; means serve as ends in the process at 
the cost of efficiency, fairness and justice in public administration. Goal 
succession and goal displacement highlight the dynamics of decision process. 
Actual outcome of decision deviate from the expected outcome of the decision 
in goal dynamics. "The sequel of an action chosen by one man will be shaped 
by circumstances, and its circumstances will include the actions chosen now 
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and actions to be chosen in time to come by other men." Shackle, (1974). 
Decisions taken by individual officers have implications on the group. When 
other officers see that due to collusion with politician that officer has attained 
self-goals. Then others follow it and slowly individual preferences aggregated 
into a collective liking. Individual officer join small groups to secure patronage 
and benefit for themselves in resource allocation. These small groups 
introduce resource competition among interest groups and motivate others to 
toe with political pressure to enjoy the power. Available discretion in the 
system of public administration serve individual own interests, where other 
groups compete for power to protect their interests and in the process falls in 
line with political pressure. 
3.2.3. Economic Influences: 
Influence of economic variables on decision-making process cannot be 
ruled out or ignored. The politicians and which in turn influence the All India 
Services Officers also influence all policy decisions, which command market 
economy. Politicians are aware that they are for five years period, politicians 
have to spend a lot of money to attain present position, so politicians also 
want economic security; hence influence decision in own favor for economic 
benefits. Politicians develop own economic net work, to save own interests 
politicians refuse to take cognizance of corruption, rather shield corruption to 
fulfill own economic interests from decision process. 
In public administration decision variables are dynamic in nature, 
consequences of marginal change have serious implications, conditions of 
equilibrium are non-maintainable due to externalities and uncertainties 
involved in the process. Decision-makers were unable to operate under 
conditions of perfect rationality. Economic interests of pressure groups induce 
preference ordering in individual officer power and capability to maximize their 
own utilities. In case stakes are higher, no one is willing to own the 
responsibility, most compromising way used is collective decisions, where 
disagreements and conflicts are diluted and shared by none. Collective choice 
is the choice of power or authority without an iota of responsibility. Outcome of 
decision is directly proportional to the coercive power and position enjoyed by 
the chairperson. Merit is sacrificed at the altar of collective and individual 
interests. Decision taker rarely works as unified body of thoughts. 
3.2.4. Individual All India Services Officer Interests & Goals: 
Individual All India Services Officer has tendency to look for 
gratification of personal interests from the decision outcomes. Propelled by 
feelings of self-interests the All India Services officers have managed 
complete control over resources in bureaucratic system. The Indian 
Administrative Service officers have stage-managed the power structure in 
own favor to meet own interests perpetually. In the process every individual 
service and individual officer in different services use goals for personal 
aggrandizement, and goals serve as means to meet ends. Bureaucratic 
system goals are used for personal utility, and respective services and 
individuals use goals for own growth maximization in the decision. In this 
process dominant goal might change in decision-making process and cause 
goal conflict in the process. Slowly goal succession and displacement take 
place in the bureaucratic system. Operational goals to be served emerge from 
a bargaining process. Expected outcome and actual outcome of decision are 
in conflict. 
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Government goals for revenue maximization in some departments end 
up with wealth maximization for individuals. If government looses revenue, 
individual officers and politicians do not feel it as lose. Revenue maximization 
process is invariably used as individual benefits maximization. Government 
laws are used as threat to individuals to enhance chances for accumulation of 
money for self. Individuals All India Services Officers are in search of own 
economic interests from the decision. An individual officer attitude, interests, 
beliefs, motives, past experiences and personal expectations from the 
decision influence the decision-making process. Individual officer location in 
hierarchy, position in power, level of career, time and kind of decision 
influence the decision-making process. Size of outcome, background of 
outcome and individual utility of outcomes also influence the individual 
decision. 
Individual officer search for own roles in the decision-making process 
and analyzes role-played by him for own utility in long run. Individual officer 
efficacy and effectiveness influence on decision-making process is used for 
self-aggrandizement. Self-capability and self-esteem of any officer influence 
the decision and handling of political pressure in it. Important steps followed 
process of decision-making influence the decision outcomes. In any decision 
all activities or objectives cannot receive the same attention, which influence 
the decision. An individual officer ordering of objectives in decision sequence 
to resolve the conflict, influence the decision. In such ordering internal 
consistency of individual in decision-making will influence the decision. 
Individual officer reflexivity in choices in a given situation influences the 
decision outcomes. 
Individual officer ranking of consequences of decision outcomes will 
influence the decision process. Individual officer rationality in decision-making 
process will be according to individual wisdom and individual personality traits 
will have influence on the decision and prevail over it. Individual officer sense 
of obligation to commitments towards self, public, bureaucratic system and 
politicians will influence the decision. Individual officer sense of calculated-
ness and commitment are invariably used in decision process. 
Individual officer amount of sensitivity to difference magnitudes towards 
outcomes influence decision. Individual officer quantum of satisfaction with 
individual established performance influences the decision. All India Services 
Officer sense of perseverance with which individual pursue goals influence the 
decision. Individual officer positive favorable attitudes towards political 
pressure in decision-making process influence the handling of issues in 
decision. Individual officer problem imagination and sensitivity for different 
aspects influence the decision. Creativity and innovation pursued by any 
individual officer in decision-making process will influence the decision 
outcome. Every one posses many ideas, but idea fluency is crucial for quick 
and relevant decision. Individual officer incubation time influence the decision. 
Individual officer thinking and illumination about a problem influence the 
decision-making process. 
Individual All India Services Officers located at various levels in 
hierarchy has major clustering of decisions at district level, commissioner level 
and state level. The All India Services Officers individual decision quality is by 
and large influenced by individual perceptions. The All India Services Officers 
have in built leverage in current state of affairs and desired outcome from 
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alternative options available to them. Pressure perceptions are also situational 
and variable according to individual All India Services Officer. Individual All 
India Services Officer interpretation and evaluation of pressure is invariably is 
situational to individual officer. On the spur of time individual All India Services 
Officer develop alternative based on strength and weakness of time and 
space with a bearing on final outcome. 
Individual officers with different social, economic, community and 
regional background have different perceptions and attitude, reflect different 
preference ordering for alternatives and problem. Problem of political pressure 
is computed in different lines with individual attitudes, values, perceptions, 
prejudices and beliefs. Officers past experience in handling the pressure 
become handy in responding to present situation. Once bad experience officer 
behave in doubly cautious manner, once success increase officer confidence 
in handling the problem. 
In Gestalt concept of perceptions, perception is highly selective to an 
individual specialism, background, and values. Different officers located in 
various positions of hierarchy in same department will have different 
perception about the same problem. Every officer has limited capacity [located 
in his past background and experience] to calculate and evaluate 
consequences of all possible alternatives courses of actions adopted in 
process of decision. "Individual choose their most preferred alternatives from 
a set of available alternatives and face no barriers such as search & 
calculating cost in discovering it" P M Jackson (1983). 
When officer join service, his responses will be calculated and related 
to his socio- cultural-educational background. As officer grow in the service, 
computations will be related to the service conditions, experience with 
decision in his career and capability to calculate consequences and probability 
of future events as out come of decision. Dynamic and uncontrollable decision 
variables and limited available choices related with particular service at any 
point of time are highly unpredictable for non- programmed decision process 
of the All India Services. Strategic decisions taken by these elite officers 
shape the process by which they are made. Constraints with decision 
process, advantages of alternatives to self, capacity and capability of 
individual officer in computations, behavior towards utility functions, personal 
goals and interests, individual aspirations level, experience with success & 
failures in career, satisfying and maximizing behavior set up environment for 
decision process and officer always cope up within personal limitations. 
Decision taken by officer based on individual officer experience and 
comparable priorities in the process, better solutions & outcome may be 
possible but approach adopted may affect chances of alternative adoption. 
Officer may not be fully satisfied with the decision but individual like to 
maximize own goal and interests. Due to pressure on decision process officer 
adaptive behavior will be dynamic in nature and ready for mutual adjustments, 
in the process of adjustment risk will be minimized and goal will be 
maximized. Individual officer response to political pressure will reflect 
individual goals, which will be characteristic of their service working 
conditions. 
3.3. Government Decision System: -
Decision process of the All India Services Officers is full of 
uncertainties and risk, which are unpredictable in nature. The All India 
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Services Officers never know the future repercussions of the decision. Even a 
highly positive, fair and just decision may recoil afier lapse of time and as bad, 
unfair and biased decision, or may make out heroic stature of decision-maker. 
Really the All India Services Officers decisions can take swing into any 
direction, highly uncertain future and bloom with risk. Situation is such that no 
information about future is available with certainty. The All India Services 
Officers use this uncertainty to their own advantage for their stability, 
resourcefulness and career advancement. 
Political uncertainty or pressure group uncertainty, which is located out 
side the department of the officer, can cause uncertainty inside the d partment 
also. Individual officers are sure about their continuance in their positions and 
they are unable to assess the repercussions of decision or outcome of utility 
to their goals. The Indian Administrative Service officers, who are located in all 
crucial positions, make use of uncertainty to their own advantage and get 
complete control over the public administration to cultivate them. Such 
monopolization can be reduced only through widening the access of all other 
services to top positions, so that, they can retard the monopolization of 
bureaucracy and work as buffer in decision. 
In Union of India, political uncertainty in decision cannot be reduced or 
avoided; rather it is bound to increase in future. Hierarchical structured 
organizations effectively function in uncertainty environment in which they 
operate (Wooward 1958, Burn et.all.1961, Katz 1966, Thompson 1967, 
Lawrence and Lorsch 1967,). How the All India Services Officers arrive at 
decision in climate of uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity? The All India 
Services Officers can mobilize resources freely and use flexibility & ambiguity 
of law, rules and procedure to their advantage. They hide their accountability 
under prevailing uncertainty and limitless size of the government. Here 
vastness of size of the government helps the All India Services Officers in 
decision making process and problem solving. On many occasions ill effects 
of decision are spread over and diluted by passing buck to seniors or juniors 
or vertical or horizontal or upward or downward or public at large. 
The All India Services Officers communicate political pressure in 
decision upward and downward to dilute the outcomes, they follow common 
approach sabh ko lapete lo,khud bach niklo (save yourself, pass on buck to 
allj. Political pressure in decision and its relation within department, intra 
department and outside departments manifest goals and interests. These 
goals work as set of contracts for individuals, individual officer negotiations 
with pressure revolve around own goal possibilities. 
Behavior of members of any service at any given time and place is the 
function of intricate interplay of power struggle and forces working on it. Power 
bias reveals their behavior and their goals can be inferred from working 
behavior. Every decision taken by the All India Service Officers, they evaluate 
it in terms of opportunities lost by them or chances delayed for them in 
attainment of goals, or loss of advantage in career progression, or dislocation 
and instability due to decision, diminishing in individual utilities and loss of 
marginal information advantage. 
On many occasions the All India Services Officers are under 
compulsion to take a decision, some decision has to be taken; merits of such 
decision are immaterial. Number of times the All India Services Officers save 
themselves by not taking any decision or delay it and wait for new postings. 
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Frequent transfers are handy for the All India Services Officers, they delay 
decisions for next incumbent and any one never takes controversial decisions. 
All shares responsibility for delay, it means no one is responsible for it. 
Individual member interactions within the service give the impression of 
uncertainty and risk involved with the decision. Glaring example of removing 
encroachments from public property, decisions are delayed forever and no 
responsibility is fixed, and no one get penalized. 
The All India Services Officers enjoy power and status from this in built 
uncertainty. "Great power is wielded by those at point where the greatest 
amount of uncertainty is absorbed, since they can considerably influence the 
decisions that will finally be made by others," Brown, 1970. Political behavior 
and power plays crucial role in computation of the decision constraints. 
Competing interests groups vie with each other to get control over scarce 
resource power. Legitimate power located with position and status in 
hierarchy also regulates the decision process. Power holders manipulate 
information and push preferred alternatives to harvest their goals and interests 
from the decision process. 
Decision outcome is the optimal and efficient allocation and utilization 
of men, material, money and machinery resources at one's command. Beauty 
of public administration is that organization goals and efficacy are the 
causality and invariably replaced by the individual goals and interests. 
Indicator of efficacy is extending to which political goals/ master goals are met 
with success. Output in public administration cannot be measured, they offer 
services, which are personal state of well-being acts of production and 
consumption are simultaneous. 
'Hardness, self-composure, coolness in face of pain and danger, 
confidence in own decision-these were qualities required by imperial class, 
which a growing empire demanded.' Wilkinson, 1964. The Indian 
Administrative Service officers major goal was land and revenue 
management, different operational goals have replaced it on the name of 
coordination and they miserably failed in their assigned goals. The Indian 
Police Service officers goal was law and order maintenance, they have failed 
miserably in it and frequently military services are used for it. The Indian 
Forest Service officers goal was sustainable management of natural 
resources, resources have depleted to insignificant level, miserable failure in 
management. 
Multiplication's of operational goals augment bureaucratic inefficiency 
and goal conflict as result of allocative inefficiency of demand. Operational 
goals fail to serve primary goals; operational goals of present officer are 
challenged by successor officer goals. With passage of time, new goals 
evolutions displace existing goals and bureaucratic system is challenged. 
Only Indian Administrative Service officers pursue its goals in systematic 
manner as they are in commanding position with respect to resources. Any 
kind of inefficiency of resources for the Indian Administrative Service officers 
is shifted and reflected in other services. 
Differentiation in hierarchy has been created to maintain efficacy, itself 
give rise to sectional interests, each one protect own group needs, goals and 
priorities. Each group creates own goals, which serve their own interests. 
Concept of differentiation (Pfeffer 1978) powerful (IAS) has accrued power as 
result of their proximity and control over resources, system look towards 
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suppliers to gain resources. Differential allocation of jobs confronts sub units 
(IPS & IFS) in its specialist area with an uncertainty that is critical for 
government, and it copes in such a way as to buffer other sub units (IPS & 
IFS) from any resulting instability, then it can (IAS) widely influence decisions 
even beyond its own competence, Minings (1974). 
Ongoing bargaining and negotiations among the All India services, 
shifting coalitions of goals, impose their service rationality's on the given 
decision. The Indian Administrative Service officers take decisions regarding 
destiny of the Indian Police Service officers & the Indian Forest Service 
officers, ultimately they (IAS) will protect themselves only. At the same time 
the Indian Police Service officers & the Indian Forest Service officers want to 
be involved with the decision process, because they (IPS SelFS) are affected 
by what is being decided by the Indian Administrative Service officers. They 
(IPS &IFS) see their chances with the politicians to influence the decision for 
protection of their interests. Politician at top of it enjoys the game of power 
and authority played by the All India Service Officers. This process enhances 
the possibilities of complex political pressure in the decision process. In such 
competing interest groups setting, where each group vying for bargaining with 
desire to influence the decision, public interest get relegated to dark or 
forgotten and common person find no place in it. Respective cadres of their 
service work as institution for them and each service officers like to see power 
base rolling in their camp only with ceremonial red carpet welcome. 
Political authorities are fully aware of services conflicts, they use power 
in suppression of conflict, and decisions are postponed or never taken to 
perpetuate the concept non-decision. Pervasive Indian Administrative Service 
officers at the top camouflage their interests and goals in such a way that the 
others do not recognize such goals. Hearts and minds of political authority are 
so manipulated and abetted by the hegemony of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers that they visualize things as desired & shown by the ruling 
Indian Administrative Service clan and their scheme of actions. Public welfare 
and social upliftment views get relegated, detrimental and hazardous 
decisions are left unquestioned. Political pressure dimensions infuse diverse 
interests in decision process. Powerful political interests force decision 
process to make decision in advance or keep it off the agenda, Pettigrew 
(1973, 1985, 1987) 
Slowly creeping awareness in society bound to generate conflicts in the 
larger sections of the society. Genesis of conflict lies in the process of making 
functional organs of bureaucracy into dysfunctional, with a motive to 
monopolize the power by the Indian Administrative Service officers. This 
inherently inequitably power monopolization by the Indian Administrative 
Service officers has serious ramifications over the society. Exploitative 
economic interests of various services groups bound to give rise inter service 
conflicts; in due course of time reflected as inter class rivalry. Quinn (1980), 
Heller et.al.(1988) studied the step by step actions progress and sequence in 
achievement of goals and objectives in decision process. Butler et. al(1993), 
worked on achievement of coherence intentions by paying attention to 
inspiration, judgment and computation factors. 
Outcome of any decision will have its relation with 22 modes of 
pressure operating on the decision taken by the All India Services Officers. 
The same has been described elsewhere. 
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3.4. System Decision Constraints: -
Senior/ junior relations, service working environment, performance 
evaluation, transfer posting policy, promotion policy, punishment policy, rules 
& regulations, law, rewards and resource availability create space (leverage) 
in the decision making process. The All India Services Officers, who cultivate 
political connections, for them outcome of decision has no negative impact on 
their performance evaluation. This vary fact motivate the All India Services 
Officers to accept political pressure. Where, information about the decision 
outcomes never reaches up to top bosses, this facilitate acceptability of 
political pressure by the All India Services Officers. 
Choices available in decision are preferred to own goals/interests, 
individual All India Services Officer assessment that pleasure of the politician 
may help him in achievement of own goals, extended tenure or posting 
protection help in multiplying rewards, which influence the All India Services 
Officers to accept pressure in decision. The Indian Administrative Service 
officers get higher degree of support from seniors and colleagues, higher 
sense security influence them mobilize pressure with higher intensity. On the 
other hand in case of the Indian Forest Service officers, seniors and 
colleagues are highly critical and less supportive, which reduce the quantum 
of pressure mobilization and acceptance by them. 
Ambiguity in rules, regulations, procedures and situational 
interpretation of law make it easy for the All India Services Officers to accept 
pressure in decision. Lack of standardization in decision and absence of 
transparency allow inducement of pressure in decision. Government 
bureaucratic system don't fix any dead line and time limits for the decisions, 
the All India Services Officers get plenty of time to manipulate decision 
suitable according to own needs. Frequent transfers on short tenures have 
encouraged the All India Services Officers to postpone difficult and risky 
decisions for next incumbent. Why, I should invite wrath of public and 
politician by taking any decision; let me enjoy and exploit short tenure to 
maximize personal benefits. Let next incumbent to take hard decisions and so 
on continue to linger on till infinity. 
Transfers are predictable along with the outcome of the decision, then 
why to take any risk in decision during short tenure of posting. Public 
perceptions about bureaucracy also go on changing, they perceive that 
bureaucracy have ignored or failed to protect public interests. Public have 
started behaving in a manner to exploit the system to their own advantage. 
Historically time bury merit inside the files, all around chaotic situation prevail 
over the system. Seniority based promotions and career progression generate 
own type of problems. Non- performer individual All India Services Officers do 
not take any controversial and challenging decision through out their service 
career, but still they get their promotions in time. As a result of this, innovative 
All India Services Officers feel that why they should take any challenging 
decision without any gain for them. Excessive security provided to the All India 
Services Officers has also killed the innovation and risk-taking behavior in the 
decision. Rather it has worked in reverse manner, those who worked and took 
strong decisions, suffered due to outcomes of such decisions. 
Any rationale and merit based decision will block supply channels of 
politicians and senior officers; they eagerly wait for the appropriate moments 
to harass and surrogate such upright individual All India Services Officer. 
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Those All India Services Officers, who take unrealistic and insulated decisions 
ensuring that supply channels remain connected up to top level (vertically and 
horizontally, omni directions), every one stands gainer (win: win situation), 
such officers get unlimited support from all quarters in the system. In spite of 
all immoral and unfair practice used in the decision, people call such officers 
as good officer and shower every undue privilege on such officers. This type 
of behavior from people motivates pliable officers and coerces upright officers 
to follow same kind of flexibility in the decision. The All India Services Officers 
rarely follow precedents of his predecessor. For an individual officer ghost of 
his unpleasant past decisions continuously haunt his present choices. 
Similarly any kind of past commitments with politician or commitments 
committed at the time of transfer or posting become constraint for present 
options and possibilities in decision. 
The All India Services Officers present cadre state and cultural 
background and lineage influence the decision making process, e. g. Decision 
taken by an officer from Haryana will differ from the officer from Nagaland in 
similarly placed situations, as both will have different perception about the 
same problem, different logic and approach will be adopted in analysis and 
different rationality in thinking will be used. According to individual background 
the All India Services Officers beliefs, attitude, perceptions, orientation, 
importance of rationality, faith in collective decision, preferences for the 
abilities in subordinates to solve the problems are related with the All India 
Services Officers cultural lineage. An All India Services Officer from Gujarat 
state will value more to co-operation, conformity and transparency, where as 
an officer from eastern India will believe accepting the situations as they are, 
as part of influence of early life. 
Public utility must dominate in decisions. The All India Services Officers 
decisions must be public utility oriented, consistent with public welfare goals. 
Decisions must be efficiently and timely delivered and utility for the whole 
segment of the population. Decision must protect the rights and liberty of all 
citizens and fairly impartial in nature. Decisions must protect interests of 
underprivileged, under- represented and lesser powerful persons in society. 
Decisions taken by the All India Services Officers must be acceptable to 
whole society (all societal segments). 
3.5. Decision Evaluation: -
Bureaucratic system has been moulded like that at any stage cost of 
decision making by the All India Services Officers is hidden. If every step in 
decision-making process has been defined and certain cost could have been 
attached to it. Fear of that cost could have put pressure on the mind of the All 
India Services Officers to adhere to system norms and work on merit. A 
decision taken by the All India Services Officers may extend benefit for worth 
of millions rupees to individuals, but bureaucratic system do not assign any 
cost to it. Since no cost has been attached to any step and any stage of 
decision-making process in bureaucratic system, so, every employee behave 
in casual way towards government and extract maximum for self. 
For effective evaluations of the decision-making process all the 
variables or factors affecting speed of decision-making have to be considered 
and evaluated systematically. Proper evaluation is only possible, when 
decision-making process is arranged in sequential nature. Present decision-
making process has not incorporated and kept any scope for learning and 
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-r-^^ 
feedback in the decision. Bureaucratic system has not brought out and 
delineated decision objectives, which make evaluation impo^$ibfe. Colonially 
created bureaucratic system provides significant role to status ili.jdecistpn and 
high status consciousness does not allow any kind of evaluation td-daQisiofl--
taken by those power holders. Decision-making process must have inbuilt 
special pressure, values, beliefs, and socially acceptable actions for the 
evaluation. Each and every personal need of the All India Services Officers 
must be evaluated. 
The Decision-making process by the All India Services Officers is 
complex and has variety of paradigms and perspectives. Process of decision 
is dotted with question marks, it start with the problem identification, initiated 
by search for solutions and its consequences, computation of alternative 
choices for solution with their acceptability and feasibility in conflicting 
interests. Implementation of the decision is done with authorization and 
negotiation, which do not allow evaluation. "Decision imply commitment 
action, there are situations, where actions are taken without decisions having 
been made" S.J.Miller et.al. (1996). 
In public administration, it must be the public, who should monitor the 
decisions in indirect way. In what way political pressure has influenced the 
choices made by the All India Service officers, how they have arrived at 
decision? How much information is necessary, who influence whom, how 
disagreements were resolved, what procedures are used (Applewhite, 1965). 
The All India Service Officers are in position, where they allocate resources, 
exercise power, distribute welfare largesse, distribute benefits of economic 
activities, and legal implications to maximize the value of utility functions and 
policy interpretation for maximization of objective functions. They have to 
instantly compute how much to appease, how much to manipulate, to what 
extent to compromise, at what time decision be announced, what will be the 
direction of the decision, and choices available at any point if time in given 
circumstances etc etc. Decisions taken in public administration are bound to 
moulds the lives of people living within its sphere, have wider and larger 
implications on masses, even if, such decisions are directed for individual 
interests or goals maximization. Ramifications and implications of the 
decisions continue to accrue over long period of time in future. All these make 
it difficult for evaluation. 
Decision-maker behavior under conditions of uncertainties or 
certainties will have bearing on performance of the officer. Various sets of 
techniques cannot describe the different approaches for decision process to 
address the principles and thoughts conflict in the officer behavior. Individual 
All India Services officers are motivated, goal oriented, well informed, 
intelligent, strong in computation power, enshrined in power, they can make 
rational choices among the available alternatives at given point of time in the 
decision process. At the same time individual officer is actuated by the self-
interests and maximize own utility functions. Officers are self goal directed; 
they devise most efficient means to optimize their goals in the garb of ensuing 
political pressure and try to show equilibrium in the system. The individual 
officer behavior is goal directed; when making rational choices between 
competing goals, or between competing means of achieving these goals, will 
always choose that alternative which best serve the individual's own interests. 
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(PM. Jackson 1983, Collard 1983, Sen 1976). This makes evaluation a difficult 
task to under take. 
Rational choice is that, which can "be explained in terms of some 
preference relation consistent with the revealed preference definition, that is, if 
all his choices can be explained as the choosing of the 'most preferred 
alternatives with respect to postulated preference relation" Sen (1976) Human 
frailties and demands from both within and outside the department limit the 
degree of rationality which can be employed. Decision process of these 
officers is full of conflicting constraints and much time is not available for 
evaluation of alternatives and comparison, alternate utility choices becomes 
the limiting factor in the decision. Under mounting pressure internal 
consistency of the officers get reflected in line with inconsistencies and 
uncertainties preferences get modified accordingly. Choice is between self-
interest and public interest, consequences of self-interest are valued higher 
than the public interest, and officer will go with the self-interests. Self-interests 
perpetuates due to lack of any evaluation process. 
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Chapter 4 
Individual Officer Orientation and Amenability To 
Accept Political Pressure: 
"Those wise persons who are free from pride and delusion, who have conquered the evil of 
attachment, who are in eternal union with superpower, whose cravings have altogether 
ceased and who are completely immune from all pairs of opposite going by name of 
pleasures and pain, reach that supreme immortal state'^. 
Demographic Characters And Personal Orientation: 
Individual All India Services Officers demographic characters and personal 
orientation determines the handling of political pressure in decision-making 
process. Individual officer desires induce oscillation in one's behaviour. Amplitude 
of such oscillation invariably determines the composure and calmness of an 
individual mind, which decide the direction of individual actions in decision. Internal 
discomforts and high oscillations sabotage the decision made by individual officer. 
When materialistic temptations in self and family members generate goals conflict 
for achievement, self-destructive process derails the decision process. Failure in 
self-goals achievement induce failure complex in individual, and individual intensify 
the efforts to meet own objectives. Individual officer personal orientation influences 
the extent and nature of handling of political pressure in decision-making process. 
In India, individual person grows in structural layered social system, watching aura of 
power and flaunting arrogance of the All India Services Officers. Power and authority induced 
arrogant behavior of All India Services officers in society leave traumatic impression and 
experience on mind of every individual person. Thus every individual person tends to develop own 
perceptions, attitudes and ideas towards power to devise own ways and means to defend self from 
the arrogance and such abusive power occurrences. Every individual person develops inbuilt 
concern for self, family, service, society and surroundings environment, where he is living and 
working. Present states of affairs automatically leave scars on individual mind, personality and 
growth. In the process individuals find that many people are highly unreliable and world is full of 
dangerous people. Individuals devise ways and means to defend self only and relegate concern for 
others in darkness. Most of persons tend to avoid any kind of trouble threats to self and family. 
But at the same time, individual show desire to retain control over the 
situations, and enhance the chances for self-involvement in the surrounding 
decisions. Non-fulfillment of desires generate in built resentment in the individual. 
Any individual does not like unfavorable outcomes. Every individual like to avoid, 
what to avoid and avoidance or pretension behavior dominant in the 
circumstances beyond own control. Initially person reflects the reactive responsive 
orientation and then responsive behavior. Ultimately reactive orientation in 
individual person becomes a habit. "Political culture is held to be the pattern of 
attitude towards the political system and its various parts, and the attitudes 
towards the role of the self in the system internalized in the cognition's, feeling and 
evaluations of its population" B.B.Khare (1974). 
Here, one has to appreciate the word 'self, every individual carry out 
computations according to self only, which in turn is processed in the 
background of self-knowledge, situations and conditions at that time of action. 
It is self-understanding, which equips individual officer to deal with prevailing 
conditions in any decision. Individual self-confidence is crucial for 
effectiveness of the individual officer in the decision-making process. The 
potential effectiveness and individual officer's competence are related with the 
self (Brockner, 1988). 
^ Madbhagvatgheeta 15.5. 
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Individual officer's self nurture the self-esteem in him, which try to influence 
the situations in near surroundings. Self-esteem is a trait reflecting an 
individual's characteristic and effective evaluation i.e. self worth or self-liking, 
Gist and Mitchell, (1992). Individual All India Services Officers handle the 
political pressure according to own self-esteem, which determine the 
individual efficacy in decision-making process. "Self efficacy refers to beliefs in 
one's capacities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources and courses 
of action to meet given situational demands," Wood and Bandura, (1989). 
Self-efficacy of an All India Services Officer will be related with 
perceived capability an individual to perform a given task. Decision will not be 
static, new information will leads to differential performance in decision. 
Conceptually [McClelland and Winter, (1969)], efficacy has relation with goals, 
an individual officer self-being will have relation with his decisions and 
inherent initiative, and actions will be related with compliance achievements. 
Individual person approach to solve pressure problem in decision will be 
related with avoidance behavior. An individual officer efficacy is the sense of 
adequacy and contributes to individual effectiveness in working for task 
related to own goals. 
It is worthwhile and futile to study that what will contribute maximum to 
individual efficacy? Different variables for study have been selected keeping 
this in mind. An All India Services Officer with high self-awareness will 
manage his strengths and weaknesses in more effective manner and will 
produce better results. "Identity crisis has a direct effect on the people of 
developing areas; they are losing faith in their own potentialities" B.B. Khare 
(1974). Every individual officer shows serious concern for own identity among 
various services. Many individuals with proactive orientation feel that they can 
change the things in bureaucratic system through decision-making process. 
Such persons will invariably determine own course of actions in decision. 
Proactive person will not wait for any out side help, or avoiding the problem, 
he will solve the problems within available environmental set up. Individual 
officers with McCllend, (1975) "activity inhibition" will work hard, he will not 
succumb to immediate gratification to some of his desires, he will be future 
oriented, and try to deliver decision in that direction. 
Many All India Services Officers are not aware of what they are, there 
is need to explore oneself to study their handling of pressure in decision. Luft 
and Ingham1973, Johari Window can be used for this purpose. 
Known to self Not known to self 
Known to ARENA BLIND 
others 
Not known CLOSED DARK 
to others 
Arena: Arena is the public self, officer is known to himself and other persons 
who interact with him also know him. e.g. Name, age, demographic characters 
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Blind: Individual officer behavior and style of working known to others, but 
concerned officer himself does not know the self. e.g. Mannerism and 
behavior traits. 
Closed: Officer is known to self, but not revealed to others, e,g. Juniors 
standing. Hierarchical decision behavior. 
Dark: Not known to self and not known to others, inaccessible to both. 
Really hypocrites. 
Individual officer behavior in decision-making process and handling of 
political pressure is also related with the personal background and factors 
associated with it. Some of such characters kept in our study are, sex of the 
officer, marital status of the individual, profession of the spouse, number of 
children and attitude of the members of the family. These factors also 
influence the individual amenability towards political pressure in decision 
process of an All India Services Officer. In the need of crisis individual officer 
repose own faith to closest member of his family and guidance provided by 
them influence the outcome of decisions taken by an individual officer. 
Individual orientation and personal thinking is invariably related to 
individual social-cultural and environmental belongingness, when an individual 
join any service. Individual officer economic background and community 
background to some extent influence the handling of political pressure in 
decision-making process. That service training imprints the first impression on 
the person mind for future eventualities. Most of the decisions taken by any 
individual officer will reflect the grooming one has got during initial period of 
one's services. When someone grow in a particular service, that service 
culture, seniors behavior and dominant service perceptions will decide the 
behavior of individual officer in decision-making process. Such characters as 
type of service one belongs, method of recruitment, position of individual 
officer in hierarchical levels, individual officer regional background, and cadre 
of the All India Services Officers invariably decide the behavior of an individual 
officer in decision-making process. 
Indian education system is frequently blamed for nature of values and 
ethics inculcated among students, when they were studying in school, college 
and university. Type of education and quality of values carries its impression 
on any individual through out his life. Education is also associated with the 
place of imparting education and domicile of the individual receiving the 
education. It is thought that individual place of childhood carries its imprint 
through out his life. Social, economic, cultural, environmental and religious 
surroundings leave its imprint on the mind of any individual, which direct 
individual capacity to take decision under different situations. In present study, 
place of birth of individual officer, place of birth of parents, spouse place of 
birth, education of self, education of parents, education of the spouse and 
place of education after matriculations have been studied. It was presumed 
that these factors influence the decision-making behavior of All India Services 
Officers under political pressure. 
Different demographic attributes can speculate variance within a 
service behavior and create discontinuities in working in decision-making 
process. Here statistical analysis has been carried out for all the 21 
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demographical characters results are produced and these have been 
explained In proceeding paragraphs. The maximum number of missing replies 
for the attitude of members of the family in political pressure may be due to its 
location in the end of the question or the All India Services Officers may not 
like to reply this item. Each and every demographic character is considered 
independent variable, so described in details separately. 
(Exhibit number 4.1.) 
Statistical Analysis of Demographic Characters 
Demographic character name 
Service related 
102.Type of service 
103. Method of recruitment 
104. Level in hierarchy 
105. Length of service 
107. Cadre of the officer 
Social & cultural 
106. Regional background 
108. Community background 
109.Family economic background 
Personal 
110. iVIarital status 
111. sex of the officer 
115. Profession of the wife 
121. Number of childern 
122. Family member attitude 
Education and domicile 
112. Self education 
113. Spouse education 
114. Parents education 
116. Own place of birth 
117. Father place of birth 
119. Spouse place of birth 
120.own place of college education 





















































































































































































4.2. Service Related: 
4.2.1. TvDe Of Service More Amenable To Political Pressure: 
Among three All India Services, which service is more amenable to 
political pressure? This is highly complex question and interrelated with so 
many other factors. Service culture, work place environment, senior junior 
relationships and uncertainty involved in the decision process influence the 
acceptability of political pressure. After every change of political leadership, 
first thing new political party do after assuming new office is to order large-
scale transfer of the Indian Administrative Service officers at district to 
secretariat levels followed by other services. It is presumed without any 
prejudice that some of self-goal oriented IAS officers are the most pliable 
officers in Indian bureaucratic system. Such Indian Administrative Service 
officers belief is that their survival is up to that time, till they are most 
amenable and suitable to political leadership. Basic behaviour and their 
internal demand to retain power, maintenance of status and control over 
resources force them to maximise the acceptance of political pressure. 
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Analyses of research data also indicate the same thing as shown in below mentioned 
exhibit 4.2. Members of IAS and IPS allege each other services members as more amenable 
to pressure than their service. But Indian Forest Service officers have not shown much 
articulation and 34.3% of them accepted against All India Sen/ices average of 24.2% as their 
amenability to pressure, in the perception of IAS and IPS only 11.5% IFS officers are 
amenable to pressure, which is very low or we can say that one out of ten IFS officers is 
amenable to pressure. (Exhibit number 4.2.) 
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Chart No. 4.1. Service Amenable to Pressure 
50% 
I IAS%BIPS%niFS% 
Results indicate that IAS officers are highly amenable to accept political 
pressure, 46.1% of IAS officers or every second IAS Officer is willing to accept 
political pressure. 29.7% of IPS officers are amenable to accept political 
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pressure; this percentage is quite low in comparison to the IAS officers. Only 
25.3% of IAS officers acknowledged that they are amenable to political 
pressure, this indicates the IAS officers show hiding behaviour. Because IAS 
officers are highly amenable to accept political pressure, so politician adopt 
the line of least resistant and use willing IAS officers to pressurise officers of 
other services through them. Results are highly significant at 0.01 level of 
significance as shown in Chi-Square analysis (sample Pearson Chi-Square 
value is 39.328 at 4 degree of freedom) in two-tailed analysis. 
4.2.2. Method of Recruitment:-
66.66% of Also are recruited through open competitive examination 
conducted by the UPSC and 33.33% of them are by promotion fi-om state 
feeder services. State service officers become eligible for promotion to All 
India Services after 8 years of substantive appointment to feeder State 
Service, subject to availability of vacancies. During course of their career, 
these officers develop and cultivate their political connections for their 
advancement in service. Dominance of self-goals in the State service officers, 
motivate them towards acceptance of any kind of external pressure in the 
decision to meet own needs. Perception, attitude and approach towards 
political pressure will be variable and related with the individual personality 
and location in the hierarchy. It is common beliefe that promoted officers are 
more amenable to pressure than direct recruit officers. 
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(Exhibit number 4.3.) 
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The All India Services Officers perceptions analyses through results 
indicate that 68.4% of the All India Services Officers feel that promotes 
officers are more amenable to accept political pressure in comparison to 
31.6% of the direct recruited officers. If, we study the prevalent situation 
among various All India Services, 74% of IPS officers feel that promotes 
officers are more amenable to political pressure acceptance. But among IFS 
officers' prevalent perception about direct recruit officers is comparatively 
different than IAS & IPS. 38% of IFS officers feel that direct recruited officers 
are also amenable to pressure acceptance, which is the highest among All 
India Services Officers. Some officers have expressed serious concerns that 
promoted officers have tempered the All India character of the All India 
Services, by increasing their proportion in these services. Another common 
accusation alleged against them is that promote officers have entered state 
service through unfair means and when they join All India Services, this 
denigrate the overall standard of the All India Services. 
4.2.3. Position (level) in Hierarchy: 
Length of service and location in hierarchy (position) are related with 
the performance of an individual All India Services Officers in decision 
process. People believe that as officers grow old, their efficiency and 
performance goes down. As length of service of individual officer increases, 
decline in performance has been observed. It is believed that as the officers 
climb the higher ladder of the hierarchy, there is sharp decline in their 
performance and productivity. Productivity starts declining with ageing and 
aggravated by health problems. All India Services Officers close to their 
retirement, compromise more with pressure to garner retirement blues. 
All India Services Officers close to their retirement has dominant 
feeling that they have done enough, little or no stimulation is left to overcome 
the driving force for resisting political pressure. With age officers develop 
higher patience, coolness and become more disciplined, but have no or little 
interest in new technology. Elderly officers have less adaptability for change, 
innovations and newer techniques. Chances for a change in job got reduced 
to minimum after 24 or more years of service. Senior officers have to cope 
with greater responsibilities at home and their energy get decimated and 
compel them to compromise & accommodating behaviour dominate under any 
kind of political pressure in decision making process. 
Aggravating health problems reduce their concentration on work and 
reduced vitality to fight with ever increasing demand of bureaucratic system. 
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Promptness, speed, strength, and agility of tlie All India Services Officers got 
decayed in natural way with increasing age. All India Services Officers with 
more than 24 years of service may have higher job satisfaction, become more 
prone in accepting political pressure. With increasing age tolerance limit also 
increases, seniors' high tolerance for political pressure, which they pass down 
below the hierarchy lines to save themselves from political wrath. 
Braford Spangenberg^ mentioned the behaviour of the All India 
Services Officers during colonial rule; "Higher officials who remained in India 
beyond the limit of twenty one years necessary for pension were under no 
compulsion to complete any further period of service. They might resign or 
they might take furlough at any time, perhaps thereby seriously embarrassing 
the Government of India. The weapon employed to obtain desired posts often 
included a threat of resignation." The politicians can easily calculate and 
predict future behaviour of an elderly All India Services Officer, which is 
continuance of the colonial era. "Higher bureaucracy in India has failed the 
country's expectations" Ashok Mukhopdhyay (1994). Our research analyses 
shown in exhibit number 4.4 also show similar results. 
(Exhibit number 4.4.) 
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58.7% of the All India Services Officers feel that top level in 
government administration is amenable to accept political pressure in 
decision-making process. Where as, 24.5% of the All India Services Officers 
feel about middle level and 16.75% of them realize that lower level in public 
administration is amenable to accept the pressure. Among different services, 
66.0% of the IFS officers, 58.1% of the IAS and 51.6% of the IPS officers think 
that top-level officers in hierarchy accept pressure more readily. For middle 
level IPS score is highest to that of 33.7%, there by indicating that DIGP and 
IGP level officers approach politician and carry pressure with them and 
ultimately pass on that pressure to downward direction. Seniors are not 
supposed to interfere in working of functionaries below them. The IAS officers 
have indicated that 18.9% of their own officers accept pressure at lower level 
at own will, which is very close to the total All India Services score. We can 
draw inferences that Indian Administrative Service officers at lower level have 
more lateral movement than the other services. 
in his book 'British Bureaucracy in India' 
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Chart 4.3. Hierarchy Level Amenability to Pressure 
60iff 
% of IAS % of IPS %oflFS %ofAIS 
I Top • Middle n lower 
4.2.4. Length of Service: -
Higher on ladder of career the All India Services Officers climb in their 
respective services, chances for accepting pressure increases more and 
more. The individual officer moving ahead on the ladders of career becomes 
more reactive towards pressure. All India Services Officers willingness to 
accept pressure increases with the length of service, as they cherish more 
self-goals in it. 45.7% of All India Services Officers think that officers with 
more than 24 or more years of service are highest amenable to pressure. This 
corroborate with the notion that officers at top position are more prone to 
accept political pressure readily. The All India Services Officers reaching close 
to top position become highly vulnerable to pressure due to high position 
consciousness. Commissioner, Secretary, Additional Secretary, AIGP, 
Inspector General of Police, Chief Conservator of Forests and APCCF are 
positions, where All India Services Officers are highly amenable to accept 
pressure. However, officers on these positions are working as controlling 
officers and can easily avoid the pressure exerted on them. 
Maximum pressure acceptance was expected at implementation level 
at district, where stakes are very high. Research results show contrary 
findings, which can be explained with the behavior of the All India Services 
Officers. Transfer or posting at a senior level should not be matter of great 
concern to any individual officer; as such positions are mostly located close to 
power holders' headquarters. Research results indicate that as officers move 
ahead with white hairs, they become more conscious about family and self. 
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Self-goals also multiply with higher experience and lust to fulfill them also 
increases with more acceptance of political pressure. 
Young officers with less than 5 years of service are least willing 
(8.5%) to make compromise in the decision process under political pressure. 
Indian Forest Service officers are least flexible as indicated by its low 
percentage. If we study acceptance of pressure in super time pay scale, (i.e. 
postings after district and above) research results indicate that major pressure 
is accepted at that level. 73.3% of the Indian Police Service officers, 67.1% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers and 53.6% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers are amenable to accept political pressure working in that of 
super time scale of pay. In case of officers in junior administrative scale, 
amenability to pressure is 30.5% for the Indian Forest Service officers, 9.6% 
for the Indian Administrative Service officers and 8.9% for the Indian Police 
Service officers. In case of the Indian Forest Service officers high percentage 
(30.5%) may be due to lack of opportunities for promotion after 14 years of 
service, and they continue to stagnate in that same scale. Invariably in case of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers after 16 years they next promotion in 
super time scale, higher positions are more satisfying in career advancement. 
Association of length of service with decision-making process is significant at 
.003, level of significance in Pearson Chi-square analyses. 
Chart 4.4. Length of Service Amenability to Pressure 
l>24yrs •18-23 D11-17yrs D5-10yrs B l^yrs 
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(Exhibit number 4.5.) 
Amenability to Political Pressure wit 
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service 
18 to 23 years 
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4.2.5. Cadre of the Officer: 
The perceptions of internal threat within cadre augment the individual/ 
group anxieties among the All India Service Officers. Psychological insecurity 
in a group / service motivates them to develop collaboration with political 
authorities. Officers have fundamental urge to escape restraints, frustrations 
and guilt accumulated through their actions and secretly harbored in their 
imaginations; they find release of this through indiscriminate use of power by 
finding shortcomings in helpless subordinates. Officers allotted to cadre other 
than home state, look upon that cadre state as an exile to endure. They 
consider it as burden imposed by their luck or circumstances; reluctantly and 
unwillingly accept it in lieu of promising opportunities available to them in 
future. 
Individual AISO as part of All India Services, hold common attributes of 
batch and birth state. Dissimilar individuals from different states in a cadre are 
more likely to posses' diverse abilities and information prove to be more 
efficient. Mixing of insider and outsider in a cadre of service increases the 
probabilities for getting better abilities, skills, personalities, options, and 
perspectives in the decision. All India Services Officers of a cadre hailing from 
diverse cultural background and suppose to assimilate new culture of cadre to 
perform effectively. Cadre allocations from one state to another state create 
cultural differences among the All India Services Officers, and such diversity 
hinders the process of small in service group formation. 
In a new cadre, All India Services Officers initially face problems in 
learning and imbibing the new culture of the state. It has been observed that 
officers working for more than 20 years, face serious problem in cadre culture 
and are unable to assimilate & live with that culture. On first available 
occasion such officers try to run away from the cadre state. Members of their 
family have been observed continuously criticizing and cursing cadre state 
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culture through out their career. End result most of the All India Services 
Officers resettle back to home of their parent state after retirement. This 
continuous feeling of cultural alienation, reduce their performance in the 
decision making process. 
An individual All India Services Officer attributes in relationship towards 
the attributes of people with whom they work. Any difficulty in communication 
with the sub-ordinates has a serious impact on the All India Services Officers 
performance. Cultural differences enhance the power conflicts and make 
membership less attractive. Among the All India Services Officers same batch 
friendship is most common binding force in that state cadre. 
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Study results indications on Chi-square testing are highly significant at 
.001, level of significance. Our hypothesis that All India Services Officers 
working in home cadre are more prone to acceptance of pressure has been 
rejected at degree of freedom of 4 in Pearson Chi-square analysis. Pearson's 
correlation value of -0.35 and Spearman correlation value of -.3 are 
significant with .000, level of significance. 
Chart 4.5. Outside Cadre and Amenabilty to Pressure 
27% 
HAS BIPS DIPS DAIS 
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Results show that 40.2% of the All India Services Officers are of view 
that officers from outside cadre state are more amenable to pressure than 
officers borne in home state (31.0%) cadre. 61.8% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 41.4% of the Indian Police Service officers 
are of view that officers borne and brought up in other than cadre state are 
more prone to accept the political pressure than the officers borne and 
working in the parent state. The Indian Forest Service officers feeling are 
different from IPS & IAS, and 51.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers think 
that officers working in home state are more amenable to pressure. 
4.3. Community, Social and Cultural Background. 
4.3.1. Regional Background: 
The All India Services Officers regional backgrounds motivate and 
attract other officers of similar background to stay together. Before recruitment 
to the All India Services, individual officers have studied and lived in a similar 
culture prevalent in their respective colleges, universities and other 
educational institutions. Dominant social set up enhances small group 
formation and cohesiveness at initial stages among persons hailing from 
similar social background. Regional similarities among the All India Services 
Officers facilitate and improve interactions among them. 
Similarities in food habits, dress codes, living style and thinking pattern 
induce formation of small groups, when political pressure is exerted on the 
individual officer. These small groups do share their political lineage and 
affiliations to extract maximum utility out of such relations. By and large, 
higher the small group formations, higher are the chances of accepting 
political pressure in decision-making process. Frequent transfers, distant 
locations and position in hierarchy with respect to geographical distribution are 
the hindrances in regional group formations. 
It is commonly believed that in case of perceived threats, regional 
groups extend help to each other. Small groups in services stimulate 
competition for own goals maximization in the decision process. Information 
sharing of these small groups is based on regional background across the 
services, invariably influences the decision. Regional cultural backgrounds of 
an individual All India Services Officer invariably influence the behavior of the 
officer in the decision. An individual All India Services Officer behavior to face 
the challenges imposed by the political pressure is regulated by the internal 
conscious pattern of behavior, which is influenced by the officer's regional 
cultural background. 
Study of research data indicate that 28.4% officers from south India are 
at the top in accepting the political pressure in decision, followed by north 
India 25.0%, east India 16%, northeast India 13.4% and central & west 
Indians ranked as least at 8.6% each. In case of the Indian Police Service 
officers and the Indian Administrative Service officers, south Indian were 
ranked highest amenable to political pressure at 37.9% and 29.7% 
respectively. In case of the Indian Administrative Service officers, north and 
northeastern region were ranked amenable at 17.6% from each region, 
followed by west India at 16.2%, which is different from the other two services. 
Anomalous situation in case of the Indian Administrative Service officers may 
be ascribed to differential cultural background or impact of the Indian 
Administrative Service work culture on these officers. We have to explore the 
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reasons for such deviations. In case of the IFS officers, maximunn amenability 
of 35.4% has been ascribed to the officers from north India, followed by 18.2% 
from the south India. Reasons for variations can be explained to the IFS work 
culture prevalent in their department. Association of regional background with 
decision-making process is significant at .005, level of significance in Pearson 
Chi-square analyses. 
(Exhibit number 4.7.) 
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Chart 4.6. Regional Background & Amenability to Pressure 
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4.3.2. Community Background: -
Most of the states are ruled by the few of the most powerful castes in 
India. So, political power base has class/ caste bias in layered and structured 
system in India. Officers from these communities find easy to align with them 
for political patronage. In practice it has been observed that officers are clearly 
divided over caste lines. Many of them join their caste associations and 
actively work for them, while in service. Officers collect subscriptions and 
donations for their caste groups by using their positions. How these officers 
can be neutral, what public can expect from them? It is natural that they invite 
political pressure from political authority for aggrandizement of self-needs. 
Feeling of intense competition and strong rivalry has been observed among 
officers to accept political pressure on the basis of community lineages. 
But ultimately mutual economic interests prevail over for own benefit 
maximization for each other. Ultimately collectivity turns in to economic gains 
and personal goals. In social system affluent sections frequently become part 
of the pressure groups at ease. They have fear of alienation from privileges. 
Due to social grooming, average person is scared off political pressure and 
their muscle power. Officers from under privileged sections in All India 
Services Officers are absorbed finding out their position and power against 
someone else, when they are under pressure. With pressure in front of their 
eyes, their nerves quiver; they subside into queer state of jealousy and 
avaricious running after power they had enjoyed. 
Agglomeration of different private interests give rise to formation of 
pressure groups and these pressure groups have upper class bias, who form 
the core of power (Schattschneider, C.W. Mills, R.P. Wolff ). Diverse 
competing community interests combine to exert political pressure on the All 
India Service Officers. These interests groups invariably show class bias for 
protection of self-goals. Different studies indicate that consanguinity continued 
to play important role in separating the favored few from helpless majority of 
the All India Services Officers, which is continuation East India Company 
Policy of exploitations. Hypocrisy is rampant in three All India Services at all 
levels. Clegg (1989), class and social mechanism perpetuate ideological 
hegemony of status quo, in Hyman and Brough (1975) view "a structure of 
power relations is fully legitimized by an integrated system of cultural and 
normative assumptions." 
(Exhibit number 4.8.) 
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45.2% of the All India Services Officers think that the All India Services 
Officers from general category are more amenable to accept political 
pressure. Results for three services show that 52.9% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers, 42.3% of the Indian Police Service officers and 38.0% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers from general category are willing to 
accept political pressure. The IAS officers think that 57.7% officers of 
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes jointly accept the pressure. The IPS 
officers feel that 54.5% officers of combine scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes accept the pressure. 42.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers feel in 
that way. Rho value of -.2 indicates significant negative relations with .01, 
level of significance. Low social support base and feeling of threatened and 
insecurity may be responsible for such amenability towards pressure. 
Chart 4.7. Community Background Amenability 
I % of IAS • % of IPS D % of IPS 
4.3.3. Family Economic Background: -
35.7% of the All India Services Officers think that officers from rich 
family background are more amenable to accept political pressure in 
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comparison to 8.5% officers from poor family background. If we combine rich 
and upper middle class, 42.3% of the All India Services Officers accept 
pressure. These combined results for rich and upper middle class background 
officers for the Indian Administrative Service officers are 61.4%, for the Indian 
Police Service officers 75.5% and 43% for the Indian Forest Service officers 
respectively, who are amenable to accept political pressure in decision-
making process, as shown in exhibit number 4.9. 
(Exhibit number 4.9) 
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54.4% of the IPS officers feel that officers from rich family background 
are more prone to accept political pressure. Analysis make it clear that even if 
we combine officers from poor and lower middle class family background, 
acceptability towards pressure is less than 25% in case of any service or 
comljine AIS. Results are interesting that even this combine percentage is 
less than half of the percentage for officers from rich family background. Low 
scores for officers from poor family background do not match with the results 
for SC/ST analysis. Here difference may be due to reason that majority of 
SC/ST officers may not from rural poor class, but from second generation of 
highly placed officers or beyond, from financially affluent family background. 
Pearson Chi-square value of 39.6 with degree of freedom of 8 and 
significance level of .000, are significant and show good association. 
Spearman correlation value of .141 show correlation and results are 
significant at .02, level of significance. 
Differential results for the IFS officers also remind me again that 
nature of job in IFS being arduous and difficult, persons from affluent family 
background may not be joining the service. Lot of status and power may be 
motivating factor for persons from affluent family background to join IAS and 
IPS. There can be another reason that officers from rich family background in 
IFS may not be interested in challenging field postings, where one has to work 
under lot of pressure. Officers from upper middle class and beyond are 
certainly more pliable than officers from lower middle class and below them. 
Our results analysis on Chi-Square rejects our hypothesis that officers from 
poor family background are more prone to pressure acceptance in decision-
making process. Alternate hypothesis is accepted that officers from 
progressive family background are amenable towards acceptance of political 
pressure in decision-making process. 
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Chart 4.8. Economic Background & Amenability 
Rich UMC MC LMC Poor 
I % of IAS • % of IPS D % of IFS D % of AIS 
4.4. Personal Characters: 
4.4.1. Marital Status and Sex: 
Responses to political pressure in decision-making process from male 
and female are akin in motivation, problem solving ability and analytical skills. 
Much difference is not recognised in performance in decision process. Studies 
have indicated some differences that females are willing to conform to 
authority and are conformist, likely to amenable more to pressure. Male 
members are attributed for their toughness, perseverance, assertiveness, 
aggression and toughness and higher ego. On the other hand female 
members are known for their collaboration, nurturance, creativity, compassion 
and harmony. All India Services Officers when deal with social system, it is 
expected that they deal with pressure accordingly in different ways. Social 
system and politician impose its value system on the decision process. 
However in All India Services roles are not allocated according to sex but 
always there is social role allocation. 
It is commonly believed that women officers are more pleasant, 
courteous and co-operative to sustain long relations than male officers. 
Research results indicate it is power regardless of gender, which attempt to 
use persuasive tactics with politician Instead of direct conflict to invite wrath of 
politician. Men and women in similar power base are amenable to political 
pressure in similar fashion. Some people think that female officers 
demonstrate lesser confidence in pressure negotiation due to lesser concern 
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for the performance. Concerns for performance have been observed identical 
irrespective of sex, among All India Services Officers. Amenability to pressure 
is related with the attitude, perceptions, personality and cultural milieu of 
officer rather than gender bias. Results analyses do not show normal 
distribution and 92.2% respondent say male officers are more prone to 
pressure. IPS officer's results are 100% with the male. We feel officers have 
indicated their own sex in the response sheet or one-sided score due to low 
percentage of female officers in All India Services. Chi-square results are 
significant at .000, level of significance with 20.3 value of Chi-square at 2 
degree of freedom. Pearson's correlation value of -.2 is significant with .01, 
level of significance. 
Qualities of both male and female are valued and integrated in the 
decision process. How is the response of sex to the power and pressure of 
politician and their tolerance to it? Separated persons are at greater risk than 
married persons (Lynch 1978). Happily married persons are found to be more 
satisfied in job than single persons. At the same time marriage increases the 
responsibilities and work become more valuable for family, chances of 
amenability to pressure increases. After marriage person develop more social 
connections, these connections become more demanding, higher pressure on 
decision increases the vulnerability to pressure. Supportive spouse is 
perceived to reduce the incidences of tension in job, than a no supportive 
spouse (Madalie and Goldbourt 1976). Happy married life support the positive 
outcome from decision, whereas, divorced or tension in family life make All 
India Services Officers more amenable to pressure. Good family relations 
improve the decision quality. 
(Exhibit number 4.10.) 
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It appears that respondents have replied with respect to own position or 
majority of the All India Services Officers are leading a happy married life. 
4.4.2. Profession of Spouse: -
It is commonly believed that professional spouse will move across the 
different layers of social strata. This enhances social interaction among 
various segments of the society. Higher mobility of spouse will invite higher 
chances of external pressure from different sources, which may be directed 
towards decision process by the AISO. Profession of the spouse is directly 
related with the exposure and movements in different circumstances. 
Housewife may be busy with more of aesthetic nature of work and may 
demand more money for better up keep of house. Life partner engaged in 
business, entrepreneurship and services would have different friendship 
circles and certainly put forward different nature of requests to All India 
Services Officers to oblige. 
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Results indicate that 31.4% of entrepreneur spouses are exerting 
pressure on the All India Services Officers to accept it in decision. If we 
combine business and entrepreneur professions together, which are alike in 
nature, we observe that 51.2% of spouses exert pressure on the All India 
Services Officers in decision-making process. Among three All India Services, 
this combined pressure (business and entrepreneur) exerted in decision 
process is 67.1%, on the IAS, 63.4% on the IPS and 26.1% on the IFS 
officers. In case of the Indian Administrative Service officers 16.4% and the 
Indian Police Service officers 15.1% spouses staying at house do not exert 
much pressure on their decision process. 56.5% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers feel that spouse staying at home interfere in the process of decision. 
This high pressure may be due to availability of limited avenues for spouse 
and at the same time indicate less mobility of the Indian Forest Service 
officers among various strata of society. This also indicates that very low 
percentage of spouses of the IFS officers indulge in income generating 
activities in comparison to two services. This may be due to fact that IAS & 
LPS spouses get higher exposure and chances for earning money through 
manipulations and twisting in the bureaucratic system, whereas Indian Forest 
Service officers do not enjoy comparable privileges. 
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4.4.3. Family Member Attitude: -
Members of family exert any kind of pressure on the All India Services 
Officers decision-making process, who maximizes it? Role conflicts among 
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the All India Services Officers put emphasis on stability and show high 
concern for wife and children. It is commonly thought that people approach All 
India Services Officers through their near & dear ones, relatives, friends and 
acquaintance to get maximum benefit out of decision process. Among these 
sources members of family are the persons, who have unrestricted and 
unlimited access to the All India Services Officers. What is the attitude of the 
family members; it has impact on the decision. 
Our results indicate that 62.7% of the All India Services Officers feel 
that spouse (wife/ husband) attitude is the crucial for them to be looked after. 
Results for three All India Services indicate that 90.8% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers, 66.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
39.6% of the Indian Police Service officers feel that attitude of spouse has 
impact on the pressure acceptance behavior. Interesting feature is that 
brother/sister scores are negligibly low, but in case of the \PS officers, it is 
similarly distributed among all the members of the family. This may be due to 
higher discipline prevalent in police forces; even they can easily oblige all the 
members. Exceptional high score for spouse (90.8%) among Indian Forest 
Service officers indicate that they do not have enough to oblige their family 
members, what so ever resources are available wife exhaust most of them. 
Pearson Chi-square value of 48.9, with 6 degree of freedom is 
significant with .000, level of significance; show good association this variable 
with the acceptance of political pressure in decision-making process. 
Spearman correlation negative value of -.2 is significant at .01, level of 
significance. Alternate hypothesis is accepted that acceptance of^jJtical 
pressure in decision-making process is related the attitude of ra^tjibdf'fe^ of flifet/^,"^ 
ifamily of an individual officer. ' "^ 
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I % of IAS • % of IPS D% of IFS a % of AIS 
4.4.4 Number of Children: -
It is believed that officers with higher number of children may have 
higher material requirements, which may force them to accept pressure more 
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frequently. It appears that respondents have marked number of children as 
they have or most of them have the similar number of children. Most of the 
officers have two children, so, 48.4% of them accepted two children as 
answer. Score for respective three services are 59.8% for the Indian Police 
Service officers, 42.5% for the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
41.4% for the Indian Forest Service officers. Details results are as shown in 
exhibit number 4.11. 
(Exhibit number 4.11.) 









































































4.5. Educational Characters: 
4.5.1. Education of Self, Spouse and Parents- Amenability 
to Political Pressure: 
Amenability to accept political pressure in any system is related to level 
of education acquired by an officer. Traditional values imbibed by a person 
are related with the socio- economic status, educational and development of a 
particular section of societal group to which officer belongs to. Some social 
groups have more affinity towards political piers, whereas particular social 
group may like to keep distance from the political piers. People in general feel 
that authority flow from the top and those in power should be more educated 
than them. This is because, in India every program flows from the top, and 
power is synonymous with the money. "The character and conduct of the 
administrators, depends upon the standard of education they get in the 
universities, and type of training they get, people with whom they are 
associated and moral standards that prevail outside their office rooms. Vast 
sea of educated unemployed is going to devour our social system." B.Panda 
(1978). Results for our study are shown in exhibit number 4.12. 
Our hypothesis that acceptability of pressure increases with the 
increase in qualification has been rejected. Results are highly significant 
according to Chi-Square analysis at less than .001, level of significance. 
33.6% of the All India Services Officers think that officers with post graduate 
qualifications are more amenable to pressure acceptance. Among Indian 
Administrative Service officers results are different, may be due to differential 
composition of service. With passage of time more and more engineers and 
technocrats are joining the Indian Administrative Service, indicating higher 
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internal lust and temptations, which motivate them to accept pressure to meet 
self-needs. 51.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers feel that 
officers with technical and management qualifications are highest receiver of 
political pressure. Where as, this percentage is low among Indian Police 
Service officers and Indian Forest Service officers. 
(Exhibit number 4.12.) 
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Analyses of data for IPS officers indicate very high score of 47.8% for 
postgraduate education. Results indicate matter of great concerns; particularly 
those engineers and technocrat's huge number joining the All India Services 
are showing self-goal orientation? Similarly in case of IFS officers' number of 
graduate joining service is limited, but score of 32.3% of that group indicate 
that all such officers accept pressure in the decision. Officers with Ph.D. 
qualification, who are amenable to pressure acceptance score is 6.6%, which 
is very low. This may be due to presence of few Ph.D. officers among All India 
Services or they are least amenable to pressure. 
Exhibit No. 4.13. 
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relationship with their birthplace. 34.26% of postgraduate are maximum 
amenable to political pressure acceptance, in that category 16.73% officers 
with urban background are amenable to accept political pressure. Officers 
with postgraduate qualifications (34,26%) from urban background (16.76%) 
have been recorded as most amenable to acceptance of political pressure in 
decision-making process. Correlation of educational background and place of 
birth under chi square analysis (N=251, df= 17.9) are significant at o.o22 level 
of significance. 
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To find out CO relationship with education of spouse and parents and its 
relation with the acceptability of pressure data have been analyzed. Results 
are similar to previous analysis; postgraduate qualification of spouse and 
parents comes out at 42.7% and 39.4% respectively, which motivate 
individual officer to accept political pressure in decision-making process. 
Spouse postgraduate education impact on the acceptability of pressure 
among the three All India Services observed at 52.7%, 39.7% and 34.8% for 
IPS, IAS & IFS respectively. Spouse with postgraduate qualification and its 
influence on decision is highest in the Indian Administrative Service officers 
and least in the Indian Forest Service officers. 
Chart 4.11. Educationa Background & Amenability 
mgmt 
I IAS % • IPS % D IFS % a AiS % 
Parents education and relationship with the acceptability of the 
pressure in decision-making process, have been observed as 49.3% and 
47.3% for the Indian Administrative Service officers and the Indian Police 
Service officers. The IFS officers' parents and spouse education scores are 
different; it is 38.2% for graduate spouse and 44.7% for matriculate parents. 
Differential score is consistent with other demographic characters and indicate 
that to some extent IFS officers hails from lower middle class income groups 
with parents' education hovering around matriculate. Spouse graduate 
education for the IFS officers maximize at 38.2% figure. Details are shown in 
below mentioned exhibit. 
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(Exhibit number 4.14.) 




















































































Our hypothesis that acceptability of political pressure increases with the 
increase in educational level of parents and spouse is rejected. It is related 
with the nature of the service and family background of an individual officer. 
Pearson Chi-square value of 34.8 with 6 degree of freedom and .000, level of 
significance indicate good association with decision-making process. Values 
of R & Rho are 0.3 are significant with .000, level of significance. Lot of 
glamour is associated with the Indian Administrative Service and Indian Police 
Service as indicated by high scores in comparison to Indian Forest Service, 
where score is lower. Education of parents is also lower in case of IFS 
officers, may be due to difficult nature of job and more difficult career than 
rosy-cozy career of other two services. 
4.6. Early Background: 
4.6.1. Domicile of Self, Spouse and Parents: 
Place of birth of father, spouse and own were considered for the study, 
how energy level, biological rhythm and temperament are related to political 
pressure acceptance in decision process. Does rural /urban background 
influence to shape the physiological and psychological thought formation 
among the All India Services Officers? An individual personality formation is 
considered as the outcome of the early cultural conditioning, family norms, 
social groups influence as experienced by individual person. Norms, values, 
attitude towards political pressure moderate the influence on decision, as 
intensity of ideology fostered in culture, where officer has spent one's early 
life. 
It is commonly thought that officers from rural background are more 
amenable to pressure acceptance in decision-making process. Officers from 
rural background are simple and more straightforward in dealing with the 
pressure in decision. Persons from rural areas are comparatively less 
financially sound than their urban counter parts. At the same time officers from 
rural areas are less inclined towards materialistic things. Rural people are not 
so choosy about items of luxury. Rural persons are well connected and 
respect the values and cherish the prolong relationships even far from 
distances. An officer from urban areas has comparatively lesser faith in 
relations and more oriented towards own goals. Commonly believed that 
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officers from rural background believe in sustaining political relationships and 
they are more prone to pressure than officers from urban background. 
(Exhibit number 4.15.) 
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50.2% of the All India Services Officers feel that individual officers from 
urban background are more amenable to pressure acceptance. If we combine 
urban and semi urban, the All India Services Officers feel that 74.5% of 
urbanite officers take pressure in decision. 90.2%o of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 79.2% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 67.8% of the 
Indian Police Service officers from urbanite culture accept political pressure in 
decision. Pearson Chi-square value of 30.9 with 4 degree of freedom shows 
results at .000, level of significance. 
Place of birth of parents and amenability to political pressure results 
indicate that 39.5%) parentage of urban and 66.2%) of combine urbanite 
parents influence an individual officer in acceptance of pressure in decision. 
Statistically analyses on Chi -square method indicate that results are highly 
significant with significance level less than 0.001. Our hypothesis that rural 
people are more amenable to pressure has been rejected. Alternate 
hypothesis is accepted that officers from urban areas are more amenable to 
accept political pressure in decision-making process. 
Present day materialistic demands exercise great amount of control 
over personal needs and influence the behavior of a person in his interactions. 
Commonly believed that person living in urban areas may be influenced by 
new products and develop desires to acquire new things. Temptations and 
lulls drive parents to pursue All India Services Officers to accept pressure to 
attain own goals and interests. 55,5% of the All India Services Officers think 
that urban place of residence of parents motivate officers to accept pressure 
more frequently. Results indicate that 80.3%) of total All India Services Officers 
respondents, 94.4%) of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 78.6%) of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 70.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
feel that urbanite parent's residence make them to accept political pressure 
more commonly. Our hypothesis that rural parentage residence increases the 
pressure acceptability has been rejected in Chi-Square analysis. Results are 
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highly significant at .001, significance level. R and Rho values of -.3 are 
significant at .000, level of significance. 








IAS % IPS % IFS % AIS % 
• rural • urban Dsemi/u 
We have seen after the analysis of data that behaviors of spouse 
influence the process of decision-making and behavior of the All India 
Services Officers also. By and large spouse dominant over the private and 
official life of an individual officer. Cultural lineage and environment of her/his 
up bringing in the childhood will regulate one's perceptions, attitude, beliefs 
and behavior of the spouse. 
It is commonly believed that an urbanite wife will be more aware of 
about luxury and consumerism articles. Higher materialistic needs influence 
the All India Services Officers to pursue pressure to meet own needs. 
Urbanite life-partner is more conscious and assertive than rural partner. 
Urbanites are more aware and possess desired skills for manipulating things 
in their advantage. Urbanites are more flexible and adaptive; hence quickly 
change the sides to exploit the situation to own advantage. Urbanites are 
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more progressive in thinking and put lesser emphasis on values and ethics. 
Urbanites have great instinct for survival amidst adverse situations. 
54.7% of the All India Services Officers feel that spouse from urban 
birthplace will enhance pressure acceptability. If we combine urban and semi 
urban results indicate that 80.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 
78.5 % of the Indian Police Service officers and 70.8% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers feel that urbanite spouse will influence the All India Services 
Officers to accept the pressure in decision to meet own needs. Results are 
highly significant on Chi-Square analysis at .006, significance level. Pearson's 
correlation negative value of -.2 show is significant at .002, level of 
significance. 
It is commonly believed that many students from rural areas shift to 
urban areas in search of better education after matriculation. New place of 
education brings structural changes in the personality, perceptions and 
attitudes of an individual. Urban life induces new desires and needs in the life 
of that individual person. When such a person joins All India Services, his 
behavior will be in between urban and rural candidates. As an All India 
Services Officers such induced urban background will influence his interaction 
and behavior. It is also possible that such officers may develop higher 
confidence level in effective management of pressure to own advantage. 
62.8% of the All India Services Officers feel that officer with urban education 
after matriculation will accept the political pressure more commonly. Again, if 
we combine urban and semi urban, 88.5% of total the All India Services 
Officers, 92.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 91.7% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 82.3% of the Indian Police Service officers 
think that in case officer has got his education in urban areas after 
matriculations, acceptability to pressure will be more. 
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Annexure- A .4.1. Questionnaire 
Individual Details: -
101. Indicate Your Service Name: I.A.S. / I.P.S. / I.F.S. 
A.1. Response to political pressure by the officers of All India Services may be 
situational, and depends on personal factors related with any individual. We 
have listed following categories under various situations. Which category in 
your judgment and experience has been more amenable to acceptance of 
the political pressure in decision making? Kindly, mark one category under 
each situation. 
102) Type of service: 1) IAS 2) IPS 3) IFS 
103) Method of recruitment: 1) Direct recruit 2) Promotes 
104) Which level is more amenable: 1).Top {e\fe\ 2) Middle \eMQ\ 
3) Lower level 
105) Length of service: 1) 1 to 4 years 2) 5 to 10 years 3) 11-17 
years 4) 18 to 23 years 5) more than 24 years of service 
106) Officer regional background: 1). North-eastern part. 2). Eastern 
part 3) Western part. 4) Northern part 5) Southern part 6) Central 
part of India. 
107) Cadre of the officer: 1) Home cadre 2) Out side cadre 3) 
Neighbour state 
108) Community background: 1) General. 2) OBC 3) SC 4) ST 
109) Family economic background: 1)Rich 2) Upper middle class 
3) Middle class. 4) Lower middle class. 5) Poor 
110) Marital status: 1) Married 2) Unmarried 3) Separated 
111) Sex: 1)Male 2) Female 
112) Education of self: 1) B.A./B.Sc./B. Com../Graduate 2) Engineer 
/B.Tech. 3) M.A./MSc./M.Tech. 4) Management/M.B.A./C.A./C.W. 
5) Ph.D. 
113) Education of spouse: 1) Matriculate. 2) Graduate 3) Post 
graduate 4) Ph.D 
114) Education of parents: 1) Matriculate 2) Graduate. 3) Post 
graduate 4) Ph.D 
115) Profession of wife: 1) House wife 2) Services 3) Entrepreneur 
4) Business 
Rural/Urban background of family members: 
116) Own place of birth: 1)Rural 2)Urban 3) Semi Urban 
117) Father's place of birth: 1)Rural 2)Urban 3) Semi Urban 
118) Place of residence of parents: 1)Rural 2)Urban 3) Semi Urban 
119) Spouse place of birth: 1)Rural 2)Urban 3) Semi Urban 
120) Place ofeducation after High School:iJRural 2)Urban 3) Semi 
Urban 
121) Number of children 1) 1 Child 2) 2 Children 3) 3 Children 4) 4 or 
more 






In this part various dimensions, forms, modes, areas and sources of political pressure 
have been studied with reference to impact on decision-making process by the All India 
Services Officers. Why the All India Services Officers accept the political pressure? 
Reasons or causes for acceptance of political pressure and its impact on decision-making 
process by the All India Services Officers have been studied. 
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Chapter. 5. 
Sources Of Political Pressure: 
"Political leadership has behaved in an irresponsible manner having no other act 
except garner all sorts of votes by hook or crook" K. Seshadri (1994)* 
5.1. Sources of Pressure and Impact on Decision: 
Groups are accepted as integral part of public administration. Different factors 
enhance and accelerate the process of fusion of self interests, such as government 
policy, political party in power, administration approach, rules and regulations, 
hierarchy in government, ambiguity in procedures, lack of transparency, biased 
selection procedure, subjective rewards system operating in pubic administration in 
India. Politicians at the top, performance evaluation, people misconceived 
perceptions, flexible norms, status inequalities, individual task or goals oriented 
approach, cohesiveness of the All India Services influences the expectations from the 
decision. The All India Services Officers convert their power in to action, politicians 
use their political acumen, skills and abilities to use power bases effectively to own 
advantage. 
The politicians occupy the position from where he can influence the decision 
process and behavior of the All India Services Officers to serve political goals. By 
location and constitutional authority politicians continue efforts to influence the 
distribution of rewards, advantages and disadvantages according to own needs in 
public administration. The All India Services Officers behavior is own goals oriented, 
politician is aware of this fact and maximizes political efforts to influence the goals, 
criteria, rules, procedures, and process of decision-making. 
The politicians' location is supreme in pubic administration. Politicians have 
connection and rapport with the masses at lowest level and control from the top, 
which is unique power in itself. Politician has access to confidential information, 
which he can use for spreading rumors against the individual All India Services 
Officer, particularly while in opposition, same politician indulge in whistle blowing and 
approach media to misguide the public. While in power same politician busy in 
exchanging favors, maximization of personal benefits, lobbying for alternative 
decision to own advantage and misuse of position & power for personal gains. Make 
hay while sun shines, mud slinging when out of power. 
The All India Services Officers experience that for politicians, everything is 
legitimate and his words carry weight. Politicians can resort to any method to exert 
pressure and intensify it till targets are achieved. Politicians engage in false 
complains to the top bosses, form coalition with top bosses, develop syndicate with 
group of politician or ministers, bypass chain of command, obstruct departmental 
policies, inaction in law, delay in decision, excessive adherence to a particular rule/ 
law, use different jugglery tricks to mobilize pressure to get things done. Illegitimate 
behavior of the politician is the real risk for the public administration. But politician is 
the constitutional head and executive is to implement policy/ law for public 
administration under them. 
What so ever are the prevailing situations, politicians and bureaucrats have to 
co-exist. If politicians are essentially required nuisance, than the All India Services 
Officers are the compulsive exploiters for the system (parasitic behavior). Resources 
are limited, everyone desire to maximize resources for the self-use, and this generate 
conflict for self-goals. Such perception of self-goals fulfillment intensifies competition 
for scarce resources, which improve in the direction of dominant pressure (Figure 
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5.1.)- Various sources of pressure on policy game work at various levels and 
influence allocation, delivery vehicle and distribution of resources from government 
administration. 
Vested groups try to gain position in allocation, delivery, distribution, 
performance, evaluation, assessment and publicity work. Association or access to 
information in public administration is misinterpreted, misused, misdirected to 
maximize own goals by every individual in the process. This accumulates and 
compile unaccountable amount of pressure on the decision. Political sources play 
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Figure number 5.1. Resources and the AISO In Decision Process. 
Numerous sources and factors are operating on the bureaucratic system at any given 
time. Those try to influence the process of exertion and acceptance of political 
pressure by the All India Services Officers. These factors related with system and 
individuals can be classified in to following groups. 
5.2. Factors Influencing the Sources of Pressure: 
5.2.1. Factors Pertaining to individual Politician: 
5.2.1.1 High Power Orientation: The politician with high power orientation will 
mobilize all his sources and intensify pressure with highest intensity to get things 
done in the decision-making process, according to own interests. 
5.2.1.2. Leadersliip Approach: An outlook of political party in power, composition of 
ruling party, and approach of its top leadership towards pressure and decision-
making process influence the intensity and extent of exertion of political pressure 
from various sources. Well-seasoned leader with sound political base will behave in 
sober way; political pressure exerted by them can be managed with right kind of 
acumen. Highly organized political parties with disciplined cadres do not allow every 
source to exert pressure at any level. 
5.2.1.3. Political Party Recurrence Of Power: Ruling political party perception 
about power, party power occupancy time & recurrence of power by that party 
influence the exertion of political pressure by various sources in decision-making 
process. Any political party coming to power first time and for short time with 
uncertainty will exert higher and crude type of political pressure. Make hay while the 
sun shines, ranks and files (different sources) will exert political pressure 
independently in the decision-making process to get maximum out of it. 
5.2.1.4. Politician Position In Party: Politician exerting political pressure will 
intensify efforts for acceptance of pressure according to his political background. 
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relations with the top leadership and position in the political party hierarchy. The All 
India Services Officers have to assess the pressure source position and stature with 
respect to ruling party. 
5.2.1.5. Politician Relations With The Public: Any source of political pressure 
exerting pressure on the All India Services Officers, intensity and extent of pressure 
mobilized will be related to the politician relations with the public & their expectations 
from him. A politician with lesser relations with public will mobilize lesser pressure on 
the decision-making process. Closeness of the politicians with the public increases 
their expectations and public force politicians to mobilize pressure with higher 
intensity. 
5.2.1.6. Expectation For Success: When politicians expect higher chances of 
success from the All India Services Officers, chances and frequency of political 
pressure will be higher on such officers. Chances of success motivate to exert 
pressure and scope for failures reduce the chances of political pressure in decision-
making process. 
5.2.1.7. High Self-Esteem: Politicians with high self-esteem exert political pressure 
in a calculated manner and calculated places only. Politicians with low self-esteem 
can approach any level of bureaucracy at any time irrespective of chances of 
success. Politicians with high self-esteem like to avoid unknown officers and places 
for exerting political pressure. 
5.2.1.8. Personality Traits: Individual politician personality regulates the extent and 
method of pressure exertion on the All India Services Officers. Personality traits will 
influence individual politician behavior the way he will cope with public demand and 
analyze the rationality of every issue in decision-making process. 
5.2.1.9. Locus Of Control: Politicians with high internality locus of control will exert 
higher political pressure in a more rational manner. Politicians with locus of control for 
externality for others will not exert political pressure with high intensity. Politicians 
with externality for luck will like to watch things to happen. 
5.2.1.lO.Demographical Characters: Political pressure exerted by any politician or 
any other source will be regulated by one's demographical characters as level of 
education, family background, personal experience in a political party, area / region 
politician representing and extent of his constituency etc. Individual demographical 
characters invariably influence the extent and type of pressure. 
Other factors pertaining to politicians are 
5.2.1.11. Politician Knowledge Level: 5.2.1.12. Politician Financial Status: 
5.2.1.13. Politician Social Background: 5.2.1.14. Capacity to Understand 
Bureaucratic System: 5.2.1.15. Time and Location of Politicians: 5.2.1.16. 
Politicians Relation and Equation With Bureaucracy: 5.2.1.17. Standards of 
Political Life: 5.2.1.18. Self-Discipline of the Politicians: 5.2.1.19. Conduct of 
Politicians etc. 
5.2.2. Factors To Individual All India Services Officer: 
The source of political pressure and its exertion is related to the individual All India 
Services Officer. In case it is clear that, such and such officer will not accept or will 
not recognize the pressure, most of source will not try to approach him. Any officer 
who is easily amenable to political pressure will invite political pressure from any 
source at any location and time. Source of political pressure exerting on individual 
officer will be according to factors operating on an individual officer. 
5.2.2.1. High Achievement Of Goals: The All India Services Officers with high self-
goal orientation will show more chances towards acceptance of political pressure. 
Accordingly source of pressure will exert political pressure on him. The All India 
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Services Officers with lesser or no self-goals will discourage different sources to exert 
political pressure on him. 
5.2.2.2. High Power Need: The All India Services Officers with high power needs will 
invite higher extent of political pressure to maintain his position in power. Politicians 
aware of power need of individual officer will exert frequent and more pressure on 
such officers. Individual officers with lower power needs can ignore the pressure and 
various sources are discouraged to approach him. 
5.2.2.3. Locus Of Control: Individual officers with high internality are high achiever 
and show higher self-confidence to handle the political pressure. The feelings of 
achievement take such officers to different sources of pressure and likely to accept 
political pressure under feeling of goal achievement. But such officers are selective in 
approach. Individual officers with high externality accept political pressure easily and 
different sources of pressure will exert more pressure on such officers. 
5.2.2.4. Perceived Decision Alternatives: In decision-making process individual All 
India Services Officers perceive different decision alternatives according to personal 
background, such perceptions about the outcomes lead to acceptance of political 
pressure from various sources. Perceptions about the source of political pressure 
and its relation with decision outcome also motivate for recognizing such sources 
validity and acceptance. 
5.2.2.5. Career Advancement: Individual All India Services Officer desires for career 
advancement induce him towards recognizing utility of the type of pressure sources 
for own career advancement. When individual officer find personal utility of such 
source, he readily accept the political pressure in decision-making process. 
5.2.2.6. Self Monitors: Inside every person self monitors continuously monitor and 
evaluate the decision options. Such self-monitors in individual officer recognize 
pressure source and reflect fairness in acceptance of it according to relation with 
individual approach, outlook and thinking pattern. Values, beliefs and ethos of an 
individual influence self-monitor. 
5.2.2.7. Self Serving Interests: Individual officer self-serving interests and goals 
dominate in analyzing the source of political pressure in decision-making process. If 
such sources of pressure serve self-interests, individual officer will accept the political 
pressure. 
5.2.2.8. Resource Control Power: Individual All India Services Officers are highly 
control power oriented, every one like to enjoy the control over the government 
resources. Resource control is great power enhancer, feeling for power motivates 
them to accept the various sources of political pressure in decision-making process. 
5.2.2.9. Resource Allocation And Use: Resource allocation powers enhance the 
status of an individual officer. In bureaucratic system stiff competition for the resource 
allocation and its use, such resources attachment leads individual officers to accept 
source of political pressure in decision-making process. 
5.2.2.10. Demographical Characters: Individual All India Services Officers will 
recognize the different sources of political pressure in decision-making process 
according to individual demographical characters. Various such characters described 
in chapter 4, influence the reorganization of sources of political pressure. 
Some other factors are: 5.2.2.11. Individual Political Connections: 5.2.2.12. 
Attitudes and Perceptions: 5.2.2.13. Self-Controis/ Regulations: 5.2.2.14. Self-
Esteem: 5.2.2.15. Post and Position Hold: 5.2.2.16. Personality Traits: 5.2.2.17. 
Interpersonal Relationships in Hierarchy: 5.2.2.18. Need Orientation: 5.2.2.19. 
Status Consciousness etc.: 
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5.2.3. Bureaucratic System: 
Like individual politician and Ail India Services Officer bureaucratic system is greatest 
influencer of the sources of pressures to exert political pressure in decision-making 
process. Individuals come and go, it is bureaucratic system, which sustain the 
survival of the decision. Capability and capacity of any source to exert pressure is 
invariably related to system, from where they like to extract benefits. 
5.2.3.1. Departmental Culture: Prevalent culture of any department influences the 
attitudes and approach of pressure source and pressure acceptor. The extent of 
political pressure exerted and type of pressure source approaching to the All India 
Services Officers will be according to dominant culture of that place. 
5.2.3.2. Powers To Allocate Resources: In bureaucratic system persons with 
highest powers in resources allocation will invite highest political pressure and type of 
source of pressure will be related to the location of resource allocater's in the 
hierarchy. Resource demands motivate different sources to mobilize pressure to 
maximize resource allocation for self. 
5.2.3.3. Control Over Promotions, Punishment And Rewards: In bureaucratic 
system person who controls the promotions, punishments, and rewards distributions 
will get higher political pressure. Type of source exerting pressure will be according 
to controller location in hierarchy. 
5.2.3.4Transfer, Posting And Recruitment: In bureaucratic system officer 
according to one's position enjoy powers for transfer, posting and recruitment. 
Different sources of political pressure approach appropriate level officer for such 
works. Higher the flexibility in such aspects, more sources will exert higher political 
pressure in decision-making process. 
5.2.3.5. Policy, Rules, Regulations, Law- Framing: The All India Services Officers 
exercise control over policy, rules, regulations, and law formulation process, 
accordingly different sources of pressure exert political pressure to protect their own 
interests in this process. Extent of pressure exerted and type of source approaching 
to the All India Services Officers will be related to officer position in this procedure. 
5.2.3.6. Control Over Performance Review: In bureaucratic system, who so ever 
exercise the control over the performance review will get pressure and enjoy the 
position of prominence. The All India Services Officers will listen to such control 
mechanism. 
5.2.3.7. Grievance Redressing Mechanism: Process of delivery of services is full of 
i f 's and buf s. Any process of delivery is bound to cause grievances; in bureaucratic 
system politicians have such powers to redress the grievances of the public and 
affected party. The All India Services Officers are liable to listen to such authority in 
that system to save themselves from the onslaught of the grievances. Accordingly 
various sources exert political pressure in decision-making process. 
5.2.3.8. Supremacy In System: Whom so ever exercise control and enjoy the 
supremacy in the bureaucratic system will have power to influence the decision 
outcomes. Politicians' supremacy position in bureaucratic system provides him power 
and authority to exert political pressure in decision-making process. 
5.2.3.9. Low Trust: Prevalent low trust among the All India Services Officers in 
bureaucratic system, provide opportunities to different sources of pressure to exert 
political pressure in decision-making process. Higher trust in fairness, justice and 
equity from the bureaucratic system will reduce the chances of pressure. Every one 
can hope to get ones dues in course of time why to run here and there. It is low trust 
in bureaucratic system, which increases the chances for pressure in decision-making 
process. 
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5.2.3.10. Self-Monitoring Powers: Politicians with strong desire for power engage 
his self-monitoring desires; exert higher political pressure in decision-making 
process. The All India Services Officers locus of control to enjoy more power accept 
that political pressure easily with high internal locus of control, desire for maintaining 
power motivate them to accept political pressure. Among All India Services, the 
Indian Administrative Service officers show higher level of sensitivity to social control 
desire to manipulate situations in their favor compel them to approach political 
pressure, invite it to fulfill desire for power and self-interests. The All India Services 
Officers perceive investment in political pressure as mechanism to fulfill goals, 
expectation and an alternative to success in career. 
5.2.3.11. Bureaucratic System Expectations: Higher-level All India Services 
Officers have higher expectations from the public administration; higher is the 
acceptability to pressure by them. Increases in service or individual benefit in future 
motivate the All India Services Officers to invite political pressure. Under the cover of 
self-interests, the All India Services Officers find unable to differentiate between what 
is legitimate and illegitimate political pressure. Continuous handling of political 
pressure polish the skills of the All India Services Officers in how to exploit political 
pressure to own advantage under camouflage. 
5.2.3.12. System Demands: Bureaucratic system itself promotes cultivate 
sustenance of political pressure. Increasing population enhance the public demand 
from decision-making process, this induce stiff competition and decrease the 
opportunities for attaining the goals and fulfilling needs. High demands reduce the 
trust among resource provider and resource user. At the same time the All India 
Services Officers frequent dislocation, reduction in prize postings, uncontrolled and 
unregulated growth of the All India Services induce competition for rewards. 
5.2.3.13. Ambiguity: Prevalent ambiguities in decision making process or role 
ambiguity induce officers to accept pressure. The All India Services Officers are not 
clear about their role, mistrust among colleagues, ambiguity in decision process, 
flexible performance review system, long distribution of decision making process, 
lack of accountability, lack of transparency, only financial achievements, no system of 
systematic evaluation of decision, flexible and ever changing parameter, self-serving 
seniors, high political pressure on decision, pubic demand, huge chain of command 
dilute the responsibility, no parameter for decision, threat to position, fear of loosing 
power, status consciousness, high level of ego/arrogance, lack of devotion to duty 
and prevalent immoral behavior induce individual All India Services Officers to accept 
political pressure. 
5.2.3.14. Decreasing Trust: Increasing politicizing of the bureaucracy has stimulated 
the conflict and uncertainty in system. Limited opportunities for the career 
advancement and promotion are highly prevalent among the Indian Forest Service, 
which positively influence decision-making process in favor of political pressure. 
Decreasing trust among the All India Services and among individuals of that service 
has inhibited the illegitimate actions for the political pressure. The All India Services 
members want to grab maximum positions for them. 
5.2.3.15. Lateral Movement: Lateral movement has harmed the Indian bureaucracy 
to greatest extent. This has blocked all the chances of advancement to technocrats 
and other officers, which accumulate frustration and powerlessness. Among the All 
India Services, the Indian Police Service and the Indian Forest Service officers feel 
that they also should get lateral positions. So, every service member runs after 
politicians to grab more chances/ postings for self-service. Bureaucratic performance 
review system is subjective and encourages individuals engaged in flattery and 
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submissiveness to power. Monopolization of whole power by tlie Indian 
Administrative Service has induced stiff race for political favors to retain power. 
5.2.3.16. Service Exclusiveness; Continuously other services officers are loosing 
faith in the Indian Administrative Service as top boss and approach politician for 
redressing their problems, which initiate political pressure. Bureaucratic system has 
surrogated inputs from groups lateral services, subordinated in the decision. 
Unilateral decision practice has costed system heavily and eroded the faith from the 
bureaucratic system and shifted faith in individual. Powerful officers meet the self-
servicing goals by explaining political serving behavior at the cost of pubic welfare. 
Those who are located in the position of power can explain and convince the top 
politician that unfair and unjust goals are fair and just in the interests of pubic. The All 
India Services Officers with immoral behavior can justify and articulate their unethical 
practices most successfully. Strong power base serve as covering shield to corrupt 
and change the direction of investigation and doubts towards powerless and innocent 
officers. 
Other factors are: 5.2.17. Devoid of Transparency: 5.2.3.18. Negligence of Equity 
& Objectivity: 5.2.3.19. l-iierarchical Structures etc. 
5.3. Political Pressure Management: 
Political pressure from various sources is being exerted on the lowest village 
level government functionaries to highest level at Chief Secretary /Cabinet Secretary. 
Government functionaries at all levels bargaining with the political pressure are 
related with the individual and system factors. Multi pronged process of bargaining 
may be laterally and vertically within the department, across the departmental 
channels with the public and with the known / unknown third party interventions. 
Political pressure management is the process, where two or more parties' attempt to 
trades the interests of self or group to agree upon some trading benefits for the one 
or more parties. 
Under political pressure it is not necessary that political pressure sources carry 
out trading for self, it may be for the third party or may be chain of benefit delivery 
system at various levels. Prime Minister / Chief Minister /Minister may direct Cabinet 
Secretary /Chief Secretary for a particular benefit to pass on down to hierarchy of 
Secretary to departmental head than to functional heads, may ultimately affect grass 
root level pubic immediately or in long run. Such pressures perceived at top level and 
conceived as top-level pressure spread its manifestations and tentacles like virus in 
the bureaucratic system. On occasions, the Cabinet Secretary/Chief Secretary may 
not perceive it as pressure, as their own interests are not immediately affected, but in 
real sense, a chain of so called small decisions have long term deleterious impact & 
implications on whole social system and country. When we think about ramifications 
at national level, officers/official in different levels of hierarchy may not realize that by 
accepfing particular polifical pressure for self-goals, they are transferring its adverse 
impact on many other places. But according to law of nature, slightest advantage to 
any individual will be disadvantage to someone else in the bureaucratic system. 
During discussions, some of the All India Services Officers boasted that they 
hardly obey politicians and rarely execute few percent transfers under the political 
pressure. Such officers also claims that they faithfully and honestly ensure that 
individual person transfer do not cause any problem and hardship to any third 
person. On the other side of fence, some of our colleagues justified the acceptance 
of pressure without any harm to bureaucratic system. 
No, it is not a true picture; common men, who has approached politicians for 
help itself indicates on first place that bureaucratic system has violated merit and 
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objectivity in decision. Secondly, that a common person has lost faith from the 
hierarchy of the Government. Thirdly All India Services Officers have failed to deliver 
goods up to common men expectations and system parameters, otherwise that 
person could have approached immediate seniors in that bureaucratic system. When, 
such officers go to next place in bureaucratic system, they will work to protect the 
interests of that politician, who has helped them. His colleagues and other employees 
are bound to be affected by such abnormal behavior. In due course slowly others will 
also loose faith from the seniors and bureaucratic system. Ultimately discipline, rules, 
regulation and procedures are sacrificed. 
This will slowly give rise to self-interest protections and goal maximization. 
This initiate the formation of pressure groups and political groups and so on a long 
chain involving lowest employee to highest and village level political worker to Prime 
Minister /Chief Minister levels, engrossed deep in the business of political pressure 
inducement. What the All India Services Officers do, while sitting in air-conditioned 
rooms, they only justify own inaction's and own goals from day one, when they join 
service to the day they retire or die, even after retirement heart & soul of most the 
officers swarm in government offices. The webs of self-goals interest and needs only 
survive in the end. 'I appreciate your goals and you appreciate my goals', in this 
process of bargaining every power holder maximizes own goals. Bureaucrats and 
politicians spend their whole career in mutual interchanging and exchanging goods 
and services for self-maximization. The individual personality, values, beliefs, 
attitudes influence process of bargaining, and socio cultural background of the 
parties involved in it. 
5.4. Handling of Pressure Sources: 
5.4.1. Methodology and Approaches Adopted: 
There can be number of areas for which political pressure can be exerted on 
the All India Services Officers. We have selected fifteen major areas for the pressure 
in seventy-six issues related to such areas (in chapter 6-Areas of Pressure). In 
present study the All India Services Officers behavior, personality traits, attitudes, 
beliefs and perceptions about sources of pressure in the decision making process 
have been covered. Political leadership (sources) asses the All India Services 
Officers behavior through feedback from subordinates, seniors and public. Different 
pressure groups are aware that these highly aggressive All India Services Officers 
will allow them limited advantages in decision. In such situations pressure groups 
also explore to find out individual officer goals, their weakness and temptations 
toward high yielding from bargaining process. 
Politicians may enter into integrative bargaining to sort out mutual problems, 
where the All India Services Officers and politicians both enjoy win-win situation. The 
All India Services Officers also visualize & realize the importance of long-term 
relationships with politicians, which help these officers to smoothen joint working to 
attain future mutual goals. In such conditions, the politicians and All India Services 
Officers will maintain flexibility and show sensitivity and concern for each other 
needs. Gender doesn't make significant difference to political pressure management, 
where the All India Services Officers are situated in the similar power bases. Inter 
personal relationship of the All India Services Officers within the department, with the 
political party in power and across of the social setup play crucial role in pressure 
source management. 
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How much the All India Services Officers rely on facts and think logically? 
Individual officer perceptions and past experience in political concessions provided 
by him and outcomes received by such officer in return are crucial for political 
pressure source management. Emotional attachment and emotional quotient of the 
All India Services Officers determines spontaneity of interaction with sources of 
political pressure. Feelings for the masses, public, subordinates and seniors 
determine approach to cope up with pressure sources. Background status and 
position, relations of politician with the top politicians/Chief Minister/Prime Minister 
also influence techniques adopted for the pressure management by individual All 
India Services Officers. The All India Services Officers views, ideals, thinking about 
political pressure sources decide the extent of acceptance of the political pressure in 
decision-making process. 
Section of the All India Services Officers feels that any acceptance of political 
pressure will be indicative of an officer weakness, whereas other section sees 
pliability as part of progressive thinking. Some of the All India Services Officers think 
that political pressure in bureaucratic system fades away in due course of time, so 
they take very long time in responding to any source of the political pressure. Many 
All India Services Officers perceive negotiation with political pressure source as 
never ending process, so they don't like to open plethora box of problems for them, 
say good-bye to pressure on first instance. Such officers convey to politicians that he 
never accepts the political pressure, so is with this case also, kindly excusing me. 
The All India Services Officers also think that they are committed to work for 
the politicians. Politicians occupy the apex position, so officers are committed to 
accept political pressure and mix such commitment with the work culture. The All 
India Services Officers with strong impatience and high desires for developing 
relationship with politicians, delay acceptable political pressure acceptance to level 
that politicians show proper respect towards that individual officer and develop 
relations of liking for each other. The All India Services Officers with distributive 
bargaining approach manage pressure with a view that we gain at your expense and 
vice-versa. Come and share the booty. The All India Services Officers and source of 
pressure both engross own targets, goals in the aspiration range of other party. Both 
attempt to feel generous towards each other and accept demands at settlement point 
acceptable to both. 
When the All India Services Officers enable to resolve the stalemate of 
political pressure or other party or both parties may approach third party in system or 
out of system or sympathizer to resolve the pressure management. Either parties or 
one party search third neutral party, who can facilitate the solution by bargaining of 
persuasion or suggesting viable reasons or alternatives to find out solution for the 
problem. But commonly such pressure is contested, higher authorities. Prime 
Minister /Chief Minister /Minister/Senior Bureaucrat work as arbitrator in case of 
need, such authority can use compulsory force or power to find the solution. On 
many occasions transfer and postings are commonly used forcing force for 
acceptance of pressure. Such inducement of force can be physical to monetary to 
harming career to anything with sky as limit. Such authorities are the power holders 
and power holders use their power without any rational or justification. Such arbitrator 
can be authority within hierarchy or outside hierarchy, which can force the All India 
Services Officers to show concern for arbitration. 
Rarely, but it happens in Public administration that conciliator provide informal 
communication and work as intimidator. Such conciliator may be person from social 
groups, cultural group, caste group, region or religion group or some time well 
wishers in same department or friends in other departments but known to both 
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parties, and work as conduit for communication for both parties. In policy related 
case, in some projects, Government owned corporations; dissent between political 
pressure and bureaucrats is solved with the help of expert consultants also. But this 
is recent and new phenomenon limited to selective places in Public administration 
only. 
5.4.2. Types Of Political Pressure iVianagement: 
Types adopted for political pressure source management can be grouped in to three 
categories. 
5.4.2.1. Pull Type: This type is used to diminish and destroy the pressure. 
5.4.2.2. Push Type: Persuade pressure to put forward to be assertive. 
5.4.2.3. Avoid Type: Avoid pressures, withdraw or resign from the scene. 




5.4.2.1.1 Compromise 5.4.2.1.1.2. 
Pull Type^ 
5.4.2.1 \ _ . „ - ^ Appeasement 5.4.2.1.2.1. 
Attraction'" 
5.4.2.1.2. ^ Accommodating 5.4.2.1.2.2. 
5.4.2.1.Pull to Destroy/Diminish the Pressure: 
I. Haul up the pressure with void impact. 
II. Drag pressure, enhance friction and wait till it dies down. 
III. Reduce (break) pressure into parts accept relevant part only. 
IV. Scuffle with pressure to divert and destroy it. 
V. Raid and destroy at first encounter, ensure peace for future. 
VI. Strike hard to bowl pressure out. 
VII. Demolish the bastion of pressure to derive out the decision. 
Pull out pressure: 
I. Move out pressure, when serve no interest of self. 
II. Sweat others under pressure watch it. 
III. Retard influence of pressure to decision. 
IV. Wrench pressure under counter pressure. 
5.4.2.1.1. Empathy: 
I. Drag pressure and get back to own advantage. 
II. Influence pressure towards self-goals. 
III. Precede your efforts with pressure to attain goals. 
IV. Print pressures on system to achieve goals under its shadow. 
V. Rein the pressure, control the direction and keep it under control. 
VI. Assume sanctity of pressure: compromise with it. 
VII. Recover self-interests/needs from pressure. 
VIII. Harmony with pressure to reduce damages. 
5.4.2.1.2. Attraction: 
I. Attract (invite) pressure for goal attainment. 
II. Separate pressure points, sources, and modes to attain goals. 
III. Suck pressure (suck it) to merge with own goals. 
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IV. Pluck pressure (like flower) and adore it for future gains. 
V. Move pressure in the direction of self-needs. 
5.4.2.2.1. 
<Persuasive ^^^-^^-^ Negotiation 5A2.2AA. ^ ^ • ^ Promotion 5.4.2.2.1.2. 5.4.2.2. 5.4.2.2.2. 
Assertive ^- • Confrontation 5.4.2.2.2.1. 
Diminutive 5.4.2.2.2.2. 
Figure number 5.3. Push Type Pressure Management. 
5.4.2.2.1. Persuasive Push: 
Negotiation: 
I. Move pressure to influence own advancement. 
II. Increase weight on pressure to push away. 
III. Persuade and propel pressure under own propulsion (thrust). 
IV. Bring inducement decision to induce pressure push away. 
V. Reserve pressure for future events. 
VI. Sell pressure top politician and subordinates to push for self-goal. 
VII. Continuously persuade to keep crisis away. 
Promotion: 
I. Promote pressure to another place. 
II. Advance pressure for self-advancement. 
III. Promote pressure in bureaucratic system to meet own needs. 
IV. Contest pressure to gain in future for later on adoption. 
V. Advertise pressure for future use. 
5.4.2.2.2. Assertive Push: 
I. Force pressure away from your decision. 
II. Exert self over pressure your position to move away. 
III. Assert pressure over political pressure to cancel it. 
IV. Assert self with pressure to meet own goals, suppress others. 
V. Attack pressure with full force to push away. 
Diminution: 
I. Pushing (shove) like billiard ball, don't strike it, no noise. 
II. Blow out pressure to keep self-clean. 
III. Drive away pressure instantly. 
IV. Strain the pressure to push away. 
V. Shift pressure towards subordinates /other departments. 
VI. Ignore and push as child play. 
VII. Discuss the pressure at first place. 
JT Withdraw 5.4.2.3.1. 
5.4.2.3. Avoidance^^r 
Resignation 5.4.2.3.2. 
Figure number 5.4. Avoidance Type Management. 
5.4.2.3. Avoidance: 
I. Move out slowly from decision. 
II. Shun yourself from pressure. 
III. Escape pressure keep running. 
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IV. Evade pressure wait up to appropriate time. 
V. Defeat pressures resign from decision. 
VI. Elude pressure, it continuously chase you in hope to enchase never available. 
VII. Withdraw from the decision. 
VIII. Quash preemptive strike to avoid pressure. 
5.5. Process of Political Pressure IVianagement: 
Political pressure management in decision-making process is very complex 
and situational to every individual All India Services Officers. It is difficult to confine it 
to any process models. In our research we have tried to simplify the process of 
political pressure management in seven steps. 
5.5.1. Individual Officer and Politician Behavior under Attack: -
Political goals motivate politician to initiate political pressure. The All India 
Services Officers goals and needs create chaos in behavior of individual officers. 
Politician behavior towards pressure is related with the public/voter/friends 
expectations from decision under his influence. Politician come under pressure from 
various parties or stake holders in the democratic election process. Manipulations, 
distributions or aberrations in election process are directly related with causes of 
political pressure. The All India Services Officers are the product of same social 
system; social contradictions, manipulations and expectations have serious impact 
on the All India Sen/ices Officers personality and behavior. Whole web of external 
forces act on bureaucratic system to generate aberration and distortion to 
manipulated need oriented decisions. The All India Services Officers also develop 
different perceptions and attitudes towards pressure. Politicians and stakeholders in 
democracy are under change in attitude towards the All India Services Officers and 
politician. Web of self interests attempt to generate pressure on each other to make 
pressure in circular path motion under the pressure of self interests of public, 
politicians and the All India Services Officers, and ultimately went out of control of 
every one in the process. 
Politician _jPolitician 
Public 
Figure number 5.5. Web of Interests, Pressure Model. 
5.5.2. Calculation, Intention and Plotting of Pressure in 
Democracy: -
Stakeholders in Government administration evolve their own perceptions and 
beliefs about the decision making process. Such perceptions develop their intentions 
and carry out computation and calculation for attainments of such intentions. Then 
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they plot own needs, goals in the domain of public administration. Different groups 
goals and interests force them to formulate issues, which may be possibly accepted 
by the bureaucratic system. Vested groups carry out assessment of the system vis-a-
vis fulfillment of own issues. Tangible, intangible direct or hidden interests and 
benefits force various stakeholders to develop different strategies for achieving goals. 
Blue print for responding to politicians or bureaucrats in case of denial or resistance 
is formulated. Stakeholders, politicians and decision taker develop and determine 
lowest values acceptable to them. The All India Services Officers devise best 
alternatives available with reference to own personality. Stakeholders also in this 
stage develop clearer idea about different alternatives, which serve or maximize their 
goals. 
5.5.3. Drawing Boundaries/Operational Strategy: 
Stakeholders formulate a strategy how to present pressure. Vested party 
thinks about future obstacles the All India Services Officers may bring inside it. They 
try to gather information about Government rules, regulations, procedures and law 
from different sources. Interested party decides who will approach at what level with 
help of politician or source of pressure at what time. Place and mode of 
communication, i.e. telephones call or personal meeting or written communications, 
all such aspects are decided at this stage. Source or third party close to power 
holders will tell either issue to the All India Services Officers. At this stage 
stakeholders discuss with the source of pressure to finalize the modalities of 
pressure. Power holder may depute someone else assessing the importance of the 
issue. Proportionate to the issue pressure source also finalize mode of pressure, 
method of pressure, time of pressure, pace for pressure and exigency plan if any. 
5.5.4. Presentation and Justification Stage: -
Source of pressure according to areas of pressure approach to the All India 
Services Officers at different locations and positions keeping in mind the issues in 
question. Sources of pressure explain own position and clarify the demands and in 
case need amplify the pubic feeling associated with the issue. Up to this stage 
invariably there is no confrontation with the All India Services Officers and sources 
of pressure. All parties try to exploit this stage to inform each other point of view and 
educate about the individual and bureaucratic system constraints and problems. 
Immature or arrogant persons at the stage of justification enter in to ultenor 
transaction, which indicate low emotional quotient. The All India Services Officers 
should remain cool and calm in this stage. 
5.5.5. Goal Conflict in Problem Solving: -
All India Services Officers are aware of the political pressure; try to rationalize 
the political pressure in the context of Government rules, regulations, procedure and 
law operational at that point of time. Source of political pressure bargain hard to get 
accepted his demand. This stage is full of conflicts. In problem solving every party 
want to maximize own goals. Self-goals perused by the All India Services Officers 
force him to enter into collaboration with the sources of political pressure. To protect 
own actions the All India Services Officers bargain with source of political pressure 
for individual officer protection and goals maximization. 
5.5.6. Decision About Pressure: -
In this stage the All India Services Officers arrive at decision, up to what extent 
pressure will be accepted. How that decisions will be implemented by appropriate 
level in Public administration. This stage is full of tension. The All India Services 
Officers repeatedly discuss with seniors and juniors take his subordinates into 
confidence for implementation of the decision. On scores of occasions hundreds of 
decisions are never implemented in public administration. The All India Services 
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Officers wait for new lease of life for change of politician or political party in power. 
Stakeholders continue to flock around source of pressure. They are also aware that 
in Government decision implementation is difficult. So reinforcement of political 
pressure again and again till decision is implemented. 
5.5.7. After Affects, Monitoring and Status Quotient: -
Most of the decisions in Government Bureaucracy have recoiling affects. 
When public or opposition parties come to know about the decision, they revolt, 
raise banner of protest, go to courts for contesting such decisions. The All India 
Services Officers and political source of pressure have to be vigilant about after 
affects and need arises again to enter in to bargaining process to neutralize the 
after effects. In case of contest, they defend the legal process. Then regular 
monitoring, which is rarely carried out in Government administration. Even the 
decision has been implemented, after many years some decisions are modified, 
changed or reversed by next power holder. So, stakeholder is never sure about to 
enjoy the comforts of their efforts and the pressure they have mobilized. So, they 
continue to maintain pressure for status quo in the decision and for the future 
issues. 
5.6. Analyses of Sources of Political Pressure: 
We have selected ten possible sources of direct political pressure, which are 
commonly exerted on the All India Services Officers in the decision-making process. 
Intensity of pressure exerted by each source has been studied. All the sources of 
political pressure show good association with the decision-making process, as 
indicated by the Pearson Chi-square analysis. Our all results are significant, mostly 
with level of significance at 0.000 or less than .05. Strength of relationship of various 
sources of political pressure with the decision-making process is demonstrated by the 
significant values of Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation. These values 
have been shown in exhibit number 5.1. 
Mean values vary from 2.43 to 3.63, and standard deviation values from 0.97 
to 1.43. This indicates that most of these sources of political pressure exert pressure 
frequently on the All India Services Officers. Our results show that MLA/MLC exert 
the highest political pressure on the decision-making process of the All India Services 
Officers. Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly, District Level 
Politician / Zila Parishad Members and Center or State Ministers are the sources, 
which exert political pressure most frequently and with greatest intensity. 
(Exhibit number 5.1.) 
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If we look at the respective services and sources of pressure; results are 
different for different services. This is due to reason that natures of job performed by 
them are different, so extent of political pressure and sources of pressure have to be 
accordingly different. If we look at Indian Administrative Service officers, three most 
common sources of political pressure are form (a) Member Legislative Council / 
Member Legislative Assembly, (b) Center or State Minister and (c) Hidden 
Financiers. 
In case of the Indian Police Service officers these are (a) District Level 
Politician / Zila Parishad Members, (b) Member Legislative Council / Member 
Legislative Assembly and (c ) Communication Media. The Indian Forest Service 
officers show some variation in getting political pressure as, (a) District Level 
Politician / Zila Parishad Members, (b) Member Legislative Council / Member 
Legislative Assembly and (c ) Village Heads / Village Level Workers. Our results 
indicate that Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly are the 
greatest source of political pressure and they are frequently exerting political 
pressure on All India Services Officers. 
Our results for factor analysis in (Exhibit number 5.2.) correlation matrix, upper 
half results show Pearson's correlation co-efficient between all the pairs of sources of 
the political pressure. Lower half of the exhibit number 5.2, indicate the one-tailed 
significance of these co-efficient. All the ten sources of direct political pressure 
correlate fairly well with all others and show good relationship among them. Our 
correlation values are large, highest value is .668 and lowest value is .097. All the 
values for the significance are less than acceptable level of 0.05. For our data 
determinant value is 7.306E-03, (which is greater than the necessary value of 
.00001) indicate that multicollinearity is not a problem for our data. 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy value is .815, it is 
great, we are confident that factor analysis is appropriate for these sources of 
pressure. Our value is greater than .5, it indicates that our sample was adequate. 
Barllet's test of sphericity measure null hypothesis, our analysis significance value is 
0.000, (less than .05), indicate that our correlation matrix is not the identity matrix; 
therefore, significant relationship between the variables is shown. Barllet's test is 
highly significant, hence, factor analysis is appropriate for study. 
We have calculated eigenvalues of our correlation matrix, which in turn help us 
to know about number of components (eigenvectors) in this R-matrix. The 
magnitudes of associated eigenvalues determine the importance of component and 
two components have been retained with values more than 1. 
(Kaiser Criterion). Our SPSS analyses have shown eigenvalues before 
extraction, after extraction and after rotation. SPSS has identified 10 components 
within data set; eigenvalues associated with each factor explain the variance of that 
component. Percentage of variance has been shown in next column, component one 
show 48% of total variance and component 2 show 12.85 of total variance. SPSS 
has discarded the values less than 1, in extraction sums of squared loadings; only 
two components have been retained. In final part, SPSS have retained the values for 
rotation sums of squared loadings. Rotation has optimized the factor structure and 
equalized two factors with 30% variance. 
Proportion of common variance with in variance is communalities. Principle 
component analysis works on assumption that all variance is common initially as 1. 
Extraction values from .388 to .803, reflect common variance. 70.4% of variance is 
associated with the Chief Minister / Prime Minister source of political pressure is 
common and shared and lowest of (.388) 38.8% of shared variance related with the 
Hidden Financiers source of political pressure. In communalities amount of variance 
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Factor Analysis Exhibit number 5.2.) 










































































































































Measure of Sampling Adequacy .815 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity; Apx Chi-square =879.693, d.f.=45, Significance =0.000 




































































































































































in each source of political pressure is explained by the all the sources after 
extraction. 
SPSS have extracted two factors by Kaiser's criterion. In rotated component 
matrix, we have used varimax rotation method with Kaiser normalization in principle 
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component analysis as extraction method. Component matrix results show that most 
factors were loaded onto first factors. Rotated matrix show that four variables highly 
load onto same factor. And two show significant loading. These variables are Center 
or State Minister, Chief Minister/ Prime Minister, Member Parliament and Member 
Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly. These all are elected through 
Election Commission, Government of India. We can label this factor as Legislatures 
factor elected through Government of India. Loading of variables in second factor are 
District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members,Block Level Politician/ Block Samiti, 
Village Heads / Village Level Workers and Power Brokers /touts / musclemen, form 
one group of politicians, who work below the Legislature category. We can label them 
localized politicians factor. Media and Hidden Financiers show loading with the factor 
one, can be clubbed with this factor. As the Hidden Financiers and communication 
media relation with higher politicians is more than localized politicians. Our six 
sources will be clubbed in one group and another four variables into second 
category. 
Component transformation matrix provides information about degree to which 
factors were rotated. Results show symmetrical matrix, with the diagonal value of 
.705 and .709. Component score co-efficient matrix used for calculation of covariance 
matrix of factor scores. Component score coefficient matrix provides us information 
about relationship between factor scores. 
Chart 5.1. Frequently Pressure Frequency of Sources 
17.5 
ICM HMins DMP DMLABDLP HBLP IVLWOPB IMed BHF 
We have shown frequently frequency results through pie chart (chart 5.1.). 
Further we have analyzed results for method of recruitment and its relationship with 
the different sources of political pressure in the decision making process. Results in 
exhibit number 5.3. Indicate that invariably political pressure acceptance is higher 
among promoted officers than direct recruited officers. 
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Exhibit 5.3. IVIethod of Recruitment and Sources of Political Pressure | 







































































































































































































































5.6.1. Chief Minister/Prime iViinister: 
Chief Minister and Prime Minister mostly influence the high-level party 
decisions and administrative decisions, which can influence the party prospectus. 
This source of political pressure is used for policy decisions, framing law and acts, 
change of rules, regulations & procedures, resource allocation, transfer & postings 
and recruitment related areas. This source of political pressure mostly interacts with 
the top level All India Services Officers. Generally political pressure is exerted 
through concerned minister, head of department, secretary and senior officers; so it 
works as indirect political pressure for the field functionaries and direct political 
pressure for the top All India Services Officers. On occasions, field functionaries are 
unable to identify as political pressure, because for them, it come as policy directive, 
rule, order, law and directive from their respective senior officers. It is most difficult to 
measure this source of political pressure, due to many reasons. 
When a Prime Minister/Chief Minister asks his minister to do certain thing, 
bureaucratic system will consider that pressure coming from that minister or 
politician. When a Prime Minister/Chief Minister ask his Cabinet Secretary/Chief 
Secretary to influence certain issues, concerned officers down below might consider 
it pressure from the top. 
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(Exhibit number 5.4.) 














































































































































































































































































































































































When Prime Minister/Chief Minister discusses issue in meeting or other official 
forum, such pressure will be covered under the wrap of bureaucratic system. When 
this source interacts with the head of department or concerned secretary, pressure 
becomes the executive order for the department and Prime Minister/Chief Minister 
remains nowhere in the picture. This source is enumerated as pressure, when Prime 
Minister/Chief Minister issues direct directive to concerned the All India Services 
Officers for implementation of his directives. Such instances are very rare. 
However, author has come across direct political pressure from Prime Minister 
and Chief Minister on occasions and both of them intervened in person to victimize 
the author. This source of political pressure is exerted in lesser frequency, but impact 
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over the All India Services Officers is the highest. Political pressure from this source 
has serious impact on the mind, personality and career of the concerned All India 
Services Officers. Even with lesser intensity, it has wider ramifications in the 
decision-making process. 























Always Usually Freq S/times Never 
IAS% IPS% IPS % AIS% 
Our results indicate that 69.15 of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
69% of the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure for this source 
frequently to sometimes. 37.54% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure sometimes from Prime Minister/Chief Minister and 46.9% of them never get 
political pressure from this source. 31.5% of the All India Services Officers get 
frequent political pressure from this source and 29.9% of them never get political 
pressure. Our results clearly indicate that the Indian Administrative Service officers 
get the maximum political pressure from the Prime Minister/Chief Minister, because 
they are located close to this power center. But interesting score is that of always 
intensity, where the Indian Forest Service officers score is highest with 9.4%. This is 
more than twice of the pressure perception by the Indian Administrative Service 
officers in the same category. 
This may be due to reason that the Indian Administrative Service officers have 
absorbed pressure as part of their duty and they do not consider routine political 
pressure as pressure exerted on them. The Indian Forest Service officers consider 
any deviation from rules and procedures as pressure exerted on them. Most of the 
instances for relaxation of rules go to the Government of India for approval, so 
sources of pressure is exposed and known to the Indian Forest Service officers. In 
case of the Indian Administrative Service officers and the Indian Police Service 
officers, revenue, law and order are the State subjects; pressure exerted on officers 
gets rectified in the State only. Administrative Service officers consider it 10"^ , Police 
Service officers think it at 10 and Forest Service officers rank it at 8*^  level of source 
of political pressure in decision-making process. 
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Exhibit No.5.5. 
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Exhibit No 5.8. 
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Data analysis for level in hierarchy (exhibit 5.5.) and CM/PM as source of 
political pressure indicate that top level (16.5%) frequently accepts pressure in 
decision-making process. Total frequency indicates that 58.6% of top level 25.3% of 
middle level and 16% of lower level accept the political pressure. Relationship of 
CM/PM as source of political pressure and its relationship with economic background 
of the All India Services Officers (Exh.5.6.) indicate that 59.4% of officers from rich 
and upper class accept political pressure in decision-making process. These 
relationships are highly significant at 0.000, level of significance (Exhibit No.5.7.). 
Relationship of lust to grab power by All India Services Officers (Exhibit No...5.8.) and 
CM/PM as source of political pressure was also studied; results indicate that 32.6% 
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Center or State Ministers are located on the top of the bureaucratic system. Center 
or State Minister enjoys the discretionary powers and authority in decision-making 
process of the department under their control. Most of the files pertaining to crucial 
decisions are routed through them. Center or State Minister enjoys tremendous 
powers and exercise full administrative control over bureaucrats under their control. 
This administrative control makes their position super powerful, in a situation, where 
majorities of officers are without any backbone to stand up on their legs. 
Members of bureaucratic system are highly self-goal motivated, high self goal 
orientation and lack of values & ethics in bureaucratic system make them vulnerable 
in front of in-charge Minister. Center or State Minister have great nuisance value in 
the bureaucratic system and regulate the decision-making process according self-
interests. The All India Services Officers and Ministers are motivated by the self-
goals achievement, self-interests maximization make them dependent on each other. 
Bureaucrat & politician nexus is steered by the selfish individual officers at the cost of 
government treasuries. This nexus sustain the growth of immoral behavior and 
flourish the corruption in the bureaucratic system. One thing is sure that ministers 
alone cannot sustain the immoral practices in the system. It is willful and active 
participation of the All India Services Officers, who propagate and continue immoral 
practices for own interests. 
The Indian Administrative Service officers consider it 2"^ ,^ the Indian Police 
Service officers think it at 5'^  and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 5'^  level 
of source of political pressure. 62.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get 
political pressure from Center or State Ministers always to mostly in decision-making 
process. 62.5% of the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure mostly in 
decision. 66.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers come across political pressure 
from Center or State Minister sometimes to frequently in decision. The All India 
Services Officers total score is spilled over always to sometimes from 21.2% to 
23.5%, and highest score of 23.5% in always category. 90.9% of the All India 
Services Officers get political pressure from Center or State Ministers always to 
sometimes. 
This indicates that ministers exert pressure on the All India Services Officers 
for most of the decisions taken by them. The Indian Administrative Service officers 
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get the highest political pressure from the ministers and the Indian Forest Service 
officers get the least political pressure from this source. Results show that ministers 
exert greatest extent of highly effective and result oriented political pressure in the 
bureaucratic system. There is no escape from the political pressure exerted by the 
minister of your department, he is located on your head to review and follow it up 
regularly, till job is done or goods are delivered up to minister satisfaction. This 
source of political pressure is highly results oriented and surest way to work. This 
source of political pressure has been ranked as third most important source of 
pressure working on the All India Services Officers. 
Chart 5.3. Source of Pressure from Minister 
always usually frequently s/times never 
•IAS% •IPS% IFS % -AIS% 
Exhibit No. 5.10. 
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State Ministers on 
process of All India Services Officers and its relationship with the length of service 
(exh.5.10.), officer rural/urban background (exh.5.11.), family member attitudes (exh. 
5.12.) status consciousness (exh.5.13.) and transfer as area (exh.5.15.) have been 
studied and results are shown from exhibit No. 5.10 to 5.16. Pearson Chi-square 
results are significant with 0.000, level of significance, which demonstrate strength of 
such relationships. All India Services Officers with >24 years of service show highest-
pressure acceptance in all these frequencies. All India Services Officers from urban 
background indicate highest acceptance of political pressure from the Centre or State 
Ministers. 
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Exhibit No. 5.14. Chi-Square Tests 
Value 
Pearson Chi-Square 54.140 16 
Likelihood Ratio 58.409 
N of Valid Cases 243 
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.000 
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Chart 5.4. Center or State Minister & Pressure Frequency 
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In family members attitude, 62,95% of All India Services Officers indicate that 
spouse influence them maximum to accept political pressure from the Center or State 
Ministers. 53.5% of AH India Services Officers accept political pressure from Center 
or State Ministers for enhancement of their status and 87.2% of them ranked it more 
than important frequency. Pearson Chi-square results are significant with 0.000, level 
of significance, which demonstrate strength of such relationships. 43.85% of All India 
Services Officers always gets political pressure in transfers from Center or State 
Ministers. Pearson Chi-square results for transfer are significant with 0.000, level of 
significance, which demonstrate strength of relationships of transfer and political 
pressure from Center or State Ministers. 
5.6.3. Member Parliaments: 
Member of Parliaments exertion of political pressure is related with their 
equation in the party and relations with the top politicians in ruling party. When some 
Member of Parliaments has excellent working relationship with the Prime 
Minister/Chief Minister or a particular Center or State Minister, they exert pressure on 
such places, where they think job will be done. When they do not have excellent 
working relationship with the powerful politicians, intensity of political pressure get 
reduced proportion to their stake in power. When the All India Services Officers do 
not move in their direction of pressure or the individual officer does not do their job, 
Member of Parliaments do not posses any mechanism by which, they can pressurize 
officers to do the things. The All India Services Officers are also intelligent enough to 
assess the situation and invariably oblige politicians according to their nuisance value 
for harming officer's interests. In such situations, Member of Parliament try to develop 
friendly relations with the concern officer or approach officers through known 
bureaucrats or friends, so that, concerned officer can accept pressure as personal 
obligation to some quarter. 
Exhibit No. 5.17. 
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Exhibit No. 5.18. 
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76.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure from 
Member of Parliament mostly to frequently. 69.2% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers and 64.9% of the Indian Police Service officers come across political 
pressure sometimes to frequently from the Member of Parliaments. 65.7% of the All 
India Services Officers aiso get sometimes to frequent poiiticai pressure from tne 
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Member of Parliaments. Intensity of political pressure is highest on the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, as they are located on more important places and 
also oblige easily to politicians. Score of political pressure exerted is distributed 
mainly in the three frequencies, mostly to sometimes, indicate moderate to high 
intensity of political pressure used by the Member of Parliaments. This source of 
political pressure has been ranked as 9'*' source of pressure working on the All India 
Services Officers. Administrative Service officers consider it 9"^ , the Indian Police 
Service officers think it at 8 and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 9 level 
of source of political pressure. 
Exhibit No. 5.19. 
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Chart No. 5.6. Regional Background And Pressure from M.P. 
Exhibit No. 5.20. 
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Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
.013 
Exhibit No. 5.21. 
Chi-Square Tests 
Value df 
Pearson Chi-Square 25.529 12 
N of Valid Cases 241 
Relationship of political pressure from the Members of Parliament and different 
variables of the All India Services Officers were studied and results have been 
indicated in the exhibits No.5.17.to 5.21. Political pressure from Members of 
Parliament and its relationship with the regional background of the officer indicate 
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that 56% of them accept pressure frequently to always, In this 27.8% from southern 
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Chart 5.7. Education of Parents & Pressure Source as M.P. 
46.3% of All India Services Officers always get political pressure from Members of 
Parliament and Pearson Chi-square results are significant with 0.001, level of 
significance, which demonstrate reliability of strength in such relationships. In relation 
with reasons for acceptance of political pressure from Members of Parliament results 
indicate that career advancement is most important variable in acceptance of 
pressure in decision- making process. 39.42% postgraduate parents influence their 
offspring's to accept political pressure from the Members of Parliament and Pearson 
Chi-square results are significant with 0.013, level of significance, which demonstrate 
the strength of such relationships. 
5.6.4. Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly: 
Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly use their clout 
and position to the highest extent. This source of political pressure has been ranked 
at 1®' most important source of pressure being exerted on the All India Services 
Officers in decision-making process. M.L.A. develop strong working relationship with 
prominent persons of his constituency for own political survival and sustenance. For 
this level of politicians, political activities are confined to smaller area in close 
coordination with the people. Since, at this level politician has to continue and 
cultivate personal relations with voters, in turn voters exert high amount of frequent 
pressure on the M.L.A. to get things done for them. M.L.A. has no option, except to 
approach concerned individual officers for getting things done for his interested 
parties and their wishful interests. Contact with the masses is the highest at this level 
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of politicians, so as pressure exerted by them is also highest by the M.L.A. This 
indicates that political pressure exerted by politicians on the All India Services 
Officers is directly related with the politician contact and behavior with the people. 
Exhibit No 5.22. 
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Chart NO. 5.8. Family Member Attitude & M.P. Source of Pressure 
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83.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure always to 
mostly from the Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly in the 
decision-making process. 76% of the Indian Police Service officers and 79.5% of the 
All India Services Officers get the political pressure frequently to always from 
Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly in decision. 77.1% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure from Member Legislative Council / 
Member Legislative Assembly frequently, sometimes and mostly in decision. The 
Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest political pressure from this 
source. Very low score in never category indicate that invariably political pressure is 
exerted by the Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly on the 
bureaucratic system to things done according to political desires. 
The Administrative Service officers consider it 1®', the Indian Police Service 
officers think it at 2"^ ^ and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 2"^ level of 
source of political pressure. This source of political pressure is really dangerous for 
the bureaucrats; politicians at this level can use any methodology to any extent to 
pressurize the individual officers. Most of the mis-handlings are happening at this 
level. Depth of political pressure exerted by the Member Legislative Council / 
Member Legislative Assembly is severe and it start from lowest level to highest level 
of administration. We can say that political pressure from the Member Legislative 
Council / Member Legislative Assembly is pervasive across all the levels of the 
hierarchy and all the locations in all the public offices. 
Political pressure exerted from Member of Legislative Assembly /Council on 
decision- making process and its relation with the different variables in our study 
show good relationship of acceptance of political pressure with them. Relation with 
pursue goals for self & family (Exhibit No.5.26.) as reasons for acceptance of political 
pressure indicate that for 27.7% of All India Services Officers consider it most 
important to accept political pressure from Member of Legislative Assembly /Council. 
49.4% of All India Services Officers from urban background after high school accept 
(Exhibit No...5.25.) political pressure frequently to always from Member of Legislative 
Assembly /Council. 
Exhibit No. 5.23. 
Exhibit No. 5.24 
Chi-Square Tests Results for 
N Value df 
Pearson Chi-Square 240 21.382 8 
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Chart 5.9. Cadre of the Officer & Pressure from M.L.A./M.L.C. 
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Relation with the cadre (Exh.5.23.) of the officer and political pressure from 
Member of Legislative Assembly /Council indicate that 58.7% of All India Services 
Officers outsider in cadre accept pressure from Member of Legislative Assembly 
/Council frequently to always. Pearson Chi-square results are significant with 0.006, 
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level of significance, which demonstrate reliability in strength of such relationships. In 
family member attitude (Exh 5.22.) category 48.9% of All India Services Officers think 
that spouse frequently to always influence them to accept political pressure from 
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Chart No.5.10. Place of education after high school & MLA/MLC 
Exhibit No.5.26. 
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Exhibit No. 5.27. 
Chi-Square Tests 
N Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 256 33.07 16. .007 
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To Pursue Goals for 
Self and Family 
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Chart 5.11. Pursue goals self & for family with MLA/MLC 
5.6.5. District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members: 
The All India Services Officers get maximum political pressure in decision-
making process at district level. Most of the field implementation decisions are taken 
at this level or under their jurisdiction. Colonially created bureaucratic system has 
invested most of the powers under different laws, Acts, rules, regulation and 
procedures to district level officers. Our social system has accepted it norm of their 
life and psychologically people consider district head as virtual kings in the State. 
People have experienced that even if they get orders from the top persons in 
bureaucratic hierarchy, district level officers take shelter under different rules & 
regulations to deny their just rights. In case, district level officers are not happy, 
decisions are never implemented and orders from top remain confined to files under 
the wrap of never ending objections. 
Delivery of mechanism in our bureaucratic system is such that people are 
forced to move around district level officers. District Level Politicians / Zila Parishad 
Members are aware of this hard fact and to get things done for people, these 
politicians cultivate good relationship with the district level officers. Since these 
politicians are located at the district headquarters and can afford to visit district level 
officers frequently. District Level Politicians try to develop strong relationship with 
district level the All India Sen/ices Officers, these officers also need support from 
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these politicians, and in the process both groups serve each other interests. These 
mutual dependencies relationships help both groups to maximize achievement of 
individual goals. Own goals achievements sustain and enhance such relationships, 
which in turn turned out into immoral behavior. These District Level Politicians / Zila 
Parishad Members enhance their financial bargaining power from close relationship 
with the All India Services Officers, in turn individual officer get political patronage 
and protection from these district politicians. In case of transfer or any other problem, 
these District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members mobilize political support to 
retain these officers posted in their districts. As out come of the process of mutual 
gains, both groups exploit Government treasuries to own advantage and ultimately in 
long run people are sufferer. 
Exhibit No. 5.28. 
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Chi-Square Tests for security and stability in job. 
N Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 247 32.919 16 .010 
Likelihood Ratio 32.076 16 .010 
Exhibit No 5.30. 
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Exhibit No. 5.31. Chi-Square Tests and 
N Value df 
Pearson Chi-Square 264 17.602 4 
method of recruitment 
Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
.001 
The All India Services Officers have ranked political pressure from District Level 
Politician / Zila Parishad Members as 2"^ most important source of pressure in the 
decision-making process. 74.9% of the All India Services Officers, 81.6% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers and 80.9% of the Indian Police Service officers 
get political pressure always to frequently from the District Level Politician / Zila 
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Parishad Members. 68.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure 
mostly to sometimes from District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members. 
The Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest political pressure from this 
source and they mostly develop excellent rapport with them for own goals 
maximizations. This source of political pressure causes the greatest damage to the 
bureaucratic system and also harms the people and government to greatest extent. 
This source of politicians also exploits, pilfer, steal and illegally grab highest amount 
of government resources in connivance with district level All India Services Officers. 
Maximum government funds are spent at this level, and maximum hanky-panky is 
made at this level. The Administrative Service officers consider it 4'*^  , the Indian 
Police Service officers think it at 1®' and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 
1^' level of source of political pressure. 
Method of Recruitment 
Amenable to Pressure 
|Direct recruit 
iPromotes 
"always "mostly ''"^'^^^"^'^'some times 
never 
Zila Parishad/ District level Politicians 
Chart No 5.12. Method of recruitment and pressure from DLP/ZLP 
Exhibit No . 5.32. 
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Chart No. 5.13.Community bacl^ground and preesure from DLP/ZLP. 
Exhibit No. 5.33. 
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Also acceptance of political pressure from District Level Politicians / Zila Parishad 
Members has been studied in relation with different variables; results are shown in 
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Exhibit No.5.28 to 5.34 showing different relationships. 38.7% of All India Services 
Officers accept political pressure frequently to always from District Level Politicians 
/Zila Parishad Members to protect their security & stability or least disturbances in job 
(Exh5.28.). Pearson Chi-square results are significant with 0.010, level of 
significance, which demonstrate reliability in strength of such relationships. 
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Chart No. 5.14. Profession of the Spouse and Pressure from DLP/ZLP 
Exhibit No.5.34. 
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Results for method of recruitment (Exhibit 5.30.) indicate that 50.8% of 
promoted officers accept political pressure frequently to always. Relationship of 
community background (exh5.32.) and District Level Politicians /Zila Parishad 
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Members source of political pressure indicate that 40.6% of SC+ST and 34% of 
general category officers frequently to always accept political pressure in decision-
making process. In profession of spouse (exh5.33.) and District Level Politicians /Zila 
Parishad Members relationship indicate that 26.1% entrepreneur spouse influence All 
India Services Officers to accept pressure frequently to always. 34.4% of All India 
Services Officers always accept pressure. 
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Chart No. 5.15. Development related works and pressure from DLP/ZLP 
5.6.6. Block Level Politicians/ Block Samiti: 
Frequency of political pressure at block level may be very high. Block level 
politicians are having the strongest affiliation with the public at grass root level and 
they develop family relationship among prominent persons/ families in villages of that 
block. These politicians most of times come for small issues, such as transfer of 
lower level functionaries, allocation of resources for villages and development funds 
for their villages. In most of cases villages of that block remain the unit for their 
activities. This level of activist move with the Center or State Minister or Member 
Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly, when they visit the district 
officers. Political pressure from this source is not independent always. Block Level 
Politicians/ Block Samiti politicians mobilize higher-level politicians support to get 
their things done. 
Administrative Service officers consider it 6'^ the Indian Police Service officers 
think it at 6* and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 4'^ level of source of 
political pressure. 57.4% of the All India Services Officers, 70.4% of the Indian Police 
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Service officers and 57% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get mostly to 
frequently political pressure from Block Level Politicians/ Block Samiti. In case of the 
Indian Forest Service officers, 26.3% of them get political pressure mostly and 22.1% 
get sometimes. The Indian Police Service officers get the highest political pressure 
from Block Level Politicians/ Block Samiti politicians in decision-making process. 
Exhibit No. 5.35. 
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Block Samiti/ Block Level Politicians 
Chart 5.16.Education of AlSO and BLP Pressure 
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Exhibit No. 5.36. 
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Exhibit No. 5.37. Chi-Square Tests (N=241) for securing political patronage 
Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sicled) 
Pearson Chi-Square 50.125 16 .000 
Political Patronage & BLP Source 
160T 
Block Samiti/ Block Level Politicians 
Chart No.5.17. Political patronage and block level politician as source of pressure 
Results after analyses indicate that 25.4 % of the All India Services Officers 
with postgraduate qualifications (exh5.35) accept political pressure frequently to 
always. Total in this category in accepting political pressure from Block Level 
Politicians / Block Samiti Members 73.3% of All India Services Officers are in always 
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to frequently frequency. To find out relationship with reason (exh5.36) for accepting 
political pressure 75.5% of All India Services Officers frequently to always accept 
pressure to secure political patronage. Pearson Chi-square results are significant 
with 0.000, level of significance, which demonstrate reliability in strength of such 
relationships. 
5.6.7. Village Heads / Village Level Workers: 
In our democratic system, village is the smallest unit of the administration. 
Village head or Sarpach or Mukhiya is the person in village, who enjoy the political 
clout. However, where development has been faster, multi-power centers have grown 
in the villages. These power centers contest the power of dominant persons in the 
villages, and try to enhance own reputation as political agents or the agents for the 
power. These persons work as power brokers and openly challenge the traditional 
power of the village heads. This position of growth of multi-power centers is highly 
suitable to the politicians. Higher-level politicians encourage such power agents, and 
do their work over the priority of village heads. This process enhances the status of 
the village level political workers. In turn, these village level political workers mobilize 
gatherings for the political rallies and other purposes. This process of mutual 
interests of politician and village level worker proved strength to these lowest 
functionaries. Under the influence of acquired political power, these grassroot level 
workers approach the individual officers to get things done for others and self to 
enhance self stature in village & meet own goals / interests. Administrative Service 
officers consider it 7'^ , the Indian Police Service officers think it at 7^^^  and the Indian 
Forest Service officers rank it at 3^*^  level of source of political pressure. 
Exhibit No. 5.38. 
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70% of All India Services Officers frequently to always get political pressure from 
Village Level Workers A/illage Heads in recruitment area as shown in exhibit No.5.38. 
To find out relationship with the earning of money/property and enhancement of 
resources is most important for 19.6% of All India Services Officers in accepting 
pressure from Village Level Workers A/illage Heads as shown in exhibit No. 5.39 . 
5.6.8. Power Brokers /Touts / Musclemen: 
Power Brokers /touts / musclemen are working at all levels and they develop 
their connections according to their need and suitability. This type of source of 
political pressure or pressure is pervasive across all the global barriers. Beauty of 
these agents is that they work across the social barriers and money is their god. 
Power Brokers /touts / musclemen major target is to mint money, either legal or 
illegal, fair means or unfair means, lower level or highest level, politicians or 
bureaucrats, and businessmen or public etc. are immaterial for them. These persons 
are developing their network on professional lines, in some cases generation after 
generations are involved in this type of work. 
Colonially created bureaucratic system in India by its origin has carried and 
supported the system of Power Brokers /touts / musclemen for its own convenience. 
British officers required them as conduits to interact with Indians citizens, convey 
their feelings to spoilers, to sustain the exploitation and overrule the Indian masses. 
Present bureaucratic system essentially needs these Power Brokers /touts / 
musclemen to cultivate self-interest, goals for own benefit maximization. Individual 
officers need them as conduits for accepting and collect money on their behalf, so 
that they can escape the inquiries and departmental disciplinary actions. 
These Power Brokers /touts / musclemen collect the huge money for the 
powerful the All India Services Officers. As All India Services Officers move higher 
the ladders of hierarchy to occupy higher positions, more they become dependent on 
such agents for money collections. It is not necessary that always such agents be 
from the public. On many occasions lower level subordinates works as such agents 
for politicians and bureaucrats both. Instances are there, when the All India Services 
Officers themselves work as agent for the powerful political leader or minister or 
Chief Minister or Prime Minister. This provide safety valve to these powerful 
politicians. There are instances that politicians themselves work as such agents and 
amass huge wealth in turn, which he can use for political purposes. 
Businesspersons working as Power Brokers /touts/ agents are common and 
they consider it as part of business. Rather this is the one of the best and sure way to 
mint money in shortest time. Many businesspersons invest huge amount on the All 
India Services Officers and politicians for this purpose only. Initially huge parties are 
organized in their honor and such parties are used as source to develop connection 
and to impress up on perspective clientele that they enjoy the access to power 
nerves to get things done. Many people consider these parties as way to move their 
files and pay heavily to these agents. These shops for agency are available to those 
persons, who are well connected to the power-holders. This is the oldest way to get 
things done; it has variations according to the needs of the region and culture of the 
area. This methodology changes with time and space as demanded by the clients 
and facility providers. 
The Indian Administrative Service officers consider it 5'*^ , the Indian Police 
Service officers think it at 4"^  and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 6'^  level 
of source of political pressure. This source has been ranked as 6'*^  most important 
source of political pressure. 77.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 
71.6% of the Indian Police Service officers and 61.9% of the All India Services 
Officers get political pressure always to frequently from the Power Brokers /touts / 
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musclemen. 54.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers get mostly to frequent 
political pressure from this source and 23.4% of them never get political pressure 
from Power Brokers /touts / musclemen. Indian Administrative Service officers get the 
highest amount of political pressure from Power Brokers /touts / musclemen. 
Exhibit No. 5.40. 
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Exhibit No. 5.41. 
Chi-Square Tests for freedom in goal achievement 
Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 35.692 16 .003 
Exhibit No. 5.42. 
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Relationship of political pressure from Power Brokers/ Touts/Musclemen and 
other variables have been studied and results are shown in exhibit No.5.40.to 5.43. 
In variable of to get freedom in (exh5.40.) goal achievement/ funds misuse, 21.6% of 
All India Services Officers get frequently to always-political pressure from the Power 
Brokers/ Touts/Musclemen. Pearson Chi square results are significant with 0.003, 
level of significance. 82.5% of All India Services Officers get frequently to always-
political pressure from the Power Brokers/ Touts/Musclemen to get postings (exhibit 
No. 5.42.). 
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5.6.9. Communication Media: 
Communication media is the most power oriented and highly pervasive all 
over the world. With the unregulated growth of the media dimensions, yellow 
journalism has grown out of proportions. Right from the owners of these newspapers 
to down below to lowest level of stringers/ hawkers/agents, every one remained 
preoccupied with wealth maximization. When we discussed with the problem of 
lowest level, they say that newspaper owners do not provide them enough for 
survival. When we discussed problem at the top, the top management say we cannot 
afford to pay so much to lowest level news- generator as costs incurred are huge and 
beyond their resources to meet with. 
When no one is getting enough, where they all will go, and what they will do? 
Naturally they approach politicians and the All India Services Officers for getting so 
many things done illegally and use pressure of press to meet their goals. The All 
India Services Officers also use this opportunity to secure own position and by 
obliging press, individual officers ensure own safety that nothing against them come 
out in press. Both parties remain happy and nexus works to sustain each other goals 
for the sustenance of the system. Communication media persons are located from 
lowest level to highest and extract benefits according to own needs and capabilities. 
Quantum of benefits harvested by communication media is directly related with the 
bargaining power of the individual person. Communication media persons exert 
pressure on all the areas as mentioned our chapter 6, starting from collection of 
subscription to allotment of land or huge resources. 
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69.5% of the All India Services Officers and 79.4% of the Indian Adn^iinistrative 
Service officers get pressure from communication media mostly to sometimes. 81.6% 
of the Indian Police Service officers get pressure from communication media always 
to frequently in decision-making process. 67% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
get pressure from communication media mostly to sometimes and 27.7% of them 
never get pressure from the press. The Indian Police Service officers get the highest 
pressure from the media and the Indian Forest Service officers get the lowest 
pressure from this source. Police officers getting highest pressure indicate that 
communication media influence the decisions pertaining to law and order 
maintenance. The Administrative Service officers consider it 8"^  , the Indian Police 
Service officers think it at 3'^ '' and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 7*"^  
of source of political pressure 
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. Political Pressure And Its Impact On The Decision Making Process Of AISO....-Chapter 5. Sources of Pressure 
28.5% of All India Services Officers from rich family background (Exhibit No. 5.43) 
frequently to always accept political pressure from communication media in decision-
making process. 
5.6.10. Hidden Financier: 
Concept of hidden financiers is akin to Power Brokers /touts / musclemen. 
Then, why we have studied it as separate source of pressure. Such financiers are 
invariably for short time period operations and after certain objectives are met with 
they disappear or stop visiting to politicians or the All India Services Officers. These 
persons like to operate from oblivion or behind the screen. In case they never meet 
the concerned officers, these persons may be part time operator or reason specific 
operators. They pay money to politicians or finance their elections or finance some of 
the political rally or activity or a specific job for the All India Services Officers. They 
invest money under pressure or without pressure according cause specific, but they 
like to recover their money from this or that action, so they pressurize politicians to 
exert political pressure on the All India Services Officers for doing a specific action or 
decision. These persons are not visible on the surface, but on occasions exert 
tremendous political pressure to get decision-making process distorted in their favor. 
Most of the times, these hidden financiers exert pressure on the policy. Law, 
Acts, rules, regulations and procedures. On occasions these financiers have access 
to highest level in political circles and even the ministers do not get air about them. 
Top bureaucrats just work under the directive of the Chief Minister/Prime Minister and 
real pressure remains hidden. Same way, some of such sources develop connection 
with the highest officers in the bureaucratic system and their subordinate or 
concerned Center or State Minister remain unaware of it, and every level oblige the 
source unknowingly. Politicians also use this hidden source, when they are out of 
power. Ultimately all the power holders use such sources according to their 
convenience. 
57.5% of the All India Services Officers and 84.6% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers get pressure always to frequently from hidden financiers in decision-
making process. 
Exhibit No.5.44. 
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Chart No. 5.22. Family economic background and hidden financier pressure 
65.6% of the Indian Police Service officers get mostly to frequently political pressure 
from this source. 51.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure 
frequently to sometimes and 45.5% of them never get pressure from the hidden 
financiers in the decision. The Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest 
pressure and the Indian Forest Service officers get the least pressure, this may be 
related with their locations in the bureaucratic system and positions occupied by 
them. This source has been ranked 5"^  most important source of political pressure. 
The Indian Administrative Service officers consider it 3^ ,^ the Indian Police Service 
officers think it at 9* and the Indian Forest Service officers rank it at 10th level of 
source of political pressure. 
40.4% of All India Services Officers from rich and upper rich class background 
frequently to always accept political pressure in decision-making process from hidden 
financiers. 
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Annexure. A.5.1. Questionnaire on Sources of Political Pressure. 
We have listed 10 possible sources of direct political pressure, which are 
sometimes exerted on the officers of All India Services in decision making. 
Kindly, indicate the frequency of each source of pressure in below mentioned 
five point scale. 
Freque 











Phme Minister /Chief Minister 
Center or State Minister 
Member of Parliament 
Member of Legislative Assembly/ Council 
Zila Parishad/District Level Politicians 
Block Samiti/Block Level Politicians 
Village Heads/ Grass Root Workers 




















In decision making process direct political pressure from different sources may 
be exerted in the 15 areas listed below (in columns). Kindly, tick 3 most 
important sources of political pressure which has impact on decision in each 
row as 1^*2"" and 3'"^  respectively. 
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Types of Political Pressure on Different Points: 
6. 1. Areas of Political Pressure: 
Political pressure has been seen as a catalytic function to influence the 
decision-making process. Powers of the politicians may be in proportion to 
one's abilities to dispossess the department decision process. Withdrawal of 
controlling functions of the All India Services Officers in turn works as power 
enhancer for the politicians. Use of discretion in decision process is the real 
power enhancer to the power holders. 15 areas of pressure, which are most 
commonly used by the politicians as power enhancer, have been discussed in 
this study. Among the Ail India Services Officers the Indian Administrative 
Service officers possess maximum access and control over these areas; they 
use these enhancers for their competence building. Government hierarchy, 
, management system in public administration, spatial distances and self-
governing All India Services Officers reduce the development of expert power 
at various levels. 
Politicians occupy top position in the hierarchy of government 
administration, followed by the Indian Administrative Service officers, who 
have positioned themselves next to politician in importance. On the name of 
coordination, the Indian Administrative Service officers create 
interdependence of other services on them. In case of interdepartmental 
working under threat from another source, the Indian Police Service, the 
Indian Forest Service and the Indian Administrative Service try to form a 
group, and pool their propelling powers to attain self-goals and objectives 
through process of public administration. In case of reporting progress of 
different departments, which are mostly headed by the Secretary at the top, 
they make it sequential inter dependent. This interdependence of services 
and with politicians and IAS at the top has created greatest uncertainty in the 
decision, which has customized response of the All India Services Officers in 
frequently accepting the pressure. Existence of continuous pressure deviates 
the goals orientation of the All India Services Officers and vis-a-vis politicians 
also. Politicians make use of this to exert pressure on decision-making 
process through different 15 areas. 
"Divide et impera or divide and rule policy would in long run recoil upon our 
own heads^". This is bound to resurface again as whole bureaucratic system 
has been divided into class layers and services groups. These structural 
layering have lead to mobilization of political pressure. "These appointments 
are among the most troublesome bits of my life. Frequent transfers and 
promotions desired by civil servants are disruptive of administrative continuity 
and efficiency^." This pusillanimous behavior of the All India Services Officers 
indicates pervasive insecurity among them and concern for self-goals. 
Efficiency in public administration has been eaten away by the virus of 
political pressure and contradictions prevailing among services. " Weakness 
on part of the administration created a belief in the public that though the 
government is committed to remove corruption yet the corrupt persons are not 
' Dufferin wrote to Lord Cross on 4.1.1887. 
- Lord Elgin wrote to Lord Harris on 14.5.1894. 
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taken to task due to sort of political influence which gives protection to the 
culprits and corrupt individuals" R.K.Bhardwaj (1978). 
These colonially created All India Services were assigned job 
overseeing the routine revenue collection and maintenance of law and order, 
they were inevitably engaged in political work with local collaborators and 
others, nursing support structures and moving for advantage in fluid 
situations, while never oozing sight of imperial aims and requirements. 
(D.C.Potter). "Reserving strategic posts for the All India Services, imperial 
power had a profound influence over entire structure of imperial state". Which 
has become redundant now and deserve to be discontinued? 
D.C.Potter, explained some issues why political support, "political 
support for structures, behavior patterns and norms and values of the 
traditions. The process of political support for an administrative tradition's is 
complex... One is the agency of power exercised by administrators with in 
state working actively to retain their tradition in the face of opposition. The 
other is the broad structure of state and class power in which bureaucracy is 
located. The second process is obtaining similar successors on a continuing 
basis. This involves the steady replacement of retiring administrators by 
younger recruits similar in educational and class background and at least 
familiar the principle norms and values of traditions...Shaping successor is 
deliberate attempts by experienced administrators to mould new recruits to 
behavior patterns of traditions." Present system and training process adopted 
for imparting training to the All India Services Officers has become surest way 
to continue and propagate colonial imperialistic services at the top. 
The All India Services are fully aware that as long as political support is 
available for present services structure and composition, they will continue to 
produce similar successor to up hold the traditions of imperialism in India. 
Determination of bureaucracy is evinced by the fact that bureaucratic system 
continues to produce new power holders during stiffest political opposition 
from 1920 to 1947. 
Bureaucratic system structure, rules, regulations, procedures, norms 
and values do not change through time to replace the system. How we can 
expect change from a system, which cherish the traditions and norms from 
colonial past. If we carefully analysis different features with free mind at a 
particular time, appropriate to the realistic needs of the country. We can 
visualize urgency for change. The All India Services officers, whose number is 
miniscule with respect to population, discretely organize campaign to retain 
their position. The All India Services traditional control over bureaucracy 
motivates them to retain overriding control over other services in system, and 
tends to develop nexus with political leadership. 
External political pressure and political forces are thought to be less 
decisive to regulate the performance of the decision. We cannot imagine a 
wholly independent powerful bureaucracy in democratic sovereign states. 
More autonomous civil society also cannot be ruled with mere proletariat 
slogans. Excessive autonomy tends to shift dependence on economic base. 
Increased relations of the politician and bureaucracy, is the manifestation of 
the self-goals attainment. 
"The whole team is of such a low caliber-with of course few exceptions-
that one can not really see the outlines of bold thrashing confident 
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leadership...Men of straw now aspire to become men of power^." The All India 
Services Officers consider themselves authoritative, most of decisions are 
political and they behave as if they are the politicians. Most of them are 
involved in pursuing partisan objectives by mobilizing grouping in society to 
support those objectives and oppose different political orientations. On the 
name of law and order they serve interests of the ruing party and crush the 
opposition party. During imperial Raj, they maintained 'Pax Britanica' now 
they only maintain law order for power. During imperial Raj favors were 
showered on the loyal persons and shivering crushing to patriotic persons 
disloyal to British Raj. 
If you are loyal to the elite All India Services, you can enjoy all the 
favors, any feeling of disloyalty to the AIS, all the problems are stored for you, 
even politician cannot save you from the wrath of the All India Services 
officers. British legacy of harassment by Collector to opponents, still continue 
with full vigor, and their senior officers support whole heartily any such 
repression as valor and brave person. Exploitation of own honest persons has 
become synonyms with bravery and valor. If any officer other than Indian 
Administrative Service officer complains against the Collector, such officer is 
heavily scolded and victimized, if Collector writes a letter against any district 
officer, such officer is transferred or penalized by that department through 
I.AS Secretary of that department. Legacies of imperial Raj have different 
variants and used by new Indian egoist rulers from the middle class. If any 
department is not liked by the Indian Administrative Service officers, than take 
it granted that slowly all budgetary allocations will dry up for that department 
on the name of resource crunch under the cover of five years plans or other 
budgetary controls. If any department regularly shares leakage's with Indian 
Administrative Service bureaucracy that department is bound to get higher 
funds allocations on the name of this or that scheme. 
This reminds us the Humes (1930), words as Collecter Rourkee, "I 
whispered the names of one or two (Congress Dictators') in Captain Billy 
Cough's ear and hinted that they might advantageously be interviewed by few 
Gurkha's. Billy took and acted on the hint to the full.... (Indians were) found in 
canal bathing, (their body) was white washed and paraded about nude." In 
lull to maintain own hegemony, these officers try every opportunity to maintain 
own position, by reward, thwart, harass, support and moving or destroying 
such departments. The All India Services Officers enjoyed trust, autonomy 
and discretion to act appropriately in British Raj, and reached the top in India; 
this distinctive feature of colonial rule was not true of service class in Britain. 
"Within-class distinctions of this kind have always been difficult to make. 
Renner suggests that such distinctions within the service class, although 
difficult, are in principle possible on the dimensions of more or less trust 
reposed in a section. Those who have secure and well-rewarded career 
structures within the service class may have a distinct identity as compared to 
those who are less secure and less well rewarded. On this dimension, as it 
happens, ICS identity within the state was very distinct: they were members of 
one of the Secretary of State's services, exceptionally secure and well 
rewarded. There were only four other such services between the wars. None 
'Administration, Politics and Development in India, by C.N. Bhalero. 
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of the others had this special identity. This arrangement, peculiar to imperial 
rule, tended to set up a conflict of interest between the ICS, who wanted to 
retain their special identity and other services within the state". D.C Potter, 
1986. 
Continuous assured success to the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, develop the feeling and frame of mind that only they are superior and 
successful, others are to be ruled, ultimately superiority complex cripple the 
decision. Officers from other services develop the mind frame of unsuccessful 
in long run and lead to slow destruction of motivation and innovations. This 
destroy the self-respect among the people and give rise to class superiority to 
particular group of officers, ultimately develop pathological contempt for 
disadvantaged groups and cultivate desire to make them suffer. This strong 
feeling of superiority give rise social and cultural aloofness, generate service 
arrogance, and this arrogance fuel the perception and drive them to seek 
reprieve from such suppression. This force masses to approach politicians. 
Bureaucratic system feature of reserving all the top posts and controls 
for elite political administrator moving frequently in government, generalist 
overruling specialist, excluding and ignoring the specialist and experts, lead to 
slow disenchantment against the decision and create place for political 
interventions. Imperial culture is still in the mental framework of these All India 
Services Officers and provide normative support to them, this create distance 
from reality and masses. As the colonial/ imperial All India Services Officers 
used to feel British, act British, talk British, think British, eat British way, live 
British way, so colonial arrogance has permeated deep inside the system and 
its culture. 
The lA.S are the basically responsible for such pressure on most of 
these areas, in the process of bargain Indian Administrative Service officers 
carry out to save their position in the eyes of politicians. Some officers have 
raised the issue that areas of political pressure cannot be generalized by 
visualizing the vastness of the country and cultural differences. After 
interaction for three years with different officers, it was agreed that all the 76 
points might not be relevant to every area of pressure; major areas on which 
political pressure is exerted are mostly among these points only. The All India 
Services Officers are given a lead role in the states and at center, their 
behavior and norms must be supportive and public equity oriented. Feelings 
of 'elite' and 'supreme' should not have any place in the training or the 
behavior of these offices. Courtesy, consideration, politeness, personal 
relations, discipline, commitment to equity, humbleness, honesty, team 
mover, and sympathizer should be essential ingredient for these officers. The 
All India Services Officers should be like a saint; people must have faith in 
their impartiality. 
The Indian Administrative Service officers' relations with the politicians 
were seen as "step on each other's toes constantly'. Politicians blame lA.S for 
being snob, the I.AS under estimate the politicians' intelligence and 
overestimate their own. So a compromise is necessary, they think. Politician 
is rendered ineffectual without the administrator and the administrator lost 
without the politician, hence it is best in interest of both that they meet 
halfway. The attitude towards local politician should not be that they their only 
job is of interference. When politician approach you as collector for odd job 
like a license for a fair price shop, or an arms license, land allotment, 
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postponement of date of recovery of government loan, postponement of sale 
of property for recovery of government loan, a plea on behalf of some persons 
to protect them from goonda elements etc., it is essential to examine pros and 
cons frankly, with politeness and tact; if you cannot oblige politician, state 
clearly the reasons, why. Also even when politician come with a complaints, 
they are serving a useful function (as alternate information); an administrator 
who relies on only his subordinates develops a jaundiced view." Potter 1986. 
The All India Services Officers themselves are responsible for the 
situations for exertion of political pressure due to lack of strong discipline 
among them. An IAS probationer, Mr.V.K. Singh and PS.Appu episode was 
well reported in press, how political clout is mobilized from the day these 
officers join the service. Similarly an I.AS officer who was said to have forced 
murder of own members of family and went Scot free, because he was I.A.S, 
another I.A.S officer reported to have burnt his class IV employee and serving 
merrily In the state with full arrogance"*. So, new crops of these elite 
bureaucrats do not hesitate to commit any heinous crime with full impunity. 
How they will behave with the public and fellow officers with any sense of 
responsibility. If politician is not in the picture, there are chances that situation 
will be worst than the imperial atrocities. Nexus between immoral heinous 
organized crime commuter and these All India Services Officers, with passage 
of time it has become pervasive across the cadres. Public men have no 
access to these arrogant elite's. 
Urgent need of hour is that India does not need elite at any cost. We 
need a common men who is like others, who can appreciate people problems, 
who can share their poverty for development, we need kind humanitarian 
person with compassionate heart, not elite All India Services Officers with a 
rod with the spirits of arrogant imperialistic Bura Sahibs, who consistently 
want look alike English Burra-Sahib. The All India Services Officers behaves 
with different styles & approach in different states, it is said that worst type of 
arrogance is prevalent in UP, Uttrachal, Bihar, Jharkhand, Orissa, Haryana, 
and MP, i.e. so called cow belt is under the worst type of exploitation and 
subjugation. How a single person can affect the system, Rajasthan cadre 
people say credit goes to Late B. Mehta, who emphasized on good inter-
personal relations. 
Public enterprises companies' growth enticed the All India 
Services Officers and postings in these enterprises have grown rapidly with 
passage of time. This mobility indicates the All India Services clout and 
pervasiveness within the government bureaucracy. They already occupy the 
top positions in the states and center and with grabbing of public sector their 
presence became omhi-present at all top places. This shows as if in India 
others are born to serve as subordinates and All India Services Officers are 
born to command and enjoy of top positions. This has enhanced the chances 
for the higher level of political pressure acceptance in decision everywhere. 
Among these All India Services, Indian Administrative Service officers are 
pervasive and omnipresent and omni potent to grab every opportunity. 
Besides this all major decisions pertaining to public enterprises regarding 
budget allocation, major appointments, expansion, production and big 
The Tribune 20.12.1996. Times of India , 20.12.1996 & 17.10.1997. 
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contracts are finalized by the Indian bureaucratic system headed by mostly 
Indian Administrative Service officers. 
"Modern Indian Administrative Service officers dealing with 
political forces also behaved in certain detailed ways rather differently from 
the detailed ways of their ICS predecessors. There were, however, some 
exaggerated notions on this score, principally that lA.S officers on the whole 
tended to bend more when coping with pressure and that levels of corruption 
had increased. Increased corruption may be characteristic of the Indian 
bureaucracy". D.C. Potter further explained it. "Any successful political 
administrator must bend to some extent when dealing with politicians, must be 
resilient and accommodating while holding firmly to law and basic principles, 
and there are instances of Indian Administrative Service officers who may 
have been given way too much." 
Excessive reservation of higher posts for the Indian Administrative 
Service officers evaporate the hope for reaching the desired place and as a 
consequence of it develop extraordinary distance between the services, levels 
For awesome people in those strategic posts who made rules to govern the 
whole India. This create subterranean feeling of hostility among civil servants, 
this hostility and dispute go to politicians for reprisal and provide opportunities 
to politician to mobilize political pressure in decision-making process. Process 
of retention of power among different services activates the process of 
bargain for own advantage and self-goals. Every service tries to win the 
politician with a promise to provide them loyal services in lieu of own benefits. 
This starts the political interference in the decision-making process. 
6.2. Political Pressure on Decision Areas- Analysis: 
While evaluating the questionnaire, it has been observed that the All 
India Services Officers have ignored or skipped the general area of pressure 
in most of the cases that is why; there are large missing values in those 
scores. Highest total score for transfer and postings indicate that maximum 
numbers of All India Services Officers have responded and political pressure 
pertaining to transfer and postings is exerted to the greatest extent. Highest 
modal value (Annexure A.6.1s.) as group is in the crime related issues; this 
indicate invariably political pressure is exerted in issues related with the crime. 
Total score is also second highest for the crime related issues, this indicate 
that expansion of crime in social system is the out come of politician-
bureaucratic- criminal nexus. Any offences committed by the ordinary person, 
willfully or unwillingly or by ignorance got institutionalized in the bureaucratic 
system under the political-bureaucratic protection. Intensity of political 
pressure is the highest on the transfer, postings and crime related issues. 
6.2.1. Transfers: 
Old memoirs are full of stories about transfers under pressure, average 
tenure of field postings have been around a year during 1920 to 1945, 
however, they enjoyed the more than one stint of three years tenures also. 
Though tenure system worked, exigency caused due to leave, illness, 
accidents, promotions, and administrative reasons and certainly off late 
political disliking effected frequent transfers. Especially 1937 onwards-political 
interferences in transfers have been recorded in records. The All India 
Services carried out lobbying for plumb postings, causing early transfers. 
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"Transfers causing him more annoyance and tribulation of spirit than any part 
of my work^." 
During 1980, when congress came in power at center and in many 
states, Indian Administrative Service officers loyal to congress were reinstated 
In plumb postings, and who done well under Janta Party were shunted out. 
Some of the Indian Administrative Service officers imbibed political loyalty 
more important than service ethics for career advancement and retention of 
plumb postings. Till politician keep such Indian Administrative Service officers 
happy they will be all around as most sycophant and singing songs for the 
politicians, moment any politician deny or curb any Indian Administrative 
Service officers wrong doing, majority of Indian Administrative Service officers 
lobby start criticizing that politician and use all means to defame him, any 
denial to Indian Administrative Service officers means that politician labeled 
as corrupt and overnight become highly inefficient. 
(Exhibit numbers.!) 
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Any moment bureaucracy observe that minister is weak, "then begin to 
emerge within the civil service persons who 'curry favor' with ministers, 
anticipate their views, and make recommendations to please them. They get 
promotions and increasingly fill coveted posts, while others who give correct 
and factual advice are pushed aside or penalized by being transferred from 
Viceroy Curzon wrote to Hamilton on 9.4.1902. 
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post to post. All this has deleterious effect on the morale of the whole 
administration." D.C. Potter 1986. 
Now these days there is no specific season or time for the transfers, 
the All India Services Officers are transferred year the round like a village fair 
merry go round and politicians and bureaucracy enjoy it. Whenever transfer 
proposal is initiated, invariably some officer will be working behind the scene 
in camouflage to meet own interests, but whole blame is passed on politician 
ceremoniously. Time and again three years tenure has been discussed again 
and again like planetary orbital motion, is of no use. The All India Services 
Officers themselves make rules and violate for self-interests. One thing must 
be made clear, how an Indian Administrative Service officer is affected when 
he is shifted to other department in the same secretariat; he is going to get 
same salary. Then, why these officers indulge in sycophancy and mobilize 
political pressure to grab the prize postings. How politicians know that who will 
like which post, only bureaucrats educate politicians how to sideline a 
particular officer and whom to sideline at what time. Politicians frequently get 
changed and bureaucrats remain there in system to misguide public and 
spread rumors to save themselves. 
Basic and mute question is that any changes of political leadership, 
transfers are effected in wholesale. It is commonly said politician has brought 
officers of own choice and transfers reflect political interests. But reality is that 
it is bureaucrats, who start mobilizing political pressure even they get air of 
change and start meeting politicians to present their case and criticizing the 
officer currently in position. These officers sell dreams and promises to the 
politicians, politicians get moved by such words and initiate process of 
transfers. Can we think for a minute that, if all the officers in bureaucratic 
system work according to law, then who is left behind to oblige the politicians 
for doing wrong things and ultimately politicians will be forced to work on the 
basis of merit only. 
It is totally baseless to blame exclusively politicians for exerting 
pressure; pressure phenomenon is both way and mutually inclusive for each 
other. Political interference with every change of government is not the 
political compulsion but it is the bureaucratic lust manipulated through the 
politicians. Why new politicians transfer first of all to Indian Administrative 
Service officers then others, because these are the officers, who are willing to 
oblige politicians to the greatest extent, they consider it as first and foremost 
duty to misguide the politicians regarding the transfers. If there are no 
transfers, why people will come and salute them. It is not the politician alone 
but it is the I.A.S bureaucracy, who likes to create new opportunities and 
business through transfers industry for encashment for themselves. In case 
officers posted at state secretariat level resolve to provide correct advise to 
the politicians, how they will be adversely affected. Most of the times, they 
continue in the same town and same government residential house, then what 
is the meaning of change for them? It is the change of lust and self-goals only. 
It is totally misleading to blame only politicians for the transfers, they may be 
interested in a particular work for which particular officer approach them and 
promise to do it for them. 
Some officers are of different opinion and they "face lot of interference 
from the politicians to change certain decisions to favor a particular employee 
or to cancel the transfer order of a subordinate employee and refrain from 
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taking disciplinary action against liis subordinates. If someone takes a stand 
in order to boost the morale of administration, soon finds himself in trouble. 
Such actions are modified, altered and totally quashed by the ministers and 
deputy ministers on the advice of their political friends. Then slowly individual 
officer will loose faith from the system, existing laws and fair decisions, which 
one had learnt to respect. In due course of time officer becomes skeptic, 
flexible, keeps himself ready to act according to the wishes of the politicians 
and influential persons of the locality, irrespective of the dictates of the 
conscience. He loses interest in the work, never goes deep in to the matter 
and always passes files for order to his superiors." B.Panda (1978). 
Mean value of 4.13, with median of 4 and modal value of 5, with 
standard deviation of 1.0 (annexure 6.1.); indicate that political pressure is 
exerted always to most often. 70.1% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 40.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 46.1% of total All 
India Services Officers encounter political pressure always in the transfers. 
43.5% of the Indian Police Service officers most often encounter with political 
pressure in transfers. Association of transfer with the political pressure in 
decision is shown by the Pearson Chi-square results with significance level of 
.000. Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation values are significant 
with .000, level of significance indicate good relation of transfer with the 
decision-making process. 
The All India Services Officers frequently think that politicians 
pressurize them due to financial considerations, 31.6% of them feel that 
political pressure is exerted on them frequently due to financial 
considerations. 38% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 32% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers most often come across political pressure 
for transfers and 46.3% of the Indian Police Service officers think that 
frequently political pressure is exerted on them for transfers on the basis of 
financial considerations. Results are highly significant with .000, level of 
significance in Pearson Chi-square analysis. Financial considerations in 
transfers have strong relation with the decision-making process, whereas 
values of Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation are significant at 
0.006 and 0.01, level of significance. 
Those All India Services Officers, who do not oblige politicians, are 
frequently transferred, so that due to fear of frequent dislocations, such 
officers also oblige politicians for transfers. Analysis indicates that 33.2% of 
the All India Services Officers think that frequently political pressure is exerted 
on them under the garb of dislocation. 42.4% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 30.2% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 26.7% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers frequently get pressure from politician for 
serving their clientele. 
Individual person under the temptation to meet own goals and needs 
approach politician to get posted such officers, so that they meet their goals. 
34.6% of the Indian Police Service officers most often come across political 
pressure for such transfers. Association of this area of political pressure with 
the decision is significant as shown by the Chi-square results. 34.7% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers and 26.8% of the All India Services Officers 
think that they frequently get political pressure subservient to goals. 26.7% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers feel that sometimes they get political 
pressure for transfer with motive to serve goals. 
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Chart 6.1. Levels more amenable to pressure and transfers 
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Most often it is argued that transfers are carried out in public interest to 
serve the public for improvement of system and for the sake of toning up a 
particular service. Lengthy letters are written and sermons are delivered for 
improvement of administration, to weed out undesirable elements transfer is 
commonly used tool. 40% of the All India Services Officers are unanimous 
that very rarely politicians exert pressure for transfers for improvement of 
system. 52.6% of the Indian Police Service officers, 39.6% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers and 26.8% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
think that politician rarely exert pressure in the interest of the bureaucratic 
system and towards improvement of a service conditions. Pearson Chi-square 
results show good association with .000, level of significance. Our research 
results clearly indicate that no one bothers for the improvement of the 
bureaucratic system and on the name of improvement very rarely politician 
exert political pressure on the All India Services Officers. 
Politicians exert political pressure to please large social groups 
to serve their social needs. This type of political pressure is used for 
furtherance of political interest and increasing the vote bank by appeasing 
dominant social groups. To study how politicians are looking after societal 
groups to serve own purpose, 39.2% of the All India Services Officers feel that 
rarely politician exert political pressure for appeasement of social groups. 
50.5% of the Indian Police Service officers, 40.9% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 26.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers think that 
politician rarely exert pressure to look after interests of large social groups. 
Our research results indicate that politicians give low priority for large social 
groups; most of the political pressure is exerted to meet the individual needs. 
Our results are significant at .000, level of significance under Pearson Chi-
square analysis. Strong association and relationship is indicated by the 
Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation, which are significant at 
0.001, level of significance. 
6.2.2. Postings: 
On occasions officers remain on the same headquarter (town) but they 
are posted out to different positions (change of duty), we have taken change 
of duties without change of headquarters in the category of posting. However 
every transfer necessarily involve element of postings in it, but that have been 
discussed under the heading transfer. It is commonly felt that the All India 
Services Officers without influence or excellent political connections are 
commonly posted to uncomfortable stations and posts. 
Postings process has been grossly misused historically. "Although 
Viceroys had the prerogative to appoint whom ever they wanted to the highest 
positions, they wisely spared neither time nor pains in their anxious efforts to 
appease all the possible claimants to a vacancy^". Some senior officers 
preferred to remain as Collectors to the end as their salaries were top of ICS 
scales. Longer than three years tenure was considered dangerous and officer 
has the risk to put down roots, get personally involved in local issues. 
"Yet the Indian Administrative Service officers still held control posts in 
districts and secretariats. Although changes in the range of posts held by 
'' D. M. Wallace wrote to D.Fitzpatrick, Chief Commissioner, CP, Calcutta on 
11.2.1887. 
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I.A.S. and nature of their work reflected the changed orientation of the Indian 
state, their location and activities followed broadly the pattern set by ICS in 
the 1920 and 1930s" D.C Potter, 1986. 
After change of government political interference in transfers is 
invariably influenced by the selfish officers to fulfill self-goals under the cover 
of political color. On the name of shifting of incompetent officers, own officers 
are rewarded by promotions, but in this process most incompetent officers 
grow and mobilize greatest amount of political support. So postings in 
disguise of improving competence have no relevance in present system. Now 
officers start scheming for postings right from the probation period and 
individual officers mobilize political pressure from the first day they join the 
service. Then how we blame only politicians for these postings? What is the 
definition of wet or plumb postings? It is immaterial for politicians. It is All India 
Services Officers who create such definitions in garb of children education, 
urban location, housing facility, even officers have heard of saying straight 
trunk dialing telephone facilities and what not, list expand according to time 
and nature of politician. Politician participation in administration is inherent in 
democratic set up. Why not top officers make norms and ensure adherence 
by these officers, instead of blaming politicians. Powers for postings regarding 
subordinate employees in district are with the All India Services Officers 
posted in the district, this provides an opportunity to both politician and 
individual officer to enter into bargaining for mutual benefits maximization. 
(Exhibit number 6.3.) 
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Postings in general have the mean value of 3.62 with standard 
deviation of 1.19; indicate that political pressure is exerted most often to 
always in the matter related with the postings. Mean and modal value of 4, 
clearly indicate that most often political pressure is encountered in postings. 
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29.2% of the All India Services Officers, 37.9% of the Indian Police Service 
officers and 25.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers most often 
come across political pressure In postings. 31% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers always encounter political pressure in postings. 
If we combine all scores above frequently intensity, we see that 100% 
of the Indian Police Service officers, 74.3% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers and 65% of the Indian Administrative Service officers feel that political 
pressure is rampant in decision pertaining to posting. Low score by the Indian 
Administrative Service officers may be due to factor that in case of their 
postings, Chief Secretary play major role and being member of their service, 
he can manipulate postings for them. Pearson Chi-square value of 30.5, with 
8 degree of freedom, .000, level of significance; our results are highly 
significant. Strength of relationship indicated by the Pearson's correlation 
value of .2, with 0.01, level of significance and Spearman correlation value of 
.2, with 0.02, level of significance. 
We have studied postings with five variables or five factors in different 
situations, whereas politicians and the All India Services Officers manipulate 
it. The All India Services Officers, who serve political goals are provided with 
wet and plumb postings, where politicians and officers both meet their self-
interest. Modal value of 5 and median value of 4 indicate that political 
pressure is used most often to always for getting wet and plumb postings. 
80.7% of the All India Services Officers are of view that posting are managed 
to serve political goals. Results for the respective All India Services indicate 
that, 91% of the Indian Police Service officers, 76.6% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers and 74.2% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
consider that most often to always political pressure is exerted to serve 
political goals. Political goals in postings and decision-making process have 
good association, as indicated by the Pearson Chi-square results, with value 
of 22.8, with 8 degree of freedom and level of significance with 0.004. the 
Indian Police Service officers serve comparatively higher number of political 
goals than other two services to get plumb postings. 
Those All India Services Officers, who resist political pressure in 
postings, may be denied postings on good places, in case politician find that 
departmental head has submitted proposal for postings, which carry the 
names of such officers, who may not attune in their scheme of actions, 
politicians delay such proposals till concerned officer come to him for showing 
his obedience. Mean value of 3.52, median and modal value of 4, indicate that 
most often such tactics are used by the politicians. 55.6% of the All India 
Services Officers realize that most often to always political pressure is used to 
deny and delay postings to such officers, who resist it. Score for respective 
services also indicate same thing, 62.2% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 54.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 52.2% of the Indian 
Police Service officers are of same view. This clearly establish the fact that 
politicians most often misuse their position to deny postings to such officers, 
whom they think that person will not oblige them. 
It is common belief that politicians provide posting on the basis of 
financial considerations, even if they do not get direct money, future 
considerations or financial expectations from the decision taken by the All 
India Services Officers may be in mind. Mean value of 3.45 and modal value 
of 3, indicate that frequently financial considerations work in the postings. 
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42% of the All India Services Officers, 52.1% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 38.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 35.5% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers think that frequently financial considerations 
influence the postings. If we combine the score from frequently intensity to 
always, results indicate that 91.6% of the Indian Police Service officers, 
87.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 85.5% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers are of view that political pressure is exerted on 
the basis of financial considerations. 23.4 value of Pearson Chi-square with 8 
degree of freedom show 0.003, level of significance. This shows that there is 
good association of financial considerations in postings with the decision-
making process. 
Those who resist political pressure are denied posting, then those All 
India Services Officers, who are pliable and like to work in hands in gloves 
with the politicians, can ensure their longer tenure on the wet postings. Our 
results show the mean value of 3.92 with standard deviation of 1.11, median 
of 4 and modal value of 5, clearly indicate that pliability is always considered 
and used for ensuring continuity in the posting of choice. Pliability is the both 
way compromise behavior and here All India Services Officers feel that they 
are in win-win situation, whereas public and decision process are the sufferer. 
71.4% of the All India Services Officers consider pliability most often to always 
used to ensure continuity in desired post. 88.1% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 71% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 58.6% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers think that they continue in plumb posting by 
adopting pliability. So for the All India Services Officers, distortion in decision-
making process has not much importance, just to ensure their postings on 
good places and positions, they deliver highly pliable decisions as desired by 
the politicians irrespective of merit. This indicates that how lust for postings 
can kill the decision-making process. Pearson Chi-square value is 42.6, with 8 
degree of freedom and 0.000, level of significance. Pearson's correlation and 
Spearman negative correlation value of -.22 are significant with level of 
significance at 0.001. 
Politicians are often accused that they take decisions regarding 
postings on the basis of caste, region and religion to cater the needs of 
individuals on such basis. It is alleged that in highly structured society of India, 
caste, region and religion play major role in decision-making process for 
postings. Our results show that mean value of 3.39 with standard deviation of 
1.22, also median value of 4 and modal value of 4, all these indicate that most 
often posting decision are taken on the considerations based on caste, region 
and religion. 53.1% of the All India Services Officers think that caste and 
region play its role most often in postings. 68.2% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 56.4% of the Indian Police Service officers and 40.2% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers feel that most often posting decisions are caste 
and region based to cater the needs of individuals. Value of 43.4, with 8 
degree of freedom with 0.000, level of significance in Pearson Chi-square, 
results establishes the association of the caste consideration in postings with 
the decision. The Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation values of 
.3, with 0.000, level of significance, show strength of this relationship. 
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6.2.3. Recruitment: 
Recruitment process invites great amount of political pressure and it is 
really difficult now these days to carry out any kind of recruitment without 
intervention of political pressure. Politicians adopt different ways and means 
to exert political pressure in recruitment process. In present system the All 
India Services Officers as district head enjoy lot of powers for recruitment in 
case of class IV and class III employees. These inherent powers motivate 
politicians and individual officer to enter into bargaining process for mutual 
benefits. With frequent interventions of the courts and frequent interpretation 
of ever changing local law and rules is another reason, which motivate officers 
and politicians to form a syndicate to meet own interests. "Recruitment must 
be made solely on the basis of merit preferably by an independent agency...if 
a...political leader interferes with the selection of policemen (as usually 
happens), the plan for improvement of police is doomed." Dr. R. Prasher 
(1986) 
"Colonially created All India Services by imperialist power required big 
number of soldiers and administrators to govern the Indian subcontinent of 
size of Europe, few were recruited by imperial power in London, rests were 
found cheaply in India. They were the trusted agents of imperial power to look 
after the economic strategic interest of British Government" (D.C. Potter). He 
has further elucidated on elite attitude as "for one thing, recruiting a few young 
men each year to separate service, and then giving them, and only them, a 
clear run to top, commanding handsome salaries most of the way, is the 
height of elitist administration. This meant that other administrator who did 
not, or could not, get into service were forever denied access to top positions, 
however able they might subsequently become." Highly stratified imperial 
bureaucracy excluded all other services from reaching to any important 
position, which reduced the dynamism amongst those services. 
The All India Services Officers get political pressure whenever and 
wherever they try to carry out the recruitment. Procedure for recruitment is 
also used as mode of pressure to mobilize support and get many other things 
done by the bureaucracy. Mean value of 3.90, median of 4, and modal value 
of 4, with standard deviation of .88, indicate that in the area of recruitment 
intensity of political pressure is high and most often political pressure is 
exerted for the recruitment. Highest values indicate that, 38.7% of the All India 
Services Officers, 56.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 35.7% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers most often come across political 
pressure in recruitment. 35.5% of the Indian Police Service officers frequently 
come across political pressure in recruitment. Comparatively lower political 
pressure on the Indian Police Service officers may be due to specialized 
nature of recruitment made by them. Most often and always combined score 
show that, 70.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 67.8% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 64.5% of the Indian Police Service officers 
come across political pressure in recruitment in most often cases. Pearson 
Chi-square value of 18.7, show significant association with decision-making 
process, level of significance of 0.01. 
On many occasions, when politicians are in power they use their 
position to create posts, which can be used for recruitment, with the intension 
that, such new recruited persons will be helpful for them in future. They expect 
that those persons recruited under their influence will provide services to 
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serve their future goals. Mean value of 3.38 with standard deviation of 1.22, 
and median and modal value of 3 also indicate that politicians for getting 
services in future exerts frequently political pressure in the process of 
recruitment. 40.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 30.3% of 
the All India Services Officers get frequent political pressure in recruitment for 
future services. 33% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 27.8% of the 
Indian Police Service officers think that most often they get political pressure 
in recruitment to get benefits in future. 
(Exhibit number 6.5.) 











































































































































































































When politicians find that recruitment procedure itself is 
obstructive for the recruitment of their persons, they try to change such 
procedure, in case change is not possible, they pressurize the All India 
Services Officers for distortions and violations of such procedure for own 
advantage. Moderate means value of 2.82 with median and modal value of 3; 
indicate frequent exertion of political pressure for violation of procedures in 
recruitment. 37.4% of the All India Services Officers, 43.4% of the Indian 
Police Service officers and 40.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
realize that politician ask them frequently for violation or distortion of 
recruitment procedures. 31.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers get most 
often political pressure for violation of recruitment procedure as highest score. 
Politicians demand for violation of recruitment procedures has good 
association with the decision-making process, as demonstrated by Pearson 
Chi-square value of 33.9, with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of 
significance. 
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Politicians come across the problem that the people in whom they are 
interested for recruitment do not fulfill the necessary requirements of the 
prescribed physical standards. Concerned person assert pressure on 
politicians to pass on political pressure on the All India Services Officers to 
relax the physical standards for such persons. Such political pressure is most 
common for the Indian Police Service officers and the Indian Forest Service 
officers. 34.7% of the Indian Police Service officers and 29.5% of the All India 
Services Officers get political pressure most often for relaxation of physical 
standards. 30.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 29.2% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure frequently for violation 
of procedures in recruitment. Mean value of 3.2 with standard deviation of 
1.27 indicates frequent exertion of political pressure for violation of 
recruitment procedures. Pearson Chi-square results indicate good association 
of such violation of procedures in recruitment with the decision-making 
process; value of 30.2 with 8 degree of freedom and .000, level of significance 
indicate that our results are significant. 
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The All India Services Officers frequently whisper about selections and 
recruitment on the basis of financial considerations. In such financial 
considerations politician and individual officer, both are involved in most 
cases, bur it may be possible that only politicians are influenced by the 
financial considerations and in turn exert political pressure on All India 
Services Officers for recruitment. Mean value of 3.28, with median of 3 and 
modal value of 4; indicate that frequently to most often political pressure is 
exerted on the basis of financial consideration in the process of recruitment. 
61.1% of the All India Services Officers, 84.4% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 55.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 40.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers are most often to frequently influenced by the 
politician financial considerations in the process of recruitment. Pearson Chi-
square value of 45.3 with 8 degree of freedom and level of significance at 
0.000, indicate good association of financial considerations with the decision-
making process. 
Politicians exert pressure for recruitment on the basis of caste, region 
and religion of the individual person in question. While exerting such pressure. 
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politician is influenced by the own goals and interests to be achieved in long 
run. Mean value of 3.69, with mode and median value of 4, indicate that most 
often political pressure exerted is on the consideration based on the basis of 
the individual caste and region. 32.8% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 34.7% of the All India Services Officers get most often pressure in 
recruitment due to individual caste and region. 41.7% of the Indian Police 
Service officers get always-political pressure in recruitment based on 
consideration as caste and region, whereas 36.7% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers get frequent political pressure based on such considerations. 
Pearson Chi-square value of 34.3, with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level 
of significance indicate good association. The Pearson's correlation and 
Spearman correlation value of .2, with .002, level of significance, indicate 
relationship of such an association. 
Cadre of the officer 
J H Home cadre 
H Outside cadre 
H From neighbouring 
state 
rarely some most oftenl^p'^y^ times frequenlty 
Recruitment 
Chart 6.3. Recruitment and cadre of the officer pressure relationship 
After death of an employee, most of the Governments provide employment on 
humanitarian ground to next of kin as ex-gratia employment. In case 
concerned person belongs to politician political groups, then politicians exert 
out of way pressure for such recruitment. Mean value of 2.28 with modal 
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value of 1, indicate that politician exert pressure rarely to sometimes only for 
recruitment on humanitarian grounds. 73% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 25.9% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 37.9% of the 
All India Services Officers rarely get any political pressure for ex-gratia 
recruitment. 28.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers sometimes gets 
political pressure for humanitarian ground recruitment. Pearson Chi-square 
value of 72.7, with 8 degree of freedom and .000, level of significance indicate 
that there is good association of this variable with decision. These results 
indicate that the All India Services Officers and politicians both have very low 
interest in genuine needy cases of recruitment, but they show high interest in 
issues related with own goals and interests. 
6.2.4. Resource Allocation: 
Concept of pooling the resources at the disposal of Deputy 
Commissioner has created the chaotic situation, and forced all the politicians 
to approach this power center for allocation of different resource. This concept 
is the sure way of failure and misappropriation of huge funds. Deputy 
Commissioner who lacks in technical expertise allocates resources guided by 
self-bias keeping in mind own goals. Any district officers, who is honest and 
expert in one's work does not get proper funds till one promises to share 
leakages with the Deputy Commissioner or agree with chair in doing things as 
desired by power holder. Invariably own self-goals and motives in any 
allocation of resources, guides most of the Deputy Commissioners. The very 
institution of imperial district head will continue to generate immoral behavior, 
till present system will continue to remain in this form. The moment the 
institution of Deputy Commissioner will be changed the single greatest 
pressure point will be diluted or removed, and politicians will not be blamed for 
every wrong, pliable and absurd decision taken by these All India Services 
Officers. 
In many states colonial reminiscence of Deputy Commissioner/ 
Collector has overriding powers over many departments, such as food and 
supplies, prohibitions, etc. Politicians are fully aware of these powers, and 
approach weakest target for fulfillment of self-goals. This undesirable colonial 
control over other departments makes Deputy Commissioner/Collector highly 
vulnerable to political pressure. With high orientation for self-goals. Deputy 
Commissioner/ Collector feel himself on very weak ground and readily accept 
the any kind of political pressure to retain his power and accomplishment of 
own goals. System of licenses and excessive control of Deputy Commissioner 
/ Collector in bureaucratic system invite the political pressure for them on 
many unwanted and undesirable areas also. 
The All India Services Officers, who are supposed to be neutral while 
allocating resources, now have become passive arbitrator and left with 
allocation of scarce resources in the desired direction of politician, taken the 
role of promoter or sponsor for the ruling party in power. Now it has become 
the bygone era that All India Services Officers will implement the works and 
distribute the resources on the basis of merit and objectivity to provide justice 
to public and win their hearts & support. Politicians' motive is to win the votes 
and All India Services Officers allocate resources only on the 
recommendation of the politicians. It has been widely said about a Deputy 
Commissioner / Collector, who used to carry huge cash in his car along with 
Chief Minister in violation of all norms, so that worthy Chief Minister can 
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distribute cash on the site and win the support for coming elections. Now 
command over resources has become a way and mechanism to serve own-
goals and oblige political ends irrespective of development orientation. Going 
by present trend, disadvantaged people are bound to be pushed to corner and 
political power mobilizers' will only get whole resources at their will. 
Resources allocations have become purely means to serve own ends. 




















































































































































































In present times of resources scarcity, there is stiff competition for 
distribution, deployment and management of resources. Every individual like 
to usher to self-goals from the resources to meet own interests. Resource 
control is the big power; politicians at the top of hierarchy also influence the 
All India Services Officers for allocation of resources to own advantage. 
Mode, median and mean values indicate low intensity of political pressure, 
which is exerted sometimes in general for allocation of the resources. 57.9% 
of the All India Services Officers feel that political pressure is exerted rarely to 
sometimes for resource allocation. 79.1% of the Indian Police Service officers, 
63.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 32.6% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers come across political pressure rarely to sometimes in 
resource allocation. But in case of the Indian Forest Service officers highest 
choice score of 34.8% of them most often get political pressure in resource 
allocation. Value of 53.4, with 8 degree of freedom, and 0.000, level of 
significance in Chi-square results indicate good association with the decision. 
Strength of relationship is indicated by the Spearman correlation value of 
.217, with levelof significance of .011. 
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Land is the most common resource, which is valued very highly 
by the politicians and voters. Public approach politicians for allotment, 
requisition, distribution and management of land have become an important 
issue for the exertion of the political pressure in resource allocation. 
Mean value of 2.76 with standard deviation of 1.46 and median value 
of 3; indicate that political pressure is exerted sometimes to frequently in the 
land resource allocation. In general low concern of politician towards land 
resource allocation, it means that the All India Services Officers have got lot of 
freedom to allocate land according to administrative demands. Highest 
priority score indicate that 38.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
most often get political pressure for requisition, allotment and distribution of 
land resources. Only the Indian Administrative Service officers get highest 
pressure pertaining to land resources among the All India Services. 31.3% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure frequently related to 
issues pertains to land allotment. Since the Indian Police Service officers do 
not deal much of the issues pertain to land allotment, 92.4% of them get 
political pressure rarely to sometimes only on this variable. Chi-square value 
of 115.7 with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of significance, show good 
association of land relates resources with the decision making process. 
Politicians exert pressure for deployment of choicest personnel's in 
various departments, as part of human resource allocation. Politicians carry 
out manipulations for getting personnel in excess of or less than sanctioned 
cadre strength for the regions of their interests. Mean value of 3.08, standard 
deviation of 1.25, and modal value of 4, indicate that political pressure is 
exerted frequently to most often in human resource allocation. Two highest 
scores show that, 73.5% of the Indian Police Service officers get sometimes 
to rarely pressure in allocation of human resources. 68.5% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get always to most often political pressure in 
deployment of human resources. 66% of the Indian Forest Service officers get 
political pressure most often to frequently in human resource allocation. The 
Indian Administrative Service officers get maximum political pressure in this 
variable; this may due to their location on the top of every department. Lowest 
political pressure on the Indian Police Service officers may be due to highly 
specialised nature of their job. Chi-square value of 98.967 with 8 degree of 
freedom and 0.000, level of significance, indicate good association of human 
resource allocation with the decision making process. Our results are 
significant. Political pressure exerted for human resource allocation is different 
for all the All India Services. 
Politicians exert pressure on the All India Services Officers for 
allocation of budget for new works, maintenance of old works and for speedy 
completion of on going works. Mean value of 2.95 and median value of 3, with 
standard deviation of 1.40; indicate that political pressure is exerted frequently 
on the All India Services Officers for budgetary allocations. 64.6% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure always to most 
often in budget allocation for different sectors. 57.2% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers get political pressure most often to frequently for allocation of 
budget for various areas. 92.8% of the Indian Police Service officers get 
political pressure sometimes to rarely for budget allocations. Lowest political 
pressure on police officers may be due to fact that they do not execute any 
development work. Whatsoever political demands may be related to the 
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maintenance of constabulary in different areas? Chi-square value of 114.957, 
with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of significance, indicate that political 
pressure on budgetary allocation is associated with decision-making process. 
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Chart 6.4. Educational Qualifications & Pressure In Resource Allocation. 
In Government administration, different goods and materials are 
allocated to different areas from the State capital. Such goods and material 
has direct bearing on the politicians' popularity in his area. This ensures the 
availability of goods and material to his voters at subsidised prices or higher 
quota of items in short supply etc. Particularly in license era and high 
dependence on public distribution system, political pressure for higher 
allocation is crucial and politicians compete for that. Mean value of 2.69 and 
median value of 3; indicate frequent exertion of political pressure for 
increasing, decreasing and allocation of goods and material. 29.1% of the All 
India Services Officers get political pressure sometimes for allocation of 
material and goods resources. 80% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 64.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure 
frequently to always for goods and material allocation. Results indicate that 
the Indian Administrative Service officers get maximum political pressure for 
this variable, because they are the persons located as head of many State 
Departments and even as Deputy Commissioner/Collector they enjoy vast 
powers in the district. Chi-square value of 84.9, with 8 degree of freedom, and 
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0.000, level of significance, indicate that our results are significant, goods & 
material allocation and the decision making process are associated. 
Relationships of the resource allocation with decision are indicated by the 
Pearson's correlation value of-.148, with level of significance at 0.020. 
Exhibit No. 6.8. 
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For executing development works in any area, lot of machinery and 
vehicles are required. Up to now we have discussed the requirement of men, 
money and material, here fourth important aspect of machinery will be 
discussed. 37.1% of the All India Services Officers and 36.5% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers get political pressure frequently in deployment and 
allocation of machinery. 37.9% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
get most often political pressure in allocation of machinery and vehicles. The 
Indian Police Service officers get low political pressure of 44.6% of them 
sometimes only. Low political pressure on police officer may be due to fact 
that they do not occupy positions across the departments. Chi-square values 
of 54.2, with 8 degree of freedom, and 0.000, level of significance, indicate 
good association of political pressure in decision-making process with the 
machinery allocation. Pearson's correlation value of -.158, with level of 
significance at 0.01, indicates relationship is significant. 
6.2.5. Rewards: 
The All India Services Officers and politicians use rewards as motivator 
and use them frequently for bartering in the process of achievement of own 
goals. The All India Services Officers consider career progression and 
enhancement in career as reward for them. The All India Services Officers 
mobilize political pressure to get appointment on lucrative posts in desired 
board and corporations. The All India Services Officers keep their political 
bosses in good spirits to get out of turn desired government houses in good 
locations, to get control over resource allotment and many times to get 
vehicles for status enhancement and misuse. We have observed that many 
All India Services Officers mobilize political support, so that, politicians 
appreciate them publicly and they can misuse such goodwill for future 
benefits. On some occasions individual officer garner political goodwill to get 
monetary benefits in the form of perks, special pay and honorarium. 
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Rewards of any kind in bureaucratic system enhance the status of the 
officers. When career progression is found to exceed their expectations, 
person experience greater satisfactions in his job (Arthur et al. 1965). 
Absence of reward system has negative impact on the person expectations 
and abilities. Control and power of reward distribution in public administration 
invariably multiply power of distributor as power enhancer. Rewards allocation 
powers develop power and inculcate initiative and creativity. Uniform or no 
reward for performance prevalent in public administration begets 
demoralization or virtual non-performance in government decision process. 
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Officers, who want to excel or high performer feel helplessness in due course 
of time, stop performing and only work to get routine treatments/ package. 
Lust for rewards in the form of meeting self-goals, motivate the All India 
Services Officers to develop loyalty towards the politicians "Loyalty to party in 
power became part of their reward structure which had not been true before. 
Those were loyal were now much more likely to get promotion and desirable 
postings." D.C.Potter, 1986. 
Chart 6.5. Regional Background & Rewards Area 
Central part North eastem part 
67.3% of the All India Services Officers get political pressure for 
rewards frequently to sometimes-in decision-making process. 75.9% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 61.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
encounter frequent to sometimes-political pressure in the process of reward 
distribution. 68.9% of the Indian Administrative Service officers come across 
political pressure most often to frequently in rewards allocation. Among the All 
India Services, intensity of political pressure is higher on the Indian 
Administrative Service officers; this may be due to their location in the 
important positions of the power. Pearson Chi-square value of 39.6, with 8 
degree of freedom and level of significance with 0.000, indicate that our 
results are significant. Strength of this negative association of rewards with 
decision-making process is indicated by the Spearman correlation value of -
.2, with level of significance at 0.01. Mean value of 2.61 with standard 
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deviation of 1.04, and median & modal value of 3, indicates that All India 
Services Officers get frequent political pressure for rewards. 
The All India Services Officers seek political help for their career 
advancement and getting desired annual confidential reports. Mean value of 
2.58, with standard deviation of 1.14, for career advancement as rewards, and 
median & modal value of 2, indicate that political pressure is exerted 
sometimes to frequently. 62.1% of the All India Services Officers get political 
pressure frequently to sometimes for rewards pertaining to career progression 
and desired annual confidential reports. 64.4% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 54.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers are getting 
political pressure frequently to sometimes for rewards allocations. 75.4% of 
the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure sometimes to rarely in 
rewards distribution for career progression. Rewards demand for career 
advancement is highest among the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
least with the Indian Police Service officers; this may due to the high discipline 
in police forces that lesser number of persons approaching for political 
influence. Pearson Chi-square value of 38.4, with 8 degree of freedom, and 
level of significance at 0.000, indicate good association of rewards in career 
advancement with the decision-making process. Alternate hypothesis is 
accepted that individual officers mobilize political pressure for career 
advancement. 
The All India Services Officers mobilize strong political support for self 
and also get most often political pressure for appointment on lucrative 
positions in government boards and corporations. Mean value of 3.61, with 
standard deviation of 1.0, along with the mode of 3, and median value of 4, 
indicate that the All India Services Officers most often get political pressure in 
appointments for good posts in government boards and corporations. In 
highest score, 34.9% of the All India Services Officers, 44.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 36.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
get frequent political pressure in appointments for boards and corporations. 
69.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 74.1% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 66.4% of the All India Services Officers get most often to 
frequent political pressure in appointment in government boards and 
corporations. 61.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers feel that always to 
frequently political pressure is exercised to get postings on the good 
corporations and boards. 19.7 value of Pearson Chi-square, with 8 degree of 
freedom along with 0.011, level of significance, indicate that our results are 
significant and there is good association between the managing political 
pressure for appointments on good positions of corporations and decision-
making process. 
Political pressure is exercised for getting special pay, honorarium and 
special increments in the service at different levels. We have considered this 
as influence for getting rewards. 90.9% of the Indian Police Service officers, 
58.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 62.3% of the All India 
Services Officers think that sometimes to rarely they get political pressure for 
grant of special pay, advance increments and honorarium. But in case of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers, 28.1% of them get always-political 
pressure and 26.3% get political pressure sometimes in granting special pay 
and honorarium etc. The Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest 
political pressure for requests for releasing special pay and honorarium and 
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the Indian Police Service officers get the least political pressure for these 
issues. 58.8 value of Pearson Chi-square, with 0.000, level of significance 
indicate that our results are significant. Associations of decision-making 
process and political pressure for release of special benefits are strongly 
related to each other. This strength is indicated by Pearson's correlation 
negative value of -.239, with level of significance 0.000. Modal and median 
value of 2, also corroborate our findings that some times political pressure is 
exerted for this variable. 
The All India Services Officers and their subordinate employees 
show high preference for getting houses in desired locations and good 
vehicles, which can enhance their status. Control over resources is the crucial 
question and always there is stiff competition for retaining such control to own 
advantage. Mean value of 2.62, with standard deviation of 1.07; indicate that 
sometimes to frequently political pressure is exerted for this issue. Median 
and modal value of 2, indicates only sometimes political pressure is exerted 
for house and vehicle allotments. 44% of the All India Services Officers get 
political pressure sometimes for house allotment. 56.8% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 49.2% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get 
political pressure sometimes only. 36.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
get frequent political pressure for allotment of house and vehicles. Highest 
pressure is exerted on the Indian Administrative Service officers, as indicated 
19.7% score in always group and least political pressure is received by the 
Indian Police Service officers, may related with location in the hierarchy. 
Pearson Chi-square value of 47.1 indicates high significance with level of 
significance at 0.000. Good association of political pressure and decision-
making process is indicated by the Spearman correlation level of significance 
at 0.03, which is less than that of acceptable level of significance of 0.05. 
Individual officer influence politician for issuing statements in public for 
appreciation of own work, some of them got issued appreciation letters, so 
that such manipulations can be used in future for garnering undue benefits. 
This can be seen in most of the districts. Deputy Commissioner /Collector got 
issued appreciation letter and certificate to self and own group of people 
through politicians on special occasions as Independence Day or Republic 
Day or Special Functions. Here, the Indian Administrative Service officers are 
the distributor and they themselves are the gainer also, what a beautiful, way 
to manipulate whole system to own advantage. Distributions of rewards have 
become the mockery of the bureaucratic system. Mean value of 2.58, with 
standard deviation of 1.10, median value of 3, indicate that political pressure 
is used frequently for issuance of appreciation letters. 70.5% of the Indian 
Police Service officers, 66.2% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 
65.3% of total All India Services Officers and 59.8% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers come across frequent to sometimes political pressure while 
issuing appreciation letters. Pearson Chi-square value of 31.953, with 8 
degree of freedom, and along with 0.000, level of significance indicates 
relations. Good association of political pressure with decision-making process 
is indicated by the Spearman correlation with level of significance at 0.01. 
6.2.6. Punishment: 
Punishment is not only a punitive action for wrong or unlawful activities, 
but also more commonly used as inculcating fear for consequences in case of 
defiance of politician or power holders' for illegal orders. Punishments have 
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great deterrent power, an officer may not have much impact of punishment, 
but the fear from future implications of any kind punishment, force them to 
easily accept the whims of politician & power holder in any given situation. 
Punishment are not confined to imposing penalties for wrong doings, without 
any fault of the All India Services Officers and without any disciplinary 
proceedings, officers can be harmed and scared more than the real penalties. 
When politicians exercise their authority in connivance with top 
bureaucrats, they can award such punishments, for which there cannot be 
any appeal to any place. Such decisions are not covered under the definition 
of punishments. The All India Services Officers may be dislocated frequently 
on the name of administrative exigencies, officers can posted on such place 
and position, where there is no vehicle and without any facility of housing or 
forced to execute a work which cannot be done without help of specific 
officials. This is slow and sure way to kill & destroy the motivation and 
innovations from the All India Services Officers. Motivated by political goals, 
career progression can be blocked through different means and ways. 
Politicians may engage in false criticism in public and spread false 
propaganda against some officer, who do not oblige them, in such situations, 
some selfish individual officers connive with politicians to serve own goals out 
of such victimizations and continue to misguide the politicians. Politicians 
initiate false inquiry against the individual officer, motivate public to file false 
complaints against particular officer and then indulge in public criticism. 
Politicians occupy the top position in the hierarchy, he can spoil the records of 
the officer, and even they can record adverse entries in the annual 
confidential report. When the All India Services Officers impose some 
punishment on the subordinates for wrong doings, politicians in appeal set 
aside such orders or reduce punishments to such a low level that it has no 
meaning. This will ensure the insubordination in the jurisdiction of such officer 
and initiate the process of causing failure to him. 
Punishment in general along with five different situations, we have 
studied here. Mean value of 2.49, median of 3 and modal value of 3; indicate 
that frequent political pressure is exerted in the different areas of punishment. 
Pearson Chi-square value of 23.428 is significant with the level of significance 
of 0.003. This indicates the association of political pressure in decision-
making process with the punishment as area of pressure. 85.5% of the Indian 
Police Service officers, 76.6% of the All India Services Officers, 72.7% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers and 68.3% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers come across political pressure frequently to sometimes in the matters 
pertaining to punishments. Highest score of the All India Services Officers is 
in the intensity of frequently. High score for punishment for police indicate that 
police people impart punishments more often and award of such punishments 
invite political pressure, which is exerted is highest on them in comparison to 
other All India Services. The Indian Forest Service officers get the least 
amount of political pressure in the matter pertaining to punishments. It may be 
due to factor that forest people are less connected to politicians than other 
services persons. 
Politicians pressurize for frequent dislocations of particular person and 
assert their position for withdrawal of vehicle & house from targeted individual 
persons. Reduction in facilities or withdrawal of perks is the most common 
way of pressurizing the All India Services Officers. But low mean value with 2 
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modal values indicates that political pressure is exerted sometimes for 
dislocation of persons. 95.4% the Indian Police Service officers and 57.9% of 
the All India Services Officers feel that sometimes to rarely political pressure 
is exerted for frequent dislocations of persons. 66.7% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 46.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
get most often to frequent political pressure to dislocate persons or withdrawal 
of house and vehicles. Association of political pressure for dislocation and 
decision-making process is indicated by the Pearson Chi-square analysis, 
value of 66.528, with 8 degree of freedom and level of significance of 0.000. 
Politicians also pressurize for blockage of career progression of certain 
persons, sometimes pressurize for suspension without fault as punishment to 
particular person. Median, mode and mean values indicate that political 
pressure is exerted sometimes for suspension of a particular person to 
terrorize him for getting their work done from such officer. 37.7% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get frequent political pressure for career 
blockage of certain persons. 45.5% of the Indian Police Service officers, 
38.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 39.1% of the All India 
Services Officers sometimes get political pressure to victimize some persons 
for political gains. 
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Pearson Chi-square value of 48.789, with level of significance of 0.000, 
indicates good association of punishment political pressure with the decision-
making process. Pearson's correlation significance is satisfactory, and results 
are significant. 
Politicians engage in false criticism, initiate fake complaints and start 
inquiries on false grounds to pressurize individual officer to get things done 
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from him. Median, mode and mean values are indicative of most often 
intensity of political pressure on this area. 69.35 of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 65.3% of the All India Services Officers, 65.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 61.75 of the Indian Forest Service officers 
think that most often to frequently political pressure is exerted on them in 
connection with the matter, which are false and vigilance inquiry is initiated on 
fake issues. Pearson Chi-square value of 31.418, with 8 degree of freedom 
and 0.000, level of significance, indicate good association of this variable with 
the decision-making process. 
Instances of spoiling annual confidential report and other service 
records of such officers, who do not fall in line with desired political will are 
commonly heard. We have studied the extent and frequency of such pressure 
on the All India Services Officers. Median, mode and mean values indicate 
that intensity of political pressure through control over annual confidential 
report is frequent. Politicians use fear of annual confidential report to get his 
things done. Intensity of such pressure is observed lowest among the Indian 
Police Service officers, 75.6% of them feel intensity of pressure is sometimes 
to rarely. 65.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 58.7% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers and 62.5% of total All India Services Officers 
think that frequently to sometimes political pressure is exerted for making 
adverse entries in their annual confidential report. Pearson Chi-square value 
of 46.952 with 8 degree of freedom is significant, with the level of significance 
of .000. Fear of annual confidential report is related with the acceptance of 
political pressure in the decision-making process. 
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The All India Services Officers while exercising their day to day 
administrative works enjoy various powers for award of punishments. In the 
process of bureaucratic administration, while discharging their duties, 
punishments are also awarded. Politicians use his position in allowing and 
disallowing or reducing such punishments, and exercise control over the All 
India Services Officers. 50% of the Indian Police Service officers, 43.5% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers and 32.3% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers think that politicians frequently regulate punishment 
mechanism in his own favor through appellant powers available to him. 41.2% 
of the All India Services Officers frequently come across political misuse of 
appellant power by the politicians. Value of 31.316 of Pearson Chi-square is 
significant, with level of significance of 0.000. Association of decision-making 
process and political appellant powers is good. 
6.2.7. Promotions: 
Every All India Services Officer joins these services with an expectation 
that sufficient and good chances of promotion will be available in these 
services and he will enjoy enough powers pertaining to process of 
promotions. Individual officers get out of turn promotions and one out of turn 
promotion under political pressure may influence many more to approach 
politicians to get such benefits in future. Politicians influence can help in 
creating new posts, politicians may influence on the basis of considerations or 
other political interests. The Indian Administrative Service officers are close to 
power influence exercised by them and their associates has a overriding 
weight in the process of decision regarding promotions. Such factors proved 
more significant than the seniority or year of allotment or merit or suitability of 
the officer for the post 
"As more may be learned about the criteria for promotion from those 
who failed to achieve success as from the careers of leading officials. Men at 
the bottom (i.e. those remaining in the dull, dusty work of the districts through 
out their official careers) were consistently men devoid of connections'^." "As 
' British Bureaucracy in India by B.Spangenberg, Page161. 
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promotions and status dominated the motivations of men at the top of the 
hierarchy, so deference and caution characterized their actions through out 
much of their careers. They were tragically paradoxical figures in the sense 
that their obsequious mentality had resulted from deference to an aristocracy, 
who then turned on them over and over again, most notably Curzon had 
condemned them for lack of initiative, backbone, creativity and character^." 
66% of the All India Services Officers think that most often to frequently 
political pressure is exerted for promotions. Mean, mode and median values 
indicate that frequently political pressure Is exerted for the promotions. 69.7% 
of the Indian Police Service officers, 64.3% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 62% of the Indian Forest Service officers get most often 
to frequent political pressure in the process of promotions. The Indian Police 
Service officers get maximum pressure in the promotions and the Indian 
Forest Service officers get least pressure. High political pressure in police 
promotions Is not conducive for the efficiency of any police force. Our results 
for Pearson Chi-square are significant and with 0.03, level of significance. 
Association of political pressure in promotions with the decision-making 
process Is good. Negative relations shown by the Pearson's correlation value 
of -.216 Is significant with 0.003, level of significance. 
Politicians may pressurize the All India Services Officers for out of turn 
promotions to serve individual person needs. Mode of 4, median of 3, and 
mean value of 3.37 with standard deviation of 1.15, indicates that political 
pressure is exerted frequently to most often for the promotions. 70.7% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure always to most 
often in the promotions. 68.7% of the Indian Police Service officers, 54.1% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers and 61.2% of the All India Services Officers 
get most often to frequent political pressure for promotions. Highest Intensity 
of political pressure is on the Indian Administrative Service officers; this high 
pressure may be due to their location on the top of so many departments and 
easy amenability to political pressure. Pearson Chi-square value of 51.847, Is 
with 8 degree of freedom and show level of significance at 0.000. Association 
of political pressure for out of turn promotion and decision-making process is 
indicated by the Pearson's negative correlation value of -.345 and Spearman 
correlation value of -.316, both with .000, level of significance. This indicates 
that our results are highly significant. 
People approach politicians for their promotion, many individuals want 
that merit may be violated, so that individual can get undue favor in their 
promotion, politicians are kind hearted and get moved under individual person 
pressure to exert pressure for such promotions. Median, mode and mean 
values Indicate that frequent political pressure is exerted on the All India 
Services Officers for out of turn promotions in violation of merit to promote 
certain individuals. 68.5% of the All India Services Officers get most often to 
frequent political pressure for out of turn promotions. 69.5% of the Indian 
Police Service officers and 67.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers come 
across political pressure most often to frequently in the matters pertaining 
promotions, with demand for violation of merit to extend benefits to 
Individuals. 72.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get always to 
most often political pressure for out of turn promotions. Highest political 
British Bureaucracy in India by B.Spangenberg, Page256. 
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pressure is exerted on the Indian Administrative Service officers. Most 
important aspect of the results is the indication that employee themselves are 
self-oriented and believer of favoritism, so they approach politicians for illegal 
and wrong orders in violation of merit. High score on this variable indicate that 
majority partners in the bureaucratic system are biased and self-centered. 
How system based on self-goals perpetuation can deliver justice to the public. 
It is never possible until such a selfish environment continue to persist and 
flourish under political patronage. Association of violation of merit for 
individual benefits and decision-making process is established by the Pearson 
Chi-square analysis. Value of Pearson Chi-square is 38.707, and with 0.000, 
level of significance. Results for strength of correlations are significant with 
0.000, level of significance of Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation. 
(R=-.263 and Rho=-.262). 
In our research, we have studied different mode of political pressure 
and different sources of political pressure, these modes and sources of 
political pressure exert pressure on the different areas, on many occasions 
such pressure is motivated by the considerations also. While exerting political 
pressure, politician work under the pressure of beneficiary due to 
considerations and obligations, politicians have enjoyed from the beneficiary. 
Mean, mode and median values indicate that frequently political pressure is 
exerted on the basis of considerations. 38.6% of the All India Services 
Officers, 50% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 35.5% of the Indian 
Police Service officers think that political pressure they get from politician is 
exerted frequently for promotions on the basis of considerations. 43.5% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure based on 
consideration with most often intensity. Pearson Chi-square value of 41.287, 
with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of significance, indicate good 
association of such considerations in promotion and decision-making process. 
Strength of this negative relationship is indicated by the Pearson's correlation 
value of -.239 and Spearman correlation value of -.234, both with level of 
significance at 0.000. 
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to extend future financial and pension benefits to some individual. 31.3% of 
the All India Services Officers and 37.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
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come across political pressure frequently 
future financial benefits. 45.2% of the Indian 
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political pressure rarely, whereas, 28.8% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers get most often political pressure for such considerations and violations 
in seniority. Political pressure for violation of seniority to extend financial 
benefits in future is exerted maximum on the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and least on the Indian Police Service officers. Our results are highly 
significant with 0.000, level of significance on Pearson Chi-square analysis, 
with value of 48.669, with 8 degree of freedom. Relationship of seniority 
violations for future benefits and decision-making process is significant with 
level of significance of 0.030, in the Pearson's correlation. 
On occasions, bureaucratic system gets choked and persons approach 
politicians to remove stagnation's from the cadres by creating new posts in the 
department. Mean value of 2.6, modal value of 1, and median of 2, indicate 
that political pressure is exerted rarely to sometimes for the welfare of the 
cadres. 38.6% of the All India Services Officers and 36.6% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers get rarely political pressure for removing stagnations. 
48.2% of the Indian Police Service officers and 36.5% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers come across political pressure sometimes for 
removing stagnations from the cadres. This indicates that for the welfare of 
the service or whole cadres, people are least worried. This infers the high 
individualistic orientation among service people and lack of feelings for others 
among them. Decision-making process and political pressure for removing 
stagnation from the cadres has good association, as indicated by the Pearson 
Chi-square value of 32.756, and level of significance at 0.000. 
6.2.8. Rules Regulations & Procedures: 
Rules and regulations provide power to the All India Services Officers, 
element of formalization reduce the need of politician attention. Politicians' 
sense of increasing own power encourages the pressure and uses this as 
power enhancer. Obedience to rules, lack of initiative and hiding in the rules & 
procedures are the continuation of Viceroy's era. Excessive references to 
rules and procedure, in hierarchy from an assistant/LDC to Cabinet Secretary/ 
Chief Secretary are continuation of inheritance from British Raj. Decision 
process is the logical conclusion of contradiction between performance and 
claims made by the All India Service Officers under the shadow of rules. 
"Outmoded rules and controls stifled initiatives reducing the country to 
obsolescence, uncertainty and decay in functioning. Vested interests 
developed in delaying and prevaricating, since it create a fertile ground for 
corruption" K.Seshadri (1994). 
Political leadership and power holders elite most commonly use 
manipulations of rules, regulations and inter service relationships among three 
All India Services and to control the extent of amenability to political pressure. 
Standardized operational procedures reduce the chances of manipulations at 
will by the power holders and politicians. Transparency and clarity in rules can 
help All India Services Officers to resist pressure. Role clarity in rules can 
define who will do who will enjoy what and what powers. But bureaucratic 
system invariably coalesces and fuses rules and maintains high degree of 
ambiguity to maximize interdependence to control inter services activities. 
Uncertainty is built in the rules. At any time and any moment seniors can 
misuse the inherent powers of the juniors. So slowly seniors always try to 
create instability in the rules, so that to exploit position for bargaining with the 
politicians in case of need. Government hierarchy is always misused for 
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regulating rules. The Indian Administrative Service officers surpass all other 
services in accepting political pressure. To please other politicians and attain 
political interests, politician will put IAS for coordination. On the name of 
coordination, IAS increase own demands and thus leaves no time for decision 
process. The Indian Administrative Service officers have made coordination 
as game plan for usurping powers of other departments to own advantage. 
Common saying in bureaucratic circles that show me face, we shall 
show you the rules. Bureaucratic system bounded by rules, regulations and 
procedures is invariably full of distortions and manipulations to serve the 
individual goals. Mean, mode and median values indicate that in general 
rules, regulations and procedures are sometimes misused under political 
pressure. 87.1% of the All India Services Officers, 99.2% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 83% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get 
political pressure frequent to rarely in manipulation of rules, regulations and 
procedures. 84.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure 
most often to sometimes to influence rules and regulations. The Pearson Chi-
square indicates good association of decision-making process with rules, 
regulations and procedures. (35.856, with 0.000, level of significance). 
Strength of this relationship indicated by the Spearman correlation value of 
.2, with level of significance at 0.01, also indicate that our results are 
significant. 













































































































































































all figures except ranking are in % 
Politicians exert political pressure on the All India Services Officers to 
circumvent rules to serve particular individual goals and interests. Mean, 
mode and median values indicate that frequently political pressure is exerted 
to circumvent the rules to extend benefits to individual person. 62.4% of the 
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All India Services Officers, 71.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
and 62% of the Indian Forest Service officers get most often to frequent 
political pressure for ignoring or circumventing rules to serve individual person 
goals. 
71.6% of the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure 
frequently to sometimes for ignoring rules. Our results indicate that the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get the highest amount of political pressure in 
circumventing rules to provide benefits to individuals. Pearson Chi-square 
value is 31.156, with 8 degree of freedom and .000, level of significance. This 
indicates good relation of ignoring rules with the decision-making process. 
Negative relationship of this variable with the decision is shown by the 
Pearson's correlation; value is significant with level of significance at 0.030. 
Sometimes service representative meet politicians and request for 
simplifying rules, regulations and procedures to remove the ambiguity from it 
to provide effective service to the people. Mean, mode and median values 
indicate that political pressure is exerted frequently for simplifying rules and 
procedures. 55.1% of the All India Services Officers and 56.6% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers get frequent to sometimes-political pressure for 
simplifying rules. 73.7% of the Indian Police Service officers get political 
pressure rarely to sometimes for avoiding ambiguity from the rules. 66.1% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure most often to 
frequently for simplifying the rules and procedures to avoid ambiguity. The 
Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest political pressure among 
the All India Services Officers for simplifying rules and police officers get the 
least political pressure for this. Good association of amending and simplifying 
rules to avoid ambiguity and decision is shown by the Pearson Chi-square 
analysis. Pearson Chi-square value is of 53.165, at 8 degree of freedom and 
0.000, level of significance. 
When politicians feel that present rules are stumbling block in 
achieving the self-goals and interests, in such conditions rules are changed 
and new rules are framed to serve political and self-goals. Mean, median and 
modal values indicate that political pressure is exerted frequently to frame 
new rules to serve political goals. Our results indicate that; 64% of the All 
India Services Officers, 64.9% of the Indian Police Service officers, 63.7% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers and 63.4% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers get political pressure most often to frequently for framing new 
rules to meet political goals. In this all the three services are of same view and 
with the identical scores. This confirms that political pressure is exerted to get 
new rules framed, when politicians feel that old rules are obstructing their 
goals achievement. 
In our democratic set up politicians are in serious dilemma, one 
person want rule to be interpreted in his favor, next time another person want 
different meaning of same rule from the same officer. It become contradicting 
and cause serious conflict in the minds of the All India Services Officers, what 
to do, to serve clientele oriented enforcement of rules as demanded by the 
politicians. 93.9% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get always to 
frequently political pressure for clientele-oriented enforcement of rules. 78.9% 
of the Indian Police Service officers, 74% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
and 76.5% of the All India Services Officers get political pressure most often 
to sometimes for clientele oriented maintenance of rules. 
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Rules, Regulations & Procedure 
Chart 6.8. Family Economic Background And Pressure In Rules, Regulations 
& Procedures 
The Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest political 
pressure for goal-oriented interpretation of rules. Our results are significant 
with level of significance of 0.000, in Pearson Chi-square analysis, with value 
of 27.964 and 8 degree of freedom. Strength of relationship of decision-
making process with the clientele-oriented enforcement of rules is shown by 
the Spearman correlation and Pearson's correlation with value of -.243 and 
level of significance of .000. This negative relationship shows that our results 
are significant. 
Political groups and interested public exert pressure on politicians to 
amend and change rules, so that, disadvantaged persons, widows and 
orphans can get rehabilitation for their survival. This variable was studied; our 
results indicate that politicians rarely exert political pressure for such novel 
cause of action. 55.5% of the All India Services Officers, 84.9% of the Indian 
Police Service officers, 38.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
and 37.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers rarely get political pressure for 
rehabilitation of orphans, widows and disadvantaged persons. Pearson Chi-
square value is of 68.907, with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of 
significance. This indicates that association of political pressure with decision 
is significant. 
6.2.9. Policy Related Issues: 
Select elites have hijacked policy formulation process in bureaucratic 
system. Politicians role have been relegated to that of spokesperson of these 
super powerful elites. Politicians are broadminded and could have 
represented broad based interests of unorganized clientele in the policy. 
Politicians could have used public podium for policy feedback, policy 
improvement and political publicity. Politicians' broad base interactions with 
public can bring innovative issues in the policy. Politicians are more 
considerate about ideals and passion of all the parties in policy. But policy 
procedural and administrative difficulties give feelings of negligence / 
prejudice to politicians in the process. Frequent refusal due to bureaucratic 
system defects, prejudice, disinclination and rules irritate politicians to keep a 
distance and aloofness from policy process. Politicians this type of expected 
behavior suits to needs of the power holders bureaucrats, who get freedom 
and space in decision for manipulations in policy at their free will. Politicians 
have feelings to move more aggressively and less objectively for future in 
policy. 
The All India Services Officers spread the canards of neutrality, which 
they are not. The All India Services Officers impress upon power holders that 
politicians do not like our neutrality. Policy process has become the nexus for 
mutualities for benefits based on self-interests for the officers and voters for 
the politicians. Policy process is totally used for promotion of self-interests by 
the power holders. Ultimately policy carries the instinctive impression and 
perceptions of the interest oriented elements. The All India Services Officers 
keep a thin line between policy determination and implementation. In the 
process policy serve the overlapping and complicated objectives/ goals of the 
manipulators. In bureaucratic system policy distribution functions depends on 
power potentials of each service and individual beneficiary. Administrative 
delays are in built in policy to keep away politicians expectations. In case 
politicians try to influence the policy, economic problems are incorporated in 
the policy, which will work as excuse to deny access to politicians. Power 
elites try to incorporate group conflicts, law and order issues to keep 
politicians away from it so that elites can pursue particularistic goals through 
policy. 
Policy has been continuously and historically used an instrument for 
self interest propagations. "That maintenance and stability of British Rule in 
India should form the basis of British policy; and that, in this view, a large 
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proportion of British officers must be retained in more important posts^." 
Continuous elitist autocratic control over the policy has hindered liberal 
thinking and bureaucratic development. "Role of top management as policy 
formulator, strategic thinker, planner and visionary has been reduced to that 
of a mere Implementer of policy directed by bureaucrat and politician...They 
worship their political and bureaucratic deities by running from pillar to post in 
ministerial temples of New Delhi." P. Singh and Asha Bhandarker(1990). 
"New policies need to be carried out by the administration without tearing the 
socio-cultural fabric" V. Bhaskara Rao (1994) of the country. 
Policy process has become political process. Indian Administrative 
Service officers exercise complete control over policy in the secretariat has 
finished the relevance of democratic norms. They have hijacked it and taken 
to politicians, so that, politicians realize that Indian Administrative Service 
officers are the most obedient servants and only they can serve political 
purpose. Indian Administrative Service officers mobilize politician support to 
retain fullest grip and control over the policy in state and center. After 
independence policy process has been totally centralized instead of 
decentralizing it. The Indian Administrative Service officers and politicians 
both find it convenient to manipulate in way they desire and reduce specialist 
to cipher, and in long run whole policy have been distorted in favor of Indian 
Administrative Service officers only. We are lost to nowhere situation, where 
no one is answerable and accountable for the failure and lapses. 
"A minister who is in conflict with his secretary is liable to forfeit his 
office. Only those ministers have been successful who know the knack of 
carrying on with civil servants. The bureaucrats rule India; they know the 
politician can do nothing without them." S. Maheshwari, 1976. Politicians 
make a very limited contribution in the contents of policy, it provide framework 
for goals only, I.M. Dayal, 1979. In India political system is unrepresentative in 
the policy making process and involved only in general way. Political 
leadership provided a little way of policy inputs. 'Occasionally powerful and 
resourceful minister would take charge to push hard to clear the policy and 
I.A.S. secretary will present one difficulty after another and continuously watch 
at their watches'. 'Ministers are underplayed in the files'. Many sound 
proposals come from technocrats below but senior secretaries move own 
proposals in policy. 'Various stratagems had been developed to this end. 
Senior secretaries, he said, may have little in the way of clear objectives or 
plans, but the ICS tradition had elevated them to the prime position in the 
middle of the policy process between political leadership on one side and 
people with the expertise on other. (D.C,Potter, 1986). 
Politicians exert pressure on the All India Services Officers in matter 
related with policy, so that it serve individual person interests and goals, such 
individual may be self or political workers or vested groups. Politicians get 
policy changed or amended to suite self needs and goals, policy may be 
clientele oriented or simplified to meet the needs. 
In general politician influence the policy to churn the benefits out of it. 
Mean, mode and median values indicate that political pressure is exerted 
frequently on policy process to get undue mileage out of it. 64.5% of the All 
India Services Officers are of view that political pressure is exerted frequently 
' Secretary of State, 22.10.1872. 
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to sometimes on policy matters. 77% of the Indian Police Service officers and 
63.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers come across political pressure 
frequently to sometimes-in policy. 65.9% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers get political pressure in policy frequently and rarely. Intensity of 
political pressure on policy is moderate to low, it indicates that politician is not 
much bothered about policy and extent of political interference is limited to 
own interests only. Pearson Chi-square results indicate good association of 
political pressure in policy with the decision-making process. Pearson Chi-
square shows value of 30.377, and it is significant with level of significance of 
0.000. Pearson's correlation of political pressure in policy with decision is 
significant with 0.002, level of significance. 
Politicians influence policy implementation in such a way, that it serves 
individual interests and goals. Mean, mode and median values indicate that 
frequently political pressure is exerted on policy implementation and 
manipulation to serve individual goals. 54.5% of the All India Services Officers 
get frequent to sometimes-political pressure on policy implementation to serve 
individual goals. Highest political pressure is exerted on the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 66.7% of them get political pressure most 
often to frequently in policy implementation to meet individual goals. 61.3% of 
the Indian Police Service officers and 52.5% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers get frequent to sometimes-political pressure in policy implementation. 
Pearson Chi-square results are significant with level of significance at .03. 
Association of political pressure on policy implementation with decision is 
significant and Pearson's correlation negative relationship is valid with level of 
significance at .012. 
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Politicians influence policy amendment to serve changing social needs, 
and social interests on larger scale. Median and mean value indicate frequent 
political pressure for policy amendments to serve voters need. Only the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get political pressure for policy amendment, 
and 51.7% of them get pressure most often to frequently. The Indian Police 
Service officers get the least political pressure for policy amendments, most of 
them are located away from the policy formulations; 50.6% of them rarely get 
political pressure in policy amendment. 55% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers get most often to frequent political pressure in policy to incorporate 
change to serve social interests. 66.916 value of Pearson Chi-square is 
significant, with 8 degree of freedom, and 0.000, level of significance. 
People approach politicians for conservation and preservation of local 
resources and traditional culture; they require politicians to influence towards 
formulation of policy in such way that it can help them. But politicians have 
very low preference for such general matters. Highest score is lying in the 
rarely category indicate that no one bother for such issues. Modal value of 1, 
go in this direction of rare political pressure. 76.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 75.8% of the Indian Police Service officers 
and 60.3% of the All India Services Officers get political pressure rarely to 
sometimes for conservation of culture and resources. 36.5% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers get frequent political pressure and in second score 
22.9% of them get rarely pressure for conservation and preservation of 
resources and culture of local areas. Our results are significant as indicated 
by the Pearson Chi-square value of 59.049, with level of significance of 0.000. 
Strength of association of decision and policy for conservation is good. 
Pearson's correlation value of .287 and Spearman correlation value of .311 
are significant with 0.000, level of significance. 
People exert pressure on politicians to frame policy in such a way that 
it serves future regional needs. Individual influential persons desire policy 
framing to serve their own future needs. Mean, mode and median value 
indicate frequent use political pressure for this variable. 32.2% of the All India 
Services Officers and 39.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers come across 
frequent political pressure for formulation of policy to serve future needs of the 
region. 40.4% of the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure 
sometimes and 43.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get rarely 
political pressure for policy framing to serve future needs of the region or the 
individuals. Framing policy to serving future goals and decision has good 
association as indicate by the Pearson Chi-square analysis. 46.987 value of 
Pearson Chi-square is significant with 0.000, level of significance. Strength of 
relation ship is indicated by the Spearman correlation, and is significant with 
0.006, level of significance. 
Political party in power influence the All India Services Officers to 
ignore, circumvent policy directive in such way that it serve the goals and 
interests of the political party in power. Mean, mode and median values are 
indicating that political pressure is exerted frequently for ignoring and 
circumventing policy for part interests. 38.8% of the All India Services 
Officers, 54.4% of the Indian Police Service officers, 34.4% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 30.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
think that they get political pressure frequently for ignoring and circumventing 
the policy directives to serve the ruling party interests. The Indian Police 
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Service officers get highest political pressure for ignoring and bending the 
policy to serve political party in power and the Indian Forest Service officers 
get the least pressure. Ignoring the policy for political interests and decision 
has good association. This is indicated by the Pearson Chi-square results, 
which are significant with 0.01, level of significance. 
Exhibit No. 6.18. 
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6.2.10. Change Of Law: 
In India, District has been the unit of administration and collector has 
been given thousands of enumerated powers under different law's and rules. 
These excessive and unmanageable, unbelievable powers of collector make 
him prime target for the political pressure. During colonial rule it was suitable 
for them, as imperial power want to control other Indian officers from one 
point. Now it is irreverent and has become major cause of absolute rampant 
immoral behavior. Present incumbents with heavy doses of arrogance are 
unsuitable for such powers, which make them insane and inhumane and 
demigod to enslave whole technocrats and specialist about which these 
collectors have no practical knowledge and experience. 
Imperial power did not want to give any power to Indian politicians, but 
now it is high time to give powers to elected head in the districts. How long we 
can enslave our own people through the arrogant Bura-Sahibs. Now these 
days' officers openly assign these tyrant Bura-sahibs worse than British 
exploiters. These Bura-Sahibs use every available law to abuse other district 
officers who refuse to become party to immoral behavior or hand in glove with 
Bura-Shibs to loot the public exchequers. What is law and how it is used are 
two opposite poles. Excessive power provided in numerous acts and laws to 
the Deputy Commissioner / Collector make it inevitable for politician to 
approach him because the subordinate officials misuse the powers of Deputy 
Commissioner /Collector without his consent or take it granted that Deputy 
Commissioner /Collector being busy or prone to frequent misguidance 
subordinates behave in the way they like. Which become major source of 
immorality and anguish for the politicians and public? 
Colonial centralization of legal powers is the strongest area and source 
of creating political pressure on the law. Massive collapse of revenue 
administration down to village level, common low concern and pervasive 
immoral behavior for such matters at middle level, control of Deputy 
Commissioner /Collector in allotment, eviction, of land and house sites make it 
imperative for politician to approach district level officers for redressing and 
action in legal matters and it becomes the strong area for the political 
pressure. Sweeping powers of the Deputy Commissioner /Collector to drop 
action against the land grabbers, Mafias, smugglers in essential commodities 
act, food grains movements (some states), hoarders, black marketers, 
Panchayat Act, common lands and government properties make him the first 
target for pressure mobilization. Some of these district level politicians and 
businessmen are the fundraiser for the politicians and district level officers. 
With changing time and frequent militancy, changing attitude 
towards law & order, increased attempts to contain various activities and 
conflicting groups claims, justice itself become the benefit that different 
government must allocate to competing claimants. The delivery of justice has 
become the greatest area for the political pressure, because it has become 
rare and unattainable with out pressure due total loss of faith from the 
bureaucracy. The All India Services Officers have grossly failed to deliver the 
justice to masses for whom they were supposed to work, not to talk of 
common men even other officers of the same government are denied justice 
with out bribing or strenuous efforts. In such scenario common men has no 
option except to request politician for delivery of justice. 
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Legislation formulation is the prerogative of the politicians, but the 
involvement of the bureaucratic system is pervasive across the depth and 
breadth of the law. Ruling political party commonly uses the bureaucratic 
system tov\/ards formulation and change of law and Acts to meet own future 
and present needs. Mean, median and modal values indicate that political 
pressure is exerted sometimes for change of Law and Acts. 94.5% of the 
Indian Police Service officers, 83.9% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 65.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 82.7% of the All India 
Services Officers get sometimes to frequent political pressure for change of 
Law and Acts. Our results are significant, with Pearson Chi-square value of 
63.188 showing 0.000, level of significance. Spearman negative correlation 
value of -.304 is significant with 0.000, level of significance. This indicates that 
here is good relationship of decision and political pressure for change of Law 
& Acts. 
People exert pressure on their political leaders regarding framing law, 
so that local resources and local culture can be preserved and conserved 
from depredation by external forces. Median, mode and mean values indicate 
that only sometimes political pressure is exerted for formulation of new law for 
conservation of resources and culture. 63% of the All India Services Officers, 
75.3% of the Indian Police Service officers, 57% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers and 54.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get sometimes 
to rarely political pressure for formulation of new legislation towards 
conservation and preservation of local resources and culture. This indicates 
that no one bother towards conservation of resources and culture of local 
areas. Association of pressure for making law towards conservation of 
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resources and decision is shown by the Pearson Chi-square analysis. Our 
results are significant with 0.002, level of significance. 
Socio-economic development process demands change in law to meet 
the needs and demands of large social groups. People may pressurize 
politicians to frame law to protect the interests of dominant group interests. 
Mean, median and modal value indicate that sometimes political pressure is 
exerted for incorporating law to meet changing needs to extend benefits to 
large social groups. 63.1% of the All India Services Officers, 80,6% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 70.7% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers feel that political pressure is exerted sometimes to rarely for 
formulating law to meet changing social needs. 61.5% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers come across sometimes to frequent political pressure for law 
pertaining to meet changing social needs. Pearson Chi-square value of 
52.937 with degree of freedom at 8, and level of significance of 0.000, indicate 
that law to meet changing social needs and decision-making process has 
good association. This association strength is indicated by the Pearson's 
correlation and Spearman correlation value of .3, with 0.000, level of 
significance. 
Politicians get pressure from the public and interested groups to exert 
political pressure on the All India Services Officers to implement law in such a 
manner that it serve their interests. Mean value of 3.31 and modal value of 4; 
indicate that most often political pressure is exerted for implementing law to 
serve clientele needs. 56.8% of the All India Services Officers and 64.3% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure most often to 
frequently to implement law to serve the interests of the beneficiaries. 62% of 
the Indian Police Service officers come across political pressure always to 
most often to implement law according to meet the clientele needs. Police 
officers maximum political pressure for clientele oriented maintenance of law. 
50.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure most 
often to frequent, but second highest score of 29.2% is also located in 
sometimes intensity, this indicate that for clientele oriented political pressure 
in implementation of law, these officers get the least pressure. Our results are 
significant with Pearson Chi-square value of 30.721 and level of significance 
at 0.000. Spearman correlation shows negative value with 0.04, level of 
significance. 
Political parties in power pressurize the All India Services Officers for 
ignoring and circumventing the law, when they find it difficult; they initiate 
amendment in law to serve political goals. Mean, mode and median values 
indicate that political pressure is exerted frequently for ignoring law to meet 
political goals. 54.8% of the All India Services Officers, 56% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers and 53% of the Indian Police Service officers get most 
often to frequent political pressure for circumventing the law to serve goals of 
political party in power. 66.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
come across political pressure always to most often for amendment of law to 
serve interests of party in power. Pearson Chi-square value of 26.718 with 
level of significance of 0.001, indicate good association of decision with the 
political pressure for ignoring and changing law to serve party goals. This 
relationship strength is indicated by the Pearson's correlation value of -.223, 
with 0.000, level of significance. Our results are significant and show that 
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political pressure in Implementation of law for political interests will affect the 
quality of the decision delivered by the All India Services Officers. 
When politicians realize that existing law is not enough to serve 
their political interests, in another situations, existing law may cause problem 
to them in future; they frame new legislation to derive mileage out of that and 
ensure protection of political interests by new laws. 31.3% of the Indian Police 
Service officers get political pressure always for framing new legislation to 
safeguard political interests. 31.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers most 
often get political pressure for framing new law to extract political mileage 
from it. 89.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political 
pressure always to frequently for framing new law to safeguard political 
interests. The Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest political 
pressure in connection with formulation of new legislation to meet the political 
goals and interests. Political interests in law and decision-making process has 
good association, this is indicated by the Pearson Chi-square value of 28.092, 
which is significant with 0.000, level of significance. Pearson's negative 
correlation is significant with 0.003, level of significance. 
6.2.11. Demure In Decision Process: 
Politicians pressurize the All India Services Officers to take a favorable 
decision or unfavorable decision to particular party, or delay the 
announcement of any decision. Postponement of desirable or undesirable 
decision can serve politician goals in many ways and purposes. Politicians get 
time for manipulations and increase the value and stakes from the out come 
of such decisions. In case opposition party is going to get advantage from 
decision, politician pressurizes to delay such decisions, so that affected party 
can extract minimum benefit from the decision. On many occasions, ruling 
party go in appeal or mobilize support and pressure to negate such decisions, 
which they expect will benefit the opponents. Demur in decision process is of 
vital importance to politicians and it has tremendous financial potential to 
enhance stakes and extract self-benefits. 
Elitist scheme of delay and diversion has proven more successful in 
wrecking the progress of development works than surreptitious collusion with 
political leadership. On the pretext of obliging political power bureaucrats 
delay decision for infinity to their self-advantage. Process of delay is used as 
engine for attainment and promotion of ulterior political designs and motives. 
Delay decision for something to extract out of it, delay for not doing 
something, delay to get something else done, delay to maintain good will with 
other party, connotations of delay vary from position to place correlated with 
time and space. 
Multi accountability to non-accountability in the All India Services is the 
stumbling block to bold and innovative decisions. Politicians exercise its 
influence to delay decisions at subdivision level and district level to divert 
benefits to own people or to mobilize support in lieu of such decisions. 
Politicians try to encash every decision in his favor. On many occasions, a 
routine administrative decisions is delayed to extent that politician himself 
come to announce such decision and impress up on public as if, this decision 
has been got done by him. Any negative decision is got delayed to avoid its 
impact during particular time of election or people support. Politicians got 
delayed many decisions at Regional Commissioner, Head of Department and 
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Secretary levels, such policy decisions are again delayed to get both positive 
and negative mileage out of such decisions, as demanded by the situations. 
Chief Secretary and Cabinet Secretary levels manipulations and delay 
in decision are of wider repercussions and long-term ramifications. Any policy 
decision, which may not be beneficial at particular point of time, may be 
delayed in announcement. Before elections, all such negative decision are 
deferred until post election time and announced slowly. Some decisions are 
delayed and announced just before the elections, so that politicians can 
impress up on public to get higher support and vote in lieu of such routine 
administrative decisions. Physical and financial allocation decisions are often 
manipulated by the politicians and only announced according to political 
suitability to extract maximum benefit out of it. Target allocation and 
achievement of such targets is mostly politicized and the politicians according 
to political suitability announce all such routine administrative works. 
Bureaucratic system has become pawn in the hands of politicians, individual 
officers at their own approach to political leadership to win confidence of 
politicians and misguide them for self-goals. 
(Exhibit number 6.20.) 












































































































































































Politicians pressurized the All India Services Officers for taking a 
favorable or unfavorable decision, postponing or keeping decision pending 
pertaining to different matters of their interest. Mean, mode and median 
values indicate that political pressure is exerted frequently for demur in 
decision process. Demur in decision process has good association with the 
decision-making process. This is shown by the Pearson Chi-square results, 
which are significant at significance level of 0.000, and value of 32.988. 
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Pearson's negative correlation is significant, and relationship is good with the 
decision. Highest score indicate that 37.4% of the All India Services Officers, 
51.2% of the Indian Police Service officers and 33.3% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers get political pressure frequently to delay the announcement of 
decision. 45.8% of the Indian Administrative Service officers come across 
political pressure most often for delaying the decision. 
Politicians pressurize the All India Services Officers to delay different 
issues pertaining to elections; as fixing the election schedule & date, deciding 
the eligibility conditions for various elections, fixing the place & process of 
nomination for election, declaration of results for the elections, decision 
pertaining to recounting and many more issues related with the elections. 
Mean value of 3.52 and median of 3.5; indicate that most often political 
pressure is exerted for the issues related with the elections. 59.6% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers always to most often get political 
pressure in the process of election and different issues related with them. 
62.1% of the Indian Police Service officers, 58.1% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers get most often to frequent political pressure during election 
and work related with them. Score for the All India Services Officers show 
that, 35.2% of them get frequent political pressure and 26.1% of them get 
political pressure always in subject related to elections. Our results indicate 
that political pressure is exerted most often in the decisions related with the 
elections. 
Government bureaucratic system execute various developmental 
works through tenders, decisions at different stages towards execution of 
such works is delayed to get pleasure and appreciation from the public or the 
to avoid the displeasure of the people. Mean, mode and median values 
indicate that political pressure is exerted frequently to delay the execution of 
works. 46.3% of the All India Services Officers get frequent to most often 
political pressure to delay the tender for execution of works. 57.5% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers and 56.1% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers come across most often to frequent political pressure in execution of 
work to avoid public wrath. The Indian Police Service officers get the least 
political pressure in this variable, 63.4% of them get sometimes to rarely 
political pressure for delay of execution of works. This may be due to low 
involvement of police officers in development works. Our results are 
significant, with Pearson Chi-square value of 58.915, and 0.000, level of 
significance. 
Government revenue land and village panchayat land are under the 
direct or indirect supervision of the Deputy Commissioner /Collector of the 
concerned district. Politicians exert pressure for allotment and distribution of 
land related aspects on the All India Services Officers, 25.8% of them get 
rarely political pressure and 42.2% of them get most often to frequent 
pressure. 55.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 57.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get most often to frequent political pressure for 
the land related aspects. 58.2% of the Indian Police Service officers get rarely 
political pressure related with the allotment and distribution of the land. 
Lowest political pressure on the police officer may be due to fact that they are 
not involved in the process of land allotment. Only disputes and wrangling 
related land come to them. Pearson Chi-square value is of 93.799, with level 
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of significance of 0.000. This indicates good association of delay In land 
allotment matters and the decision-making process. 
Day to day administration decisions are taken by the All India Services 
Officers, politicians are under pressure to extract benefits out of decisions for 
different issues related with the services and employees. On many occasions 
delays help them to convert decision Into monetary terms. Mean, mode and 
median values indicate that political pressure is exerted frequently to extract 
monetary benefits by delaying decision pertaining to service matters. 57.4% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers get most often to frequent political 
pressure to delay service decisions, so that politician can encash those 
decisions. 63.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 57.3% of the All 
India Services Officers get frequent to sometimes political pressure for 
delaying the administrative decisions, so that politicians can get monetary 
benefits. But police officers get least political pressure, 77% of them get it 
rarely to sometimes only. The Indian Administrative Service officers get the 
highest political pressure and they are the most help full to the politicians for 
encashment of delay in decisions. These delay show good associations with 
the decision and Pearson Chl-square results are significant with .000, level of 
significance. Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation show negative 
relationship with the decision. 
Whenever, some crime Is committed by the any person, first thing they 
do Is to mobilize group of influential persons, who can pressurize politicians, 
in turn politicians pass political pressure on the All India Services Officers to 
save such persons under pressure from such groups. Mean, median and 
modal values indicate that political pressure Is exerted frequently to most 
often to save certain group of people. The Indian Police Service officers get 
the highest political pressure for the crime related issues, 74.2% of them get 
most often to always political pressure to save the group of persons in crime 
related aspects. 68.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 52.6% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers and 56.4% of the All India Services Officers 
get political pressure frequent to most often to save certain persons in the 
crime. Pearson Chl-square value of 52.616, with 8 degree of freedom, and 
0.000, level of significance indicate that our results are significant. Pressure to 
save group of persons have good relation with the decision-making process. 
Our results pertaining to political pressure exerted on All India 
Services Officers in crime related issues show that, it is common phenomena. 
Nexus or syndicate has been developed among the bureaucrats, politicians 
and the crime commuters. 
6.2.12. Development Work: 
"Although many rural administrators seemed to able enough and 
dedicated to the goals of development plans, they appeared also to be heavily 
constrained, and sometimes virtually immobilized, by red tape; all public 
bureaucracies are necessarily bound by rules, of course, procedural control 
within which these administrators had to work seemed exceptionally 
stultifying.. The head of the district administration appeared to preside over 
these people from great height, on very occasionally appearing amongst them 
in villages; he seemed to be concerned to ensure the maintenance of the 
rules yet he appeared not bound by them himself. He seemed to hold key of 
whole structure." D.C.Potter, 1986. 
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During recent past many programmes and schemes were formulated 
for development, which require high inputs from specialist and need expert 
technical knowledge, The Indian Administrative Service officers have diverted 
those schemes through them only, which have created resentment among 
specialist and ensured the failure of most of such programs. At district level 
most of the technical officers have been unhappy regarding their supervision 
and control passed on to the arrogant, Indian Administrative Service officers 
who were not familiar to technical aspects of the implementation. We have 
heard number of stories, where as Deputy Commissioner behaved in illogical 
and irrelevant manner regarding execution of technical works, irrespective of 
technical specifications and parameters. How power holders change millions 
years old law of nature just in few minutes on papers, in a review meeting in 
Government of India, once Deputy Commissioners were requested to send 
projects for Watershed Development and delineate proposed Watersheds in 
their states. Without knowing and understanding the scientific parameters of a 
watershed, one Deputy Commissioner said "He has formed the 10 
watersheds (writing 10 names of towns on a piece of paper) in his districts", 
and requested funds for that. Mockery of the system is that persons, who do 
not know even the definition of technical aspects, are the heading or made in 
charge of department, and funds are put at their disposal. This ensures the 
surrogating the specialists; failures of development work and complete 
collapse of technicalities in the process. 
The Indian Administrative Service as "Institution fit was poor when 
viewed more broadly in governance. As it has been suggested, the ICS (I.A.S) 
as an institution within a democratic federal constitution committed to 
development, set up contradictions that had unfortunate administrative 
consequences more generally- preoccupation with the political demoralization 
amongst technical specialist in the civil service denied access to the top 
posts. And so on. Despite tensions the I.A.S was still firmly in position" D.C 
Potter, 1986. 
Story of an Indian Administrative Service officers, who was head of 
DRDA full of arrogance, rebuked a technocrat and threatened to charge sheet 
him, saying why this R.C.C.(reinforced cement concrete) pipe is costlier than 
C.C. (cement concrete) pipes, when both are made of cement, to inflate price 
you have added one 'R' to it. . Those Indian Administrative Service officers do 
not know difference between Cement Concrete & Reinforcement Cement 
Concrete pipes, but he was competent to sanction expenditure for crores of 
rupees for this purpose. Another story, one Indian Administrative Service 
officers was boasting, "He reduced the cost of a drinking water supply project 
by 30%", after some time concerned engineer told his successor that people 
are not getting water even after completion of project, because your 
predecessor reduced the size of supply pipe to such a low level that as a 
result of it installed pipe is not sufficient to meet the water need of the town. 
Another new project has to be approved with three-time hike in the cost and 
people remained with out water and suffered for years in this process. 
Generalist hegemony is destroying social fabrics and delaying the progress 
and creating room for immoral behavior. 
"Whole posture of the ICS traditions resulted in celebrations of 
amateur generalists in control at each level, thereby defining specialist 
expertise and innovation as somewhat peripheral and less rewarding. Any 
parliamentary democracy requires both generalist and specialist civil servants 
at tap equally for political leadership of the day. As for receptiveness to local 
demands, rapid movement from one type of control posts to another, utterly 
appropriate for gentlemanly amateurs, tended both to produce administrative 
fragmentation between mobile officers and more stationery civil servants at 
lower levels and to incline the I.AS to identify primarily the center not the 
loyalty." Potter 
Politicians get tremendous amount of pressure from public of their 
constituency to get projects sanctioned for different development works for 
their voters. If such projects are sanctioned in the opponents' area, public 
pressurize politicians to get such works cancelled also. Public approach 
politicians for getting new institutions in their area and request for up 
gradation of existing facilities are also common. This indicates that for each 
and every work people approach politicians, this is the outcome of absolute 
failure of the bureaucratic system. If bureaucratic system and bureaucrats 
have been working impartially and with honesty, then public could have 
entrusted faith in them and their decision. Total loss of faith from the 
bureaucratic system has forced masses to go to politicians for every kind of 
work, small or big, routine or special or any kind of decision. 














































































































































































Mean and median values indicate that for development works political 
pressure is exerted frequently on the All India Services Officers. 64.5% of the 
All India Services Officers and 86.3% of the Indian Police Service officers get 
political pressure sometimes to frequently for development works. 57.7% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers and 57.6% of the Indian Administrative 
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Service officers get most often to frequent political pressure towards 
development works. The Indian Administrative Service officers get the 
marginal more political pressure than the Indian Forest Service officers for the 
issues pertaining to development in their jurisdiction. Pearson Chi-square 
value is of 53.484, and is significant with level of significance of 0.000. 
Political pressure for development work shows good association with the 
decision-making process. This relation is good and significant as shown by 
the Pearson's correlation value of-.259, with 0.001, level of significance. 
Government distributes and sanctions lot of loans, grants and aids for 
different developmental works. For different areas and some activities. 
Government provide handsome subsidies, which are lucrative and in the form 
of easy money. Sanctioning, accepting and rejecting of such financial 
activities are full of political manipulations and mostly get matured due to 
political pressure only. Median and mean values show that political pressure 
is exerted frequently on the All India Services Officers towards sanctioning, 
accepting or rejecting the request for loans, subsidies, aids and grants. 
63.8% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political 
pressure always to most often for sanctioning the loans and grants. The 
Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest political pressure in this 
variable. 69.3% of the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure 
sometimes to rarely, least pressure is exerted on them, as they are not 
located on such positions where such loans are sanctioned. 43.9% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers and 43% of the All India Services Officers get 
political pressure frequently to sometimes only. Pearson Chi-square value of 
45.463, with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of significance indicate that 
political pressure on sanctioning of loans and grants have good relation with 
the decision-making process. Strength of this relationship is shown by the 
Pearson's negative correlation, our results are significant with 0.003, level of 
significance. 
Government formulates schemes/projects for developmental activities. 
People approach politicians for inclusion/ exclusion of some area for the 
applicability in such projects. When politicians come to know about such 
activities, they themselves approach the All India Services Officers for 
inclusion /exclusion of areas in the projects/schemes, so that benefits can 
reach to desired areas and undesired areas are removed from the 
applicability zone of projects. Mean, median and modal values indicate that 
political pressure is exerted frequently on the All India Services Officers for 
inclusion/exclusion of areas from the developmental activities. 70.8% of Indian 
Police Service officers get political pressure frequently to sometimes, 
whereas, 55.3% of the All India Services Officers get most often to frequent 
political pressure for applicability of schemes in specified areas. 59.1% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure always to most 
often for inclusion/ exclusion of areas in the schemes. 61.6% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers get political pressure most often to frequent. The 
Indian Administrative Service officers get highest pressure for extension/ 
removal of areas from the developmental activities list. This indicates that 
most of the developmental activities are carried out according to the whims 
and fancies of the politicians. The concepts of balanced development have 
been relegated to darkness and bureaucratic system has failed to execute the 
developmental work on the basis of merit of the area. The All India Services 
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Officers have completely surrendered in front of the politicians and they have 
replaced their duty with sycophancy and flattery. 
Our results are significant with level of significance of 0.000, and 
Pearson Chi-square value of 36.488. Association of political pressure for 
inclusion /exclusion of areas for development with the decision-making 
process is established by the Chi-square and relationship is significant as 
shown by the Pearson's correlation with level of significance of 0.02. 
Political pressure is exerted frequently for sanctioning the new 
programs as indicated by the mean, mode and median values. Politicians 
approach the All India Services Officers, so that they get new programs and 
projects get sanctioned for development of their areas. 52.3% of the All India 
Services Officers, 58% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 56.7% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure most often to 
frequent while sanctioning new projects and programs. The Indian Police 
Service officers get the least political pressure, as they are least related with 
such activities. Pearson Chi-square results are significant with 0.000, level of 
significance at 36.130 values. Political pressure in sanctioning of new projects 
has good association with the decision-making process. 
Now, people have realized that bureaucratic system has failed to 
deliver goods in time and on the basis of merit, so they approach politicians 
for up gradation of existing infrastructure, facilities and institutions. However, 
bureaucratic system could have looked after this aspect in a routine manner 
and concerned departments must do upkeep and maintenance as a matter of 
routine administration. The All India Services Officers have failed to deliver 
the goods, so public go to politicians for uncommon and undesired issues 
pertaining to development. Median and mean values show that political 
pressure is required frequently for up gradation of existing infrastructure. 
50.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure 
always to most often fro upgrading the existing facilities. Since the Indian 
Police Service officers are not located on places related with such decisions, 
so 65.5% of them get political pressure rarely to sometimes only. 58% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure most often to frequently for 
up gradation of existing facilities and infrastructure. Pearson Chi-square value 
of 53.638, with 8 as degree of freedom, and 0.000 level of significance. This 
indicates good association of politician demand for up gradation of existing 
institutions with the decision-making process. 
Public approach senior officers in bureaucratic system, when get 
disappointed from the these officers, they approach politicians for starting new 
institutions (mini-banks, dispensary, veterinary hospital, Mahila Mandal etc.), 
opening new school, construction of new building in the village for public 
utilities {Chopals, religious place, cremation ground, cattle shade etc.), 
construction of new road and canals for their area. Bureaucratic system have 
miserably failed to carry out its duties and totally surrendered in front of 
politicians to keep them happy to serve self-goals. Mean and median values 
show that political pressure is exerted frequently for carrying out any new 
activity. 64.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 55.5% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure always to most often for 
opening of new institutions, schools, new roads and canals. The Indian Police 
Service officers are not located close to developmental activities, so they get 
least political pressure, 69.2% of them get political pressure rarely to 
sometimes only. Our results are significant with Pearson Chi-square value of 
82.026, with 8 degree of freedom, and 0.000, level of significance. This shows 
that political pressure for opening of new institutions is related with the 
decision-making process. 
6.2.13. Crime Related Issues: 
Law and order is the job of police people, but other two services are 
also related with the handling of crime in discharge of their duties in their 
respective spheres. Of course. District Magistrate enjoys lot of powers and 
exercise control in most of the issues pertaining to the crime in the district. 
Subordinates of respective three All India Services enjoy powers of arrest and 
investigations under different Acts and Laws. Concerned officials have the 
powers for detention of individual up to specified time. But the police of that 
area plays major role in crime related issues. "The police officer may levy a 
fee or receive a present for every duty he performs. The complaint has to 
often to pay a fee for having his complaint recorded. He has to give the 
investigating officer a present to secure his prompt and earnest attention to 
the case." Police Commission Report, 1902-03, which still holds good. 
To secure bias investigations, they like to shift blame from favored to 
opposition party, distortion in recording of statement to draw advantage out of 
it, cook up case against innocent opponents, spoil evidence to save their party 
of interest, in built procedural lacuna to lose evidence in favor of their interest 
to save them from prosecution, refuse to bail out accused in bailable cases or 
provide bail in non bailable cases, not to take action in lottery, prohibition, 
gambling, prostitution, traffic offences, 'the nexus between the police and the 
criminal has become open secret' K.Seshdri (1994). 















































































































































































We have discussed in previous chapters that strong nexus propagate 
and spread the crime in the various areas. If every concerned official perform 
his job honestly, incidences of crime will be reduced to great extent. But the 
crime has become business for the bureaucratic system. Business serves the 
self-goals only, so ultimately crime has become an instrument to serve the 
power holders in the bureaucratic system. If we look into mean, median and 
modal values; which clearly indicate that most often political pressure is 
exerted on the issues related with the chme. 62.8% of the All India Services 
Officers, 75.4% of the Indian Police Service officers and 55.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get political pressure always to most often in 
crime related issues. 64% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure most often to frequently in crime handling. Police officers get the 
highest political pressure in handling of crime in their areas. Intensity political 
pressure is very high in crime related aspects. Pearson Chi-square value of 
29.553, with 8 degree of freedom, and level of significance is O.OOO.this 
indicate good association of political pressure in crime handling with the 
decision-making process. 
People approach politicians for arrest/ release of particular person/s of 
their interests. Mean and modal values indicate that always political pressure 
is exerted for arrest/release of persons. 75.8% of the Indian Police Service 
officers get political pressure always to most often for arrest and release of 
persons, in which politicians have interest. 56.1% of Indian Forest Service 
officers and 62.2% of the All India Services Officers get political pressure 
always to most often for arrest and release of persons. 57.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get political pressure most often to frequently 
in connection with release or arrest of persons. Pearson Chi-square values 
indicate good association of political pressure for arrest and release with the 
decision-making process. Pearson Chi-square gives the value of 39.551, with 
8 degree of freedom, and 0.000, level of significance. 
It is often said that politicians exert political pressure on the basis of 
considerations; such considerations are open for wide interpretations and 
everlasting serious repercussions in the public and bureaucratic system. 
Mean, median and modal values indicate that political pressure is exerted 
frequently for individual on the basis of considerations. 80.5% of the Indian 
Police Service officers think that they get political pressure always to most 
often on the basis of considerations. 67.7% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 59.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers feel that 
political pressure exerted most often to frequently is based on the 
considerations. The All India Services Officers score indicate that 32.1% of 
them frequently and 29.2% of them always get political pressure on the basis 
of considerations. Such considerations in political pressure have good 
association with the decision-making process. Pearson Chi-square value of 
55.896 is significant with 0.000, level of significance. 
It is commonly accused that ruling party to settle scores and disputes 
to own advantage misuses government machinery. 67.4% of the Indian Police 
Service officers feel that always to most often Government machinery is used 
for settling scores. 72.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
51% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure to settle scores 
by using government machinery. 31.5% of the All India Services Officers in 
highest score feel that politicians to settle own scores with the opponents use 
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always government machinery. Pearson Chi-square value of 57.115, and 
0.000, level of significance indicate good association of politician use of 
official machinery with decision-making process. Negative values of Pearson's 
correlation and Spearman correlation show significant relationship with 0.02, 
level of significance. 
Whenever crime is committed, report has to be lodged in nearest police 
station, so that, police can investigate the offence, and file a case for 
prosecution in the court of law on the basis of first investigation report (FIR). 
Politicians know how to misuse the ambiguity of law; people pressurize 
politicians to exert political pressure on the All India Services Officers for 
cancellation or registration of F.I.R. against persons of their choice. 58.7% of 
the All India Services Officers get political pressure always to most often for 
cancellation or registration of F.I.R. 82.6% of the Indian Police Service officers 
get political pressure always to most often for registration /cancellation of 
crime reports according to political whims. 59.3% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 57% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure frequent to most often pertaining to cancellation /registration of FIR 
pertaining to forest offences. Police officers get the highest political pressure 
and intensity of this pressure is very high to extent that it certainly hampers 
the proper and effective investigation in the crime cases. Pearson Chi-square 
value of 54.449 is significant with level of significance of 0.000. Political 
pressure pertaining to FIR cancellation /registration has good association with 
the decision-making process. Strength of relationship is shown by the 
Spearman negative correlation; results are significant with 0.01, level of 
significance. Median, mean and modal values indicate that always-political 
pressure is exerted for issues related with the F.I.R. 
Exhibit No. 6.23. 
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When political party comes in power after elections, politicians and 
their workers start grabbing public property to achieve individual goals of self-
benefits maximization. Modal value of 5, median value of 4 and mean value of 
3.70± 1.46 standard deviation, indicate that political pressure is exerted 
always to most often for grabbing government property to serve individual 
goals. Highest score indicate that political pressure is exerted always on the 
officers of three services for grabbing public property to serve individual 
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goals.61.7% of the All India Services Officers, 70.7% of the Indian Police 
Service officers, 36.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
28.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers always get political pressure for 
grabbing public property to meet individual interests. The Indian Police 
Service officers being in charge of police get the highest political pressure, 
this indicate that politicians and their workers grab the public property with the 
help of Government machinery. Law enforcers act as pawn in the hands of 
politicians and help in grabbing public property to serve individual goals. 
Pearson Chi-square results show good association of political pressure for 
grabbing property to serve individual goals and the decision-making process. 
Pearson Chi-square analyses show value of 41.096, with 8 degree of freedom 
and 0.000, level of significance. 
Community background 
General 
I Backward class 
[Scheduled castes 
I Scheduled tribes 
frequenlty Always 
Rarely some times most oftenly 
Policy Related Issues 
Chart 6.10.Community Background & Policy Related Issues In Pressure 
6.2.14. Training/ Tours: 
Imperial frame work of the All India Services have not changed, rather 
it is consolidated during their training at LBSNAA (Mussoorie), Police 
Academy (Hyderabad) and I.G. Forest Academy (Dehradun) respectively. 
From the first day they join service, these officers are taught to be elite, and it 
means they are exploitive by origin. These training systems have pronounced 
influence on All India Services Officers subsequent behavior in the service. 
Probationers', while undergoing on-job training in field and in Academy 
continuously imbibe imperial norms and values in structure of the behavior of 
the individual All India Services Officer. 
"Tendency for the Academy to puff up too high their sense of 
confidence and status, which hindered effective communication later with 
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other civil servants in the district with whom they had to work. Exaggerated 
importance of I.AS is taught at the Academy by ICS tyrants, making us 
'demigods" Potter. The All India Services Officers are frequently sent on 
training in India and abroad. During such training the All India Services 
Officers learn, imbibe and upgrade skills by participation, listening and writing. 
Politicians and power holders use training and short tours abroad as double-
edged weapon. Some training courses, particularly abroad are well sought 
after, same way tour to a foreign country and other states in India. In certain 
courses, no one likes to go, various reasons can be assigned for such issues. 
Politicians and power holders reward pliable officers of their choice by 
sending / recommending their names for choicest place and time period. 
Whereas, on occasions, they desire to get rid off inconvenient officers, they 
send such officers on undesirable, strenuous training programmes, long or 
short depending up on the nature of goals to be achieved during such 
absence. It serve two purposes, one they convey message that we have 
penalized you for not obeying us, and secondly we have rewarded pliable 
officers, who has obeyed the political pressure. 














































































































































































Training's are the part and parcel of regular human resource 
management practices. But these training's programs in Government 
bureaucratic system are used as double-edged weapon. Any training, which 
help in career advancement and courses are limited, for such courses stiff 
political pressure decides the names of the trainees. Foreign training's and 
tours are invariably in high demand, political pressure decide the fate of the 
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trainee for such training's and tours. Officers with support from the behind are 
selected and sent for good and comfortable training's. Any program, which is 
difficult and located at inconvenient place, is used for penalizing the upright 
officers. When politician find that particular post has to be vacated for person 
of his choice, they send concerned officer for long training and post the 
person of their choice for self-goals maximization. 
Mean, median and modal value indicate that political pressure is 
exerted sometimes to rarely for training and tours. 40.4% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get always-political pressure for recommending 
names of persons of political choice for tours and training. 56.6% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure frequent to sometimes for 
training and tours. 56.5% of the All India Services Officers and 93.8% of the 
Indian Police Service officers get political pressure rarely to sometimes only in 
issues related with training & tours. The Indian Administrative Service officers 
are located on the crucial positions, so they get the highest political pressure 
for this variable. Our results are significant with Pearson Chi-square value of 
75.541, and significance level at 0.000. Association of training & tours with the 
decision-making process is good and considerable relationship shown by the 
Pearson's negative correlation values, with the 0.001, level of significance. 
Foreign training, tours and visits are highly in the demand among 
Government employees. People are crazy about going abroad. Some how 
this negative trend is very high among Government employees, first and 
foremost part of the cake goes to the Indian Administrative Service officers. If 
something is left over, then other services officers can approach politicians for 
inclusion of their names for tours to abroad. Mean value of 2.47 indicates that 
political pressure is exerted frequently, but modal value show rare incidences 
of political pressure. 57.1% of the All India Services Officers, 82.1% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 61.2% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers get political pressure sometimes to rarely for inclusion/ exclusion of 
names from tours to abroad. 43.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers get 
most often to frequent political pressure for going on training to abroad. The 
Indian Forest Service officers work being of technical in nature, show high 
desire for going abroad and highest political pressure is used for such training 
and tours. Pearson Chi-square value is of 47.815, with 8 degree of freedom 
and 0.000, level of significance. This indicates good association of decision-
making process with the political pressure used for the tours to go abroad. 
Pearson's correlation value of .239 and Spearman correlation value of .266 
are significant with 0.000, level of significance. Present variable relations with 
the decision are good and reliable. 
On occasions people approach politicians to start new training 
institutions in their areas. Political pressure is used rarely to sometimes only 
as indicated by the mean, median and modal values. 69.8% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers get political pressure frequent to sometimes 
and 57.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers get sometimes to frequent 
political pressure for starting new training institutes in their areas. 87.2% of 
the Indian Police Service officers and 62.9% of the All India Services Officers 
get political pressure rarely to sometimes only. Very low intensity of political 
pressure indicates low interests of public and politicians in opening of new 
training institutes in their areas. Association of political pressure for opening of 
new institutions and decision-making process are good as shown by the 
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Pearson Chi-square results. Pearson Chi-square value of 62.579 is significant 
with level of significance of 0.000. 
The All India Services have their independent training institutions for 
imparting training to different subordinate cadres. Some of training programs 
for subordinates are of compulsory in nature and are related with the career 
progression. Training results are important for some programs; people 
mobilize political pressure to get certificate for successful completion of such 
programs or getting distinction in these training programs, so that it can help 
them in their career advancement. Mean, modal and median values indicate 
that sometimes-political pressure is exerted for manipulation of results. 64.9% 
of the All India Services Officers and 89.5% of the Indian Police Service 
officers get political pressure rarely to sometimes to manipulate the results of 
the training to serve the individual needs. 73.7% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 65.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure sometimes to frequently for carrying out manipulations in results of 
the training to serve the individual needs. The Indian Administrative Service 
officers get the highest pressure, but the intensity of political pressure is 
moderate only. Political pressure for result manipulations is associated with 
the decision-making process. This is shown by the Pearson Chi-square value 
of 63.524 and results are significant with level of significance at 0.000. 
Politicians are located at the top of the bureaucratic system; people 
approach them for allowing /disallowing and expediting /delaying the 
proposals for the training. Mean, median and modal values indicate that 
political pressure is used sometimes for processing the proposal for training. 
59.3% of the All India Services Officers and 77.8% of the Indian Police 
Service officers get political pressure rarely to sometimes for processing the 
proposal for training. 68.9% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
61.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure sometimes to 
rarely for allowing / disallowing and expediting /delaying the proposal s for the 
training. Pearson Chi-square has the value of 63.747, with 8 degree of 
freedom and 0.000, level of significance. Our analyses show good association 
of pressure for training and decision-making process. 
People approach politicians for rescheduling the training programs, 
which are not convenient to them. Political pressure is exerted on the All India 
Services Officers for approving or rejecting a particular training course on 
particular time schedule. Mean, median and modal values indicate that 
political pressure is exerted sometimes for approval of training schedules. 
66% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get frequent to sometimes-
political pressure for such rescheduling the training programs. 97% of the 
Indian Police Service officers, 54.2% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 
67.1% of -the All India Services Officers get rarely to sometimes-political 
pressure for change of training schedule programs. Our results show that 
Indian Administrative Service officers get the moderate political pressure for 
the selection /rejection of the training programs. Pearson Chi-square value of 
78.792 is significant with level of significance of 0.000. This shows good 
association of political pressure pertaining to training with the decision-making 
process. 
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6.2.15. Social Issues: 
We have discussed the most of the areas of political pressure, which 
are related with the individual cause of action. Politicians provide leadership to 
the whole society. How they influence the All India Services Officers for 
carrying out works for social causes. Some of the issues we have tried to 
discuss here are pertaining to common cause or social cause. Earlier we have 
seen that, very low to negligible political pressure is used for the common 
cause or for the welfare of the social system. For social cause, we have kept 
employment generation for the masses and relaxation of norms of the 
bureaucratic system for the sake of social welfare. How far politicians are 
involved in the auction of public property for the public welfare? Politician 
uses one's office for punitive actions based on the social groups and political 
affiliations or not? 
Social issues in general are related with the public welfare. Any political 
pressure exerted under this variable will be for a positive cause of action. It 
could have been a positive aspect or positive political pressure used for the 
welfare of the public. Mean, median and modal values indicate that only 
sometimes political pressure is exerted on the All India Services Officers for 
social causes. 65.7% of the All India Services Officers, 74.5% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 51% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
get political pressure sometimes to frequently for social issues. 73.2% of the 
Indian Police Service officers get political pressure sometimes to rarely for 
social issues. The Indian Administrative Service officers get the moderate 
political pressure and police officers get the least pressure for social issues. 
Our results are significant with Pearson Chi-square value of 41.256, with 8 
degree of freedom and 0.000, level of significance. This shows good 
association of social issues with the decision-making process. Pearson's 
correlation shows the strength of this relationship with level of significance of 
0.02. 
Employment generation is the greatest and most common 
demand of almost every area in India. Whole society revolves around opening 
of employment opportunities in different sectors. People must be pressurizing 
political leadership all the times for creation of more and more opportunities 
for getting employment. Mean and median values indicate frequent use of 
political pressure towards generation of employment opportunities. 55.1% of 
the All India Services Officers and 88.4% of the Indian Police Service officers 
get political pressure rarely to sometimes for creation of employment 
opportunities. 61.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get frequent 
to sometimes-political pressure for generation of employment for the society. 
60% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure always to most 
often for generation of employment for masses. The Indian Forest Service 
officers get the highest political pressure among All India Services; this may 
be due to fact that locations of work sites are spread over the rural areas only. 
Nature of forestry works is such that most of their work is employment 
oriented, and huge numbers of people are getting benefit out of such 
employment. Forest officers are the biggest employment provider among the 
All India Services. Our results are significant on Pearson Chi-square analysis, 
and show good association with the decision-making process. Pearson Chi-
square value of 127.719, with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of 
significance, are significant. Pearson's correlation value of .307 and 
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Spearman correlation value of .358, are significant with level of significance at 
0.000. Political pressure for employment generation in his constituency by 
politician is strongly related with the decision process. 
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People approach politicians for relaxation of bureaucratic norms and 
conditions to serve larger political interests. Mean and median values show 
that political pressure is exerted frequently for relaxation of government norms 
and conditions to serve political goals. 48.8% of the All India Services Officers 
get political pressure frequently to sometimes for relaxations of conditions. 
69.2% of the Indian Police Service officers get sometimes to rarely political 
pressure for relaxation in government norms to serve political goals. 55.1% of 
the Indian Forest Service officers and 49.2% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers get frequent to most often political pressure towards 
relaxation of norms and conditions to serve political goals. Our results show 
association of this political pressure with the decision-making process. Our 
results are significant with Pearson Chi-square value of 49.959, with 8 degree 
of freedom and 0.000, level of significance. 
People pressurize political leadership for misuse of government 
machinery, so that social needs and requirement are met with for social 
welfare. Mean, median and modal values indicate that political pressure is 
exerted sometimes for misuse of government machinery for social causes. 
62.1% of the All India Services Officers, 66.6% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 48.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure frequently to sometimes for relaxation of government norms and 
conditions to serve social goals. 87.1% of the Indian Police Service officers 
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get political pressure sometimes to rarely. The Indian Administrative Service 
officers get the moderate political pressure and highest among All India 
Services, for social causes and police officers get the least pressure. Our 
results are significant and show good association with the decision-making 
process. Pearson Chi-square value is of 70.175, with 8 degree of freedom 
and show 0.000, level of significance. Relationship as shown by Spearman 
correlation is significant with 0.02, level of significance. 
It is commonly said that political pressure is exerted while auctioning 
the government property and land, and decisions follow the political will and 
desires. Mean, modal and median values indicate that political pressure is 
exerted sometimes for auction of government property according to political 
wishes. 59.9% of the All India Services Officers, 77% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 50.5% of Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure sometimes to frequently while disposing government property and 
land. The Indian Administrative Service officers get the highest political 
pressure, 50.9% of them get most often to frequent political pressure while 
conducting auction of government property and land. Our results are 
significant as shown by the Pearson Chi-square value of 31.732, and level of 
significance is 0.000. Our variable under study has good association with the 
decision process. 
Some of the social groups, who do not vote and support particular 
political party, and that party, come in power. Under the influence of power, 
politicians initiate punitive action against such social groups through the All 
India Services Officers. Mean, modal and median values indicate that political 
pressure is exerted most often to take punitive action against the political 
opponents. This indicates that the All India Services Officers have lost their 
path of justice to all. The All India Services Officers have just become the 
political tool in the hands of ruling party. Continuous sycophancy and political 
opportunism among All India Services Officers have made them burden on 
the bureaucratic system. Masses have lost total faith from the decisions taken 
by the All India Services Officers. 81.7% of the Indian Police Service officers 
and 59.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure 
always to most often for taking punitive action against such social groups, 
who have not supported the ruling political party. 59.5% of the All India 
Services Officers and 53% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure most often to frequently to victimize the political opponent social 
groups. Our results are significant as shown by the Pearson Chi-square value 
of 50.598, with 8 degree of freedom and 0.000, level of significance. This also 
indicates that decision process and political pressure for punitive action 
against opponents has good association. 
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A.6.1. Statistical Analyses For Different Types Of Pressure 
statistics 
a. Mutd'ple modes 
Annexure. A.6.2.Questionnaire on Areas of Political Pressure 
All India Services Officers are located at pivotal/comnnanding position in the 
decision making process, when they arrive decision related with the 15 kind of 
issues listed below, they may experience political pressure in this process. 
Kindly indicate the intensity/frequency of political pressure on five point scale. 
Tick 5 in case pressure is exerted always. Tick 4 in case pressure is exerted 
most oftenly. Tick 3 in case pressure is exerted frequently. Tick 2 in case 
pressure is exerted sometimes only. Tick 1 in case pressure is exerted rarely. 
Area of political pressure (pressure points) Scale 
275.TRANSFERS 
276) On the basis of financial considerations 
277) Pressure of frequent dislocations to serve clientele 
needs 
278) To meet the individual goals/needs 
279) Serve public interests for improvement of system & 
services 
280) To please the large social groups to serve their 
social needs 
281. POSTINGS 
282.) To provide wet/plumb postings who serve political 
goals 
283) To deny/delay postings to those who resist political 
pressure 
284) To provide posting on the basis of financial 
considerations 
285) To ensure tenure continuity on basis of pliability 














287). RECRUITTVIENT 5 
288) Creation of posts for recruitment to get services in 
future 
289) Violation/distortion of recruitment procedure 
290) Ignoring merit or relaxation in rules for physical 
standards 
291) Selection on the basis of financial consideration 
292) Selection on basis of caste/region /religion/ 
considerations 


































































294). RESOURCE ALLOCATION :- Distribution, 
deployment and management to meet political goals. 
295) Related with land allotment,requistion and 
distribution 
296) Human resource allocation to get popularity in area 
297) Budgetary allocation for new/maintenance /ongoing 
works 
298) Allocate/increase/ decrease supply of goods and 
material 








300). REWARDS 5 
301) Help in advancement of career progression or 
desired ACR 
302) Appointment on special posts, boards and 
corporations 
303) Granting special pay/advance increments / 
honorarium 
304) Allotment of government houses, vehicles and 
resources 








307) Frequent dislocations/withdraw vehicle and house 
308) Blockage of career progression/ suspension/ 
punishment 
309) False complaints, vigilance inquiry and public 
criticism 
310) Adverse ACR/spoiling the records 
311) Dis-allowing/reducing the punishment 
312).PROMOTIONS 
313) Out of turn promotions to serve individual needs 
314) Ignoring/violation of merit to promote individuals 
315) Promotion on the basis of considerations 
316) Seniority violations to extend future financial 
benefits, pension etc. 
317)Creation of new posts to avoid stagnation and 













































































































318). RULES, REGULATIONS & PROCEDURE 
319) Ignore/circumvent rules to serve individual 
interests/goals 
320) To simplify rules, regulations and procedures to avoid 
ambiguity 
321) Frame new rules and regulations to meet political goals 
322) Clientele oriented enforcement and maintenance of 
rules 
323) Amend/change rules for disadvantageous 
persons/windows/orphans 
324). POLICY RELATED ISSUES 
325) Implement policy in such way to serve individual goal 
326)To amend policy to serve changing social needs and 
interests 
327)Policy for conservation and preservation of local 
resources/culture 
328) To frame policy to serve individual/regional future 
needs 
329) Ignore/circumvent policy to meet political party 
goals/interest 
330). CHANGE OF LOW/ACTS 
331) New legislation for preservation/conservation of 
culture/resources 
332)Law to meet changing social needs/extend benefits to 
large groups 
333) Implementation of law to serve clientele needs 
334) Amend/ignore/circumvent law to meet political interest 
and goals 
335)Frame new law to safeguard political interests for 
336). DEMUR IN DECISION PROCESS:- Taking 
favourable/unfavourable, desirable decisions, postpoing or 
pending the decision related with. 
337)Election related matters at various levels 
schedule/eligilbility/nomination/results/recounting etc.etc.) 
338) Tenders or execution of work to avoid displeasure of 
masses 
339) Land allotment/distribution and other land related 
matters 
340) Issues related with services matter/employees to 
encash delays 


























































































































342). DEVELOPMENT WORK RELATED ISSUES 
343) Sanction/reject/accept request for loans/ subsidy /grants 
/aids 
344) Include/exclude certain areas for applicability of 
project/schemes 
345) Sanction new programmes and projects for their areas 
346)Upgrade existing infrastructure/institutions/facilities 
347) Open/start new institutions/schools/building/roads/canals 
348). CRIME RELATED ISSUES 
349)Manipulate arrest/release of persons of their interest 
350) Detention/extension of individuals in custody for 
considerations 
351) Settling score/disputes with the help of government 
machinery 
352) Registration/cancellation of FIR to misuse the ambiguity 
of law 
353)Grabbing public property to serve political/individual 
goals 
354). TRAINING/TOURS RELATED 
355)lnclude/exclude names for foreign tours/training/visits 
356) Start, open and upgrade institutions for training 
357) Manipulate training results to serve the clientele needs 
358) Allow/disallow, delay.expedite, keep pending proposal 
for training 
359) Select/reject the training course /programmes /schedules 
360). SOCIAL ISSUES 
361 )To generate employment opportunities in the 
constituency 
362) Relaxation of Govt, norms/conditions to serve political 
goals 
363) Misuse of govt, machinery to meet need of social groups 
364) Auction of govt, property/land etc. 



























































































































tVlodes and Forms of Political Pressure 
7.1. Pressure Groups in Decision: 
Since time immemorial, pressure groups had been working in different 
forms and modes to influence decision outcomes in desired direction. In our 
daily life, we come across different type of pressure groups operating on 
different areas. In bureaucracy also, interest groups perpetually operate to 
meet their self-ends. Organized interest groups wield considerable clout & 
influence outcomes in public administration. Such a pressure on policy and 
governance generate new alignments, which has impact on process of 
decision. 
In built imbalances in decision delivery mechanism inculcate 
consciousness among stakeholders. Over a period of time of time people 
organize themselves in small groups to get things done in their favor. The 
process of collective bargaining induces drive to meet group needs and 
people participate in such bargaining for sense of fulfillment. Vested interests 
perpetuate their desires to meet their self-goals at the cost of others and they 
join together for its fulfillment. Such pressures groups desire to exercise 
control over resources penetrate deep inside the bureaucratic system. The 
All India Services Officers are considered as protector and custodian of our 
cultural resources. In bureaucratic system, public causes have been relegated 
in backyard for aggrandizement of their self-goals. 
"There is no group without its interest. An interest is equivalent of a 
group." A.F. Bentley (1949). According to him wealth is responsible for social 
divisions. He further elaborated that an interest is responsible the existence of 
the group, or no interest can be considered to exist unless it manifested itself 
in-group actions. Individual initiative is not shared for the benefit of the group. 
So individual officer use one's influence to achieve own benefits and goals. 
Bureaucracy has been working to balance the various services pressure 
groups. Different services represent their demands and justify it towards 
satisfaction of their goals and needs. Such needs are reflected in political 
pressure. 
D.B.Truman in his Disturbance Theory (1962) mentioned that political 
interest group is the outcome of disturbances in changing society. Different 
services groups disrupt the established pattern of behavior, as a consequence 
of it major changes are attained in status and rewards for own service. Such 
dis-proportionate gains alter the attitude and perceptions of the officers 
required for cohesiveness of the services. Every service groups push vigorous 
claims for their benefits through politicians. 
Success of one service group to stabilize relations with the politicians, 
create inevitable problem for other services. This generates inevitable need 
for modification of intra-service relationships. Such a need is bound to bring 
changes and alterations in the All India Services. According to group 
dynamics theory, group will be divided according to loyalties for 
aggrandizement of individual needs and goals. IAS has emerged most 
powerful service and provides resistance to interests of other two All India 
Services. This results into inducement of organized political pressure among 
the All India Services. 
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According to J.C.Calhoun (1953) doctrine of concurrent majority, 
interests of majority and minority were to be fairly balanced. Group in 
dominant position is self centered and selfish; it can be tyrannical and 
oppressive. "By giving to each interest, or portion, the power of self protection 
all strife and struggle between them for ascendancy is prevented, and 
thereby, not only every feeling calculated to weaken the attachment to the 
whole is suppressed, but the individual and social feelings are made to unite 
in one common devotion to country" Calhoun (1953). For smooth and 
effective working each service group be given constitutional powers to stop 
the acts of other elite services. If we look through it, the entire group 'A' 
services be given equal powers for the welfare of the country. "If the benefits 
fail, or are inadequate to warrant the cost of membership, or the leaders get 
inadequate return, the group collapses" Robert Salisbury. Different services 
members Individually develop inter personal relationship, so that they can 
extract something in exchange from each other. When one service individual 
is aware that he will not meet desired goals, he will not enter into inter 
personal relationship with them. This is happening in the field postings. When 
IAS officer feel that they can meet their needs and goals without the help from 
IPS and IFS, they do not develop working relationship with them. According to 
group theory, such leader (IAS) tends to misuse the powers vested in him, 
and this generate corruption and immoral behavior. 
Theory of collective action propounded by M. Olson (1968) on 
pressure groups revolves around aggrandizement of individual monetary 
benefits and self-interests. Since time Immemorial individual interests have 
been the human weakness, every person likes to satisfy self-goals on first 
priority. Interests of the group are by product of the process of 
aggrandizement of individual goals, to achieve group goals participation is 
must otherwise dormant members will take the advantage by colluding. 
The IAS as leading group exclusively seek higher status and power for 
them by restricting access of other service groups to nerve center. When 
other service groups exert pressure through political authority, IAS as a group 
behaves in inclusive way by relaxing the terms of governance. This signifies 
the T.Parsons and Smelser theory performance in a system is related with the 
rewards and sanctions. The All India Services as groups perpetuate their self-
interests in the form of rewards and inclusive behavior under political 
sanctions. The IAS at the top enjoys the selective Incentives in form of their 
monopoly over the power center. Their location and proximity to power 
provide them capability and enhance their capacity to mobilize the power in 
their favor. 
Monopolizing the authority instills incentive to maintain power. They 
become coercive and this influence individual in latent IAS group. The IAS 
group carries out vigorous lobbying for retaining supremacy among All India 
Services and other services groups. Any individual officer will not work for 
their service group without special incentives available to him. In the process 
of bargaining for group, IAS ensures benefits for self by virtue of their 
monopolistic control over the power positions, so they continue and 
perpetuate collective bargaining. These service groups are united & actuated 
by some common impulses of passion, or of interest, adverse to the right of 
the citizen (other services) or to the permanent aggregate interests of the 
community (Madison & Theodore, 1978). Every service group nourishes own 
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ambitions against the selfish tendencies of other service groups, which 
generate factionalism in the services. 
In sheer disrespect for the public administration, various service 
groups approach political pressure groups to perpetuate own expectations, 
which reveal their disrespect for the public welfare and administration in 
general. This various services groupism and their relations with the political 
pressure groups nourish their concern for sphere of their own service 
jurisdiction rather than justice for the public. This open bargaining by service 
groups through political pressure groups impair the process of decision, which 
demoralize the whole bureaucratic system. Process of decision is the balance 
of conflicting forces prevalent among the All India Services Officers; decision 
is the product of degree of their consensus. 
"Our attitude to pressure groups exemplifies an unwholesome 
admixture of frosted and affected prudery and a passive and escapist 
permissiveness" L.M.Singhvi. Different services use politicians' intervention to 
meet own goals rather than bureaucratic system. "The collective goal 
emerges either as result of voluntary trading and contracting between 
individuals who have different personal goals. As in case of social contract 
(Buchanan and Tullock, 1965), or as a result of conflict in which one of the 
personal goals is imposed upon rest. Goals will then change as individuals 
see scope for improving their collective benefits by means of a goal change, 
or if dominant goal is toppled in the power struggle" P.M. Jackson, (1983). 
Political groups visualize individual service trading to own advantage. "Every 
act is in interest of some group, which is capable of pooling their votes for a 
leader who goes out of way to mangle law and justice or to some powerful 
individual" K.Seshadri (1994). 
7.2 Analysis of Modes And Forms of Political 
Pressure: 
These 22 modes or forms of political pressure exerting pressure on 15 
major areas and 76 pressure points in decision, provide power bases to 
politicians. One-time politicians use one's position in bureaucratic system and 
another time clamor with individual officers to get things done in one's favor. 
These modes or forms of political pressure can be classified in to following 
classes for sake of our study. 
7.2.1. Bureaucratic system: Bureaucratic system oriented modes are 
politicians powers to correct mistakes in process of administration, through 
known and friendly bureaucrats, seniors in the bureaucratic system, by 
service rules and conditions, abuse of official position and authority, politician 
powers in grievance redressing system, politicians powers in appointments 
and promotions and politicians control over foreign tours, trainings and 
fellowships. 
7.2.2. Social Power Groups And Public:- Pressure modes or forms 
commonly used by public and socially powerful groups are mobilize pressure 
though friends, relatives and colleagues; use of communication media in 
different variations (print, audio, video, electronic and traditional) and related 
modes; public organize themselves in big groups as big rallies, delegations 
and community pressure; public mobilize prominent citizens, retired politicians 
and old guards of the system; and politicians and community raise demand for 
enhancing & protecting individual hghts & freedom of people. 
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7.2.3. Political Parties:- Political parties use different modes to mobilize 
pressure are pressure through political groups and activist; politician 
insistence for open and accountable government; politician supremacy in 
democratic decision-making process; politician enjoy full control over public 
servants; and politician can use his discretionary power in decision-making 
process and authority over them. 
7.2.4. Power Brokers:- Pressure is also mobilized through power 
brokers, touts, agents, retired employees and officers work as conduits; 
musclemen and underworld people work as pressure point by issuing 
threatening and temptations; wide-spread net works of open and hidden 
financiers, who mobilize funds for politicians also work as modes of pressure 
on the All India Services Officers. 
(Exhibit number 7.1.) 
Modes and Forms of Political Pressure -Statistical Analysis 
Modes of pressure 
208.Power to correct mistakes 
209. Power brokers 
210. Political groups/activist 
211. Known/friendly bureaucrats 
212, Bureaucratic system 
213. Friends/relatives/colleagues 
214. Communication media 
215. Organised public 
216. Member of citizenary 
217. Muslemen & underworld 
218. Open/tiidden financier 
219. Changing service rules 
220. Abuse of authirity/position 
221. Grievance redressel 
222. Performance review tool 
223. Protecting individual rights 
224. Open & accountable Govt. 
225. Politician supremacy 
226. Politician control over sys. 
227. Appoinment/ promotions 
228. Descretionary authority 

















































































































































































































Politicians control over public servants has been ranked as first and 
abuse of position and authority by the politicians is the second most important 
mode of pressure in the decision-making process. Political pressure through 
member citizenry is the last mode of pressure. These ranks, mean values and 
standard deviation have been shown in the exhibit number 7.1, frequencies of 
respondent have been indicated in the above-mentioned exhibit. 
Summary statistics (exhibit number 7.2.) for method of recruitment in 
All India Services for direct recruited and promoted officers conditions in 
handling the various modes of political pressure in decision-making process, 
we see that frequency of respondents have been 78 to 80 for direct recruited 
and 176 to 177 for promoted officers. 
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(Exhibit number 7.2.) 
Independent Samples t-Test -method of recruitment in modes of political 
pressure 
Levene's Test 




F Si2 t df ^'S- (2- l^ean Std. Error j^^^^^^, ^^  ^^ ^ 
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Equal - 2 83F-
variances 9.307 .003 1.50 253 .134 -9.09E-02 6.05E-02 -.21 ^^ 
assumed 2 
208 Equal 
variances 2.24 175.000 .026 -9.09E-02 4.05E-02 -.17 "'• '^^" 
not , 02 
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Equal 
variances .398 .529 "^ 5^ ^53 .671 -.14 .34 -.81 .52 
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Equal , ^o (. £7p 
variances 10.989 .001 j 253 .094 .39 .23 02 '^^ 
assumed 
214 Equal 
variances 1.50 jj3^29 .134 .39 .26 -.12 .90 
not 7 
assumed 
Equal , „. 
variances 3.211 .074 ^ 253 .293 .25 .24 -.22 .73 
assumed 
215 Equal 
variances 1.02 j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ 25 .25 -.24 .75 
not 3 
assumed 
Equal Q Q.p 
variances 3.126 .078 .900 253 .369 8.37E-02 9.30E-02 ^ -27 
assumed 
216 Equal 




variances 8.235 .004 1.36 253 .174 -.41 .30 -.99 .18 
assumed 4 
217 Equal 




variances 8.578 .004 2.38 253 .018 -.70 .29 -1.27 -.12 
assumed 8 
218 Equal 
variances 2.66 196.760 .008 -.70 .26 -1.21 -.18 
not , 
assumed 
Equal . f.Q 
variances 2.888 .090 J 253 .276 .30 .28 -.24 .85 
assumed 
219 Equal 
variances 1.05 J375J4 296 .30 .29 -.27 .87 
not 0 
assumed 
Equal , T^ 
variances .005 .942 ^ 253 .217 .42 .34 -.25 1.09 
assumed 
220 Equal 




variances 1.855 .174 .846 253 .399 .27 .32 -.36 .91 
assumed 
221 Equal 





variances .130 .719 ^ 253 .284 .37 .35 -.31 1.06 
assumed 
222 Equal 
;;^J'^""^ 'f 151.334 .283 .37 .35 -.31 1.06 
assumed 
variances 13.689 .000 ^ " 253 .072 .20 .11 02 ''^'^ 
assumed 
223 Equal 
'T"""" 1 ' ' 91.992 .168 .20 .14 I^.^'^-
not 1 02 
assumed 
^ ' ' "^ ' 1 55 -4 85E-
variances 10.218 .002 ^ 255 .122 .18 .12 ^ -41 
assumed 
224 Equal 
variances 1.20 ^^ ^^^ ^30 .18 .15 -.12 .48 
assumed 
Equal 
variances .943 .332 " . _ 255 .820 -7.07E-02 .31 -.68 .54 
assumed 
225 Equal 




variances 1.271 .261 " 253 .353 -.26 .28 -.80 .29 
assumed 
226 Equal 
variances -^^^ \6S.m .330 -.26 .26 -.78 .26 
assumed 
Equal 
variances 2.941 .088 '^^3 253 .747 -9.03E-02 .28 -.64 .46 
assumed 
227 Equal 
' ^,, 170.942 .734 -9.03E-02 .27 -.61 .43 
not .341 
assumed 
^ 1 " ^ ' 2 06 9X1F 
variances 6.053 .015 ; 254 .040 .61 .29 t'^ 1.18 
assumed 
228 Equal 
'T'"''' ;-^^ 133.974 .051 .61 .31 t^^^' 1.21 
not 5 03 
assumed 
Equal 
variances .001 .974 .037 253 .971 8.92E-03 .24 -.47 .49 
assumed 
229 Equal 
^^"^"'^^^ .037 151.257 .971 8.92E-03 .24 -.47 .49 
not 
assumed 
Mean values for acceptance of different modes of political pressure in 
decision-making process for direct recruited officers have been .28 to 3.68 
with range of standard deviation of .79 to 2.53, these values for promoted 
officers have been .11 to 9.09 with standard deviation of .54 to 2.58 
respectively. Our independent t-test results (exhibit number 7.2.) are 
presented in two rows, one for equal variance assumed and other for equal 
variance not assumed. Our assumption was that variance in both groups will 
be roughly equal, but some adjustments are needed where variance is not 
equal, such assumptions can be deciphered through our results. Variances in 
standard deviation are subject matter of interest for studies. 
Our Levene's test for equality of variances, where significance values 
are less than .05 indicate that null hypothesis is rejected, variances are 
significantly different, assumption of homogeneity of variance is violated. 
Where values are more than .05, we accept the null hypothesis, difference 
between variance is zero, variances are roughly equal and assumption is 
tenable. For significance values more than .05, Levene's test is non-
significant and we have considered test statistics in row labeled equal 
variance assumed, in case of such cases, where significance values are less 
than .05, in such cases, Levene's test is significant and values from row 
marked equal variance not assumed are considered for analysis. 
After analyzing the homogeneity of variance, we have studied the t-test 
values. Mean difference and error of difference is low in most of items. T-
values provided in (exhibit number 7.2.) can be assessed against the values 
from t-tables with given degree of freedom. In our results for t-test values, 
where value of significance is greater than 0.05, we conclude that there was 
no significant difference between means of direct recruited and promoted 
officers perceptions about modes of pressure. We can infer that both groups 
are amenable to political pressure in decision-making process. Where 
significance is less than .05, we can infer that there was difference between 
direct recruited and promoted officers perception about modes of pressure, 
and amenability towards political pressure in decision-making process was 
differential. 
7.2.1. Bureaucratic System: 
7.2.1.1. Power to Correct Mistakes in Process of 
Administration: 
Politicians occupy the top position in democratic set up in the Union of 
India and in the States. If politician perception is correct in approach and 
behavior towards the decision-making process, then it make very difficult for 
the bureaucratic system operators to retain subjectivity in their day to day 
work. Even if some of the All India Services Officers try to resort to 
manipulations, those can be shown the way out or checked. Politicians enjoy 
tremendous powers to correct mistakes in the process of administration. But 
the decision-making process has slipped out of politicians' hands, due to their 
negligence, casual attitude and non-assertive leadership provided by them. 
Officers are really intelligent; they entice the politicians with small temptations 
and they just share a bite of cake with the politicians and then slowly, coolly. 
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calmly and systematically carry the cake with them and enjoy it in way they 
like. 
(Exhibit number 7.3.) 





























































Weaknesses of the politicians demonstrated through these results 
indicating 100% of the Indian Administrative Service officers & the Indian 
Forest Service officers and 92.7% of Indian Police Service officers think that 
politicians have failed to use their power to correct mistakes in the decision-
making process. Pearson Chi-square value is of 13.89, with 4, degree of 
freedom and with level of significance at 0.008. This item has got 18"^  rank of 
importance among 22 items under study, indicating very low interference in 
decision. 
7.2.1.2. Known/Friendly Bureaucrats: 
When politicians are out of power or they feel that particular officer will 
not listen to them or they do not like to disclose their identity, in such cases 
politicians approach known bureaucrats and friendly officers, who in turn exert 
pressure on the concern officer to get things done. Thus indirect political 
pressure is exerted frequently and some times concerned officer even do not 
come to know about that, he has taken decision under political pressure. This 
mode of pressure has been ranked 7"^  in overall ranking of all the modes. 
Pearson Chi-square results show good association of present mode of 
political pressure with the decision-making process, value of 41.321, with 14 
degree of freedom, level of significance at 0.000. Strength of relationship is 
shown by Pearson's correlation value of .13 with 0.03, level of significance. 
60.2% of the All India Services Officers do not consider it important 
mode of political pressure and 7.5% of them assigned it 1®* rank. If we look 
into other ranks where priority is spread over all the ranks, this is very 
important mode of political pressure used by the politicians. 46.4% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers, 40.5% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 33.3% of the Indian Police Service officers have considered this 
as important mode of political pressure used by politician in decision-making 
process. 
(Exhibit number 7.4.) 
































































Polilica! Pressure And its Impact On The Decision Making Process Of AISO chapter 7. Mode of Pressures 
Officer Regional Bacltground 
S9 1 0 
not 2nd 3rd mode 4th mode 5th mode 6th mode 7th mode 
required mode 
Pressure through friends/relatives 
^n/east leas t Dwest Dnorth • south Dcentral 
Chart No. 7.1. Regional background & pressure through 
friends/relatives /colleagues. 
Exhibit No. 7.5. 
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Political Pressure And lis Impact On The Decision Making Process OJ A ISO—chapter 7. Mode of Pressures 
All India Services Officers from south Indian regional background 
accept political pressure in maximum frequency through their relatives/friends. 
7.2.1.3. Bureaucratic System/ seniors: 
Bureaucratic system itself is like that it is full of pressure, and beauty of 
this is that it cannot be reflected or it remains hidden in the layers of the 
hierarchy. Senior officers occupying higher positions, frequently and most 
blatantly use pressure tactics to bulldoze and victimize such officers, who put 
any kind of resistance to yield under their unlawful temptations. It commonly 
whispered that they deny politicians for wrong things but their own seniors 
never like to listen any thing from their juniors, as if juniors are their hereditary 
slaves. 
"Power holder may choose to behave in ways which further their own 
or others, interests. They may frame the matter for decision in a way, which 
suits their own, ends or blocks the objectives of others. They push for 
preferred alternatives, whether or not these will lead to decisions, which are of 
organizational benefit. They manipulate information, withhold it, and ignore 
some or all of it. They negotiate for support and suppress opposition. This 
applies not only to those who are directly engaged in the process, but also to 
those who, although only indirectly involved, still have the power to influence 
the process in some way such as by having access to those who are more 
closely involved, or by providing information for the process. Since all interest 
groups may be engaging in similar behavior the process may be 
characterized by various forms of bargaining, negotiation and compromise 
that may lead to outcomes which are less than optimum for all parties." S.J. 
Miller, D.J. Hickson & D.C.Willson (1996). 
This is the one of crucial and very important mode of pressure used in 
the bureaucratic system; this mode has been ranked 3'^  most important mode 
among all the modes analyzed in the research. 71.7% of the All India Services 
Officers consider it important mode of political pressure and 9.8% of them 
have assigned it 1 *^ rank. 83.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 67.6% 
of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 64.6 % of the Indian Police 
Service officers think that on maximum occasions political pressure is exerted 
through bureaucratic system and their seniors. This indicates that real 
problem lies inside the system and majority members of the Government 
system are part of it to meet own goals and interest. These officers exploit the 
system to their own advantage and when visualize any problem pass their 
failure and exploitations on the name of politicians. Real cause of problem is 
not the politicians; it is the bureaucratic system itself, imperialistic origin of 
bureaucratic system and assured dominance by same service irrespective of 
political leadership has ensured the growth and sustenance of pressure 
tactics in the decision. Our results provide Pearson Chi-square value of 43.56 
with 14 degree of freedom and level of significance at 0.000. This indicates 
good association pressure by seniors in bureaucratic system with the 
decision-making process. 
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Political Pressure And lis Impact On The Decision Making Process Of AISO—chapter 7, Mode of Pressures 
(Exhibit number 7.6.) 
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7.2.1.4. Changing Service Conditions: 
It is frequently quoted that rules and service conditions are changed to 
accommodate a particular issue or extract advantage from the bureaucratic 
system. It whispered, "Show me face, I shall show you the rules". This type of 
pressure can be possible only when top politicians or Chief Minister/Prime 
Minister or a group of powerful politicians assert for their interests. It is 
difficult, but not Impossible. 82.2% of the All India Services Officers do not 
consider it important mode of pressure. This mode of pressure has got 15"^  
overall rank, indicating low priority. 85.5% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers, 80.2% of the Indian Police Service officers and 81.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers do not think this as important mode of 
pressure. Pearson Chl-square results are significant with .03, level of 
significance. 
(Exhibit number 7.8.) 
























































7.2.1.5. Abuse Of Position & Authority: 
Politicians are located on the top In our present democratic set up, 
which provide them tremendous power, authority and control over most 
powerful bureaucrats in the bureaucratic system. When the politicians occupy 
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the top position in the hierarchy, chances are that they can abuse their 
position in case bureaucrats do not toe in their desired scheme of actions. 
Transfer and postings is the readily available weapon in their hands, which 
can be used the way politician like it. Politicians can abuse his position in 
most of the areas described in the chapter 6. 
Abuse of position by politicians has been rated as 2"^ ^ most common 
and important mode of pressure on the decision-making process. 81.4% of 
the All India Services Officers think that politicians misuse his position and 
exert pressure in the decision. 93.7% of the Indian Police Service officers, 
90.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 59% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers consider that politician abuse his position and induce 
distortions in the decision-making process. 22.9% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 20.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 9.6% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers have assigned it 1 *^ rank in ranking the modes 
of pressure. 
(Exhibit number 7.9.) 
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required moona 
Fifth Seventh 
in order of 
Political pressure by abuse of position and authority. 
Chart No.7.3. Family member attitude to abuse position & authority. 
Abuse of position by politician and decision show strong association, 
which is shown by the Pearson Chi-square results. Pearson Chi-square value 
of 55.77 with 14 degree of freedom and with level of significance at .000, 
indicate good relations. Pearson's correlation ( R) value of .22 and Spearman 
correlation value (Rho) of .24, both at level of significance with 0.000, 
demonstrate strong correlations of abuse of position by politicians with the 
decision. 
7.2.1.6. Grievance Redressing IVIechanism: 
Politicians occupy the top position in the bureaucratic system and by 
virtue of being at top position; they enjoy the unlimited powers as the 
grievance redresser for the masses. On the name of public grievance, 
politicians can exert tremendous amount of pressure on the All India Services 
Officers. Politician position is clear and authority flows out from them and their 
decision is ultimate and almost final. So, on the name of public grievances 
redressing, politicians pressurize the All India Services Officers and influence 
the decision-making process in their own favor. 
73.5% of the All India Services Officers feel that the politicians do not 
misuse this mode. 80.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 70.8%) of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 68.9% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers think that grievance redressing mechanism is not misused by the 
politicians. 16.2% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 14.6% of 
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the Indian Police Service officers have ranked it 6 and 4.8% of the Indian 
-th Forest Service officers ranked it 5 in importance of this mode of pressure. 
35.03 value of Pearson Chi-square with 14 degree of freedom and with .001, 
level of significance, indicate good association of this mode with the decision 
process. 
(Exhibit number 7.11.) 





















































7.2.1.7. Performance Review: 
Politician is located at the top position, by virtue of his position he enjoy 
the overriding powers and in many cases final power to accept or reject the 
performance of any officer. Annual confidential reports are most crucial 
document for the All India Services Officers, for their career advancement and 
progression. Like any other service, the All India Services Officers also suffer 
due to groupism and in service fighting's, this make them more vulnerable in 
front of politicians, they approach politicians for desired ACR and 
manipulations in the review of their work. Politicians use this situation liberally 
for own advantage and both are happy in win-win situation. This mode has 
been ranked at 13"^  in overall ranking. 41.9% of the All India Services Officers 
consider it as important mode of pressure in decision-making process. 66.3% 
of the Indian Forest Service officers, 58.3% of the Indian Police Service 
officers and 49% of the Indian Administrative Service officers think that this 
mode is not important. Highest rank for the All India Services, 13.5% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers ranked it at 5'*^  rank, 9.4% of the Indian 
Police Service officers ranked it 6*^  rank and 8.4% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers ranked it at 7*^^ rank in importance. 
Exhibit number 7.12.) 
Political pressure through performance review as tool 
No response Ranking of the mode /form of politica pressure 
Services name Freq. % 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
I.A.S. 36 48.6 1.4 8.1 8,1 13.5 12.2 8.1 
LPS. 56 58.3 7.3 7.3 8.3 8.3 9.4 
I.F.S. 55 66.3 1.2 4.8 3.6 8.4 3.6 
Total % 147 58.1 0.8 7.1 7.1 8.3 9.5 7.1 
7.2.1.8. Power Of Promotions: 
Politicians' location at top of the bureaucratic system provides him 
power for appointment and promotions. Even in case, they do not have the 
real powers, files go through them and they enjoy complete regulatory 
powers, this power make them highly powerful and the All India Services 
Officers develop close relations for sake of their promotions and prize 
postings. Even the top most officers on verge of their retirement also move 
round politicians in search of post retirement appointments. This mode of 
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pressure has been ranked at 8'*^  important mode of political pressure in the 
decision-making process. 64.8% of the All India Services Officers give it low 
consideration and do not consider as most important mode of pressure. 
70.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 69.8% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 54.2% of the Indian Forest Service officers have not 
considered this among seven most important modes of pressure. Pearson 
Chi-square value of 24.99 with 14 degree of freedom, and level of significance 
with 0.03 is significant and show good association with decision. 
(Exhibit number 7.13.) 






















































7.2.1.9. Tours/ Training: 
Bureaucratic system is such that politician can get rid of undesirable 
officers by different ways and means, at the same time politician can reward 
them liberally by various methods. Foreign training, tours and fellowships are 
one of such instrument in the hands of politicians. Politician want that some 
decision be taken in his favor, he will tell concern officer that officer will be 
rewarded or penalized through sending them on training, tours and visits 
abroad and within the country. This politician use as mode of pressure, but 
our results indicate that this has got very low priority and 21®' rank. 92% of the 
All India Services Officers do not consider it important mode of pressure in all 
the three services. Highest ranking is the 7*^  for all the services with 8.3% for 
the Indian Police Service officers, 6.8% for the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 2.4% for the Indian Forest Service officers. Research results 
indicate that this is not important mode of political pressure exerted in the 
decision-making process. 
(Exhibit number 7.14.) 






















































7.2.2. Social Power Groups and Public: 
7.2.2.1. Friends /Relatives/Colleagues: 
Politicians use their friends, relatives and colleagues to exert pressure 
on the decision-making process to get their objectives fulfilled in desired 
manner. 37.9% of the All India Services Officers feel that politicians use their 
friends and relatives to exert political pressure. 41.75 of the Indian Police 
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Service officers, 40.5% of the Indian Adnninistrative Service officers and 
31.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers think that the politicians use this 
mode of political pressure in the decision-making process. Highest 
percentage of 12.6% has been in the 4 rank, and no ranking for the first 
rank. The Indian Administrative Service officers and the Indian Police Service 
officers have encountered this mode more than the Indian Forest Service 
officers. This mode of political pressure has been assigned 10''^  overall rank. 
(Exhibit number 7.15.) 






















































7.2.2.2. Communication iViedia: 
Communication media in different forms and variations also has joined 
the race in the process of goal maximization. The All India Services Officers 
narrate numerous stories starting from pseudo journalism to yellow 
journalism, how people chase them for petty gains. Communication media 
persons exert pressure on them for the small matter of transfer to allotment of 
resources and even cash benefits. Communication media watch that others 
are maximizing own goals, why they should not chase their self-goals and 
interests. 
(Exhibit number 7.16.) 






























































This mode of pressure has been ranked at 14*^ . This has not been considered 
as important mode of pressure. 83.8% of the All India Services Officers have 
denied that it is important for them. 90.5% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers. 88.5% of the Indian Police Service officers and 72.3% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers feel that communication media is not a important mode 
of pressure for them. This indicates very low percentage of officers, who have 
experienced pressure from the press people. Pearson Chi-square results 
show association of this mode of pressure with the decision, value of 31.63 
with 12 degree of freedom and .002, level of significance. These relationships 
are strong and Pearson's correlation value of .23 with level of significance at 
.000. Spearman correlation value of .2 is also significant with level of 
significance at 0.001. 
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7.2.2.3. Organized Public: 
Politicians, when feel that pressure has to be exerted at such a level or 
on such a officer, where individual politician stature is not enough to get things 
done in his favor, in such difficult situations politician use public as an 
instrument to meet own goals through the organized public pressure. This 
mode of pressure is rarely used and it has got overall 17'^  rank among the 
various modes used by the politicians. 87.45 of the All India Services Officers 
feel that this mode of pressure is not important mode to exert pressure on 
them. 93.8% of the Indian Police Service officers, 91.9% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 75.9% of Indian Forest Service officers 
think that organized public is not an important mode of political pressure. 
Pearson Chi-square results show good association this mode with the 
decision-making process. Pearson Chi-square value of 30.75 with 12 degree 
of freedom and level of significance at 0.002, indicate that results are 
significant. To know the strength of these relationships, we have Spearman 
correlation value of .2 with level of significance at .003. Though our statistical 
analysis show association and significant relationship with decision-making 
process, but this is not a very popular mode of pressure and only used in 
exigencies. 
(Exhibit number 7.17.) 




























































7.2.2.4. iViember Of Citizenry: 
All India Services Officers narrated some instances of pressure coming 
through prominent citizens, such as retired highly placed bureaucrat or 
politician or persons who has excelled in one's own area at national level or 
the concern person acknowledges such prominence. 98% of the All India 
Services Officers do not consider it as mode of pressure. This mode got the 
last rank and cannot be considered as mode of pressure as proved by results. 
We can safely exclude it from the importance. 
(Exhibit number 7.18.) 






























































7.2.2.5. Individual Rights & Freedom: 
Politicians are the representatives of the public; they can always raise 
demand for enhancing the freedom and protecting the rights of the individual 
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citizens. Politicians can always raise banner for emancipation of public from 
the exploitation of the bureaucratic system, even can fight for higher freedom 
and more liberal outlook from the officers. This is being used as one of the 
mode of the political pressure. In our study results this has not come out as 
important mode of pressure in the decision. 96.8% of the All India Services 
Officers do not consider it important mode of pressure. This has been ranked 
20'^ in overall ranking. Value of Pearson Chi-square is 17.12 with 8 degree of 
freedom and with level of significance at .02, indicates good association with 
decision. Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation value of .2 are 
significant and show good strength of this relationship. 
(Exhibit number 7.19.) 






















































7.2.3. Political Parties: 
7.2.3.1. Political Groups And Activist: 
It is commonly said that workers of political party in power and their 
activist mobilize pressure to get their things done, in case they feel that, 
concerned officer is not yielding under their pressure, then form group/s and 
exert pressure in group to get desired outcome from the decision. It has been 
observed that on many occasions one or more ministers join together to exert 
pressure on decision. If they visualize that small group may not be effective to 
get thing moved according to own wishes, then they form bigger groups 
based on region, caste, religion, and political affiliations to a particular leader. 
To show their strength on occasions, they mobilize huge gatherings to 
pressurize Chief Minister/Prime Minister or power holders, so that they 
present own interests as the interests of the masses. These pressure tactics 
are dynamic with time and space. 
This mode of exerting political pressure through political groups and 
activist, 58.7% of the All India Services Officers feel that it is not crucial for the 
decision. As individual service, 59.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
have feeling that they exert political pressure on decision-making process. But 
29.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers feel interference from 
political activist. 12.2% of the Indian Administrative Service officers have given 
it 5* rank and 7.3% of the Indian Police Service officers assigned 7"^  rank. 
17.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers have assigned it 1®' rank, due this 
political groups and activist have got over all 5**^  rank among all 22 modes of 
pressure. Pearson Chi-square value of 39.744, with 14 degree of freedom and 
significance level of 0.000, shows good relationship of this mode of political 
pressure with decision. Strength of this correlation is shown by Spearman 
correlation (Rho) value of 0.2 with 0.002, level of significance. 
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(Exhibit number 7.20.) 





























































7.2.3.2. Open & Accountable Government: 
Bureaucratic system working is such that officers like to take decisions 
and do not like to share with others. Under the garb of secrecy, bureaucrats 
cultivate own interests and goals, this give rise to suspicion. Politicians raise 
the banner for open and accountable government. They more often use this 
mode of pressure when politician are out of power. This mode has been 
ranked 19* in overall ranking. 96.1% of the All India Services Officers do not 
consider it important mode of pressure. 99% of the Indian Police Service 
officers, 94.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 94% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers do not consider it important mode of pressure. 
Our results indicate that insistence for open and accountable government 
cannot be considered as important mode of pressure. 
(Exhibit number 7.21.) 






















































7.2.3.3. Supremacy In Decision Process: 
Politicians occupy the top position; hence enjoy the supremacy in 
decision-making process. This mode of pressure is more pronounced in the 
policy related decisions. Routine decisions are taken by the All India Services 
Officers from lowest level to secretariat level, where politicians do not have 
much say. In such case politicians approach the head of department and 
other senior officers and indirect pressure is exerted on the All India Services 
Officers. 
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Exhibit No. 7.23. 
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Political Pressure And Its Impact On The Decision Making Process Of AISO—chapter 7. Mode of Pressures 
59.1% of the All India Services Officers realize this mode of pressure 
as important mode of pressure and ranked it at 6'^ ^ overall rank. 60% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers, 59.5% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers and 58.3% of the Indian Police Service officers realize that politician 
supremacy over them influence their decisions. Highest ranking in the mode is 
the 13.3% with 2"" rank for the Indian Administrative Service officers, 12.5% 
with 2"'' rank for the Indian Polk» Service officers and 11.9% with 4*'' rank for 
the Indian Forest Service officers. Our research results indicate that this is 
one of very important mode of political pressure in the decision making 
process. 
7.2.3.4. Control Over Public Servants: 
Politicians occupy the top position in the bureaucratic system and they 
enjoy the control over the All India Services Officers and other public 
servants. This control over public servants provide politicians unlimited power 
and authority, public servants in turn look for own interests and try to develop 
strong relations with the politicians for achievement of own goals and 
interests. Politicians are not familiar with internal intricacies of the 
bureaucratic system, so they are in search of such officers who can tell them 
inner stories, so that, they exercise complete and fuller control to enhance 
bargaining power. This develops vicious circle of self-goals and interests, 
which is mutually gainful for politicians and officers both. 
(Exhibit number 7.24.) 
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Political pressure through politician control over put)lic servants. 
Chart N0..7.5. Political pressure through control over public 
servant and level amenable to pressure. 
Our results indicate that this mode of pressure is the first and most 
important mode of pressure commonly used by the politicians. 61.3% of the 
All India Services Officers have ranked it important mode of pressure in the 
decision-making process. 62.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 
62.5% of the Indian Police Service officers and 58.5% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers have assigned importance to politician control over them as 
the major source of political pressure. First ranking in the mode is also very 
high with 29.3% for the Indian Administrative Service officers, 27.1% for the 
Indian Police Service officers and 19.5% for the Indian Forest Service officers; 
clearly establish the importance of political control as most crucial mode of 
political pressure in the decision-making process. Pearson Chi-square results 
show the associatbn of political control with the decision by the All India 
Services Officers. Pearson Chi-square value is of 27.75 with 14 degree of 
freedom and with .01, level of significance. 
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7.2.3.5. Authority: 
Politicians' top position provides him discretion and authority, which he 
can exercise over the decision-making process. 67.7% of the All India 
Services Officers feel that discretionary powers of the politicians are not 
important mode of pressure as most of the decisions are taken below in the 
districts. 75% of the Indian Police Service officers, 69.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 57.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
assign low priority to this mode of pressure. In overall ranking politician 
discretion has been ranked at 12'*^  rank. Ranking in the present mode is 4* for 
13.5% of the Indian Police Service officers and 13.3 for the Indian 
Administrative Service officers. 9.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
have considered it at 7'^  rank. Pearson Chi-square value is of 43.95, with 14 
degrees of freedom, and level of significance with .000. Pearson Chi-square 
results show good association of politician authority with the decision and 
results are significant. 
(Exhibit number 7.25 A.) 






















































7.2.4. Power Brokers: 
7.2.4.1. Power Brokers: 
Whenever, most of the All India Services Officers discuss about the 
frequent use of political pressure in decision making process by the politician, 
most of the times, they think that power brokers are operating through the 
politicians. Politicians are highly mobile and availability at time of need is the 
question of probability? Otherwise also most of time and many politicians like 
to operate through such brokers, so that they continue to enjoy clean image 
among the masses. Power brokers and touts are easily approachable and in 
case of hue and cry, politicians can use them as sacrificial goat also. Even 
many of the top bureaucrats also operate through such power brokers to 
evade the eyes of law and to make the process simple to extract maximum 
out of bureaucratic system in shortest time. 65.2% of the All India Services 
Officers, 71.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 65.6% of the Indian 
Police Service officers and 58.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
do not realize this as a serious problem. This is has been considered as 4*^  
most important mode of political pressure exerted on the decision making 
process. 
The Indian Administrative Service officers maintain the comparatively 
more distance from the real sufferers, so for them power brokers are grave 
problem. 41.9% of the Indian Administrative Service officers have ranked this 
problem in seven important ranks, 14.9% in first rank. Chi-square value is of 
25.79, with degree of freedom of 14 and level of significance at .02. Pearson's 
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correlation value of -.13 with level of significance of .04, show correlation with 
the decision making process. 
(Exhibit number 7.26.) 





























































7.2.4.2. Musclemen And Underworld: 
Problem of musclemen and underworld exerting political pressure is 
limited to some pockets in the country; it is not an extensive and wide spread 
problem. In many States such mode of pressure is not common but in some 
States, the All India Services Officers consider it as most dangerous mode of 
pressure. Officers from the Bihar, M.P, UP, Kerala, Jharkhand and Maharasra 
told that they do face pressure in decision-making process from such modes. 
79.8% of the All India Services Officers do not feel importance of this mode of 
pressure. 86.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 85.5% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers and 69.8% of the Indian Police Service officers 
think that musclemen and unden^/orld are not the important mode of pressure. 
Highest percentage of this rank is in the 7* rank, which again indicate low 
phority. Pearson Chi-square results are significant with level of significance at 
0.01. 
(Exhibit number 7.27.) 































































7.2.4.3. Open And Hidden Financiers: 
Open and hidden financiers are the persons who finance the political 
activities, political parties and politicians by direct or indirect manner, means 
and methods to derive gains for own interests in lieu of this. Such finance is 
common during elections and after elections they organize events for the 
ruling party, groups of politicians and individual politicians. They carry out 
such activities as a business and earn fortunes by garnering undue benefits 
from the politicians. Their proximity to politicians saves them from lot of 
inconvenient problems and bureaucratic hassles. In due course of time 
through political conduits, they develop relations in the bureaucratic system 
and connection with the top power holder in the hierarchy. 
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(Exhibit number 7.28.) 






























































40.7% of the All India Services Officers consider it as important mode 
of pressure in decision-making process. 24.1% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers, 44.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 52.1% of the 
Indian Police Service officers consider it as important mode of pressure in the 
decision. Most of the All India Services officers have given it 2"*^  rank with 
22.1%. 28.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 28.1% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 9.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
have assigned it highest rank of 2"*^  in importance. Pearson Chi-square results 
show association with the decision-making process with the value of 24.39 
with 14 degree of freedom and with acceptable level of significance of .04. 
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Annexure. A.7.1. Questionnaire on iVJodes & Forms of Political Pressure 
Indirect political pressure is managed through various pressure groups. Such pressure 
is exerted on the officers of All India Sen/ices in various nx)des and forms. We have 
listed 22 modes of pressure exerted in decision making process. Kindly, tick seven most 
important mode of political pressure in their order of importance as 1 to 7. 
208) Political pressure through power to correct the mistakes 
in the process of administration. 
209) Political pressure through power brokers. 
210) Political pressure through political groups and political activist. 
211) Political pressure through known/friendly bureaucrats. 
212) Political pressure through bureaucratic systenrVseniors. 
213) Pol itical pressure through friends/relatives/col leagues. 
214) Political pressure through communication media. 
215) Political pressure through organized public. 
216) Political pressure through member of citizenry. 
217) Political pressure through musclemen and undenworld. 
218) Political pressure through open and hidden financiers. 
219) Political pressure by changing the service conditions/rules. 
220) Political pressure by abuse of position and authority. 
221) Political pressure through grievance redresser mechanism. 
222) Political pressure through performance review as a tool. 
223) Political pressure through demand for enhancing and 
orotectina individual riahts and freedom. 
224) Political pressure through insistence of public for open 
and accountable government. 
225) Political pressure through politician supremacy in decision-making. 
226) Political pressure through control over public servants. 
227) Power of appointment and promotions by politicians. 
228) Political pressure through use of discretionary decision making authority 
by politician. 
229) Politician control over foreign tours/training/fellowship. 
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Chapter. 8. 
Reasons for Accepting Political Pressure 
8.1. Causational Factors For Accepting Pressure: 
Reasons for accepting political pressure are always dynamic along with 
the position and posting of the individual All India Services Officer. Different 
reasons for accepting pressure are also variable along with IAS, IPS and IFS 
cadre cultures and conditions prevalent in respective services. Among the 
Indian Administrative Service officers due to their large cadre strength, there 
is neck-to-neck and stiffest competition for the prized postings. This is the 
reason that immediate after any change of any political leadership, transfer list 
for the Indian Administrative Service officers is brought out and most pliable 
officers with situational choice are posted in all key positions. For All India 
Services, transfers and postings are the single most important reason for 
accepting political pressure. Personality traits and value analysis of individual 
officer influence the acceptance of political pressure. 
The All India Services Officers have to traverse through an 
ocean of uncertainty and discontinuities with ever changing technology. 
Competition for retention & sustenance of power is becoming stiffer to 
unmanageable day by day. Fellow colleagues use newer innovative tricks and 
methods to defend their position, power and status. Ethics and values have 
evaporated from the bureaucratic system. The All India Services Officers are 
bound to adopt new flexible and responsive approach to retain the power. 
Social values had metamorphosed under the pressure of lulls and lusts. Faith, 
bondage, family institution and social set up showing new facets. Food habits, 
dressing codes, rituals, code of conduct, definition of love and respect have 
changed home to house and office to personal fiefdom. World politics have 
undergone sea change, so as domestic political leadership have undergone 
changes, cheap politics have shaded off all values and norms exposed to 
nudeness & drought for values. 
In the process of change and uncertainty, politicians change parties 
like changing clothes. So as voter perceptions have changed the electoral 
calculations and process. These continuous changes have left All India 
Services Officers under tremendous multidirectional pressure. Some self-goal 
oriented All India Services Officers are devoid of values and fight for self-
needs, all the time waiting for fish like a goose on the bank of pond. 
Opportunist All India Services Officers eagerly wait for the right moments to 
strike at the door of politician to win over their confidence to meet self-needs. 
Ever-available politicians, who are invariably interested self-goals, readily 
enter into bargaining process with such All India Services Officers. Process of 
mutual understanding has become the process of looting government 
resources; they rinse the last drop of blood from the bureaucratic system. 
Self-goals motivate both parties; time is not far off when they will kill the hen 
laying golden eggs. 
Ever changing borderless world continuously redefines the goals and 
responsibilities. Changes in Indian politics and bureaucracy after 
independence up to late seventies were more or less linear. It was initiation of 
shift in fundamental assumptions of politicians, that of All India Services 
Officers and public. Through eighties multidimensional multilevel radical 
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reforming of assumptions took place. Who changed whom, it is like which 
came first hen or egg. Through nineties social assumptions have changed to 
new public, politician and All India Services Officers, all are highly self-
centered. Self-goals have replaced the social and national goals. Late nineties 
we are relying more on external solutions (out side the system), rather than 
analyzing deep rooted problems inside the bureaucratic system.. 
Opening of market, invasion of multinationals is reflected in the 
behavior of the All India Services Officers. We have started feeling that 
external intervention can improve the situations. Political authority relations, 
power holder behavior, job structure, work environment variables are 
changing to force the modification of the system vis-a-vis All India Services 
Officers. Responsibilities and spans of control are under attack, which induce 
flattery and uncertainty in decision-making process. 
8.2. Values in Acceptance of Political Pressure: 
The All India Services Officers with cultural background from under 
developed areas may put maximum emphasis on security and safety values. 
The All India Services Officers with upper middle class background and urban 
outlook may show higher concern for status and power related values. The All 
India Services Officers from eastern and southern India desire for autonomy 
and loyalty are more directed towards self rather than department or public 
administration and more amenable to pressure acceptance. Individuals, who 
entered service up to 1974 show more concern for traditional values, lesser 
friendly towards computer and high technology. Those who joined from 1975 
to 1986 are more inclined towards achievement, material success and no 
blockage to accept computer & modern technology. The All India Services 
Officers from 1987 onwards show strong feeling towards self- goals, material 
success, belief in ends to justify means, and computer friendly. Information 
boom, TV, globalization have been in their mind all the time. Flexibility in 
thinking and achievement of job satisfaction are on the decline in these young 
All India Services Officers. Nuclear family relationship and money are 
important for them, demand more leisure time, expanding life style can cut 
throat to near dear ones. Chances towards pressure acceptance are higher 
with coming time, when these officers will occupy higher position in hierarchy. 
To fulfill terminal values (desirable end states of existence the goals 
that a person like to achieve during life time) the All India Services Officers 
have certain goals in one's mind that one likes to achieve during his service 
career. The All India Services Officers desire to attain those goals (terminal 
values), adopt situational and preferable mode of behavior (instrumental 
values). Officers across the services and cadres hold different values, these 
values do change with time and space i.e. place of posting and location in 
hierarchy. Same officer as Deputy Commissioner /Collector and Chief 
Secretary, behave in different ways for the same kind of political pressure. 
Terminal and instrumental values are associated with different reasons 
for accepting pressure in decision-making process as shown in exhibit 
number 8.1. These values provide basic convictions to an officer that specific 
mode of conduct or end state of existence is personally or departmentally or 
service wise preferred to a particular mode or form of political pressure in the 
decision-making process. Individual officer instantly carry out ranking of 
different modes of political pressure in terms of intensity of pressure and 
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individual values, prevalent bureaucratic systenn norms and goals achieved. 
Individual values provide him the judgmental element for what is right or 
desirable in decision-making process. 
(Exhibit number 8.1.) 
Personality Traits & Values Relations with Reasons for Accepting 
Reasons for accepting 
poltical pressure by 
Also 
Lust to grab power 
Carer advancement 
Security & stability 
Enhancement of status 
Avoid humiiation for 
self and family 
Extract favors or ACR 
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Proximity to politician 
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Control over resources 






state of existance. Goals 
to be achieved 
Self-respect and esteem 
attention, appreciation, 
respect 





Enjoyment, leisure in life 
Peace, free from 
uncertainty /conflict 
Agreeable, conforming, 
free from inner conflict 
Sense of achievement, 
success, fulfilment 
Collation, close relations 
with poitician 
Relaxed, satified, rich 





Stimulating, active life 
Freedom, independence, 
liberty in options 
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Preferable mode of behavior 
in achievina aoals 





Self control, discipline, 
restrained 




Innovative, creative, daring 
Competent, effective, 
capable 
Reliabe, dependeble, obliged 
Ambitious, aspiring, chasing 

























8.3. Why All India Services Officers Go to Politicians? 
Ambiguity and changing environment motivate All India Services 
Officers to search for political pressure. Ever changing technology enlists fear 
of loss of power among power holders; compel All India Services Officers to 
approach for shelter behind the politician. The All India Services Officers with 
high cultural diversity, increasing professionalism, politically directed / aligned 
work force aligning thinking in the line with politicians. Shrinking security in 
decision fluctuations in government, short tenure of political parties in power, 
mobility of politician in different parties, entry of multinationals, have enhanced 
and multiplied the reasons for accepting more and more political pressure. 
Information technology and changing new approach to business have 
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globalized the competition, where All India Services Officers show concern for 
growth and consolidate their position. The webs of some factors have been 
shown in the fireball model of figure 8.1. These factors can be classified 
according to individual officer related, bureaucratic system related, political or 
politicians related, social and pertaining to technical aspects. Important 
aspects have been described and elaborated further. 
Social expectations / Politician changing parties 
Individual fear -^- .^ \ ^ ^ Politician expectations 
Family and relatives needs 
Economic factors 1 ^ / AISO X-^ Degeneration in bureaucratic 
Concern for career and growthf U"'?^ '" 1 system and bureaucrats 
Desire for power and s t a t u s " ^ Political J^ Globalization/ competition 
Inter service rivalry ^ y^ressure^^^/^ Corporate/MNC temptations 
f 
Information technology Changing complex technology 
Figure number 8.1. Fire Ball of Factors Working on the All India Services 
Officers. 
8.3.1. Bureaucratic System: 
The power holders have monopolized government bureaucracy. 
Colonial outlook of power holders has destroyed the respect for people. Some 
of the Indian Administrative Service officers' do not care about others; they 
consciously harm the dignity of other people and harm the society, where 
other officers are forced to go in shelter of politicians. IAS at the top, invariably 
busy with self-goals, effectively removed trust, openness and supportive 
climate from the Indian bureaucracy. Some of the self-goal centered Indian 
Administrative Service officers are continuously running after authority to 
misuse it for effectiveness of delivery of illegal gratification only. Most of the 
decisions are taken in violation of law; after affects have to be faced by other 
officers, but those IAS only maximize self interests for particular time. Who 
care for long-term impact on society and system? Colonially created All India 
Services have been highly biased and against the principle of equity in power. 
The Indian Administrative Service officers have grabbed whole power in the 
hierarchy. Masses have lost faith in the All India Services, because these 
officers have adopted conflicting approaches which have been against the 
interests of poor people. As other officers live under tension of inequality and 
victimized by favoritism, and resort to politicians for relief. When officers join 
All India Services, they are committed to fairness and participation, but in due 
process IAS deny them participation in system, so they develop feeling of 
alienation and approach politicians for equity. 
Political pressure in bureaucratic system has initiated the erosion of 
state power. Collectives bargaining in bureaucratic system serve self-goals 
and objectives. Under political pressure bureaucratic system pay relative price 
to explain resource allocation in market. Power and control relationship of 
politicians and bureaucrats is working as cause for political pressure 
acceptance. Enormity in size of public administration itself is the cause of 
generation for political pressure. Every political pressure is dealt In isolation 
and even illegal actions taken under pressure or distribution of benefits get 
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lost in largeness of the department. Vastness encourages favoritism and lack 
of transparency covers it. Government culture of use of immoral power itself 
promotes the mobilization of political pressure. 
Government culture of non-accountability, expenditure oriented targets, 
prevalent mistrust among the All India Services Officers, frequent dislocations 
related with role ambiguity, biased and motivated review system, lack of 
transparency, ambiguity in policy and rules, concentration of excessive 
decision making with the All India Services Officers, ever changing 
performance criteria, high pressure on the All India Services Officers for 
delivery of results, self seeking seniors, goal motivated hierarchy, All India 
Services Officers discretion in resource allocation, large scale disparities in 
use of power by officers of various levels, monopolization of closeness of 
politician by one service induce others to mobilize political pressure, 
employee loose nothing if political pressure is not materialized but gain from 
pressure are enormous, autocratic behavior of All India Services Officers, 
misuse of position by All India Services Officers, use of political power by top 
officer are the greatest motivating factors for approaching political pressure. 
Individual All India Services Officer likes to be perceived by others as powerful 
and person with clout, also motivates them to accept political pressure. In this 
research fifteen major areas have discussed with 76 pressure points in 
chapter 6, all these pressure points are breeding ground for political pressure 
acceptance in bureaucratic system. 
8.3.2. Political: 
The All India Services Officers and politicians both have developed the 
attitudes of appeasement and bargaining towards pressure in decision-
making process. Politicians are aware that individual All India Services Officer 
behavior towards political pressure will be full of compromises and choices. 
Politicians have done legitimization of their power in decision-making process. 
Political authority remains popular with masses and decision maker tjoth with 
same intensity, which causes acceptance of political pressure. Bureaucratic 
system has accepted the political control and misuse of power through 
politicians. Political domination In decision-making process influences the 
acceptance of political pressure in it. Strong desire of domination in decision 
is prevalent among the All India Services Officers, which influence them to 
accept political pressure. 
Political pressure is exerted due to rampant corruption in political 
parties at different levels. Politicians develop political ganggherism to 
pressurize the All India Services Officers in decision-making process. 
Politicians use repression as tool for political pressure acceptance. 
Bureaucratic institutions are on decay, politicians know that system 
boundaries have faded; in such situations officers do not have much scope 
except accepting political pressure. Individual officers also play politics of 
survival and accept pressure in decision-making process to create breathing 
space for them. Individualism In services has drastically reduced the number 
of individuals with high moral standards, present personality cult is devoid of 
principles, and so pressure is accepted in first instance. Continuous rise of 
fascism and dominant role of political mafias influence All India Services 
Officers to accept political pressure. 
"Civil servants have become pliable and they acquiesce in nefarious 
activities of the political leaders and take the plea of obeying the political 
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leadership, whatever their own opinion may be" K. Seshadri, (1994). 
Politicians have specialized into process of exchange with the All India 
Services Officers. Political economy in decision has become the study of 
interplay of power wielders and productive exchanges in system. (Zold, 1970). 
Differential means are used through which bargaining and political struggles 
over goals determination take place in decision-making process. (PM 
Jackson, 1983). The politician makes appointments at highest levels, which 
influence the All India Services Officers, perceptions to accept political 
pressure in decision. The All India Services Officers frequently complained 
about intrigue and jealousy among other service officers, who are in the race 
for such posts, which influence them to accept political pressure. It is difficult 
to find any extraordinary All India Service Officers, who is free from 
sensational appetites, biases and personal ambitions. Political authorities 
exploit the self-seeking behavior of the All India Service Officers. 
Different services groups are more aligned towards political parties, will 
be more amenable to political pressure. After change of every government, 
first thing politicians do is to transfer District Magistrate/ Deputy 
Commissioners and other Indian Administrative Service officers. This 
establishes beyond an iota of doubt that these are the officers, who succumb 
under political pressure at first instance and help politicians for 
aggrandizement of goals. These elite members desire for extending own 
influence over fellow colleagues and social system, make them most 
vulnerable for political pressure. Financial resources and command over them 
is the crucial for retention of rein of power. Information is the big power; they 
develop relationship with all the potential political parties to gather information 
for extension of their power base. In the process of bargaining various groups 
sustain their liaison with all the persons, who matter in the process of 
decision. 
"Senior bureaucrats are known to have forged alliance with politician 
not only to brighten their own career prospectus but also articulate political 
views and gain a greater share of social and government resources" C.P. 
Bhambhri, (1986). 
8.3.3. Individual: 
Individual officer with high internal locus of control with high self-
monitors feel high need for power, they are more likely to approach to political 
power and succumb to pressure. Such officers feel they can manipulate their 
surrounding environment and in a bid to take control of situations in own favor 
they accept political pressure. Officers sensitive towards family, relatives and 
social norms, they will be well versed in management of surrounding social 
environment and exhibit better skills in handling of political pressure. 
Invariably concerned service and department expectations, individual 
officer perceptions about influence of pressure motivate him to mobilize 
political pressure. As more and more merit is ignored in departments, true 
work is not respected, seniors are weak, top be<X)mes undeceive, frequent 
violation of rules and favoritism by top brasses motivate individual officers to 
approach and ao^pt politrcal pressure. Stowly more and more officers start 
investing in political pressure for encashment of future benefits and career 
advancement. In case officers do not get undue benefits or achieve goals/ 
interests through political pressure, low expectations level will discourage use 
of illegitimate political pressure. Individual officer attempt to build own 
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impression in tiieir department to control the impression of others form about 
the officer. In this attempt many All India Services Officers make fraudulent 
claims or misrepresent their decisions to retain their position and power at the 
same time maintain proximity to politicians. 
"They (the AISO) have made it into a fine art anticipating the wishes of the 
political masters and delivering unasked whatever is necessary for their 
personal and political welfare" K. Mathur, (1991). How a service culture has its 
impact on the members of family and society is " the valuation placed on the 
service (ICS) also tended to accentuate a feature less noticeable at home: 
racial superiority (now happening in Indian Society). Its breeding ground was 
very superior position that ICS European (Now IAS) did in fact have in India, 
As contrasted with their private position in England" Kathleen Griffiths w/o 
Percival Griffiths ICS, narrated an instance back home in England In 1930, 
when she got into train at Plymouth, her younger son asked: 'Mummy, why 
has not the guard come abng and asked your permission to start the train" 
she replied, "We are not in daddy's district now". "British rule In India was jolly 
good for India, but it was not always good for the British, because we did not 
doubt tend to get aloof and perhaps a little bit conceited." D.C.Potter. 
8.3.4. Technical And Social: 
New technological innovations forced bureaucrats to change the system in the 
light of fresh researches and products. Technological innovations have shifted 
emphasis from person orientation to machine orientation. Power holders 
remain busy in buttering the politicians to retain their positions, so they are not 
left with any time to learn new technology. Bureaucratic system cultivates in 
built fear of losing power on the name of new research arKi new technology. 
So, bureaucrats keep system under own control and in the process 
bureaucrats kills the future research and technological innovations. Whole 
system and society get frustrated and in turn start accepting the bureaucratic 
leadership. 
8.4. Influences on Decision, Analyses: 
We have studied 15 factors, which may influence the acceptance of 
political pressure in decision-making process; these can be grouped into sub 
groups. 
8.4.1.Power and Status: factors related with power & status has two 
items; lust to grab power and enhancement of status. 
8.4.2. Profession: We have studied four items related with job; career 
advancement, security and stability in job, extract favors and desired annual 
confidential report, appreciation and recognition of own work. 
8.4.3. Decision Conflict: Bureaucratic system is full of conflicts, the All 
India Services Officers like to avoid conflicts in the decision, and we have 
studied two items; avoid humiliation for self and family, and avoid conflicts in 
decision process. 
8.4.4. Family: We have studied three items pertaining to future financial 
security of family, to earn money/ property to increase own resources, pursue 
goals for self and family, and immoral behavior for freedom in goal 
achievement or misuse of funds. 
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8.4.5.Person Behavior: Two factors are pertaining to individual officer 
behavior; secure political patronage for confornnity, and safeguard own 
incompetence in decision. 
8.4.6. Control: Two factors are related with control feelings; All India 
Services Officers think that proximity to politician generate information, which 
make individual officer powerful, and political association help in retention of 
control over the resources. 
Lowest mean value of 1.89 with lowest standard deviation value of 1.16 
indicate that enhancement of status influenced by dominance of extension 
motives is the most important reason for accepting the political pressure in 
decision-making process. Our analysis from cross tabs in SPSS also has 
shown status as number one rank among all the reasons studied towards 
accepting the political pressure in decision indicate that self-goals and family 
goals dominate over them. The All India Services Officers are the most 
competent persons and to safeguard the incompetence has got the last and 
lowest rank with highest mean value of 3.02. While ranking the different 
reasons for accepting political pressure, we have taken into consideration the 
percentage score of the first rank and with due weight-age to the highest 
score of that reason. Our analyses on Pearson Chi-square indicate that all the 
reasons studied by us have good association with the decision-making 
process. 
(Exhibit number 8.2.) 
Reasons for accepting political pressure -Statistica 
Reason name 
Lust to grab power 
Career advancement 




























































































































































































































f=significance level. Rk=rankamong the reasons 
Our results are highly significant with all values of significance are less 
than .05 (except two, all values are .000). Strength of associations for different 
reasons towards accepting political pressure with the decision-making 
process is established by the Rho and R-values, which are highly significant 
except in case of three items, where significance level is higher. 
Enhancement of status by accepting political pressure has got the highest 
correlation value of .5, establishing its strong relation with the decision. 
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Results mentioned in exhibit number 8.3, will be discussed in details, 
while describing respective reason of political pressure in preceding 
paragraphs. These results also indicate that status enhancement is the most 
accepted single most important reason in accepting the political pressure in 
decision-making process. Our reason pertaining to safeguard own 
incompetence, the All India Services Officers accept political pressure has got 
the last priority among all the items of study. 
(Exhibit number 8.3.) 
Reasons for accepting political pressure-highest score of the evaluation 
Reason name 
230. Lust to grab power 
231. Career advancement 
232. Security & stability 
233. Status enhancement 
234. Avoid humiliation 
235. Extract favor/ACR 
236. Avoid conflits 
237. Political patronage 
238. Appreciation of own 
239. Hide incompetece 
240. Earn money 
241. Information 
242. Resource control 
243. Pursue self-goals 
244. Immoral behaviour 





























































































































































































8.4.1. Power and Status: 
8.4.1.1. Lust To Grab Power: 
Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely. 
Power induces officers to control resources that are valued by others. 
The All India Services Officers use different strategies (dimensions) for power 
variable to individual and situations. The All India Services Officers 
manipulate available data and facts to influence the power holders to retain 
power in their favor. The All India Services Officers enter into bargaining or 
negotiations by process of exchange of bureaucratic favors or government 
largess's or resources or postings with the politicians. The All India Services 
Officers assess the person who matter for retention of power, develop 
friendliness, use all methods of flattery, will visit politicians frequently to 
generate goodwill, pose themselves as highly considerate officer and behave 
in a very humble way. 
In case individual officer find it difficult to approach a particular 
politician, they try to win the support of friendly officers and develop coalition 
in service. If need arises, they try to win support of their higher authorities for 
retention of power. When they are well entrenched in their position, feel safe 
then they demand full compliance, order Individuals with assertlveness and 
exploit power to their full advantage. Rewards, punishments, transfer, posting, 
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promotions and resource allocation are frequently used as power strategy. 
The All India Services Officers play with the demands and expectations of the 
stakeholders in public administration. 
Every department and service work in own culture and discipline, All 
India Services Officers assess that obedience and sincerity is exptoited to 
their advantage. The Indian Administrative Service officers use directive 
power strategies and in case of resistance they behave in more assertive 
manner. The Indian Forest Service officers, when encounter resistance and 
perceive uncertainties, they stop trying. The All India Services Officers feeling 
for increasing their individual power induce them to accept political pressure. 
Among three All India Services, IAS try their best to influence politicians 
successfully to remain power hokJer and expend their power base. In case of 
problem or resistance, they develop coalitions with politicians. Inter service 
and intra- service coalitions are common to retain and widen the power base. 
Individual officer, who find it difficult to devetop direct relations with politicians, 
they use middleman or combine their resources with other officers or power 
brokers or touts or various other sources to develop coalition with politicians. 
Power holders in Indian bureaucracy convert tfieir pcwer to rule the system to 
their own advantage. 
Power has killing potency higher than any poison, ever known to 
human being. Intoxicated with high doses of power, the All India Services 
Officers feel that every one else must behave according to their desires 
directions only. Any effort by any individuals to deviate from the All India 
Services Officers power influence becomes suicidal for that p^son in 
bureaucratic s^tem. The All India Services Officers like to ensure that whole 
societal system must remain d^^endent on them only. This is reason that 
politician hanker after All India Services Officers and IAS in particular, who 
has monopoliz^J every available power in the system. Even if Indian 
Administrative Service officers do not have a particular power, they always 
feel that they are creators of this whole system; destiny of nation is always In 
their fist. Every business house, corporate, institution and any department 
have to accept hegemony of Ireiian Administrative Service officers 
accordingly, in case of any dissent fxm&r is mobilized to crush them. 
Only person, who can over rule or control the pov^r of alm^hty All 
India Services Officers is the politkaans in power hierarchy. Power is the 
mechanism through which All India Services Officers and politicians attain and 
fulfill their personal goals, needs and interests. Power is facilitator for goal 
achievement. Retention of crucial locations in hierarchy and control over 
policy process is the tool to concentrate power with elite group only. Exclusive 
monopoly cultivates feeling of prestige in power. If every one has power to 
arrest, who wHI respect police? As service elite's continues to eiqpand tfielr 
options over power and starve & strip others from power. Scarcity of power 
creates the importance for All India Services Officers. Indian Administrative 
Service officers motivate politicians to oeate more and more uncertainty, 
wfhich will lead to higher dependency on Indian Administrative Service 
officers, it wHI rate them consistently powerful. Only threat to the Indian 
Administrative Servroe officers' power is the technological innovations, so they 
keep consistent tab through the position of Secretary/ Chief Secretary/ 
Cabinet Secretary, which provide them absolute power. Scarcity and non-
substitutability are buzzwords for power of the AH India Services Officers. In 
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case any other officer is posted on such locations, the All India Services 
Officers ensure failure of that person, so that message clear goes out that no 
substitute for the All India Services Officers is viable. Power make individual 
All India Services Officers aggressive and reduce concern for others, power 
only cultivate concern for self. 
(Exhibit number 8.4) 
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good association of lust for 
with the decision and the results are significant with level of significance at 
.000. Such relationship is strong and R & Rho value of .3 & .225 are 
significant with level of significance of .000. 42.9% of the All India Services 
Officers consider power lust as most important in accepting political pressure. 
53.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 40.7% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers and 36.7% of the Indian Police Service officers think that lust 
to grab poorer is the most important in accepting the political pressure in 
decisran-making process. If we combine most important and very important 
evaluation; 84.5% of the Indian Administrative Senrice officers, 64.5% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 55% of the Indian Forest Semoe officers 
s(X)re for lust of power as factor infiuencing the acceptance of ^ i t i ca l 
pressure. Among the All India Serwces, the Indian Adminisb^tive Service 
officers are the h^hest power oriented and show highest desire for the 
retention of power and the Indian Forest Service officers with least. If we k)ok 
at score of lust for power is not onpcwtent for t l ^m; 22% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers, 2.2% of the Indian Police Service officers and 1.4% of the 
Indian Administi-ative Service officers scored here. Which clearty indicate ttiat 
due to pervasive povs^rtessness among tfie Indian Forest Service officers, at 
least 22% of them are not influwced by the power temptations? 
Exhibit No.8.5. 
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Most important Important. Not important. 
Very important. Least important. 
Lust to grab power 
Chart No. .8.1 .Family Member Attitude And Lust To Grab Power In 
Pressure Acceptance. 
8.4.1.2. Enhancement Of Status: 
status consciousness among the All India Services Officers exerts 
pressure on individual officer for povver norms to conform to political pressure. 
The All India Services Officers enjoy highest status and exploit freedom & 
flexibility in decision to deviate from standardized norms/ rules/ regulations/ 
law. Individual officers with strong desire for maintaining status motivate them 
to approach politician and willfully they invite political pressure. The All India 
Services Officers, who do not care much about social rewards, such officers 
can withstand the politicai pressure with firm determinations. In All India 
Services Officers hierarchy as they climb up towards top, status 
consciousness iricreases with unlimited open spectrum of discretion in 
decision. 
Status equity create f^obi&m among ttiree services (IAS with IPS & 
IFS). IPS and IFS perceive great amount of inequity, which create 
disequilibria in their bdnaykx and rations (Greenberg, 1988). The All India 
Sen/ices Officers feel they are enjoying decreasing status; IPS arxi IFS have 
the feeling of losing equity in statojs. Cdoniaii^ elite tiieory of IAS (M'iginates 
from feelirtg that others do rK^ deserve any kind of status at par with them or 
comparable with them. Due to p ^ o e i ^ ranking of status sunong All India 
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Services Officers, status incongruence is felt and experienced by them. This 
forces every individual All India Services Officers to run after politicians, who 
like to enjoy temporary gained status (5 year tenri). Politician desire to 
maximize own gains, motivate politicians to exercise differentiai pressure on 
different memt>er of the All India Services, who are related with goals 
/inta-ests. IAS, IPS and iFS dfic^rs ha>^ different status criteria's, create 
conflict situations. Status differences initiate conflict in tfie services 
hierarchies. 
(Exhibit number 8.6.) 
Enhancement of Status as Reason for Accepting Political Pressure 
Other details 
& Service 
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73.9% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 64.6% of the Indian 
Police Service officers and 22.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
consider enhancement of status as most important factor in accepting political 
pressure. If we combine first three score of most important, very important 
and important then tfie results are; 98.5% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 98% of the Indian Police Service officers and 67.5% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers think that enhancement of status \& im^xxtant and 
above in aco&pliBPce of pditic^ pressure HI decision. This deaily indicates 
that the Indian Administrative Service offkiers are highest status consckx^ 
and to enjoy status and maintain their position, they easily accept the political 
>ressure in deosiorMTu 
Exhibit No.8.7. 
»(Nig|xo( :ess. 
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Association of status with the decision-making process is 
established by the Pearson Chi-square results, which are highly significant, 
with level of significance at .OOO.Pearson's correlation and Spearman 
correlation values of .5 with level of significance of .000 indicate very strong 
correlation ship with tiie decision. EnharK^ment of the status has been 
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considered as the most important factor and ranked as 1^' rank among the 
various factors. Very high score establish that this is the most crucial factor in 
acceptance of political pressure, which is in turn influenced by the extension 
motive of these All India Services Officers. Alternate hypothesis is accepted 
that desire for enhancement of status increases the amenabiUty towards 









Most important Important Not important 
Veiy important Least important 
Enhancement of status 
Chart 8.2. Acceptance Of Pressure For Enhancement Of Status And 
Profession Of Spouse. 
8.4.2. Profession Related Reasons: 
8.4.2.1 • Career Advancement: 
The All India Services Officers look into career advancement to enjoy 
higher responsibilities, independence in decision-making, higher control over 
resources and more power to influence system and leadership command over 
bigger team of juniors. Advancement in career provides professional 
satisfaction to learn and ^xiate own expertise in functional areas. Higher 
positions in hierarchy enhartce security through compliance df government 
prescriptions. Higher portion in career to Ail India Services Officers provides 
increased opportunities for innovations and entrepreneurial skills. Higher 
career to All India Servk^es Officers provkJe freedom (^ actions and 
independefv:e in dec»k)n. Advancement in career enables more supporting 
subordinate, demonstrating k>yatty of more empk>^es. Career advancement 
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improves marketability of the All India Services Officers, enhance self-
reliance, more chances to attain future goals, more growth opportunities and 
reposition own future strategies for development The All IrKiia Services 
Officers see advarKement as «Kxx>mplishment of reputation, higher mobility 
help in developing better contacts/ relations for future advancement. 
Advancement is the way to demonstrate strengths and hide weaknesses, and 
opportunity to put «T^}ha^ on achievements. New of^xHtunities motivate All 
Iridia Services C f^icers to accept more and more political f^essure for 
cui^ation (^ self at the cosi. of system security and stability. 
Career advancem^it 6 mo^ cmdal thing for the AH IfKtia Services 
Officers in theff career. Ttvough out t h ^ service only Vney ncMirish their 
career, they compromise for ainrtost every thing for the sake of own career. 
Care^ advancanent show good association with the dedsion as 
demonstrated by the Pearson Chi-square analysis and alternate hypcfthesis is 
accepted that the All India Servk^s Offers accept politicaf pressure for 
advancement of their career. Pearson's axreterticHi value of .2 vwtti .004, level 
of significance indicates significant strength in this relation. The All India 
Services Officers have ranked it as 4*^  most important factor in accepting 
political pressure. 
(Exhibit number 8.8.) 
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42.1% of the All India Services Officers consider career advancement 
as most important factor in accepting political pressure in decision-making 
process. 47.9% of the Indian Police Servrce officers and 38.9% of the Indian 
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Forest Service officers think that career advancement is most important 
reason for accepting political pressure. But, 44% of the Indian Administrative 
Service ofTicers consider career advancement as very important factor in 
accepting political pressure.Among the All India Services, the Indian 
AdmHiislrative Service o^:ers have shown towest temptation towards career 
advancement, this may be due to reason that they h a ^ assured career and 
poiitictans are unable to hanrt their career to a iarge extent, if we conrtbine 
most knpcHtant, very important and knportant score tog^her 98.7% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers, 99% of the Indian PcMioe Service 
officers and 77.8% of the Indian Forest ^rvicc officers cwTskter career 
advancemerrt am reason f(M^  a c c ^ p ^ pditical pressure. Length of servk» 
relation with career advancement shows t t ^ officers nx>re than 24 years of 
service are most annenabte to pressure acceptance as shown In exhibit 8.9 
and chart 8.3. 
Length of service 
1 to 4 years 
5 to 10 years 
|11 to 17 years 
|18 to 23 years 
>24 years 
most important Important Not important 
Very important Les&i Important 
For career advancement 
Chart 8.3. Acceptance of pressure and length of service 
relationships. 
8.4.2.2. Security Stability In Job: 
Least disturbances with security and stability in service postings are 
also one of the factors for accepting the political pressure in decisiorHnaking 
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process. The All India Services Officers are allocated to different state cadres 
and at present 66.6% of direct recruited are allocated to other than home 
state. The All India Services Officers have to work in diverse culture and ever 
changing highly stressful working conditions; they feel rootless and align to 
new culture of cadre state. When they are transferred to a place, they show 
as if they like that and administrative system demand that they must continue 
at same place for minimum two years to deliver goods to the public. Old 
literature is full of narrations mentioning frequent dislocations to destabilize 
them, so that M India Services Officers do not develop any relations with the 
local people. To avoid frequent dislocations, the All India Services Officers try 
to develop relation with the politicians of the ruling party in the state and in 
turn they oblige politicians in their day-to-day working decisions, to barter 
stability of tenure. 
(Exhibit number 8.10.) 
Security and Stability as Reason for Accepting Political Pressure 
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.th The All India Services Officers have ranked security and stability at 6 
rank among different factors influencing the acceptability of political pressure 
in decision. 71.9% of the All India Services Officers consider security and 
stability in job influencing the acceptance of political pressure In decision as 
very important and most important. 93.2% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 63.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 62.7% of the Indian 
Police Service officers consider security and stability in job as very Importarrt 
and above in accepting political pressure in decision. This clearly indicates 
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that the Indian Administrative Service officers give highest priority to stability 
and distu(t)ances in the job for acceptance of political pressure. They are 
highly mobile and most disturbed, so they approach politician for prelection of 
Vnek pc^ng and barter v ^ ttie politician. Pearson Chi-square results are 
highly significant and sSnan good str^igtii ctf a>rreiati(»is. AKemate hypotties» 
is acc^>ted ttiat holier the di^rt)aices in jd), tiie Nk irKlia ServKes Officers 






[other backward class 
I Scheduled castes 
I Scheduled tribes 
Most important Important Not important 
Very important Least important 
Security and stability in job/least disturbances. 
Chart No. 8.4. Acceptance Of Pressure For Security And Stability 
in Job & Community Background Of The Officer. 
8.4.2.3. Extract Favors: 
The AH India Services Officers working environment is full of 
uncertainties. Politicians enjoy the top position in the bureaucratic system, 
have the control over the All India Services Officers, individual officer ck^ire to 
extract favor fr(»n the pdi&^ns can not t)e free from pressure. It work like 
mutual exchange or barter system, politidan provkle protection to tte All Irxiia 
Services Officers and dficers deliver tfie politk^ aHy desired dec^k>ns, b(M\ are 
in win-vtnn situation and relation go happily. 
*Poittician oxifinue to s e ^ t te assManoe of the loc^ police (Maes to ptamM ttieir » i f or 
party interests, and in doing so it B vievftabie 0 t ^ some c r f ^ denisKte made aie, siricfly speaisig, not 
legal or tfwy are at l e ^ t against propriety' Or R. Pr^her (1966). Some of » « A» India Services 
(^ficera <ki not ii(e to anni^ die poMc^ ieader^^ for Sie sake of earning destiBd annual confidential 
refwft. 45 9% of tfuj tiKfian Adfrwiistiafive Ssrw>3 officers arid 31.2% of tot^ t i e A l hxfia Savioes 
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Officers consider it most important for getting favors/ACR from politician as reason for acceptance of 
political pressure. 
(Exhibit number 8.12.) 
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I lUppsr middle class 
^iMiddle class 
jJHLower middle class 
^ |Poor 
Most important Important Not important 
Very Important Least important 
Extract favours OR desired ACR 
Chart.8.5. To Accept Pressure For Favours And Economic Background 
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32.2% of the Indian Forest Service officers consider it very important 
and 33.3% of the Indian Police Service officers consider it important towards 
acceptance of political pressure. 82.4% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 81.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 72.9% of the Indian 
Police Service officers think that desired ACR/favor is an important factor in 
acceptance of political pressure in decision.Good association of extracting 
favours from politicians and decision is established by the Pearson Chi-
square results, which are highly significant with significance at .000, level. 
Spearman correlation value of .2 with level of significance of .01, indicate 
significant strength of such relationship. Our alternate hypothesis is accepted 
that higher desire for getting favours from politician enhances the chances of 
higher acceptance of political pressure in decision-making process. 
8.4.2.4. Appreciation/ Recognition Of Own Work: 
While discussing reasons for acceptance of political pressure, many All 
India Services Officers told that if we do not develop good relations with the 
politicians, they do not appreciate even good work done by us. Those officers 
who have good relations with the politicians, even they do not carry out good 
work, politicians appreciate them openly and publicly. Politician criticism in 
public destroys all the good spirit and desire to continue good work, even this 
adversely affect the efficiency of the officer concerned. Even if individual 
officers, who do not like to accept political pressure, they do accept it for 
improved projection of their name and work in the department and public. 
This factor has not been considered as very important by the All India 
Services Officers in acceptance of political pressure and has been ranked at 
14*^ 29.1% of total All India Services Officers, 38% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 29.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
consider recognition of own work as very important factor in acceptance of 
political pressure in decision-making process. 29.2% of the Indian Police 
Service officers do not consider appreciation of own work in acceptance of 
political pressure. Very low consideration by the Indian Police Service officers 
may be due to fact that in most of time the politicians do not discuss police 
actions in the public. Pearson Chi-square results are highly significant with 
0.000, level of significance. This shows good association of the factor, 
recognition of own work through politician in acceptance of political pressure 
(Exhibit number 8.14.) 
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8.4.3. Decision Conflict Related: 
8.4.3.1. Stress/Avoid Humiliation: 
Stress has been viewed as an external force or characteristic that 
induce strain or threat; whereas others see it as response of a person, Kahn 
(1964), Miller (1971), French et.al. (1975), Selye (1974), Mclean (1976). 
Stress is a perceived imbalance between demand and response capability, 
under conditions of failure to meet demand has perceived consequences. 
Humiliation for self and family is the consequence for the All India Services 
Officers. Here it is important that individual All India Services Officers perceive 
political pressure in different ways and appraise differentially to arrive at 
decision. End action or result or decision outcome is related to individual 
officers perceptions. Stress has the dynamic interaction between the person 
and environment, when confronted with threat and challenges. It is manifested 
by changes in psychological subsystem (inner state and behavior) and /or 
physical subsystem of the person. Asha Bhandarker (1985). 
The All India Services Officers experience humiliation, when they find 
that they are unable to interfere in the process of decision-making process, 
they are signing the desires of the politicians. When they realized that external 
forces determine the decisions and seniors or other persons are taking 
decisions, which was supposed to taken by him. The All India Services 
Officers are confronted with the shrinking opportunities, increasing 
constraints, exaggerating demands and desires from the system for uncertain 
outcomes. Political and economic uncertainties enhance stress among All 
India Services Officers. Individual officer do not like to increase problems for 
self and family. It induces changes in individual All India Services Officers 
perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, hostility, social support and work experiences. 
The All India Services Officers find self to cope with demands from the 
decision and his highly demanding roles. 
Position of politician in government hierarchy and structure is such that 
he exercises effective control over various stages in the departmental working 
of the All India Services Officers. The All India Services Officers experience 
that seniors, colleagues, and even subordinates do not provide desire support 
in the hours of need. One has to defend one's decisions oneself or face the 
consequences. In case decisions are over ruled, individual officer feel totally 
humiliated. He looses interest in work and belief from the merit. When merit 
generates shocks, fairness humiliates self and family; then All India Services 
Officers only option left is to accept the political pressure. 
(Exhibit number 8.15.) 
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As far as highest score is concerned, 24.3% of the All India Services 
Officers and 40% of the Indian Forest Service officers consider avoidance of 
humiliation as very important. 36. % of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers consider it most important and 39.6% of the Indian Police Service 
officers consider it least important. Lowest sore of the Indian Police Service 
officers may be due to fact that they are in commanding position with full 
control over police forces, so they feel that political pressure can not humiliate 
them or they live in complete protection and insulation. So avoidance of 
humiliation for self and family do not work as political pressure acceptance 
factor for the Indian Police Service officers. Whereas, the Indian 
Administrative Service officers consider it as most important factor, which is 
supported by highest score in this category. If we combine three scores above 
important to most important results are; 64.6% of the All India Services 
Officers, 78.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 78.4% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 39.6% of the Indian Police Service officers 
consider it as important factor in acceptance of political pressure in decision-
making process. Pearson Chi-square analyses establish the good relation 
with the decision with 0.00, level of significance. 
8.4.3.2. Avoid Conflict: 
(Exhibit number 8.16.) 
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Decision-making process in Government bureaucratic system is full of 
uncertainties and conflicts. These conflicts in process of decision generate 
tension, worry and stress and adversely affect the outcome of the decision. As 
chances of conflict increases in the decision, the uncertainty-generated 
conflicts influence outcome of decision. Pearson Chi-square analyses indicate 
that there is good association between decision and avoidance of conflict by 
the All India Services Officers. Results are significant with level of significance 
at .000. Significance of strength of these relations is demonstrated by 
Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation values, which are highly 
significant with the level of significance of 0.000. This indicates that conflict 
avoidance is strongly related with decision-making process by the All India 
Sen/ices Officers. 38% of the All India Services Officers, 48.6% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 44,8% of the Indian Police Service officers 
consider conflict avoidance as most important for acceptance of political 
pressure. 31.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers consider avoidance of 
conflict as important for decision. Among All India Services, the Indian Forest 
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Service officers are least affected by the problem of conflict may be due to 
higher technical nature of their job or comparatively lesser amount political 
pressure exerted on them. 
Exhibit No.8.17. 
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Most important Important Not important 
Very important Least important 
Avoid conflicts in decision process. 
Chart 8.6. Acceptance Of Pressure To Avoid Conflicts In Decision & Officer 
Regional Background. 
8.4.4. Family Related: 
8.4.4.1. Enhance Resources: 
Some of the All India Services Officers earn money, procure property 
and enhance their resources by adopting various undesirable ways and 
Polnical Pressure And Its Impact On The Decision Making Process Of AISO—Chapter 8. Reasons for Pressure Acceptance. 
means. When the All India Services Officers accumulate resources and 
enhance monetary power by adopting illegal and unfair methods, they are 
aware that there are possibilities of departmental action against them or may 
be public complaints against them, in such situations only politicians can 
provide them shelter and can save them form actions. Such officers develop 
nexus with the politicians for own safety and continue to misuse Government 
resources in collusion with politicians. 
(Exhibit number 8.18.) 
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28.95 of the All India Services Officers. 29.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 27.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
consider earning of money and enhancement of own resources as most 
important factor in acceptance of political pressure. Whereas, 36.3% of the 
Indian Police Service officers think that money earning and accumulating 
resources is the important factor in accepting the political pressure. If we add 
up first three valuations together then, 77% of the Indian Police Service 
officers. 73.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 66.7% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers consider resource accumulation and earning 
money as important factor towards acceptance of political pressure. Pearson 
Chi-square results are significant with the level of significance of .04. The Ail 
India Services Officers have assigned earning money and resource 
enhancement at overall 9 
importance to this factor. 
,th rank, which show that individual officers put 
Fxhibit No 8 19 
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Scope for control over resources. 
Chart No. 8.7.Acceptance Of Pressure To Gain Control Over Resources And 
Place Of Birth Of Officer. 
8.4.4.2. Pursue Goals For Self And Family: 
The All India Services Officers pursue self-goals and high self-goal 
orientation forces them to accept political pressure in decision-making 
process. Achievement of goals for self and family is the one of crucial factor in 
mobilizing political support, which induces All India Services Officers slowly 
under the political pressure. "Functioning of UP police is vitiated by political 
interference and willingness of some police officers to oblige the politician to 
fulfill their personal interests. Because of mutual accommodation of the 
officers and the politicians, many malpractice's and irregularities creep into 
the police politicians, many malpractices and irregularities creep into the 
police functioning. The impression is that, because of vested interests, neither 
(Exhibit number 8.20.) 
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Exhibit No 8 21 
To pursue goals for self and family and method of recruitment more 
amenable to the political pressure 
reason 
To pursue 
goals for self 
and family. 
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Chart No. .8.8. Acceptance Of Pressure To Pursue Goals For Self 
& Family And Method Of Recruitment. 
the politicians nor the police officers are seriously interested in removing 
these evils. In fact both of them profit by the continuance of such evils." Dr. R. 
Prashar(1986) 
28.1% of the All India Services Officers and 47.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers consider desire to pursue goals make them to 
?(sn 
accept political pressure as most important factor. 25.6% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers think that self-goal pursuance is very important for 
acceptance of political pressure. 26% of the Indian Police Service officers 
consider goal orientation only important in acceptance of political pressure. 
Pearson Chi-square results are highly significant and show good association 
with the decision and goal pursuance. This relationship is significant with 
significance level of .001. Strength of relationship is indicated by the 
Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation, both of which are significant 
with significance level at .000. This factor has been considered at 10'^  rank in 
importance. 
8.4.4.3. Freedom In Goal Achievements: 
Bureaucratic system function by well laid down rules; regulations and 
procedures, these procedures and rules work as stumbling block in the way of 
ofl'icers, who have strong desire to misuse Government funds. Politicians 
occupy the top position in the bureaucratic system, if individual officer can 
have excellent access to politician, then that politician can influence the senior 
oflricers of that department for providing freedom to such officer. Individual 
oflFicers manipulate power through the politicians, they develop sharing 
arrangements with the top politicians, in lieu of cash or kind gains politician 
provide protection to such officers, who make money or achieve their self 
goals freely without hindrance from the seniors. 
(Exhibit number 8.22.) 
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26.2% of the total All India Services Officers and 50.8% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers consider immoral behavior as most important 
factor in accepting political pressure.27.4% of the Indian Police Service 
officers think that immoral behavior is very important factor in accepting the 
political pressure. 23.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers consider that 
immoral behavior is not important in acceptance of political pressure. Scores 
are distributed across all the valuations in this factor. Pearson Chi-square 
results are highly significant with 0.000, level of significance. Pearson Chi-
square indicates good association of immoral behavior with the decision. This 
association strength is shown by the Pearson's correlation and Spearman 
correlation values, which are significant with 0.001 and 0.000 level of 
significance. The All India Services Officers have ranked immoral behavior at 
11'^ rank among all the factors studied by us. 
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8.4.5. Personal Behavior Related: 
8.4.5.1. Political Patronage: 
Politicians occupy tlie top position in the liierarchy of public 
administration in our democratic set up. Not only legislatures make the law 
and are the supreme in the bureaucratic system, where All India Services 
Officers try to secure their patronage for individual interests. Those All India 
Services Officers, who engage in self-goals maximization and cause distortion 
in the decision-making process, willfully or unknowingly commit lot of mistakes 
in the process of harvesting the crop of the self-goals. So such officers initiate 
the process of flattery or sycophancy towards the politicians and slowly 
majority of the officers get entrapped in that vicious cycle, politician find such 
situations conducive for them and exploit the officers to fullest extent. 
41.7% of the All India Services Officers, 48% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 56,3% of the Indian Police Service 
officers consider political patronage as most important factor for acceptance 
of political pressure in decision-making process. 31.8% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers think that political patronage is important factor for 
acceptance of political pressure. Results are highly significant and association 
of political patronage with the decision-making process is indicated by the 
Pearson Chi-square values. Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation 
values are significant with .000, level of significance, and show good relation 
with the decision 
(Exhibit number 8.23.) 
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To secure political patronage 
Chart No.8.9.Acceptance Of Pressure To Secure Political 
Patronage And Level Amenable To Pressure. 
8.4.5.2. Safeguard Incompetence: 
Tendency to avoid and ignore responsibility to circumvent 
administrative controls is the common problem of the Indian bureaucracy. The 
All India Services Officers are highly conscious to share their weaknesses and 
show high concern that may not be reflected in the performance review. The 
All India Services Officers demonstrate tremendous confrontation to negative 
review of their performance; they feel such a review may jeopardize their 
future career advancement. The All India Services Officers behavior indicates 
that they are highly defensive to accept constructive feedback or criticism. 
Whole bureaucratic system survives on inflated annual confidential 
assessments. Eleven potential blockages to competence described by Dave 
Francis et.al. are relevant to Indian bureaucracy also: Iself management 
incompetence .2.unclear personal values 3. stunned personal development 4. 
inadequate problem solving skills. 5. unclear personal goals 6.low creativity 7. 
low influence 8 lack of managerial insights 9. poor supervisory skills 10. low 
trainer capability 11. low team building capacity. 
Public start asserting in review system with local politicians and end 
with top politicians, the All India Services Officers view own performance as 
all the best. To achieve own goals the All India Services Officers move in the 
line of politicians, so that, own failures & shortcomings are hidden under the 
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layers of bureaucratic system. Under that urge the All India Services Officers 
satisfy the politicians' needs. High amount of uncertainty, flexibility, 
ambiguous policy and law create enough space for incompetence. So lust for 
future goals/ needs continuously pressurize All India Services Officers to 
approach politicians to invite political pressure and accept it. 
The All India Services Officers consider them most competent, hence 
this item has got last and 15'^  ranking. Only 42.7% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers consider acceptance of political pressure most 
important as safeguard to incompetence. 22.5% of the All India Services 
Ofificers and 30.5% of Indian Police Service officers consider acceptance to 
political pressure least important as safeguard to incompetence. 36.4% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers think that acceptance of political pressure, as 
safeguard to incompetence is not important for them. Pearson Chi-square 
results indicate that acceptance of political pressure to safeguard to 
incompetence of the All India Services Officers has good association and 
association is significant with 0.000, level of significance. Strength of relations 
is shown by Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation values with .000, 
level of significance. 
(Exhibit number 8.25.) 
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8.4.6. Control Related Reasons: 
8.4.6.1. Proximity to Politicians Generate Information 
(Communication): 
Control over information or access to information influence the All India 
Services Officers behavior in different ways. The All India Services Officers 
derive information what is going on in and around with top authorities and 
channels of hierarchy. The All India Services Officers try to gather information 
about grievance related to him or his colleagues, attitudes and behavior of 
senior bosses. From such information individual All India Services Officer can 
draw inferences about his future strategies, present performance, evaluation 
and implementation of government policies. From politicians the All India 
Services Officers try to retrieve what control functions are going to be used 
and what are the outcomes of the monitoring results. Right information at right 
time motivates the All India Services Officers to control his subordinates and 
system both. 
Even there are All India Services Officers who en-cash the information. 
In government administration, advance information about new decisions can 
command a great premium. Information regarding transfers, postings and 
promotions is in evergreen great demand and command high premium, which 
help in attainment of self-goals. Information helps in releasing the emotional 
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expression of feelings and fulfillment of needs. Politicians in power seat, their 
attitudes, policy decisions, and information about such vital inputs help in 
making decisions. The All India Services Officers like to derive information 
regarding implications of political pressure exerted on them, so accordingly 
can change their behavior and approach in decision towards pressure and 
pressure groups. 
Information helps individual All India Services Officers to reduce 
ambiguity and clarify the decision behavior. Vital importance of information to 
reduce uncertainty improves decision performance and satisfaction in 
decision. The All India Services Officers information from politician is crucial to 
know about public opinion, public mood, public expectations, and reactions to 
the decision. Ever changing policies, political leadership, make it more 
important to share information with the politicians in power to attune decision 
delivery towards political commitments. Many All India Services Officers are 
new to the culture of the district, they are posted, and they share information 
with politicians to work with public expectations. Lusts for gathering 
information's from politicians work as constant reason for working for 
acceptance of political pressure. 
(Exhibit number 8.26.) 
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Exhibit No ..8.27. 
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43% of the All India Services Officers use communications by 
developing proximity to politician gather information, this desire for information 
motivate them to accept political pressure in decision-making process. 58.3% 
of the Indian Police Service officers and 56% of the Indian Administrative 
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Service officers think that access to political information is most important for 
acceptance of political pressure in decision. 25.9% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers consider information power in accepting political pressure as 
important. Very low score of the Indian Forest Service officers indicate that 
either they do not have access to information or they have not tasted the 
power of information. Our results for Pearson Chi-square indicate that 
proximity to politicians generate information has good association with the 
decision-making process. These relationships are very strong as indicated by 
the Pearson's correlation value of .4 and Spearman correlation value of .4, 
both with level of significance at.OOO. Information generation has been rated 
as 2'""^  rank by the All India Services Officers. 
Chart No. 8.10. Acceptance Of Pressure To Garner Information From 
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8.4.6.2. Scope For Control Over Resources: 
In present day bureaucratic system, those who control the resources 
are the most powerful persons in the system. Resource control makes them 
powerful, by virtue of such control, all resource users run after controller. 
Persons, who controls resources can force all others to obey their command, 
because there is stiff competition for the scarce resources. Resource 
controller enjoy the power to induce manipulations and distortions in future 
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planning, through such long term planning, persons who make noise can be 
destroyed and persons, who sing songs for the controfler are rewarded. In our 
bureaucratic system, the Indian Administrative Service officers exercise 
complete control over the resources to sustain their overriding power and 
supreme position. 
47.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers consider resource 
control as most important factor in accepting the political pressure. 30.2% of 
the All India Services Officers and 33% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
consider resource control as very important factor in accepting the political 
pressure. 26% of the Indian Police Service officers consider resource control 
as least important in acceptance of political pressure. Pearson Chi-square 
results are highly significant with the .000, level of significance. This indicates 
association of resource control with the decision and strength of this relation is 
indicated by the Pearson's correlation and Spearman correlation values of .3 
with 0.000, level of significance. Resource control has been ranked at 12* in 
importance among different factors. 
(Exhibit number 8.28.) 
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8.5. Ten Fold Path Of the AISO For Political Effectiveness: 
i. Resource Captivity: Controlling style for self promotions/Resource 
Captivity by the All India Services Officers had mobilized and manipulated full 
control over government resources, from top level to down to district level all 
resources are used as power by these officers. Resource allocations provide 
them button for knowledge and expertise, which make them well sought after 
by political power also. Resource buttons provide them commanding position 
in society and government hierarchy. 
ii. Powerful Lobby/ Associations: The All India Services Officers develop 
powerful lobby with potential powerful persons, may be politicians or 
bureaucrats or any other person coalition of support required for retention and 
use of power. 
iii. Camouflaging. The All India Services Officers have specialized in hiding 
their real goals and interests in the garb of public interest. They garner host of 
benefits on the name interest of political party, voter interest and politician 
interest. But ultimate gainer in the game is the officer who manages it through 
politicians. 
iv. Indispensable by Excuses: The All India Services Officers coalition 
manipulates their power in such a way that politician feels that bureaucratic 
system cannot survive without these All India Services Officers. In case some 
one else occupy their position, their coalition surrogate the system and 
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present decisions in such a manner to convince politician that without All India 
Services Officers politician cannot function effectively. 
V Inmage Building: The All India Services Officers propagate that only they 
are protector & custodian of cultural heritage of India. Only they are honest, 
respect values; understand the feeling of public and right decision taker. In 
Indian bureaucratic system no one else can assess and evaluate their 
performance, hence they are supreme leaders. 
vi. Elitist: The All India Services Officers propagate only elite can rule Indian 
society; they are born elite in their service hence they have full right to 
misrule. 
Vii Sycophancy, Flattery And Hypocrisy: Colonial origin of the All India 
Services is based on premises of hypocrisy and sycophancy to the Viceroy. 
All India Services Officers devote full time in telling their political masters and 
senior bosses regarding own pseudo achievements. Their achievements are 
visible to immediate boss and political master only, others do not know or do 
not have any access for evaluation, so powerful lobby at top feel individual All 
India Services Officer at top is the person who matters, ignore all others in 
system. 
viii. Misuse Of Power as Deterrent: The All India Services Officers are 
habitual in manipulation of power to their own advantage. They develop 
syndicate/ coalition for retention of power, if any one speak against their 
interests they all misuse power as deterrent or pre-emptive strike to crush first 
voice against them. 
ix. Conformity, Boss Is Always Right: The AH India Services Officers 
always support their boss in case boss is from their own service. They believe 
what so ever boss desires, it should be complied with, so that they earn 
desired ACR and meet own goals with least resistance. Enjoy yourself and let 
boss also enjoy at same time, there is enough in the system. 
X. Deny Access Others. The All India Services Officers believe that their 
loyalty should not be doubtful, if this belief is maintained they meet their goals 
easily. In case they suspect any individual is not of much use or is tainted, 
they keep distance from such persons. They do not believe in friends and 
relations, they worship power. Power must be retained at any cost by them 
exclusively. 
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Annexure.A.8.1.Questionnaire, Reasons for Accepting Political Pressure 
Acceptance of political pressure in decision making process by any individual 
officers of the All India Services may be situational and influenced by numerous 
factors/reason accordingly. We have listed 15 such reasons/factors, which may 
influence the acceptance of political pressure. Kindly, evaluate these items on 
the five point scale, 1 being the most important and 5 being not important-
Reasons for accepting the political pressure Evaluation Score 
230) Lust to grab power 
231) For career advancement 
232) Security and stability in job/ least 
disturbances 
:!33) Enhancement of status 
234) Avoid humiliation for self and family 
35) Extract favours OR desired ACR 
236) Avoid conflicts in decision process 4 
7. 37) To secure political patronage 
238) Appreciation/recognition of own work 
239) To safeguard the incompetence 
240) Earn money/property and enhance 
resources 
4 
241) Proxinity to politician generate information 
242) Scope for control over resources 
243) To pursue goals for self and family 4 
244) Freedom in goal achievement/funds nnisuse 
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Chapter: 9. 
Conclusions & Recommendations. 
Review, Views and Implications of Present System: 
During the Vedic Period, Indian land was administrated through system of 
Council Heads through management council; they were answerable for every kind of 
commissions and omissions in their jurisdiction. Such council of eminent persons 
managed the entire public administration during that period; council members had to 
carry out their routine work to earn their livelihood as ordinary citizens and at the 
same time chaired the meetings of council as and when required [Oligarchy ?]. 
"Assemble, speak together: let your minds be all of one accord, 
As ancient gods unanimous sit down to their appointed share. 
The place is common, common the assembly, common the mind, 
so be your thoughts united. 
A common purpose do I lay before you, and worship with 
your general oblation. 
One and same be your resolve, and be your minds of one accord. 
United be the thoughts of all that all may happily agree. 
[Rig Veda X. 191.Griffith Translation] 
Decision of majority used to prevail in the raja samiti or raja sabha or mantri 
parishad during that early period. These decision-making bodies had powers to 
overrule the chairperson. Every one was conscious about truth and justice in the 
decision. Management of affairs in the society was contractual in those Contract 
States, complete your assigned job, deliver decision and go back to your original 
profession. Such a decision process was in partnership with independent and 
neutral organizations and each decision was issue based, issues under discussions 
were thoroughly dealt with at length and hair's breadth. In case council member 
standards were not upto expectations, they were liable to be changed. Instances 
had been quoted where decisions were also taken on piece meal basis. In the 
decision-making process, intermediate layer of governance comprised of ad hoc 
bodies, which had no scope for partiality. 
Civil administration, policing and maintenance of village resources had 
sustained through centuries and centuries together by the village 
Committee/Councils till imperialist occupied the throne of the land. Community 
oriented administration was the time tested solution and sustainable to perpetuity. 
The All India Services Officers have destroyed the competencies of local people. 
Government law and policy for governance is framed in such a way that masses 
looks towards bureaucrats or politicians, and ultimately become dependent on them. 
Law of dependency ensure continuity of weakness among the subjects, week 
people will always depends upon others or power holders, ultimately destroy the 
sense of nationalism. 
These highly ego-centered powerful All India Services elites certainly do not 
match with the Gandhian ideology of equality. "Roughly three million colonial 
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officials who were working for British at the time of independence had been asked to 
stay at their posts" D.C. Potter. Whole colonial structure and colonial culture from 
lowest level to highest remained intact in India. 
At the time of independence, it was compulsion of the time & necessity to use 
known inherited instrument to control the political uncertainty, instead of 
experimenting with new system or experimenting with uncertainties. That could have 
been the compulsion that Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel throw himself fully and asserted 
tireless efforts to save the Indian Administrative Service officers and Indian Police 
Service officers at the time of debate in the Constituent Assembly. "If you are to be 
held responsible for law and order, you simply must have power to enforce your 
authority. The fact that you have this power and are prepared to use it will mean that 
it will seldom be used. If you don't have the power, this will quickly become known 
and you may expect wide spread disorders with which you will be enable to cope."^  
"Jawarhar Lai Nehru was 'quite sure' in 1934 that 'no new order can be built 
in India so long as the spirit of Indian Civil Service pervades our administration and 
our public services'. It is therefore 'essential that the ICS and similar services must 
disappear completely', D.C. Potter. When British left India, a journalist remarked, 
that we like to 'build a new India, a more egalitarian society, through the agency of 
those who had been the trained servants of imperialism'. In 1964, Prime Minister of 
India, Jawahar Lai Nehru, considered his greatest failure that, "I could not change 
the administration, it is still a colonial administration, was one of main causes of 
India's inability to solve the problem of poverty."^  
Feelings of one Chief Minister were "You may think you are doing your duty, 
but if I think you are going beyond it, remember I am the judge (L.M Bhatia 1974). 
All India Services Officers slowly learned how to survive under adverse political 
situations and manage politician in their own direction. "Politics influenced the 
administration and administrator learned to be sensitive to politics" Mangat Rai, 
1976. One minister resigned on 09.11.1966 protesting that his secretary had been 
insubordinate and uncooperative, (C.P Bhambri, 1971). Even another minister 
protested that I.A.S don't allow them to choose their advisor from expert, Indian 
Administrative Service officers force us to choose from ranks of Indian 
Administrative Service officers only, (Subramaniam, 1966). 
"let's be honest, we have to blame ourselves, not ministers, not politicians, 
not legislators. To my mind this preoccupation with political and comparative neglect 
of professional problems of administration has been greatest single failure of the 
civil services in independent India" L.P.Singh, 1970. 
Late Jagjivan Ram, in his presidential address to the Bombay session of All 
India Congress Committee, 1969, declared that 'the so called neutral administrative 
machinery is a hindrance, not a help'...and is hardly relevant to Indian conditions'. 
The creation of an administrative cadre committed to national objectives and 
responsive to our social needs is an urgent necessity.' S.P.Aiyar, 1971 and D.C. 
Potter, 1986. 
"Shah commission of Inquiry Report after Emergency suggested that most 
Indian Administrative Service officers in secretariats and districts, who were 
' 15.02.1946, as in Haig Paper as cited by D.C Potter. 
2 The Guardian, 10.4.1978, London. 
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responsible for advising on, and implementing MISA, accepted orders they believed 
to be improper and politically motivated. 'Even the cream of the talent of the country 
in the administrative field often collapse at the slightest pressure," Shah Commission 
Interim Report, 1978. It further observed that "IAS officers engaged in forging of 
records, fabrication of ground of detention, ante-dating of detention orders, and 
callous disregarded of the rights of the detainees as regards revocation, parole, etc" 
H.K.Paranjape, (1966), charged that ICS/I.A.S. represent the casteism to the 
extent that it has created a caste/ class with in government services. Perhaps there 
is "no other single group of civil servants in world holding such an in-creditable array 
of administrative posts. Young I.AS direct recruits were moving all over the places 
after only a few years in service." D.C.Potter. Even Indian Administrative Service 
officers themselves agree that, "it is neither desirable nor easy for [the I.A.S.] to fit 
from one kind of job to another without being specialized in any"^  "A new Chief 
Minister took office and found that he could not work well with the existing Chief 
Secretary, his range of choices for successor was limited to only few individuals -
the men who happened at that time to be at the very top of the I.A.S cadre in that 
state. If he liked none of these individuals, he was struck" D.C.Potter, 1986. 
Higher the choice more will be the merit and intelligence. There should be 
higher and wider options and such posts be given on the basis of competence not to 
a particular service. This very position of exclusiveness makes bureaucrats more 
important than politicians. The All India Services Officers impress upon other 
services that politicians come and go; ultimate power is with them only. Most of the 
politicians are befooled by indulging them in rules and procedures, in case politician 
is intelligent, these bureaucrats slowly poison the ears of Prime Minister/Chief 
Minister to create distance from the head of power and any such assertive Minister 
find his way out of power. Then the Indian Administrative Service officers celebrate 
such ouster by impressing on incoming Minister to toe-in with them and their 
desires. "It did not help that ICS/IA.S officers were frequently perceived by 
politicians as confident and rather arrogant agents fi-om Delhi". In A.N.Jha (ICS.UP) 
words, "the bureaucracy in India is united in doing wrong, and no one can actually 
bring a successful action against an I.A.S officer". It is like a dictatorship'*. 
9.2. Summary Of Research Findings: 
In present research, we have studied 145 hypotheses, structuring around different 
questionnaires. Summary of findings is presented considering one instrument as 
one unit, which have been succinctly presented in following paragraphs. 
Political Pressure & Its Impact On The Decision: -
9.2.1 Demographic Characters And Impact on Decision: 
Statistical analysis has been carried out for 21 demographic characters, indicating 
how these characters speculate variance within officer behavior and create 
discontinuities while working in decision-making process. Statistical results are 
available at exhibit 4.1. 
'' LBSNAA, Conference, 21-23, Sept. 1982. 
^As cited by D.C.Potter, 1986 
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9.2.1.1. Type Of Service More Amenable To Political Pressure: Analyses of 
research data in exhibit 4.2. indicate that 46.1% of IAS officers, 29.7% of IPS 
officers and 24.2% of IFS officers get impact of political pressure in decision. 
Results are highly significant at 0.01 level of significance. 
9.2.1.2. Method of Recruitment:- Results shown in exhibit 4.3 indicate that 69.3% 
of IAS officers, 68.4% of the All India Services Officers, 74% of IPS officers & 38% 
of IFS officers are of view that promoted officers get impact of political pressure in 
decision making process. 
9.2.1.3. Position (level) in Hierarchy: Exhibit 4.4 indicate that 66.0% of the IFS 
officers, 58.1% of the IAS and 51.6% of the IPS officers think that top-level officers 
in hierarchy accept pressure more readily and impact on their decision making 
process. 
9.2.1.4. Length of Service: - Exhibit 4.5 indicate that young officers with less than 5 
years of service are least willing (8.5%) to make compromise in the decision process 
under political pressure. 73.3% of the Indian Police Service officers, 67.1% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers and 53.6% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers are amenable to accept political pressure in decision working in that of super 
time scale of pay. Association of length of service with decision-making process is 
significant at .003, level of significance in Pearson Chi-square analyses. 
9.2.1.6. Cadre of the Officer: Results in exhibit 4.6 show that 40.2% of the All India 
Services Officers, 61.8% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 49.9% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers and 41.4% of the Indian Police Service officers are of 
view that officers in outside Cadre State are amenable to accept political pressure in 
decision. Our results are highly significant at .001, level of significance in Chi-
square. Our hypothesis that All India Services Officers working in home cadre are 
more prone to acceptance of pressure has been rejected. 
9.2.1.6. Regional Background: Exhibit 4.7 indicate that 28,4% officers from south 
India, 25% from north India, 16% from east India, 13.4% from northeast India and 
8.6% from central & west Indians accept political pressure in decision & get impact 
on decision. Association of regional background with decision-making process is 
significant at .005, level of significance in Pearson Chi-square analyses. 
9.2.1.7. Community Background: - Exhibit 4.8 indicate that 52.9% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers, 42.3% of the Indian Police Service officers and 38.0% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers from general category are amenable to accept 
polifical pressure in decision & get impact on it. The IAS, IPS & IFS officers think 
that 57.7%, 54.5% & 42.5% officers of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes jointly 
accept the pressure in decision process. Rho value of -.2 indicates significant 
negative relafions with .01, level of significance. 
9.2.1.8. Family Economic Background: -In combined rich and upper middle class 
category, 42.3% of the All India Services Officers, 61.4% of Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 75.5% of Indian Police Service officers and 43% for the Indian 
Forest Service officers accept political pressure in decision-making process, as 
shown in exhibit number 4.9. Pearson Chi-square is significant with significance 
level of .000. 
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9.2.1.9. Marital Status and Sex: Results analyses in exhibit 4.10 sliow that 92.2% 
respondent say male officers are more prone to accept pressure in decision. IPS 
officer's results are 100% with the male. 
9.2.1.10. Profession of Spouse: - Results in exhibit 4.11 indicate that in combined 
business and entrepreneur professions category, 51.2% of spouses exert pressure 
on their sweetheart to accept political pressure in decision-making process. Among 
three All India Services, this combined pressure (business and entrepreneur) 
exerted in decision process is 67.1%, on the IAS, 63.4% on the IPS and 26.1% on 
the IFS officers. 
9.2.1.11. Family Member Attitude: -Results in exhibit 4.11 indicate that 62.7% of 
the All India Services Officers, 90.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 66.7% of 
the Indian Administrative Service officers and 39.6% of the Indian Police Service 
officers get influenced by attitude of spouse in acceptance of political pressure 
which has impact on the decision taken by them. Pearson Chi-square results are 
significant with .000, level of significance; show good association of this variable 
with the acceptance of political pressure in decision-making process. 
9.2.1.12. Number of Children: - Score for respective three services are 59.8% for 
the Indian Police Service officers, 42.5% for the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 41.4% for the Indian Forest Service officers. Results shown in exhibit 
number 4.11 indicate that acceptance of political pressure has impact on decision 
making process. 
9.2.1.13. to IS.Education of Self, Spouse and Parents- Our hypothesis that 
acceptance of political pressure in decision increases with the increase in 
qualification has been rejected. Results in exhibit 4.12 to 14 are highly significant at 
001, level of significance in Chi-Square. 33.6% of the All India Services Officers with 
post graduate qualifications, 51.3% of the Indian Administrative Service with 
technical and management qualifications have impact on decision by acceptance of 
political pressure. Educational qualifications of the All India Services Officers show 
good relationship with their birthplace; 34.26% of postgraduate are amenable to 
accept political pressure in decision process. Results for postgraduate qualification 
of spouse & parents indicate that 42.7% and 39.4% of them accept political pressure 
in decision making process 
9.2.1.16 to 20 Domicile of Self, Spouse and Parents: Exhibit 4.15 indicate that in 
combined urban and semi urban category 90.2% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 79.2% of the Indian Forest Sen/ice officers and 67.8% of the Indian 
Police Service officers from urbanite culture accept political pressure and have 
impact on decision. Pearson Chi-square results are significant at .000, level of 
significance. 
Place of birth of parents and amenability to political pressure results indicates 
that 66.2% of combine urbanite parents influence an individual officer in acceptance 
of pressure in decision. Statistically analyses on Chi -square indicate that results 
are highly significant with significance level of 0.001. Alternate hypothesis is 
accepted that officers from urban areas are more amenable to accept political 
pressure in decision-making process. 
Results indicate that 94.4% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 
78.6% of the Indian Police Service officers and 70.9% of the Indian Forest Service 
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officers feel that urbanite residence of parent's make them to accept political 
pressure in decision. Our hypothesis that rural parentage residence increases the 
pressure acceptability in decision has been rejected. Chi-Square results are highly 
significant at .001, significance level. 
Combine urban and semi urban results indicate that 80.3% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 78.5 % of the Indian Police Service officers and 
70.8% of the Indian Forest Service officers feel that urbanite spouse influence the 
All India Services Officers to accept the pressure which has impact on decision. 
Pearson's correlation negative value of -.2 show is significant at .002, level of 
significance. 
Results for combined urban and semi urban indicate that 92.3% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers, 91.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 
82.3% of the Indian Police Service officers who got their education in urban areas 
after matriculations accept political pressure and get impact on decision. 
9.2.2. Sources of Pressure and Impact on Decision: 
Exhibit 5.1 shows the results for statistical analyses of Chi-square, Spearman & 
Pearson correlation. Factor analyses results are shown in exhibit 5.2. 
9.2.2.1.Chief Minister /Prime Minister: Impact on decision results in exhibit 5.4 
indicate that 69.15% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 69% of the 
Indian Police Service officers get political pressure for this source frequently to 
sometimes in decision making process, whereas, 37.54%) of the Indian Forest 
Service officers get political pressure sometimes. 
9.2.2.2. Center or State Ministers: Results for impact on decision in exhibit 5.4 
shows that 62.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get political pressure 
from Center or State Ministers always to mostly in decision-making process. 62.5% 
of the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure mostly in decision. 66.7%) 
of the Indian Forest Service officers' come across political pressure from Center or 
State Minister sometimes to frequently in decision making process. 
9.2.2.3. Member of Parliament: 76.3% of the Indian Administrative Service officers 
get political pressure from Member of Parliament mostly to frequently in decision 
making process. 69.2% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 64.9%) of the Indian 
Police Service officers come across political pressure sometimes to frequently from 
the Member of Parliament to have impact on decision process. 
9.2.2.4. Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly: Results in 
exhibit 5.4 indicate that 83.1%) of the Indian Administrative Service officers get 
political pressure always to mostly from the Member Legislative Council / Member 
Legislative Assembly in the decision-making process. 76% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 79.5% of the All India Services Officers get the political 
pressure frequently to always from Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative 
Assembly in decision. 77.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political 
pressure from Member Legislative Council / Member Legislative Assembly 
frequently, sometimes and mostly in decision. 
9.2.2.5. District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members: 74.9% of the All India 
Services Officers, 81.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 80.9% of 
the Indian Police Service officers get political pressure in decision making process 
always to frequently ft-om the District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members. 
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68.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers get political pressure mostly to 
sometimes from District Level Politician / Zila Parishad Members in decision 
process. 
9.2.2.6. Block Level Politicians/ Block Samiti: 57.4% of the All India Services 
Officers, 70.4% of the Indian Police Service officers, 55.7% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers and 57% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get mostly to 
frequently political pressure from Block Level Politicians/ Block Samiti, which has 
impact on decision process. 
9.2.2.7. Village Heads / Village Level Workers: 61.4% of the All India Services 
Officers, 62.1% of the Indian Police Service officers, 51.6% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers and 73.1% of the Indian Administrative Service officers get always 
to frequently political pressure from Village Level Politicians which has impact on 
decision process. 
9.2.2.8. Power Brokers /Touts / IVIusclemen: 77.4% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 71.6% of the Indian Police Service officers, 38.4% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers and 61.9% of the All India Services Officers get political 
pressure always to frequently from the Power Brokers /touts / musclemen in their 
decision process. 
9.2.2.9. Communication Media: 79.4% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers, 64.3% of the Indian Police Service officers and 54.5% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers get pressure from communication media mostly to sometimes to 
pass on impact on decision process. 
9.2.2.10. Hidden Financier: 84.6% of the Indian Admfmstrative Service officers 
72.9% of the Indian Police Service officers and 20.4% of the Indian Forest Service 
officers get pressure always to frequently from hidden financiers which has impact 
on decision-making process. 
9.2.3. Areas of Political Pressure in Decision Process:-
Highest total score for transfer & posting among all 76 variables indicate that this 
area get maximum political pressure to have greatest impact on decision making 
process. 
9.2.3.1. Political Pressure in Transfer Decisions:- 70.1% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 40.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 
46.1% of total All India Services Officers (exhibit 6.1) receive political pressure 
always to influence the transfers related decisions. Pearson Chi-square results with 
0.000 level of significance indicate good association of transfer with the decision-
making process. 
9.2.3.2. Political Pressure in Postings Decisions:- Mean and modal value of 4, 
clearly indicate that most often political pressure influence the decision pertaining to 
postings. 37.9% of the Indian Police Service officers, 25.4% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers and 21.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers 
{exhibit6.3) are most often influenced by the political pressure while taking decision 
for postings. 
9.2.3.3. Political Pressure in Recruitment Decisions:- Most often and always 
combined score show that, 70.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 67.8% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers and 64.5% of the Indian Police Service officers 
(exhibit 6.5) come across political pressure while making decisions for recruitment. 
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Pearson Chi-square results show good association with decision-making process at 
0.01 level of significance. 
9.2.3.4. Political Pressure in Resource Allocation Decisions:-Exhibit 6.7 indicate 
that 79.1% of the Indian Police Service officers, 63.3% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 32.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers come across 
political pressure rarely to sometimes in decision making for resource allocation. 
0.000, level of significance in Chi-square results indicate good association of 
resource allocation variable with the decision making process. 
9.2.3.5. Political Pressure in Rewards:- Exhibit 6.10 Indicate that 75.9% of the 
Indian Police Service officers, 61.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers & 57.8% 
of the Indian Administrative Service officers get influenced frequent to sometimes by 
political pressure in decision making process while distributing rewards. Pearson 
Chi-square 0.000 level of significance indicates that rewards related decisions are 
significantly related to political pressure. 
9.2.3.6. Political Pressure in Punishment Decisions:- Exhibit 6.11 indicate that 
85.5% of the Indian Police Service officers, 76.6% of the All India Services Officers, 
72.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 68.3% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers are influenced by political pressure frequently to sometimes while 
taking decisions for the punishments. Pearson Chi-square results are significant at 
0.003 level of significance which show the good association of political pressure in 
decision with the punishment. 
9.2.3.7. Political Pressure in Promotion Decisions:- Exhibit 6.14 show that 69.7% 
of the Indian Police Service officers, 64.3% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 62% of the Indian Forest Service officers get influenced most often to 
frequently by political pressure when they take decision pertaining to promotions. 
Pearson Chi-square results are significant at 0.03, level of significance indicating 
good association of political pressure in decision-making process for promotions. 
9.2.3.8. Rule, Regulations & Procedures in Decision:- Exhibit 6.15 indicate that 
87.1% of the All India Services Officers, 99.2% of the Indian Police Service officers, 
72.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 83% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers decisions are get influenced by political pressure frequently to rarely 
in manipulation of rules, regulations and procedures. The Pearson Chi-square 
results indicate good association of decision-making process with rules, regulations 
and procedures. 
9.2.3.9. Political Pressure in Policy Related Decisions:- Exhibit 6.17 show that 
77% of the Indian Police Service officers, 48.9% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers and 63.9% of the Indian Forest Service officers are influenced by political 
pressure frequently to sometimes while taking policy related decisions. Pearson Chi-
square results indicate good association of political pressure in policy with the 
decision-making process and are significant with 0.000 level of significance. 
3.2.3.10. Political Pressure in Change of Law Decisions:- Exhibit 6.19 show that 
94.5% of the Indian Police Service officers, 83.9% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 65.4% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 82.7%) of the All 
India Services Officers are influenced sometimes to frequent by political pressure for 
decisions pertaining to change of Law and Acts. Results are significant with Pearson 
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Chi-square analyses showing 0,000 level of significance showing good relationship 
of decision making process with political pressure for change of Law & Acts. 
9.2.3.11. Political Pressure in Demure in Decision Process:- Demur in decision 
process has good association with the decision-making process as shown by the 
Pearson Chi-square results, which are significant at 0.000 level of significance. 
Highest score indicate that 37.4% of the All India Services Officers, 51.2% of the 
Indian Police Service officers and 33.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers 31.3% 
of the Indian Administrative Service officers are influenced by political pressure 
frequently to delay the decision process. 
9.2.3.12. Political Pressure in Decisions for Development Works:- Exhibit 6.21 
indicate that 57.7% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 21.6% of the Indian Police 
Service officers and 57.6% of the Indian Administrative Service officers are 
influenced most often to frequent by political pressure while taking decisions 
pertaining to development works. Pearson Chi-square results are significant with 
0.000 level of significance. Political pressure for development work shows good 
association with the decision-making process. 
9.2.3.13. Political Pressure in Crime Related Decisions:- 62.8% of the All India 
Services Officers, 75.4% of the Indian Police Service officers and 55.1% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers (exhibit 6.22) are influenced by political 
pressure always to most often in crime related decisions. Pearson Chi-square 0.000 
level of significance indicates good association of political pressure in crime 
handling with the decision-making process. 
9.2.3.14. Political Pressure in Training &Tours Decisions:-Exhibit 6.24 show that 
50% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 22.8 % of the Indian Forest 
Service officers decisions are influenced always to mostly by political pressure for 
recommending persons of political choice for tours and training. Pearson Chi-square 
0.000 level of significance shows good association of training & tours with the 
decision-making process. 
9.2.3.15. Political Pressure in Decisions for Social Issues:- Exhibit 6.25 show 
that 65.7% of the All India Services Officers, 74.5% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers 70.2% of the Indian Police Service officers and 51% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers are influenced by political pressure sometimes to frequently 
while taking decisions for social issues. Results are significant with Pearson Chi-
square 0.000 level of significance. This shows good association of social issues with 
the decision-making process. 
9.2.4. Modes & Forms of Political Pressure In Decislons:-
Politicians' control over public servants has been ranked as first and abuse of 
position & authority by the politicians is the second most important mode for exerting 
political pressure in the decision-making process. Political pressure through member 
citizenry is the last mode for exerting political pressure. Rankings, mean values and 
standard deviations have been shown in the exhibit number 7.1, results for seven 
most important modes of political pressure have been discussed below. 
9.2.4.1. Politician Control Over Public Servants: Our results indicate that 
politician control over public servants is the first and most important mode of 
pressure commonly used by the politicians to influence decisions. 62.7% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers, 62.5% of the Indian Police Service officers 
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and 58.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers (exhibit 7.24) decisions are 
influenced by virtue of politician control over them as the major source of political 
pressure. Pearson Chi-square results show good association of politician control 
over bureaucratic system with the decision process at 0.01, level of significance. 
9.2.4.2.Political Pressure by Abuse of Position & Authority .-Abuse of position & 
authority by politicians has been rated as 2"'' most common mode for exerting 
political pressure on the decision-making process by AISO. 93.7% of the Indian 
Police Service officers, 90.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 59% 
of the Indian Forest Service officers (exhibit 7.9) consider that politician abuse his 
position & authority to influence the decision-making process. Abuse of position by 
politician in decision process show strong association at 0.000 level of significance 
as shown by the Pearson Chi-square. 
9.2.4.3.Political Pressure by Bureaucratic System/ seniors: Exhibit 7.6 show that 
83.3% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 67.6% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers and 64.6 % of the Indian Police Service officers decisions are 
influenced by political pressure exerted through bureaucratic system and their 
seniors. This mode has been ranked 3'''^  most important mode among all the 22 
modes. Pearson Chi-square 0.000 level of significance indicates good association 
pressure through seniors in bureaucratic system with the decision-making process. 
9.2.4.4.Political Pressure Through Power Brokers:- Exhibit 7.26 show that 65.2% 
of the All India Services Officers, 71.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers, 65.6% 
of the Indian Police Service officers and 58.1% of the Indian Administrative Service 
officers decisions are not influenced by political pressure through power brokers. 
This is has been considered as 4 * most important mode of political pressure exerted 
on the decision making process. 
9.2.4.5.Political Pressure through Political Groups/Activists: 59.5% of the 
Indian Forest Service officers, 29.7% of the Indian Administrative Service officers & 
34.4% of the Indian Police Service officers decisions are influenced by political 
pressure in decision-making process through political groups/activists. Political 
groups and activist mode has got over all 5"^  rank among all 22 modes of pressure. 
Pearson Chi-square significance level of 0.000, shows good relationship of this 
mode of political pressure with decision process. Strength of this correlation is 
shown by Spearman correlation (Rho) value of 0.2 with 0.002, level of significance. 
9.2.4.6.Political Pressure by Politician Supremacy in Decision Process: Exhibit 
7.22 show that 59.1% of the All India Services Officers realize this mode of pressure 
as important mode of pressure and ranked it at 6'^  overall rank. 60% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 59.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 
58.3% of the Indian Police Service officers decisions are influenced due to politician 
supremacy in decision making process. 
9.2.4.7.Political Pressure through Known & Friendly Bureaucrats:-Pearson Chi-
square results show good association of this mode of political pressure with the 
decision-making process at 0.000 level of significance. 46.4% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers, 40.5% of the Indian Administrative Service officers and 33.3% of 
the Indian Police Service officers have considered this as important mode of political 
pressure used by politician in decision-making process which has impact on 
decisions taken by AISO. 
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9.2.5. Reasons for Accepting Potiticat Pressure In Decision:-
Exhibit 8.2 results are highly significant with all values of significance are less than 
0.05. Strength of associations for different reasons towards accepting political 
pressure with the decision-making process is established by the Rho and R-values, 
which are highly significant. Out of 15 reasons studied in research 7 most important 
reasons are discussed below 
9.2.5.1. Enhancement of Status & Decision:- Exhibit 8.6 show that 98.5% of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers, 98% of the Indian Police Service officers and 
67.5% of the Indian Forest Service officers (combine first three score of most 
important, very important and important) due to their desire for enhancing status 
they accept political pressure while making decisions. Pearson Chi-square results 
are highly significant at 0.000 level of significance. Pearson's correlation and 
Spearman correlation of 0.000 level of significance indicate very strong correlation 
of enhancement of status with the decision. 
9.2.5.2. Proximity to Politician Generate Information for Decision: 58.3% of the 
Indian Police Service officers, 14.1% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 56% 
of the Indian Administrative Service officers (exhibit 8.26) accept political pressure to 
develop proximity to politician which may generate information having impact on 
decision making process. Pearson Chi-square results indicate that proximity to 
politicians generate information has good association with the decision-making 
process. 
9.2.5.3. Lust to Grab Power & Decision: Pearson Chi-square results show good 
association of lust for power with the decision making process and the results are 
significant with 0.000 level of significance. Most important & very important 
combined evaluation (exhibit 8.4) show that 84.5% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 64.5% of the Indian Police Service officers and 55% of the Indian 
Forest Service accept political pressure in decision-making process due to AISO lust 
for power. 
9.2.5.4.Career Advancement & Decision: Combined score of (exhibit 8.8) most 
important, very important & important show that 98.7% of the Indian Administrative 
Service officers, 99% of the Indian Police Service officers and 77.8% of the Indian 
Forest Service officers accept political pressure in decision making process for self 
career advancement. Career advancement show good association with the decision 
as demonstrated by the Pearson Chi-square analysis and alternate hypothesis is 
accepted that the All India Services Officers accept political pressure for 
advancement of their career. 
9.2.5.5. To Secure Political Patronage & Decision: 41.7% of the All India Services 
Officers, 48% of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 20.5%) of the Indian 
Forest Service officers and 56.3% of the Indian Police Service officers (exhibit 8.23) 
consider securing political patronage as most important factor for acceptance of 
political pressure which influence the decision-making process. Results are highly 
significant and the Pearson Chi-square indicates good association of political 
patronage with the decision-making process. Pearson's correlation and Spearman 
correlation values are significant with .000, level of significance, and show good 
relation with the decision. 
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9.2.5.6. Security & Stability in Job/Least Disturbances: The All India Services 
Officers have ranked security and stability at 6'*^  rank among different factors 
influencing the acceptability of political pressure in decision. 93.2% of the Indian 
Administrative Service officers, 63.6% of the Indian Forest Service officers and 
62.7% of the Indian Police Service officers consider security and stability in job as 
very important in acceptance of political pressure in decision process. 
9.2.5.7. Avoid Conflicts in Decisions: Pearson Chi-square analyses indicate that 
there is good association between decision making process and avoidance of 
conflict by the All India Services Officers. 38% of the All India Services Officers, 
48.6%i of the Indian Administrative Service officers, 21.6% of the Indian Forest 
Service officers and 44.8% of the Indian Police Service officers consider conflict 
avoidance as most important factor for acceptance of political pressure in decision 
process. 
9.2.6. Sum Up: 
The All India Services Officers are highly self-goal oriented and to perpetuate 
self-interests and needs. They grossly and thoroughly misuse their position in 
hierarchy. In the process these officers befool both politicians and public to sustain 
own goals at the cost of others. The All India Services Officers are highly parasitic in 
behaviour and approach. 
9.3. Future Strategy For Managing The Decision: 
Based on our research results and findings we have proposed some of hard-core 
decisions to restructure the colonially created imperialistic and exploitative 
bureaucratic system. To bring any change whole bureaucratic systems have to be 
restructured, changes cannot lead to results without holistic change at all levels. 
Such changes must be directed towards mind and psychology of the public servants 
and public both at same time. We have to come out of individual service rut and 
forego feeling of self-cultivation at the cost of others. Parasitic behaviours have to be 
removed from the services. Culture of inclusiveness and participation has to replace 
the culture of exclusiveness and individualistic approach. The government officers 
and employees have to work on the concept of that they are equal, one among 
others and part & parcel of decision system. Present concepts that they are above 
others have to be dispensed with and brought to an end. Principle of equity and 
equality has to be foundation of the public administration. 
9.3.1. Renaming Of All India Services And Unification Of Other 
Ser\nces: Research results indicate that multiplicity of services & levels is the 
major spoiler in decision making process. During colonial period excessive powers 
were centralised to avoid participation of Indians in decision-making process. In 
present time this exploitation is not required and deserves a thorough change. 
Structural layering among All India Services is further propagating layering in other 
services to further own advantage only. 
Structural layering in the bureaucratic system among the different services is 
the reflection of prevalent caste system in the India. Inclusion of the All India 
Services for state affairs has further strengthened this structural caste system. We 
have to combine the entire group 'A' services in one category and with one pay 
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scale and similar opportunities for career progressions. This is easy to say and 
difficult to implement it. Whole proposed process is explained in brief manner. 
9.3.1.1. Grouping of Services: All existing services may be clubbed into 
maximum ten service groups to reduce levels & length of hirarchy. 
Bharat Financial Services: This may comprise the all the services dealing with 
finance; Indian P&T Accounts & Finance Service, Indian Audit & Accounts Service, 
Indian Defence Accounts Service, Indian Revenue Service, Custom Service, Indian 
Civil Accounts Service, Indian Railway Accounts Service, Any other Service related 
to Accounts and Finance in the country. 
Bharat Development & Social Services: This may comprise the following services; 
Indian Economic Service, Indian Statistical Service, Indian Information Service, All 
other Services related with mass communication, rural development, planning, 
programme implementation, food & civil supplies. Social Welfare, labour. 
Department of Posts, Legal and Judicial Services, and Housing Development 
Sectors. 
Bharat Scientific & Research Services: This may comprise the services 
exclusively engaged in scientific research activities, after research technical services 
will implement such research finding in field; the Council of Scientific and Industrial, 
Department of Atomic Energy, Department of Space, Defence Research And 
Development Organization, ICAR, Biotechnology, Department of Science & 
Industrial Research, DST, BSI, ZSI, IMD, department of Ocean Development, and 
Indian Council Medical Research etc. 
Bharat Technical Services: Different services engaged in implementing technical 
programmes with the masses, Indian Forest Service, Agriculture, GSI, Transport, 
Housing Infrastructure, Technical Services wings in different ministries. Energy, 
Water Resources and other Technical Services. 
Bharat Engineering Services: All engineering services working with different 
ministries. Railways, Telecommunications, CPWD, Department of Electronics, 
Indian Engineering Services and other Engineers working at different places. 
Bharat Medical Services: All services related to allopathic, homeopathic, 
ayurvedic, unani and other alternate medicine system, CGHS, all doctors in PSU, 
Health and family welfare, and all veterinary doctors engaged in field. 
Bharat Commercial Services: All services related with commercial activities, 
industrial management, commerce ministry, all public sector undertakings, 
production and mart<eting related services. Railways, tourism, coal, ordinance 
factories civilian organisation, Indian Ordinance Factories Service, Indian Foreign 
Service, Indian Trade Service, and Indian Railway Traffic Service etc. 
Bharat Personnel Services: Central Secretariat Service, Indian Administrative 
Service, Indian Postal Service, Indian Railway Personnel Service, Indian Defence 
Estate Service, Railway Board Secretariat Service, Armed Forces Headquarter Civil 
Services, Civil Services for the UT and Delhi, and all other services handling the 
personnel job. 
Bharat Education Service: This comprises the all services related with education, 
culture and sports, this include every kind of teaching staff in all the universities, 
institutions, colleges, schools and activities related with imparting any kind of 
education. 
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Bharat Defence & Security Services; This may include all services related to the 
external and internal security of the country. All Armed Forces (Army, Navy and Air 
Force), Para-military police as BSF, CRPF, ITBP, Central Industrial Security Force, 
State Police organisations including Indian Police Service and Railway Protection 
Force in Government of India. 
9.3.2. Recruitment: Let Union Public Service Commission conduct single 
examination for recruitment after graduation and post graduation qualifications for 
the entire group 'A' and group 'B' posts for all the services for the central 
government. Examination may be conducted in two stages of screening 
(preliminary, objective) and main descriptive examination. The Union Public Service 
Commission may complete interview and final selection process. Possibilities may 
be explored to constitute state cadres and central cadres in these services. Officers 
allotted to state cadres may be assigned to state cadres to serve in the states. After 
nomination of any officer from state government to the central services 
9.3.3. Training: After selection by Union Public Service Commission, all the 
officers must be provided training for 6 to8 months in general management at 
LBSNAA and other management institutions. Then officers must go to respective 
services training institutes for 9 months or whatsoever period required for a 
particular service including on the job training for 3 to six months. After on job 
training during final 3 months of training they may be trained in a training institute of 
that service. After 10, 17 and 24 years next scale examinations; every officer must 
get three months training before taking new assignment as promotion linked 
training. Every year one-week or more periods training courses must be linked with 
the career progression and made mandatory for every officer. 
9.3.4. Career Progression And Seniority: Based on the performance in the 
Union Public Service Commission examinations combined seniority may be 
managed centrally and in respective services also. The nodal ministries may keep 
respective seniority all the services combined seniority may be kept by the 
Government of India. Employees at every level must be provided equal 
opportunities and equity in career management for ail the services at all levels. 
Everj^  employee may be compulsorily asked to appear in competition examinations 
conducted by the Union Public Service Commission for gazetted officers and Staff 
Selection for other than gazetted posts. Such examinations may be conducted every 
year on a fix time schedule and employees who have completed 10, 17 and 24 
years of service may be allowed to appear in that year examination. Any 
employee/officer, who has completed minimum 10 years service in that level, may 
be allowed to appear in that level for next scale examination. 
As feeder services to the central services, state services may be allowed to 
compete up to 33.3% in promotion quota at level-IV examinations for entry in level-
V. Once any state officers qualify central services, that person may be sent 
compulsorily outside native state. Equity at all levels must be maintained to increase 
the competence and capability of the individuals. Those who do not perform well 
have to be relegated to last and performers have to be provided chances to 
progress and override in seniority. Pay scale must be such that no one will stagnate 
through out one's career, but higher positions must only be available to competent 
persons. Merit must allow competence to grow and sycophants the decay. 
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Multi-skilling at all levels through job rotation; job enlargement and job 
enrichment will look after all the problems pertaining to excessive cadres, 
redeployment and retrenchment. Reengineering and restructuring will be inbuilt in 
the bureaucratic system to infuse the innovations. Diversity will be the part of 
bureaucratic system. Reduction in levels will remove necessary required choking/ 
blockage in the decision-making process. 
9.4.1.Integration of States Services in Union of India: All the States Government 
can also classify their services in to ten groups parallel to the Government of India. 
33% posts at level-iv and level-v may be kept for exchange programme. Such 
exchange may be on the basis of the written examination conducted by the Union 
Public Service Commission to join the Government of India and State Public Service 
Commission to join a state government at same level of examination. This exchange 
may be allowed only after 10 and 17 years of examination only. This 33% will be 
similar to what is available in the All India Services at present, but extended to all 
the ten services. Any person, who fail to qualify examinations regulariy for four years 
in ne>ct level, such officers may be debarred for a period of 5 years to compete in 
Union Public Service Commission examinations, as penalty for inefficiency. Such 
persons may be compulsorily posted out of parent department or region or state, 
and posted on difficult postings as penalty. Those who stand high in merit may be 
given choice for a change of service according their position in merit. After 
examinations of every level, fresh seniority list may be prepared for next level 
according their standing in merit in Union Public Service Commission performance. 
After level-vii, all posts may be filled on the bases of equity and merit. Top 
most positions may be made available to all the officers from ten services, who have 
qualified the 24 years examinations. From this list according to merit fresh 
empanelment may be drawn, this will provide wider options to the Chief Minister and 
Prime Minister for selection of officers for Chief Secretary and Cabinet Secretary 
level. 
At present, post of the secretary to any department does not serve any 
purpose and it is not required at all. Where head of department is posted, another 
level of secretary or special secretary makes no sense, so it may be merged with 
head of department. Similariy post of additional secretary and joint secretary be 
merged into one level after 17 years of examinations, in states these officers may be 
posted at regional levels. Similariy deputy secretary and directors posts are one and 
the same, all the officers after 10 years examination may be in one rank. Only 
officers from this rank may be posted as head of the districts. 
After independence, post of the District Magistrate /Deputy 
Commissioner/Collector is redundant and serves little purpose. But to suit our 
psychological needs for coordination senior most officers in that district among the 
officer who have passed 10 years examination may be assigned the job. 
Grievances redressing mechanism may be completely handed over to the elected 
representatives in all situations and circumstances. Given a chance bureaucrats 
only misuse this process to own advantage. 
For commercial services examinations after 10 and 17 years, persons from 
the private sector may be allowed to sit in the examination to get the best talent for 
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commercial purposes. 33% persons may be taken from the private sector and 
similar number of the officer must go to private sector as sharing mechanism. 
On the similar pattern examinations may be conducted for the level-l to level-
Ill employees after 10,17 and 24 years of service in respective levels 
9.3.5. Pay Scales And Levels: Equity in pay scales, equity in chances of 
promotions and equity in career progression must be adhered to keep alive the 
merit. Objective merit must prevail over in career management. Every Indian citizen 
must be provided equal opportunities to reach at the top. There should not be any 
kind of exclusiveness. Exclusiveness of service and exclusive career in one 
department or service is basic and root cause of the immoral behaviour. Every 
government employee has to perform at every level otherwise one has to suffer and 
go out of system. Every one has to keep oneself knowledge and skills updated to 
the tune with time, only after qualifying in examinations person will go to next stage 
of career and pay scale. Pay scale and promotions have to be de-linked. Pay scales 
are made such that one can survive to maximum level of one's incompetence. 
Promotion or no promotion you are getting your pay scale. 
For whole country and all the services only seven pay scales with 
seven levels in hierarchy be retained, rest be abolished. Excessive protection and 
exclusiveness of career in one service has developed the feelings of class and 
connections in every service. Persons start cultivating relations with individual 
officers for goals attainment in future, so this certainty factor has to be eliminated. All 
the subordinates start behaving in sycophant manner with officers, so that, in case 
of need, they can seek help from the officer of that service. Grooming and growing 
of an employee in a particular service or department has become the cause of 
corruption. People/ public starts cultivating relations with persons of a particular 
service or department in hope that in future that persons services can be utilised for 
own benefit maximization, concerned service person continue such relations for own 
advantage and benefits. Similarly every one want promotion, under individual 
pressure number of posts have been increased to undesirable level in every 
department, which have become burden on the system. 
Present proposals will involve large-scale reduction in ranks and levels in the 
hierarchy. Power holders will feel uncomfortable due loss of their hegemony over 
the bureaucratic system. If food chain is disturbed, person with parasite behaviour 
will feel uncomfortable for any change. 
Level-l, Workers: This level may comprise all workers; persons who carry out work 
at end level. Now question will be raised at same level, who will agree to do peon 
level job, when scale is same. It is position in merit, which will decide the job content 
of individual person. Pay scale for this level may be Rs. 3200-8000 
Level-ll, Supervisors: According position in merit for respective examinations, 
supervisors will supervise the works done by the workers. Pay scale for supervisors 
may be kept at Rs.5000-12000. 
Level-Ill, Executives: All the positions in this level will be either promotion from 
level ii or direct recruitment. This may be gazetted class-ll. Persons in this level will 
be empowered to take limited independent decisions. First level where decision-
making may be allowed. It will be in pay scale of Rs. 7500-17000. 
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Level-IV, Senior Executives: This may be gazetted class-l, officers' level, and 
recruitment through both by direct entry and by promotion from level-Ill officers. Pay 
scale may be kept at Rs. 8000-19000. 
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Level V, Divisional Heads: This level may also be called as junior administrative 
grade. All district heads and divisional heads may be posted from this level. This will 
be first promotion stage for level-IV officers after 10 years examinations and also for 
officers from the state governments. Pay scale may be kept at Rs. 13000-23000. 
Level-VI, Regional Heads: This level officer may hold the positions at regional level 
like Commissioners, Deputy Inspector General of Police, Conservator of Forests, 
Heads of Regional Institutions, Regional officers in Government of India and any 
other position at regional level. This may be first super time selection scale with Rs. 
184000-27000 and after 17 years examinations of level-iv. 
Level-VII, Departmental Heads: In this top scale of pay of Rs. 24000-32000, all the 
departmental heads in the states and in Government of India may be kept. Persons 
for top posts may be on the basis of merit and competence i.e. based on the written 
test and interviews both, after 24 years examination of level-iv.. 
All the examinations and interviews for induction from level-IV to level-VII 
including career progression and promotion to next level may be conducted through 
the Union Public Service Commission for the Government of India officers and State 
Public Service Commission for State Government officers. The Staff Selection 
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Boards in the States and Government of India may conduct all the examinations and 
interviews for level-l to level-Ill, respectively. 
9.3.6. Rules, Regulations And Procedures In Decision: All the ten 
services must have similar basic rules, with flexibility to have additional rules 
required for a particular service, like defence. In decision-making process, no file 
must be allowed to go beyond three levels in hierarchy. If any officer in hierarchy in 
unable to take decision with in one's competencies, and with given time frame and 
parameters, such officers may held responsible for that. Individual officers may be 
held accountable for every decision taken by them. No file must start below level-ll. 
A case initiated by level-ll must end at level-IV and similarly case initiated by level-IV 
officer must end up at level-VII. File initiated at level-VII must go to the concerned 
minister or maximum at Chief Minister in state or Prime Minister level at centre. 
No one may be allowed to occupy any position in any organisation after 60 
years of age in whole country. No one be allowed to have consultancy or 
engagement or association of any kind with any organization after retirement from 
any service in the country. This may be applicable from peon, lowest level to highest 
office in the country. No politicians may be allowed to occupy any public office after 
65 years of age. This will improve the working of the political parties and create 
space for equity, growth and certainty in minds of junior politicians. No bureaucrats 
may be allowed to occupy public office (ministerial) with support of any political party 
after retirement. Efforts will be made to fix a uniform retirement age for private sector 
also; otherwise after retirement bureaucrats will try to occupy positions in private 
sector. Retirement age may be reviewed to lower it, as results indicate efficiency 
goes down with higher age. Political pressure acceptance has been highest with 
higher length of service. 
In rules it must be ensured that all the ten services are provided same 
housing facilities, same type of construction on same design, same transport facility, 
and same staff is posted for similar work, similar hierarchical structure, similar 
power, responsibilities and accountabilities for similar type of work. Present systems 
of differential treatment to different services have intensified the competition for self-
benefit maximization. The few-privileged one In the bureaucratic system enjoys 
major resources of the country, and other look towards them with a feeling of 
poweriessness. Psychological this creates the dissent in the society. Those who do 
not have access to perks and benefits, develop frustration. Those who have 
exclusive control over resources and means stop working on merit. They remain 
busy in devising ways and means to retain those perks and benefits. 
9.3.7. Improvement In individual Parameters: Research results indicate 
that due to excessive concentration of powers and controls in the hands of the 
Indian Administrative Service officers, lust to continue such powers, such officers 
accept political pressure in undesirable proportions. Time has come; whole powers 
have to be decentralized to different levels. Respective services officer may be 
allowed to take decision up to top levels and interference of the one service deserve 
to be removed. 
Promoted officers are more amenable to political pressure acceptance, 
promotion process deserves to make more rigorous and merit based. After 
promotion to All India Services, every such officer may be provided training to equip 
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them with new skills and develop the existing skills. Rigorous evaluation process 
may be introduced to monitor and evaluate such officer works on half-yearly basis. 
Similarly age factor is crucial for political pressure acceptance; person with higher 
age become emotionally weak, reducing retirement age can check this. Social 
security system may be provided after retirement and possibilities may be explored 
by settling officers in clusters to provide support to each other. Any kind of after 
retirement assignment may be banned and prohibited from all levels, lust for post 
retirement benefits make individual officers weak to develop relationship with 
politicians. 
9.3.7.1.Inducing Change in Behaviour: The All India Services Officers are located 
on the crucial and highly important positions, immediate need for change in 
behaviour by changing and remoulding the individual officers' perceptions, attitudes, 
values and beliefs during the process of career progression. This is possible only 
after incorporating restructuring of whole bureaucratic system from bottom to top 
level. Basic concepts and philosophy of administration has to be changed to bring 
any change. One cannot expect any change with present colonial imperialistic 
bureaucratic system. Present motivation levels and motivating factors are negative, 
self-centred and full of colonial ego & arrogance; these are the basic cause of 
prevalent immoral behaviour in bureaucratic system. We have to induce equity-
based motivation, motivation for posterity and welfare of all. Chain saw model 
motivation has to be removed and forces operating in the orbital path of decision 
have to be reduced to lowest level. Coercive power base has to be reduced to 
participative and equity, prestige and status need to be removed from the services. 
Concepts of elite and exclusiveness have to be removed from the bureaucratic 
system. Public servants have to change their orientation from self-centred to public-
centred. Present cultures of immoral decision and self-maximization at the cost of 
others have to be removed. We have to allow equal growth of all the services and all 
the persons engaged in public administration. 
9.3.7.2. Bureaucratic System: Excessive conflict, uncertainty and risk have to be 
reduced from the bureaucratic system. Conflict and risk have to manage within 
permissible limits, so that; it works as constructive and energising to decision-
making process in the bureaucratic system. Decision-making process in public 
administration have been hijacked to self-goals and individual interests centred, it 
deserve to be changed to merit, equity, objectivity, fairness and justice. Work 
environment need to be changed to be of mutual trust, inter service beliefs, 
participation and teamwork. We have reintroduce innovations and creativity in the 
decision-making process. Only chance to allow growth of innovations is possible 
after thorough change of present bureaucratic system, present system by it origin 
during colonial period was devoid of innovations. New bureaucratic system have to 
be innovation and creativity oriented. 
9.3.8. Pressure Sources;Our research results indicate that Member Legislative 
Assembly, Ministers and District Level Politicians are the greatest source of the 
political pressure in the decision-making process. In new bureaucratic system care 
must be taken to look after merit and transparency. Lack of transparency, clarity and 
objectivity in the rules, regulations and law has forced these sources of political 
pressure to exert political pressure in decision. Present system of providing control 
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and powers to the Secretary and Deputy Commissioner/Collector level has enhance 
temptation to the sources of political pressures to exert pressure in decision to get 
desired outcomes. Colonially created power base of Deputy Commissioner/Collector 
and secretary has to be abolished in the interest of the country. Public servants 
have to live like a saint of the Vedic period, free from ail lusts and temptations. 
9.3.9. Types of Pressure: Present bureaucratic system working is such that only 
selfish and sycophants' flourishes and hard working intelligent persons are sidelined 
to insignificant death. Boiling points in bureaucratic system are the transfers, 
postings, recruitment, promotions, resource allocations and crime related issues 
(chapter-6). Research results indicate that present system is outdated and cause of 
immoral behaviour in the bureaucratic system. Let us have a transparent and clear 
policy for these aspects; transfers may be made on tenure basis. All the posts may 
be classified in to some groups and certain weightage may be assigned to each 
post, after the Union Public Service Commission performance and merit, persons 
may be posted on these positions. Reduction in levels and only seven pay scales 
will reduce lot of subjectivity from the bureaucratic system. Concept of promotion will 
under go a sea change and rat race for creation of new posts will be stopped. 
Present hierarchical structure and excessive orientation towards one service has 
caused all the problems. First officers of one service distort whole system to own 
advantage then others approach politicians to extend same manipulations for them 
also. Administrative people located at control has no reply and have to bend the 
rules under political pressure, thus process of distortion in the form of a chain 
continues to infinity. Firm policy pertaining to all the 15 areas of bureaucratic system 
be declared and made fully transparent and equity based, which only can remove 
immoral behaviour of public servants. 
9.3.10. Reasons & Modes of Pressure: Research results analyses for the 
modes of the political pressure and reasons for accepting political pressure in 
decision-making process indicate that whole bureaucratic system is self-goal 
directed and based on faulty concept of exclusiveness. Excessive powers given to 
one service and particular position or location in hierarchy have created all these 
problems. If public is aware that tomorrow any one can occupy the position of 
prominence/ power, they will not cultivate the future oriented relations. In present 
system people know that Indian Administrative Service officers will continue to 
occupy position of prominence in that cadre, so people start paying them or start 
investing on them for future utilities. An officer of income tax (IRS) will remain in 
income tax through out one's career, so chartered accountant can safely cultivate 
and invest for long-term relations with officers of that department; similarly a 
contractor with telecommunication can invest for long-term relations with persons of 
that department, present system encourage the nexus development. Prevalent 
situations encourage the pressure group formation, thus different modes of political 
pressure continue to take different shapes and forms. Similarly reasons for 
accepting political pressure in decision-making process continue to multiply and 
slowly individual person become highly self centred. Modes and reasons mentioned 
in chapter 7& 8 are dynamic and bureaucratic system is responsible for generating 
these factors. 
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Any efforts to reduce or remove these factors from the decision-making 
process require whole hearted efforts to change the very basis of cause of origin of 
these factors, so that in future external cause of political pressure are reduced or 
eliminated. Complete elimination of these factors is not possible in any bureaucratic 
system, but subjectivity can be reduced to such a low levels that it does not hamper 
the decision-making process and cause loss to any individuals. In this process we 
have to reduce individual based factors and increase the social participation with 
equity and transparency. 
Power and status orientations have to be removed from the public 
administration. Career progression have to be equity and merit based with reduction 
of so many levels from the hierarchy. Stability and security have to be incorporated 
in the individual tenure to avoid disturbances. Politician roles and bureaucratic roles 
have to be clearly defined and ambiguities have to be removed from the decision-
making process in bureaucratic system. 
Excessive emphases from the Annual Confidential Reports have to be 
removed and Annual Confidential Report deserves to be made participative process 
of evaluation, let subordinates evaluate the seniors in joint meeting of all the 
concerned persons. Evaluation may be made both way assessment participatory 
process. Uncertainties and conflicts from the decision-making process may be 
reduced to productive level. Incompetent persons may be identified and 
continuously separated from the decision-making process. To regulate the lust for 
higher and higher money, property and resources, checks and strict regulations may 
be introduced for benami owners in urban areas. In country like India expenditure 
oriented regulation may work to rein persons with immoral behaviour. Clearly 
defined demarcations may be drawn for politician intervenfions and accountability at 
every level be fixed for decision. 
"He who give up all desires, and moves free from attachments, egoism and thirst for enjoyment attain peace" 
Bhagwatgheeta, Chapter. 2.(71) 
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